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I
BEFORE THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO
STATE CAPTURE , CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE
HELD AT PARKTOWN , JOHANNESBURG

In the application of: -

KEVIN WAKEFORD

Implicated person / applicant

In re the evidence of: -

ANGELO AGRIZZI

Evidence giver

FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER

Evidence giver

NOTICE OF MOTION

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that the applicant herein, Mr Kevin Wakeford, does
hereby make application to the Chairperson of the Commission for an order in the
following terms : 1.

Condoning the applicant's non-compliance with the timeframes provided for in
the rules governing the Commission's proceedings in relation to the orders set
out below and to the extent necessary extending such timeframes.

2.

Granting the applicant in terms of rule 3.3.6, read together with rules 3.4, 3.5,
3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 , leave to give oral evid ence and to cross--exarnine the witnesses
who have given evidence and implicated the applicant, namely one Angelo

BOSASA-04-082

T33-KPEW-080
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Agrizzi and one Frans Hendrik Steyn Vorster, on such terms and conditions as
the Commissioner may deem appropriate.

3.

Granting the applicant leave in terms of rule 3.9 to make written and oral
submissions on the findings or conclusions that the Chairperson ought to make
on the evidence placed before the Commission that relates to him.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER

that the applicant has appointed Maphalla Mokate

Conradie Incorporated as his legal representatives and their address at Suite 1, Peak
House, 453 Winifred Yell Street, Garsfontein, Pretoria, at which address he will receive
all necessary process otherwise not communicated by e-mail.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the applicant will rely on his affidavit/statement together

with annexures thereto, delivered together with this Notice of Motion.

KINDLY ensure that the original hereof is delivered to the Chairperson and a copy to

the Commission's legal team.
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DATED at PRETORIA on this the 25 th day of FEBRUARY 2019.

otla onradie)
APPLICANT'S LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES
453 WINIFRED YELL STREET
GARSFONTEIN, PRETORIA
PO BOX 4665, PRETORIA, 0001
DOCEX 268, PRETORIA
TEL: (012) 369-6200
FAX: (012) 348-4096
E-MAIL: MS TERESA CONRADIE
teresac@motcon.co.za
MS CRYSTAL MAPHALLA
crystal@motcon .co.za

TO:

THE SECRET ARY OF THE COMMISSION
c/o MABUNDA INCORPORATED
2 PROTEA ROAD
cnr RILEY ROAD
BEDFORDVIEW, 2008
PO BOX 61238
MARSHALLTOWN, 2107
DOCEX 424, JOHANNESBURG
TEL: (011) 450-2284 / 1641
FAX: (011) 450-1566
E-MAIL: info@mabundainc.co.za

AND
TO: ANGELO AGRIZZI
c/o WEIS ATTORNEYS
MR DWITZ
CELL: 082-322-3100

MABUNDAINCORPORATED

2 6 FEB 201S
E ail· info@mabundainc.co.za
Ter 011 450 1641 I 011 450 2284
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AND
TO:

FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER

KRUGERSDORP
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BEFORE THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO
STATE CAPTURE, CORRUPTION AND FRAUD IN THE PUBLIC
SECTOR INCLUDING ORGANS OF STATE
HELD AT PARKTOWN, JOHANNESBURG
In re the application of: KEVIN WAKEFORD

Applicant/Implicated person

In re the evidence of: ANGELO AGRIZZI
FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER

Evidence giver
Evidence giver
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I, the undersigned,

KEVIN PETER EDWIN WAKEFORD

do hereby make oath and state that: -

A.

DEPONENT

1.

I am the applicant herein. I am an adult male who's full and further necessary
details are dealt with herein below.

2.

The facts and allegations herein contained are within my personal knowledge,
save as stated or appears otherwise, and are to the best of my belief both true
and correct.

B.

PROLOGUE

3.

I am represented herein by Attorneys Maphalla Mokate Conradie Incorporated of
the details set out in my notice of motion.

4.

As appears from the heading two witnesses namely Angelo Agrizzi ("Agrizzi'')
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and Frans Hendrik Steyn Vorster ("Vorster') have been cited in this application
pursuant to Commission rule 11.4.

5.

In their statements made to the Commission and to a far lesser degree in their
oral evidence presented to the Commission, these witnesses have purported to
implicate me in the business of the Commission in its investigation into the
affairs of Bosasa (Pty) Ltd now known as African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd
("Bosasa'), Gavin Watson ("Watson") and others.

6.

Accordingly and as appears from my notice of motion, this is an application in
terms of rule 3.3.6 read together with rules 3.4, 3.6, 3. 7 and 3.8, of the
Commission for leave to give evidence before the Commissioner and to crossexamine the two witnesses.

7.

I have not been able to submit this application to the secretary of the
Commission within 14 calendar days from the date of the one Rule 3.3 notice I
did receive, for the reasons set out below and seek condonation for being
approximately 6 days late.

8.

Set out below under the heading Condonation, I deal with how I came to be
aware that I would be implicated in the evidence of these two witnesses. It was
not by way of notice in terms of Rule 3.3.

9.

Where I rely on statements made by others and information contained in
documents, I do so in the reasonable belief that same are true and correct.

BOSASA-04-088
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10.

All legal submissions made by me are done on the advice of my legal
representatives.

11 .

I submit that Agrizzi's modus operandi is to deceive the Commission by infusing
falsity into partial truth and to then rely on direct and implied false allegations.

12.

I have sought to take the Commission into my confidence and have gone further
than necessary for me to deal with the allegations made against me.

I have

done so in the belief that notwithstanding that I am a victim of malice and
deception and that the allegations are vague and unsubstantiated, I nonetheless
have a moral responsibility to myself and my family to explain what I am able to
and to disclose everything relevant for further investigation in all the
circumstances.

13.

In this affidavit I proceed to first make a clear and unequivocal denial, then I deal
with the prayer in my notice of motion for condonation where after I proceed
under the various headings set out in the Table of Contents above to make out
my application for the relief prayed, to demonstrate that Agrizzi and Vorster's
evidence is not reliable, is challenged, violates my constitutional and related
rights and demands testing of the truth thereof.

C.

DENIAL

14.

I have read and considered the portions of the statement apparently deposed to
by Agrizzi (I have never seen a signed copy), as well as the affidavit of Vorster.
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I have also listened to and considered their oral evidence. In both instances the
witnesses make reckless, vague, disjointed and unsubstantiated allegations.

15.

The parts of these witnesses' statements disputed and denied and the grounds
upon which those parts are disputed and denied are dealt with below as is
required by rule 3.4.

16.

I unequivocally deny the allegations made by the witnesses implicating me in
corrupt, fraudulent, unlawful or wrongful conduct in relation to Bosasa or at all .
They are blatant and malicious calculated to deceive.

D.

CONDONATION

17.

On or about 20 January 2019, it came to my attention, through social media, that
I had been implicated in alleged corrupt activities concerning Bosasa in Agrizzi 's
statement before the Commission .

18.

I immediately contacted my attorney and arranged an urgent consultation.

19.

My attorneys addressed a letter to the secretariat of the Commission on 20
January 2019 alerting the Commission's legal team to the non-compliance with
Rule 3.3.

20.

My attorneys sat in the Commission on my behalf from Monday 21 January 2019
until 28 January 2019 when Agrizzi's evidence implicating me was finally
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reached.

21.

Regarding Vorster's evidence, Agrizzi testified that Vorster would testify further
in relation to certain of his evidence relating to me.

However I was never

advised in terms of Rule 3.3.3 of the date when Vorster would give evidence.
Accordingly my attorneys were not in attendance for Vorster's evidence on 30
January 2019. However my attorneys did in the interim call for Vorster's affidavit
as set out below.

22.

On 22 January 2019, my attorneys received a letter from Mabunda Inc. (the
attorneys of record for the Commission) containing a defective Notice in terms of
Rule 3.3. in respect of Agrizzi's evidence. My legal representatives immediately
alerted the Commission to the error and an amended Rule 3.3 Notice was
emailed to my attorney on Wednesday 23 January 2019.

23.

On 25 January 2019, my attorney addressed a letter to Mabunda Inc. requesting

inter alia a copy of Vorster's affidavit.

24 .

On 30 January 2019, my attorney received a response from Mabunda Inc.
informing us inter alia that Vorster was currently testifying at the Commission,
and on 6 February 2019, I was furnished with a copy of Vorster's affidavit per
email from Mabunda Inc.

25.

On 7 February 2019 my attorney addressed a letter to Mabunda Inc. informing
the Commission that I intended making application to the Commission in terms
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of Rule 3.3.6 in relation to Agrizzi. It was also pointed out that I had not been
furnished with a Rule 3.3 Notice in respect of Vorster but had nonetheless been
implicated in the live testimony of Vorster, and intended making application in
terms of Rule 3.3.6 in respect of Vorster too. In the same letter my attorney
requested an extension to submit a statement in respect of both Agrizzi and
Vorster to the Commission.

26.

It has been a mammoth task to prepare my statement having regard to
documents, records and bank statements dating as far back as 10 years.

27.

As appears above, I immediately upon learning of my being implicated took
special leave to commence assembling my evidence and defence. I took a total
of three weeks special leave. I had to reacquaint myself with relevant
documentation in my personal archives in addition to identifying other sources
for records and information. This included banking and accounting records and
Bosasa records where possible.

28.

My business banker informed me that the bank keeps historical records for a
period of 5 years only. However, through the assistance of Bizdirect at Standard
bank I was able to obtain bank statements for the last 10 years. The historical
bank statements were only sent to me via email on 20 February 2019.

29.

It is also important to note that my accountant, during the period to which the
false allegations relate, passed away during 2015. This made it even more
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difficult to obtain records and documentation.

30.

I then procured the services of an independent accountant, namely FullServe
Chartered Accountants, who only sent the information required by my attorneys
to finalise my statement to me on 25 February 2019.

31 .

My attorney wrote to Bosasa which provided the WG Wearne and RTC records.

32.

As a result of the aforementioned, my attorneys and counsel have only been
available to finalise my affidavit on 25 February 2019.

33.

I submit that my explanation for the time lapse and noncompliance with Rule 3.4
is fully and frankly explained. I have not purposefully delayed submission of my
application and statement.

34.

The effective delay ought with respect to be measured from the time I received a
copy of Vorster's affidavit on 6 February 2019.

14 calendar days from 6

February was 20 February 2019. That means my application and statement is
submitted to the secretary approximately 6 days out of time which I submit in all
of the circumstances is not material or prejudicial to the Commission, the
witnesses or the interests of justice. On the contrary I submit with respect that
the interests of justice dictate that the submission of my application out of time
be condoned.

35.

I respectfully submit that I have at all times intended to cooperate and have as
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far as possible cooperated with the Commission and conducted myself within its
rules and directives.

36.

Lastly I submit that what is set out below challenges and refutes the evidence of
the two witnesses. I submit with respect that at the very least my statement
shows real prospects that the witness's testimony is not reliable and falls to be
rejected. Furthermore my application lays a proper basis for leave to be granted
to me to cross examine the two witnesses.

37.

Wherefore I pray that condonation be granted as prayed in my Notice of Motion.

E.

MEDIA

38.

I have authorised three media releases since I learned of the allegations against
me, namely that released on or about 23 January 2019 a copy of which is
annexed marked "KW1", that released on or about Monday 28 January 2019 a
copy of which is annexed marked "KW2" and that released by Armscor on 15
February 2019 a copy of which is annexed marked "KW3".

39 .

The purpose of the first two media releases was a necessary response to
requests from the media to comment, and to commit myself at the earliest
opportunity to defend my name and reputation and to submit myself to the
scrutiny of the Commission. The purpose of the third media statement was for
the benefit of Armscor and the defence sector.
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40.

I submit that notwithstanding the leaking of Agrizzi's statement to the media and
my own need to defend myself in the court of public opinion, I have refrained
from doing so, save to deny the allegations and for the content of the media
releases.

F.

INTRODUCTION

41 .

Since 1 May 2015 I have served as tile Chief Executive Officer of the
Armaments Corporation of South Africa SOC Limited ("Armscor') at Pretoria.

42 .

Until 15 February 2019 I was serving out a six month notice period having
resigned from Armscor on 30 October 2018.

43 .

On 15 February 2019 I stood down as CEO of Armscor - making myself
available to Armscor during the remainder of my notice period ending 30 April
2019.

44.

I wish to point out at this juncture that there have never been any dealings
whatsoever between Armscor and Bosasa.

45.

During my tenure as CEO, Armscor has remained a well governed institution. I
believe my contribution to strategically repositioning Armscor over the last four
years bares testimony to my integrity and ability. Over my tenure, three clean
audits and one unqualified audit were achieved at Armscor. This speaks
volumes in relation to good governance and an unwillingness to submit myself to
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self-interest and corruption.

46.

At no stage during my employment at Armscor did Watson or Bosasa attempt to
exploit their historical relationship with me. No contacts exist between Armscor

----------and Bosasa.

47.

Agrizzi however did attempt to exploit my position at Armscor. After I had been

(

appointed as the CEO of Armscor, Agrizzi's son Giancarlo Agrizzi, requested a
meeting with me on 10 September 2015 which was then cancelled. I refer to
\

annexure "KW4". Agrizzi informed me thereafter that his son, who was still a
university student at WITS, wanted to advise Armscor and the Department of
Defence on defence and security policy. After I was made aware of the intention
of the meeting, I refused all further requests from Agrizzi or his son to meet with
me, given the inappropriateness of the request.

48.

In regard to why Agrizzi would want to implicate me in the alleged corruption at
Bosasa , I am of the firm conviction that he wants me destroyed due to my
historical relationship with the Watson family, and because I dared to question
his character and value system from the onset.

49.

In Petrus Venter's affidavit prepared in May 2018, and revealed on Carte
Blanche on 03 February 2019, Venter revealed Agrizzi's plan to destroy Watson
and Bosasa. I refer to Petrus Venter's affidavit and the master plan attached
thereto, which are attached hereto marked "KW5" and "KW6" respectively.
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50.

I believe the commission should investigate this "plan" so as to properly
understand Agrizzi and Vorster's motivation behind their testimonies.

51 .

Annexed hereto marked "KW7" is an abridged version of my curriculum vitae
which includes all relevant personal information.

52.

I wish to highlight the following.

I was a founding member of the Coega

Industrial Zone and Deep Water Port my tenure during the period 1995 to 1998
as the CEO of the Port Elizabeth Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry
("PERCCI'). During the period 1999 to 2002 I was the CEO of the South African

Chamber of Business ("SACOB') during which I blew the whistle regarding the
manipulation of the South African Rand which led to the so called "Rand
Commission of Enquiry" under then Judge President John Myburgh. During this
period I was also awarded a professorship extra ordinaire by the Port Elizabeth
Technikon

now the

Nelson

Mandela

Metropolitan

University ("NMMU").

Subsequently other positions included: economic advisor to the Premier of the
Eastern Cape Province and special turnaround advisor to the Minister of Home
Affairs. I have served on numerous boards of Directors including those of listed
companies.

53.

I submit with respect that I have a reputation for not being self-serving. I
demonstrate this as follows. After my testimony at the Rand Commission as a
whistle-blower it was the view of the business community at large, as articulated
by FNB economist Cees Bruggemans, that I had made myself unemployable.
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This was the case even though I had robustly resisted corruption and market
delinquency and was entirely vindicated. I always knew this could be a
consequence.

54.

I verily believe that I have a good name and an untarnished reputation of
honesty and integrity in South African society. My reputation has been
unnecessarily and maliciously impugned. If I am not given an opportunity to
defend myself against the allegations made , I will suffer irreparably damage. The
impact of what are with respect malicious and fabricated allegations has been
severely prejudicial to me and will continue to be so for many years to come.

55.

It goes without saying that I have no choice but to defend my good name and
reputation and to mitigate the prejudice to me and my family (also my 86 year
old mother) and to demonstrate that the allegations are false and cannot be
relied on.

G.

DISPUTED ALLEGATIONS

56.

The disputed allegations are found firstly in the affidavits of the witnesses and
secondly in a small part of their oral evidence before the Commission. By
dealing with the relevant parts of the affidavits I also deal with their oral
evidence.

57 .

The relevant parts from the affidavits are as follows: -
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Affidavit of Agrizzi: -

57.1. Paragraph

43

under the

heading

"Kevin

Wakeford and George

Papadakis": -

"43.
(

43. 1

Kevin Wakeford is a long-standing friend of Gavin Watson.

43. 2

At one stage Bos as a was encountering constant audits by
the

South

African

Revenue

Services

(SARS) .

Kevin Wakeford would often be consulted by Gavin Watson
on issues that Bosasa was facing. Kevin Wakeford would
be paid a monthly fee for services provided.
43. 3

On various occasions Kevin Wakeford would offer advice
with regard to how Bosasa should respond to the media
attacks.

43. 4

Kevin Wakeford approached Gavin Watson whilst we were
undergoing a major SARS investigation.

Kevin Wakeford

told us that George Papadakis could resolve all the issues
at SARS.

Bosasa entered into an agreement with Kevin

Wakeford to pay him the amount of R100 000.00 per month
as a fee for providing services in relation to the SARS

investigation.
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43.5

Kevin

Wakeford

had

made

an

arrangement

with

Gavin Watson that Bosasa would provide both wet and dry
cement to a property in Meyersdal which was owned by
George Papadakis. Frans Vorster would receive orders on
a weekly basis in this regard and often complained to me of

the wastage of costs. Some of the relevant delivery records
(

are available."
(sic)

57.2 . Paragraph 44 under the heading "Department of Home Affairs - Linde/a

renegotiations": -

"44.
44. 1

The Linde/a Repatriation Centre is a facility owned by
Bosasa Properties (Pty) Ltd,

a subsidiary of Bosasa.

Linde/a is managed by Bosasa.

It is a facility for the

detention and repatriation of undocumented migrants. This
takes place on the authority of the Department of Home
Affairs (DHA) . The tender for the management of Linde/a
were granted by DHA to Leading Prospect Trading (Pty)
Ltd, another subsidiary of Bosasa.
44.2

At the time the Linde/a contract was under review by the
DHA. ft employed Fever Tree Consulting for this purpose.
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The person appointed by Fever Tree Consulting to conduct
the

review

was

Aneel

Rahadkhrishna.

Aneel

Rahadkhrishna conducted negotiations with me to reduce
the contract price.

The Minister responsible (Nosiviwe

Mapisa-Nqakula) had instructed the DHA to reduce costs at
Linde/a.
44. 3

DHA wanted a review of the minimum-fee clause of the
Linde/a contract.

Gavin Watson was concerned that it

would affect the profits.

Gavin Watson called a meeting

with myself and Kevin Wakeford. It was decided that Aneel
Rahadkhrishna would be

'managed'.

Gavin

Watson,

Kevin Wakeford and Aneel Rahadkhrishna agreed on a
deal. I was informed later by Rahadkhrishna that payment
of an amount of R7, 000, 000. 00 to him was discussed. The
payment to Rahadkhrishna was intended to facilitate a
renegotiation and extension of the contract that would
benefit Bosasa.
44. 4

The outcome was that the contract was extended for a
further five years without the need for further tender
processes and treasury approval. The price was reduced by
R860, 000. 00 per month. However more favourable contract
terms were included in the contract.

The annual gross
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value to Bosasa was in the region of R93 600 000. 00.

44. 5

At a stage I confronted Gavin Watson as Rahadkhrishna

was annoyed that he had extended the contract period and
he yet no payments were forthcoming to him as apparently
promised. My concern then was that I could not understand
why an agreement to pay Rahadkhrishna had been reached

(

in the light of the reduction in the price of the contract
amounting to RB60 000 per month. I note that at this stage I
had not yet examined the extended contract in detail.

44. 6

Kevin Wakeford explained the benefits of the extended
contract to Bosasa to me.

An important benefit was that

opposition to the contract on the part of opposition political
parties and SCOPA had been mitigated.
44. 7

Watson Watson's instruction was very clear. He said that

Bosasa was not in a position to transfer a lump sum to
Rahadkhrishna but would make a monthly retainer payment
on production of an invoice.
44. 8

Rahadkhrishna was not happy.

He started putting in

invoices in the name of a 'Wine Merchant Company' in
Cape Town. I cannot recall the name or the exact details of
the invoices. I think it was about R75 000.00 per month that
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was invoiced.

The payments were effected by Carlos

Bonifacio.
I stopped the invoicing from Aneel Rahadkhrishna in 2015.

44. 9

The Bosasa group of companies was under severe scrutiny.
I offered to

help

Rahadkhrishna

with

branding and

marketing resources for his company "Akhile".

(

I used this

as an excuse for not making further payments to him. I told
him payments would resume when the heat was off.

I

arranged that the internal design team of Bosasa to provide
him services at no charge to re-brand his company and to
design and create websites. Gavin Watson was informed."
(sic)

Affidavit of Vorster: )

57.3. Paragraphs 29 and 30 under the heading "Linde/a": -

"29.

During 2008 I was introduced to Kevin Wakeford. He was
always visiting Gavin Watson and he visited Head office
often. During late 2009 Gavin Watson called me in and said
that Kevin will speak to me and instructed me to him with
the buying and delivering of wet and dry cement.

30.

Kevin Wakeford came to me in my office at procurement.
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He provided me with an address for delivery, at the Meyer
Park Eco Estate in Meyerton. Kevin will also phone me with
the amounts of cement that he would need. During the year
we ordered wet cement from WG Wearne in Randfontein.
This was to be paid before delivery took place.

The dry

cement was ordered from Randfontein Trading Centre
where we had an account. I ordered truckloads full of dry
cement that was delivered to Meyer Park Eco Estate. The
value of wet and dry cement was just over R600 000.00. I
understood that the person has assisted Bosasa with their
SARS matter."
(sic)

H.

AD AGRIZZl'S AFFIDAVIT AND ORAL EVIDENCE

58.

I proceed to deal ad seriatim with the above parts of Agrizzi's affidavit, the
commissioned version of which I have never seen, but I accept that what is set
out in the commission's letter to me received on Wednesday 24 January 2019 is
taken from his commissioned version thereof.

I.

AD PARAGRAPH 43: THE WATSON FAMILY

59.

It is important for me to give perspective of my relationship with the Watson
family in light of the allegations made against me personally, as I believe it will
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provide a balanced understanding and more reasonable context.

60.

My primary relationships are with Ronnie and Valence Watson.

61 .

My first knowledge of the family was through watching Cheeky Watson play
rugby in my youth . Cheeky and the Watson brothers attended Graeme College,
the same school I attended, and had represented the Junior Springboks in 1976.

62.

Cheeky Watson removed himself from selection for the proposed and aborted
Springbok Tour of France in 1977 in order to play non-racial rugby with his
brothers in the townships of South Africa.

63.

Given the Watson brothers' Christian background, well-known activist Mono
Badela had requested them to join the non-racial rugby movement. Soon
thereafter Chris Hani recruited the brothers into the underground of the ANG.

64.

I met the Watson family in the mid 1980's as a student at the University of Port
Elizabeth (now NMMU) . I was recruited by the Institute for a Democratic
Alternative for South Africa (IDASA}, which the Watsons had helped generate
ANG underground support for in the region. It was during this period that I was
recruited by the Watson's into the ANC underground structures.

65.

The Watson 's were always opposed to multi-racialism, and promoted nonracialism . This is the Watson value system I know and understand, and with this
perspective I consulted to Bosasa.
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J.

AD AGRIZZl'S PARAGRAPHS 43.2 AND 43.3

66.

These two paragraphs contain factually correct statements but are used to
mislead by what follows. I give the following context in relation to my
relationships with Bosasa and Agrizzi himself.

K.

MY RELATIONSHIP WITH BOSASA

67.

During the third quarter of 2006, I applied for an appointment as the Economic

(

Adviser to the Premier of the Eastern Cape Province but I experienced a
debilitating delay by the Department of Public SeNice Administration (DPSA) at
a national level. In these circumstances I had to look for consultancy work in my
broader network.

68.

Valence Watson informed me that he believed that his brother Gavin Watson
and the Bosasa group could benefit from my expertise.

The expertise I

possessed then and now include the ability to analyse the broader political
economy nationally and internationally and to analyse ongoing strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats in the business context.

69.

Pursuant to discussions with Bosasa and Watson, I was made an oral offer of a
retainer of R50 000.00 plus Vat per month to provide on-going consulting
seNices, which I accepted but through my consultancy Wakeford Investment
Enterprises CC ("Wakeford CC").
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70.

In and about late 2006 my appointment came through as Economic Adviser to
the Premier of the Eastern Cape Province. I disclosed my involvement to both
parties and split my work time accordingly.

71 .

I was always impressed with Bosasa as an organisation in terms of its:
accreditations, balance score cards (showing level and depth of economic

(

transformation),
credentials,

broad

based

black

economic

empowerment

(BBBEE)

staff discipline, work ethos, staff countenance and morale.

Bosasa's market advantage was that it was a truly transformed and competitive
organisation. It was majority: black owned, black managed and black staffed. I
was proud to be a part of it. I had no idea of Agrizzi's self-confessed "fifth
column of economic cannibalism" (system within a system) and Watson's
alleged corrupt activities. When the rumours regarding the SIU report started,
management denied them with confidence given the above track record and the
highly competitive nature of the seNices sector Bosasa operated in .

72.

I terminated the consultancy agreement with Bosasa in April 2015 before I
commenced as CEO of Armscor.

L.

MY RELATIONSHIP WITH AGRIZZI

73 .

My relationship with Agrizzi was tenuous and unproductive from the very start.
My appointment had been suggested by Watson directly, due to his personal
experience with me, which I believe angered Agrizzi as he saw anyone who had
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a direct relationship with Watson as a threat to Agrizzi's own relationship with
Watson and control of the business.

74.

Sometime after meeting Agrizzi I expressed to Watson my concerns about
Agrizzi's character and attitude. Bosasa was a growing Black Economic
Empowerment business which could become a benchmark for how black
economic empowerment principles could be successfully implemented. Agrizzi
on the other hand appeared to view economic inclusion and Afrocentricity as a
burden rather than a necessity.

75.

For example during my tenure as a consultant to Bosasa, I spoke at a staff
conference, at the Silver Star Casino Conference Centre, on good governance
and my experiences at the Rand Commission. After my presentation Agrizzi
made a snide remark about how I was na'fve and far too idealistic about African
leadership. I perceived him to be a racist with no confidence in black
management or leadership.

76.

My belief at the time was subsequently confirmed . During 2018 City Press
published a sound clip on their website of a 23 minute recording of Agrizzi made
on 24 August 2018 . Parts hereof were played during Agrizzi's evidence before
the commission.

77.

In the recording Agrizzi says about black men, that they "steal, they loot, they

rape, they destroy", confirming Agrizzi's view of the .black community in general.
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78.

Agrizzi then referenced a friend of his, saying that he was "not a racist, he's a

realist" for his view on black economic empowerment, that he would not "let a
bloody k***** run" his business. This confirmed Agrizzi 's own view on black
economic empowerment.

79.

This is in stark contrast to what Agrizzi said at the commission, where Agrizzi
said that "the country was changing for the better, and we saw that BEE

credentials played a major role".

80.

Given my views on Agrizzi, and our consequently antagonistic relationship,
Agrizzi went about marginalising me in terms of the company's activities. Agrizzi
established himself as the de facto CEO of Bosasa by approximately 2008. He
demanded that all requests and communications go through himself personally,
whereas when I had commenced my consultancy with Bosasa in late 2006 my
interactions had been with Watson directly.

81 .

It was evident that Agrizzi had an unhealthy obsession with Watson, and he was
a remarkable gate-keeper of Watson, the de Jure CEO. This is demonstrated in
the sound clip where Agrizzi says that he holds no animosity towards Watson
and that he loved Watson like his own father, while speaking to inter alia
Watson's children .

82 .

After the aforesaid, Agrizzi went on to say that what would "make (him) even

happier now" is if they "take the whip" to the black directors of Bosasa and fire
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them". Agrizzi was stating that the black directors were irrelevant and an

unnecessary cost.

83.

Agrizzi informed me that he himself controlled Watson's email account, and I
may as well email Agrizzi directly. Agrizzi insisted that he also attend meetings
Watson went to.

84.

Effectively he built a moat of institutional control around Watson's activities. As
Chief of Operations, Watson empowered Agrizzi with operational autonomy and
control over Bosasa's activities. My attendance at meetings and my visits to the
Bosasa head office became limited given that Agrizzi demanded all interactions
had to be with himself personally, and I did not have a good working relationship
with him.

85.

I was excluded from meetings I previously would have been asked to attend,
and I was rarely requested to assist with projects that previously I would have
added strategic and technical input into. I ended up meeting Watson and the
black management and directors off-site over dinner or breakfast, and at my
office when my advice was required. This was done to avoid conflict with Agrizzi.

86.

In the result my involvement in Bosasa affairs was very limited from
approximately mid 2008 onwards. In fact I never increased my consultancy fee
during the entire eight and a half years of tenure as I was involved less and less
from approximately mid-2008 and my contributions were infrequently called for.
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87.

In retrospect I realise that Watson made no attempt to insist on my involvement.

88.

I became aware of ongoing tensions between Agrizzi and the directorate of
Bosasa, all of whom were black South Africans, with the exception of Watson. I
believe the directorate had grown weary of Agrizzi's lack of accountability, and
continued indifference to the authority of the board. Agrizzi would on occasion
express that the board did not have the knowledge and understanding that he
personally had of the industries in which Bosasa operated, and as such his
views should not be questioned.

89 .

Although I had no evidence at the time, I believed that this was merely Agrizzi's
attempt to disguise the fact that he despised falling under the authority of a black
directorate. My views were confirmed, in the same recording made of Agrizzi
mentioned above, where Agrizzi said in reference to the black directorate, that
"those k*****s have done nothing for (Watson Watson)" as well as the words "/

see the board as dysfunctional' . He then said, "/ will personally go into that
company, with or without permission, and I will f*** each of those k*****s out
there" and "that k***** just needs a good hiding".

90.

His personality and character traits never adjusted to the vision that Bosasa as
an organisation aspired to, one of empowerment and inclusivity.

91.

Lastly I state that Agrizzi would at times deliberately delay the payment of my
consultancy fee, or not pay me at all, forcing me to have to play catch up later. It
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was only in those circumstances that my close corporation would receive
R100 000.00. I specifically deny that I was ever paid anything other than my
consultancy fee of R50 000.00 except for a few instances of extra time
reasonably billed and reimbursements of expenses such as subsistence and
travel incurred on Bosasa's behalf.

(

M.

AD AGRIZZl'S PARAGRAPHS 43.4 AND 43.5

92.

The content of these paragraphs is a blatant fabrication and denied in its
entirety.

N.

AD AGRIZZl'S PARAGRAPH 43.4

93.

The allegations made by Agrizzi in paragraph 43.4 of his affidavit to the
commission are false. No such meeting ever took place with myself, Watson and
Agrizzi, and I deny ever saying to any party whether within Bosasa or otherwise
that George Papadakis could resolve issues at SARS.

94.

No agreement for the provision of services in relation to SARS investigations
between myself and Bosasa ever existed. No agreement between myself and
Bosasa for R100 000.00 per month ever existed either.

95.

At no stage was I ever paid R 100 000.00 per month whether to assist with SARS
investigations or at all. This can be confirmed by my financial records which I
tender

upon

request

as

annexing

same

would

make

this

statement
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unnecessarily prolix. I refer to a letter annexed marked "KW8" from an
independent accounting firm FullServe Chartered Accountants which I recently
appointed to analyse three different sources: namely 1. my CC's bank
statements going back to Early 2009 until termination of services in April 2015;
2. Bosasa's ledger of payments to my CC from 2007 until 2015; and 3. My
invoices and ledger of receipts of payment during that period. The letter confirms
inter alia that I received a monthly retainer of R50 000.00 plus Vat and on the

few occasions when payments received exceeded R50 000.00 they either
related to expenses incurred on Bosasa's behalf or arrears payments of my
monthly retainer.

96 .

Regarding the allegations relating to SARS by Agrizzi and the period referred to
by Vorster (late 2009 to late 2010) , I have confirmed with Bosasa, that no
Engagement (investigation or audit) from SARS with Bosasa was initiated during
that period. Apparently the only Engagement letter Bosasa received from SARS
during this period was on 18 August 2010, and the consequential information
request sent by SARS is dated 23 March 2011 per annexure "KW9".

0.

AD AGRIZZl'S PARAGRAPH 43.5

97.

Save as set out below the allegations in respect of the cement herein are
denied.

).
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P.

AD VORSTER'S AFFIDAVIT AND ORAL EVIDENCE

98 .

At this juncture I turn to deal with Vorster's evidence which relates to the content
of Agrizzi's paragraphs 43.4 and 43.5.

Q.

AD VORSTER'S PARAGRAPHS 29 AND 30

99.

As regards Vorster's allegation in paragraph 29, that in 2008 he was introduced
to me by Watson, I state that I do not believe that I have ever met Vorster. I do
believe I would have spoken to him telephonically.

100.

In paragraph 30 of Vorster's affidavit, Vorster asserts that I went to see him in
"his office at procurement", and that I provided him with a delivery address in
Meyerton. I repeat that I have no recall of ever meeting Vorster.

101 .

Vorster testified that I requested him to order and deliver wet and dry cement in
late 2009, and this continued "over a period of a year" until late 2010, for a
person who had "assisted Bosasa with their SARS matter". He states similarly in
his affidavit: "/ understood that the person has assisted Bosasa with their SARS
matter." As pointed out above the only "SARS matter" I am aware of, came after
the period to which Vorster referred. Further to what is set out above, I deny this.

102.

According to Vorster's affidavit wet cement was ordered from WG Wearne in
Randfontein, and the dry cement was ordered from Randfontein Trading Centre
(RTC) to be delivered to a specific address at Meyer Park Eco Estate in
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Meyerton. I have obtained from Bosasa an extract from their accounting records
of all purchases from WG Wearne and RTC for the period referred to by Vorster,
being late 2009 to late 2010. These records obtained are annexed marked

"KW10".

103.

The records confirm that no purchases were made from WG Wearne post July
2009, and this was confirmed by Bosasa with WG Wearne directly as well.

104.

As regards RTC, the records show that the total purchases by Bosasa from RTC
over the period September 2009 to August 2010, were in the region of R63
000.00. These were total purchases of all materials by Bosasa from RTC for the
entire group of companies. I refer to these RTC records annexed marked

"KW11" .

105.

Vorster's allegation that R600 000.00 worth of cement was delivered from late
2009 until late 2010 from both WG Wearne and RTC, is directly refuted by the
records and documents attached. Any orders for cement that may have been
placed through Vorster, cannot be for the amounts as alleged by him.

R.

AD AGRIZZl'S PARARAGRAPH 44

106.

Once again Agrizzi infuses truth with falsity and fabricates allegations both direct
and implied. Accordingly it is necessary for me to give context.

107.

In 2007 the Home Affairs Turnaround Project ("Turnaround Project") was
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implemented, involving large-scale restructuring of the Department of Home
Affairs

("DHA"

or

the

"Department").

FeverTree

Consulting

(Pty)

Ltd

("FeverTree") was contracted by the Department to determine the scope of the
Turnaround Project, and identified a comprehensive set of transformation
projects for the Department, including reviewing and renegotiating existing
contracts.

108.

In early 2007 I was contacted by the Minister of Home Affairs who requested me
to oversee the then envisaged Turnaround Project. This project was endorsed
by Cabinet, given the ongoing crisis within the department.

109.

Due to a lack of senior leadership, numerous suspensions within the
department, a legacy of poor infrastructure and IT systems, as well as a poor
governance environment, FeverTree, the local partner of AT Kearney was
appointed. AT Kearney were highly regarded due to their previous success
within the public sector in South Africa, and internationally through their
successful execution of home affairs related projects in USA, Belgium, and the
Netherlands.

110.

I informed the Minister at the time that I was providing consulting services to the
Premier of the Province as well as advising the Bosasa Group of Companies.

111.

My appointment as Ministerial Turnaround Adviser was through Wakeford CC.
This lasted for 2 years and ended the month before the 2009 General Elections.
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As stated above I continued to consult to Bosasa and other clients in the private
sector until April 2015.

112.

During the Turnaround Project new and improved SLAs were negotiated with all
key suppliers to the Department, including Sita, Telkom, SAPO, XPS/Skynet,
Nthwese/Double Ring, GPW and Leading Prospects Trading CC (Lindela
Repatriation Centre). Of these suppliers, only Nthwese/Double Ring and Lindela
had contracts in place. All other contracts had expired or did not exist with DHA.

113.

At all material times whether in relation to Bosasa or any of my clients, I was
mindful of possible conflicts of interest and without exception made full
disclosures and recused myself from any decisions involving or relating to my
clients.

114.

I was the Minister's turn around advisor and programme manager and indeed at
the helm of the Turnaround Project, however I oversaw 55 mini projects and
seven work streams but was monitoring performance of these against
contracted deliverables. I was at no stage whatsoever involved in the Lindela
contract review.

115.

I never attended or took part in any meeting with Agrizzi and Watson concerning
the renegotiation of the Lindela contract with the Department, FeverTree or
Aneel Rahadkrishna ("Rahadkrishna"). I have also never been a part of any

discussion where "it was decided that Anee/ Rahadkrishna could be 'managed'".
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I deny I would ever make a statement like that about someone in the context of
fraud or corruption.

116.

I have never been a party to any "deal" with Rahadkrishna that Agrizzi alludes to
in his affidavit or at all. I have never been party to, nor am I aware of any
discussion where a payment of R7 million to Rahadkrishna was discussed. I was
never party to any discussion with Agrizzi where an extension of the Lindela
contract was discussed.

117.

Agrizzi would have met Rahadkrishna at the respective negotiation sessions
between DHA and Bosasa. Rahadkrishna was merely part of that process as a
support consultant to the DHA Team and he had no individual influence.

118.

In reference to Agrizzi's assertions in para 44.4, as mentioned above I was not a
party to any discussions around the Lindela contract, however the Report of the
Accounting Officer in the 2007/2008 Annual Financial Statements of DHA,
stipulated that negotiations around the Lindela contract were successfully
concluded in January 2008, which resulted in direct savings of R7.7 million per
annum to the Department.

119.

As support consultant working with DHA officials Rahadkrishna was only one
member of a team responsible for negotiating this saving.

120.

The annualised savings amounted to R 7,68m per annum. Ironically it is rather
close to the R7 000 000.00 Agrizzi alleges as a bribe.
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121 .

Further cost savings of R68m on the remainder of the Lindela contract were
negotiated for the Department as detailed in the Annual Report of DHA for
2007/2008. Additional potential future cost savings of R112m were also
negotiated as detailed in the Review of the Asset Valuation of the Lindela
Contract.

Further costs savings of R368m could be realised when the

department reduced

its availability requirements

based

on

the

revised

deportation strategy to be implemented by the Department, which would reduce
the facility requirement from the original 4 000 capacity requirement.

122.

The Annual Report further highlights, that management reviewed the financial
implications of the Lindela contract, and was satisfied that it met the
Department's requirements, and that no fruitless and wasteful expenditure was
being incurred as a result of the terms of the contract.

123.

Furthermore, in addition to the cost of the contract decreasing immediately, if the
contract was extended at the sole discretion of the Department, the cost would
be further reduced by an additional R1 .8m per month. The Department was
given a CPIX adjustment holiday for 6 months, Bosasa would provide medical
facilities at no additional cost to the Department, administration facilities would
be upgraded at Bosasa's cost, the Department would have a right of first refusal
to purchase the Lindela facility at market value, and Bosasa would improve their
current levels of service. The contract review period was also extended from 3
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years to five years, and not the contract period by years as alleged by Agrizzi.
This was all detailed in the Lindela contract review.

124.

Further, the contract was in place between the Department and Bosasa at the
time of review and 2 years had already lapsed and this did not require National
Treasury approval as alleged by Agrizzi. The review provided that prior to the

(

original 10 year lapsing, the Department could either review, cancel or extend
the contract. This was at the discretion of the Department and not the
Consultants as alleged by Agrizzi.

125.

The effect of the negotiations and review was to bring the cost per capita to the
Department down to only 35% of that of the cost per capita of similar services
provided at Private Prisons and the Department of Social Services as addressed
in the Lindela Negotiations Outcomes review. Agrizzi's allegations of corruption
are preposterous .

126.

Para 44.6 of his Agrizzi's affidavit is false. I at no time had any discussions with
Agrizzi about the benefits of an extended Lindela contract, nor about the
mitigation of opposition to the contract from opposition political parties and
SCOPA. However, as detailed in the Report of the Accounting Officer, two
SCOPA meetings were attended by the Department on 20 June 2007, and
20 February 2008

concerning

the

Lindela

contract.

On 20 June 2007 the Auditor General recommended that the contract be
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renegotiated, and this recommendation was made 6 months before negotiations
commenced with Bosasa.

127.

It is important to note that all FeverTree consul~ants operated at Home Affairs in
a supportive capacity. They performed research and analysis followed by
specific recommendations. All statutory powers remained vested in the
Accounting Authority, being the Director General and his subordinates, in terms
of the respective delegations of authority for the necessary approvals including
procurement and contracting.

128.

Significant outcomes from the Turnaround included; reduced turnaround times
for identity documents from an average of 137 days to 44 days; reduced
turnaround times for Passports from an average of 47 days to 23 days; an
efficient new Customer Contact Centre answering 95% of calls in 20 seconds
and resolving 90% of calls on first contact; and an annual saving of R80m
realized in procurement.

129.

Each payment for a deliverable achieved was signed off by 5 signatories before
being submitted to the DHA responsibility manager, and thereafter the finance
department for payment. This once again points to a rigorous governance
process.
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S.

BRIEF SUBMISSIONS

130.

What I have set out above speaks for itself but I wish to make the following
submissions.

131 .
(

I have denied all allegations implicating me in any wrongful, unlawful, corrupt or
fraudulent conduct at all .

132.

Neither Agrizzi nor Vorster have presented any evidence implicating me which
that are able to properly prove or corroborate.

133.

Each of the witnesses confess to being fraudulent and corrupt.

134.

I respectfully believe that their attempts to implicate me are malicious and selfserving. In the case of Agrizzi he soon came to despise me for the reasons
aforementioned. I believe his evidence is only intended to cause me reputational
harm.

In the case of Vorster I believe he is simply Agrizzi's sycophant or

acolyte. His evidence in relation to me is clearly manipulated to suit Agrizzi's
allegations.

135.

I have disclosed my true relationship to Bosasa as a retained consultant at all
material times.

136.

My financial records refute the allegation that I was paid an agreed R100 000.00
per month for services to be rendered in relation to a SARS audit.
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137.

In the Period late 2009 to late 2010, to which Vorster speaks (Agrizzi does not
specify a period and defers to what Vorster says) the only Engagement by
SARS of Bosasa was on 18 August 2010 i.e. at the end of the period, leaving no
material nexus between the period relied on and any audit. It was only hereafter
that the so called "constant audits" by SARS occurred.

138.

The records I have managed to obtain in regard to Bosasa's cement purchases
in the period referred to by the witnesses refute the monetary amounts and
cement quantities alleged and there is no reliable evidence to even suggest the
allegations put forward .

139.

Regarding Lindela I have fully disclosed my role in the Home Affairs Turnaround
Project. Neither RahadKrishna nor I had any influence or powers to do as Agrizzi
alleges. On the contrary Home Affairs and the national fiscus were the clear
winners on multiple levels while Bosasa was negotiated down to a cost effective
and less lucrative basis.

140.

The allegations by the witnesses do not pass muster and fall to be severely
criticized with or without cross examination.

141.

The allegations and my being implicated has placed my entire career and future
participation in all spheres of South African society at risk . The prejudice to me is
simply incalculable.
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142.

Without an opportunity to defend myself in the same commission, against the
allegations made against me in this commission, the prejudice to me will be
irreparable.

143.

Reserving my rights, I persist in my relief for leave to give my above evidence
viva voce and for leave to cross examine both Agrizzi and Vorster.

(

T.

CONCLUSION

144.

This has been a very difficult and painful period for my family and me. This also
impacted on my former staff at Armscor and my broader relational network.
However, I stand ready to continue contributing to the Republic of South Africa
in whatever way or capacity. I have a deep love for this country and will never
allow cheap politics and deception to constrain my commitment or motivation. I
have no problem where crime is robustly confronted, but it is a great pity that
corrupt people like Agrizzi and others are allowed to cause so much chaos with
evil intent by drawing innocent citizens into the fray for malicious purposes. His
deceitfulness and reckless lies about me will never stand the test of the legal
system, nor will they sustain themselves in the court of public opinion.
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THUS SIGNED AND SWORN TO AT PRETORIA ON THIS THE 25TH DAY OF
FEBRUARY 2019, THE DEPONENT HAVING ACKNOWLEDGED THAT HE KNOWS
AND UNDERSTANDS THE CONTENTS OF THIS AFFIDAVIT, THAT IT IS BOTH
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF HIS KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, THAT HE
HAS NO OBJECTION TO TAKING THE PRESCRIBED OATH AND THAT THE
PRESCRIBED OATH WILL BE BINDING ON HIS CONSCIENCE.
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ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: I understand. In the next paragraph you deal with
certain other evidence of yours.

Kevin Wakeford what was his relationship with

Gavin Watson?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Well they are longstanding friends of the Watsons.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was there a stage at which Bosasa was being audited
by the South African Revenue Services?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Most definitely, we were being constantly hounded. Every
time there is a negative newspaper article we would at that stage be audited, pulled in, I
mean even in our personal capacities, SARS used to come and do lifestyle audits on
10

us, full audits and really pester us.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC:

Was Mr Wakeford on occasion consulted by

Gavin Watson in relation to negative press publicity and these SARS audits?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, he was and on terms – on certain occasions he actually
accompanied me to the bankers to try and explain the allegations aw ay with the banks.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, and was he paid a fee for his services?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, he was.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Did Mr Wakeford approach Mr Watson on one occasion
whilst Bosasa was undergoing a major SARS investigation?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct, Chair.
20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What did he tell Mr Watson and were you present at that
meeting?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: I was present at that meeting, Chair.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What was said?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI:

Well basically what was said is that we need to get

George Papadakis on board and everything else we tried would be pointless. We need
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to get him on board and get him to help us in sorting out the SARS issue.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, was Mr Wakeford paid a fee for his services in
relation to this particular investigation and SARS investigations in general?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, he was paid a large sum of money every month. It was in
the region of about R100 000 a month.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: A fee?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Correct, yes.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: For services rendered?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
10

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC:

Then go on please to deal with the allegation in

paragraph 43.5. At that stage Mr Papadakis do you know whether he was in any way
related in a business sense to the South African Revenue Services?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Well he was a consultant there and that is why everybody
thought it would be great to be able to use him to assist us.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Or simply approach him.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Sorry?
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Simply approach him, say we have this issue we wish to
raise in relation to the investigation. You are employed by SARS so we want to make
representations to you.
20

MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright. Carry on then, paragraph 43.5?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: I was not privy to the meeting that was held, Chair, with
Gavin Watson, Kevin Wakeford and George Papadakis. All that we were told is that he
is working in the background he will handle everything.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright.
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MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: And then we basically would get an order to say that you need
to deliver wet and dry cement.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Wet and dry or wet or dry?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Wet and dry.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Cement to a certain property in Meyersdal, but I think that
Frans Vorster or the next witness will deal more thoroughly with that incident.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Do you know who owned that property in Meyersdal?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That was owned by Mr Papadakis.
10

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Do you know whether cement delivers were indeed
made and, Chair, there will be further evidence in relation to those transactions. Let us
move on please to paragraph 44 where you talk of the Department of Home Affairs and
certain renegotiations which took place in relation to the Lindele repatriation centres?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: You say you went to the meeting where Mr Watson and
Mr Wakeford would have discussed matters relating to the investigation of SARS with
Mr Papadakis?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: I was not in the – I cannot recall being in the meeting with
Mr Papadakis and Mr Wakeford and Mr Watson.

20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: The evidence you can give you have already given?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Let us go then to paragraph 44, the Lindele repatriation
centre. You have told the, Chair, that that centre was a facility owned by the Bosasa
groups. You say here in the statement specifically by Bosasa Properties Pty Limited?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct, Chair.
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ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: And you have told the, Chair, it is a facility for the
detention and repatriation for migrants who enter the country without proper authority
and documentation?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: The management of Lindele under which department
would that fall?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: The management of the Lindele repatriation facility is done by
Bosasa but falls under the department of Home Affairs.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: And the tender for the management of Lindele was
10

granted you say by the Department of Home Affairs to a Bosasa company. What
company was that?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: It is called Leading Prospect Trading which is one of the
subsidiaries.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: I that Leading Prospect Trading 111?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Pty Limited?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was there a time when that contract was under review?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes.

20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: At the instance of the Department of Home Affairs?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct, Chair.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was there a consultancy employed for that review?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Chair, the consultancy was Fever Tree Consultants and they
had subcontracted part of that to a gentleman by the name of Neil Rahakrishner from
Akile.
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ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Is that the same Neil Rahakrishner that you spoke of
earlier?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, and the consultancy Fever Tree was appointed
you say by the Department of Home Affairs?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct, Chair.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What was the content of the review, in other words what
was done pursuant to the review? You refer to that in paragraph 44.2?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: The Minister at that stage was Nakula and she wanted to see,
10

Lindele was always a hot potato in parliament and it will always be raised as it is
costing the tax payer so much money. So she wanted to raise the issue with us and
she wanted the price reduced of Lindele itself.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: And in particular how would this reduction and cost be
achieved?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: What happened was we used to at Lindele be paid per person
per day so you are paid per occupancy rates. During the early 2000′s I negotiated a
fixed fee rate, because it is like a bus of school kids, you either have a full bus of an
empty bus, but you still have to pay for the bus. So we negotiated a fixed fee contract
where we did not charge per occupancy, but we charged specifically for a fixed fee. So

20

they wanted this reduced, because what was happening was where Lindele should be
accommodating between 3/4000 people was only accommodating 1 000 and the
department would be charged the fixed fee rate which was equivalent to 3 500 people
so in their opinion it was wastage so she wanted it reduced. So I then entered into
discussions and negotiations with Fever Tree Consulting who then appointed a
consultant to work with us on it to look at the reductions in it.
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ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Who was that consultant?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI:

The consultant that was eventually appointed was

Neil Rahakrishner and the reason why he was appointed was, because Gavin Watson
and Kevin Wakeford decided we could work with him. That is the first time I actually
met Neil.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was an agreement reached?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: In relation to the request by the Department of Home
Affairs to reduce costs?
10

MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Sorry, yes an agreement was reached and we reduced the
costs.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, and was there any payment involved? Payment
at the hands of Bosasa?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: At a later stage after they had reduced the cost, we reduced
the cost by about R862 000 per month and my concern was that Neil Rahakishner
approached me and said that him, Kevin Wakeford and Gavin Watson had come up
with a deal. So I said look I do not know about a deal, but let me find out and if there is
a deal then there is a deal, but I was not involved with it. I was then informed that he
was expecting a payment of R7-million.

20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Informed by who?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: By Neil Rahakrishner.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: That he, Rahakrishner was expecting a payment of R7million?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Exactly.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Right.
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MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: And that was to facilitate the negotiation and the extension of
the contract. So if I can explain to you, Chair, what actually happened was, it was a
process where we reduced the price by R860 000 so the saving to the department over
the period of time was considerable. However, what happened was the contract was
extended by another five years.
So it was extended by five years, so in actual fact we were scoring, but I did
not see it that way so I approached Gavin Watson and I said to him, you know, Neil is
very concerned and annoyed with me, because he says that you cut a deal with him.
My concern was also why I could not fathom out why he would agree to pay R7 -million
10

over just like that.
Watson then said to me, he said to me in summary he said you are not
paying R7-million you can pay him on a monthly basis.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, let us just go back to paragraph 44.4.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Sure.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Where you do say what you have just told the, Chair,
that the contract was extended for a further five years. Was there any tender process
involved?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Nothing, whatsoever.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Any Treasury approval involved?

20

MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: No.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: And you say more favourable terms were included in the
extended contract, is that so?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, that is true.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, what was the annual gross value to Bosasa or
Bosasa subsidiary in relation to this contract?
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MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Chair, 96.3-million.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: At the time you were wondering why on earth pay
Mr Rahakrishner R7-million when the contract price had actually been reduced. Had
you at that stage examined the extended contract in any detail?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: No, I had not.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: So you were not aware of any more favourable contract
terms at the stage you expressed your doubts?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: No, I was doubtful of the transaction. I had not seen yet what
Neil Rahakrishner had put in to the actual contract.
10

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Were the benefits of the extended contract to Bosasa
and its subsidiary explained to you at a later stage?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Kevin Wakeford explained it to me later and he explained that
what they had done was extended the term of the contract, but also made it more
feasible in terms of increases as well. So the actual increments that you would get
would compound at the bottom and grow quicker. So what might be worth 9 -million
now might be worth say R13-million, where if you started off with 10-million you would
only be at 12-million at the same time.
So to me it made sense and it seemed to work.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was the relationship between Bosasa and its subsidiary

20

on the one hand and the Department of Home Affairs on the other the subject of public
comment at this time?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: I mentioned it earlier. It was continuously in the press and
everybody was unhappy with the Bosasa contract.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: The negotiation of a reduced price did this do anything
mitigate public concern about the contract?
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MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: I think to a large degree it helped. It kept everybody quiet,
Chair, and I think that people started realising that maybe Bosasa and Lindele is not a
bad notion at all.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Was Mr Rahakrishner happy about the fact that he was
not about to receive R7-million?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: No, he was not happy at all, Chair. I had all my days with that
gentleman.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Alright, and in relation to the monthly payment what
happened?
10

MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: So I said to him well look I was not part of your transaction. I
did not debate anything with you and I said all I can do is go to Gavin Watson and say
listen what about if he puts in a monthly invoice.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Did he submit monthly invoices?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, he did, but he did it through one of his friends who has
got a wine merchant agency so I remember that it was Wine Merchants of something
like that and we processed I think it was around R75 000 a month for him.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: And were these payments affected to your knowledge?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes they were and the chap who did that was the financial guy
there Carlos.

20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Did you at some stage stop responding to the invoices
from Mr Rahakrishner?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes, it was about 2015 if I remember correctly, Chair, and we
were under scrutiny by the banks, we were under scrutiny by the auditors so eventually
I just stopped it and we could not actually in 2015 afford it as a company either,
because there was major cash flow issues, so what we did was, I said to him look let
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me help you with an alternative until things come right and we did the rebranding of his
company and all his graphic design and that instead of paying him on a monthly basis,
because the company was really battling with cash flow at that stage.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: Then on page 91 paragraph 45 you deal with further
irregular payments.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What you call irregular payments?
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: That is correct.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What is not clear from the allegations in paragraph 45.1
10

to 45.6 is firstly whether these payments were made to the individuals you name for
example in paragraph 45.1 and secondly whether those persons that you name were
actually influential in the irregular granting of contracts. So I would like you to be very
careful please and bear in mind that when you name a person as you do here that there
must be some link or reason for naming that person.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Well then, Chair, if it is the feeling of the team that maybe I
should not name them then…[intervenes]
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: No, we cannot stop your evidence. You are here and we
will investigate the veracity of your evidence.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Yes.

20

ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: We will allow people who are named to respond. The
choice is yours. I am just placing the red flag.
MR ANGELO AGRIZZI: Chair, I will give it to you as it happened. So I was introduced
a few years ago to the Treasury General of the Youth League Reggie Nkabinda, okay,
he is also known as the commander or the general or something like that in the North,
in the Krugersdorp area, but I was introduced to him by Gavin Watson who explained to
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CHAIRPERSON: Okay, thank you.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC:

Thank you, Chair.

In paragraph 22 you deal

with…[intervenes]
CHAIRPERSON: I guess that is when they say files disappear.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Yes, Chair.
CHAIRPERSON: Yes Ms Buthelezi?
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Thank you, Chair. In paragraph 22 you deal with your
responsibilities at Lindela, can you elaborate on what were your responsibilities at
Lindela?
10

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Okay then when I handed now everything
to Danny Mansell I had to concentrate on Lindela to make a lot of money so that we
could pay Riekele Construction for all the work that was done. Gavin came to me and
instructed me to get the figures up, he needed more money, he wanted more money.
We got paid per person per day staying over in the facility so he wanted us to get the
numbers up.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: And how were you going to achieve this?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: At that stage we purchased buses and
trucks and they were purposely built for us, they would look exactly like the vehicles
from the South African Police Services that they used to transport prisoners between

20

the police cells prisons and the courts. Ours w ere just much bigger. Theirs is about
3/4 ton we used 8 and 10 ton vehicles with the same more or less body on.
We then went to the various police stations and assisted them in transporting
the people to the Lindela facility. The police had no problem with that as they had a
shortage of manpower. They had a shortage of vehicles and it was always a problem,
because they had one vehicle that need to pick up prisoners from the prisons and take
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them court. So it was also always an issue to get the illegals to the facility.
So we climbed in there as an ex-policeman station commander I knew most
of the people and we spoke to them and they agreed that we could pick up the people
and transport them to Lindela where we would hand them over to Home Affairs and
then Home Affairs would do their job and hand them back to us to accommodate them.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: And which region were you dealing with or which police
stations?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Well I also had a team, two teams of
security officers as we were a registered security company as well that worked with the
10

SAPS. They would book us in advance then we would assist them. They would catch
the people, we will then load them onto our vehicles, transport them to the various
police stations. There they would do the paperwork. We would then load them back
onto our vehicles, transport them to the Lindela facility where we would hand them
over.
So I had vehicles going around to various police stations and then I had
teams with vehicles that were operating with the members of the SAPS. I had one
team looking after the West Rand and Johannesburg and then I had one team looking
after the Pretoria area and the East Rand.
CHAIRPERSON: How many such vehicles did you have?

20

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Chair, at a stage we had two buses and six
trucks.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: That could pick up people, but you would
know today the police will – we would in the morning I had a team, they would come in,
they would phone the police and say okay Sandton police how many illegal
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immigrants? Six. You will phone Honeydew they will say four, so you would go you will
pick up six from there you will go to Honeydew and pick up the four so it was until we
had a bus load full and then we would bring them through to the facility.
CHAIRPERSON: Yes. Okay.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes, and around that time how many people could you
accommodate at Lindela?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: At this stage, Chair, we had enough beds
for 5 000 immigrants, but at a stage Hillbrow had a massive operation where the SAPS
immigration they then phoned us and immigration also came to us to assist where they
10

had the massive operation and they arrested a lot of people and at that stage we
pushed up the figure to about nearly 7 000 immigrants in the facility.
What we would do is we would get extra mattresses in, it was bunk beds so
you would have one sleeping at the bottom one on top and then between the beds you
would lay down a mattress where the other people then would sleep on. So that is how
we pushed up the number as we got paid per person per day.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes. And…[intervenes]
CHAIRPERSON: Do you remember more or less what the – well what was paid per
person at any particular time?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Chair, we started off when we started the

20

company I can remember it was R28,99 per person per day. When I left there I am
speaking now under correction it was close to R45,00 per person per day.
CHAIRPERSON: And that is what year now?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: I left – I was transferred from Lindela in
2006.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay, thank you.
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ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes. And the year in which you had about 7 000 was it
around 2004 is that correct?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Yes, and then usually the numbers will go
up around the festive season, because Transnet could not provide trains to Home
Affairs to deport the people back, because the Mozambique and Zimbabweans they
would deport them by train and then immigration officers and members from the South
African Police Services would man the train. So usually at the end of November the
last trains will go through and then again here the last week in January then the first
trains again for the new year and as the police were arresting people the numbers grew
10

just bigger, bigger, bigger over the festive season as well.
So the company was smiling, they did not complain. We were working very
hard over the festive seasons, because we had to keep these guy s calm, everybody
then wanted to go home and you would always have a lot of riots in the facility when
Home Affairs could not assist the people to be deported.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes, in paragraph 25 you deal about how well Bosasa
was doing at the time. How did you get to know of the finances?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Well I was heading up the facility. I had a
lot of managers reporting to me from that facility and I was also responsible for the
invoice that we invoiced Home Affairs to be taken to the Head Office of Home Affairs.

20

Those days we were not paid by EFT, they still issued cheques and I would hand in the
invoice and I will sit and wait until they give me my cheque and that was part of my
responsibility and then I would come back with the cheque and hand the cheque to
Andries van Tonder to be paid into the bank account.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes, and in paragraph 26 you deal with what happened
in 2006 with regards to…[intervenes]
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MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: 2006 was a very good year at the Lindela
facility.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: We finished the budget for the Lindela
facility that was allocated by Home Affairs in six months. In the half year budget and at
that stage Mr Trevor Manuel was the Minister of Finance and in his half year speech he
mentioned that he had to allocate another R120-million to the Lindela facility, because
at that stage we had so many people in the facility and we used up the budget that was
allocated to the facility in six months.
10

ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes, and then what happened when Arthur Frazer
became the DDG or the DG of Home Affairs?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: At the end of 2006 round, during the year
he became the Director General Mr Frazer of Home Affairs. To the end of 2006 he
came to the facility and he was you know I think he was under pressure for not be able
to explain why the budget was used in that short period of time.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: He came and from there on he had the
discussion with our Directors and myself and immigration officers, top management of
immigration where he issued an instruction that Bosasa or Bosasa security Lindela

20

would not be allowed to transport any people from the South African Police Services or
assist if the South African Polices had special operations where they went out to catch
the illegal immigrants.
I then had to speak to a few reservist and you know they did not get paid by
the South African Police Services, they were full members, they had uniform, they
would go and book on duty and then I would use them to drive the vehicles, to man the
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vehicles, to pick up the various people from the police stations and still take them
through to the Lindela facility.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes, and in paragraph 28 you deal with your transfer,
why were you transferred?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Mr Frazer also came and Home Affairs
made it difficult, because they found out that we used police reservists and they put a
stop to that and the numbers came down tremendously. The count was nearly half the
count that it used to be.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes.
10

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: And Gavin was upset with me for that and
he wanted to get rid of me. He used me, he abused me now he wanted to get rid of
me. So usually if you are in trouble they would transfer you to Lindela and you would
resign 99.9% of the guys would resign in a month. Now I ran Lindela it was nothing for
me so they transferred me to the technical division as a junior. I had nothing to do
basically there. To belittle me in the hope that I would resign of which I did not do.
The oke heading up technical felt bad and he at that stage gave me the fleet
of the group to run as we also had our own workshop where we serviced the vehicles
and vehicles then became my responsibility.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: And which year was it?

20

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: That was 2007.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Beginning of 2007.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Okay, and then on paragraph 29 you deal with your
introduction?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Sorry, Chair, before that…[intervenes]
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ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER:

Angelo then in 2008, because you are

jumping that that paragraph, he transferred me.
CHAIRPERSON: Huh-uh.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: To Head Office to become the Head of
Procurement, Logistics and I kept vehicles.

So I was heading up the whole

Procurement Division for the Group.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: As from 2008.
10

CHAIRPERSON: Okay. Thank you.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: And then tell us about what happened in 2008.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: During the middle of 2008 Gavin came to
my office with a gentleman and he introduces that gentleman to me as Kevin Wakeford.
I did not really know Kevin. I saw his vehicle and I saw him a few times at the front
offices where the Directors were sitting and he said to me that Kevin would phone me
regularly to order cement and that I had, need to assist him and I must give him what
he wants.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC:

And did you know what the relationship between

Kevin Wakeford and your company was, Bosasa?
20

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: At that stage I was not aware exactly what
the relationship between him and Gavin was. Sometimes you did not question Gavin
and ask him why he, he did certain things. He would often tell you just do what I tell
you to do. If I ask you to do this just do it. You are a White man and there is no job for
you on the outside and I will make sure that you do not get another job. So just do
what I tell you to do. So you would follow instructions especially if he had a crowd of
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people with him like at this stage it was Kevin Wakeford and there were some of the
Directors with. So you did not, you did not question the man especially not in front of a
crowd of people.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: He would show off. Is that what you mean?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Say again.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: He will show off.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Definitely. Well he, Gavin is one of those
guys in front of a crowd he, he would take you head on. One on one, he will you take
you on.
10

ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Alright.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: He needed a crowd.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Okay. Then what, what happens during late 2009?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Hm.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: We are still on, in paragraph 29.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: In 2009 Gavin Watson called me and said
that Kevin will speak to me and instruct me to buy and deliver wet and dry cement.
Now Chair if I refer to wet cement that is cement that you order that comes in these big
trucks that has been mixed. It is mixed according to your specification. So it cannot be
used by somebody else. If you do not use the, the whole truck full of cement they

20

would dump it somewhere, but that is what is referred to as wet cement. Now I had to.
CHAIRPERSON: Hm.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER:

Order wet cement from W G Wearne in

Randfontein. Now if you.
CHAIRPERSON: And dry cement would be cement that you can buy at wherever?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: [Intervenes] cement, a bag of cement that
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you would buy.
CHAIRPERSON: Ja which is not ordered specifically.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: That is not ordered specific.
CHAIRPERSON: Ja.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Specifically.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: So we, I had to place orders for, excuse
me. If he wanted wet cement he will phone me and.
CHAIRPERSON: Mr Wakeford?
10

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER:

Mr Wakeford would phone me and say

Frans I need 20 cubes or 30 cubes wet cement and he would give me exactly the specs
what he needed to be mixed according to and then he gave me a specific address
where this cement needed to be delivered. Now the address that was given to me was
at Meyer Park Eco Estate in Meyerton. Now wet cement like I mentioned was ordered
from W G Wearne and.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Sometimes I had to order dry cement. A
truck full at a stage that was ordered from Randfontein Trading Centre called RTC and
of which we had an account with them. I would phone Butch who was the husba nd of
20

the owner and say Butch I need 10 tons or 15 tons cement to be delivered to Meyer
Park Eco Estate and I would issue the order, give him the order number and he would
make sure that it gets delivered to the specific address.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Do you know why you were buying this cement for
Mr Wakeford?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: I understand at the end of the day that
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Kevin assisted through another person which he was the owner of the vehicle. This I
found out after I did some of my own investigations, to assist Bosasa in a SARS matter.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Do you know that person?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: According to my knowledge the person was
George Papadakis.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: George Papadakis?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: That is correct. He is the, he is the owner
of the house at Meyer Park Eco Estate. At that stage we had no street number,
because it was new. So you only had a strand number, but if you ask at the gate they
10

would tell you exactly where to deliver, to deliver the stuff.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: Okay.
CHAIRPERSON: Was, was Mr Wakeford building a house? What was he needing the
cement for? Do you know?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: It looks like Mr Wakeford was just a middle
man between Bosasa and George Papadakis.
CHAIRPERSON: And did, did you buy cement for him over a certain period of time or
was it once or twice that he asked for?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Chair it was over a period of time. It was
nearly a year over a period of a year.

20

CHAIRPERSON: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Of a year.
CHAIRPERSON: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: So he would not every week phone me.
He would phone me as and when needed.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay and do you have an idea as to what the monetary value would
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have been of the total cement that Bosasa paid, bought for Mr Wakeford?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Chair it was roundabout R600 000 cement
at that stage.
CHAIRPERSON: All in all?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: All in all.
CHAIRPERSON: Okay.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Because at the stage I thought these okes
are building a palace, because.
CHAIRPERSON: Ja.
10

MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Of, of, of the number of cement that they
needed.
CHAIRPERSON: What is it that helps you to remember that number?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Well I, I.
CHAIRPERSON: That figure.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: I, I can remember I, I, I sort of on the
side-line, I do not have it with me. I kept book more or less of the amounts that that,
that was ordered.
CHAIRPERSON: Yes.
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: So I could, I could see more or less how

20

much it was, because if I got questioned that by accounts or by Mr Watson I could
answer him.
CHAIRPERSON: Yes. Okay, thank you.
ADV ZINHLE BUTHELEZI SC: For how long did you stay at the Technical Division of
Bosasa?
MR FRANS HENDRIK STEYN VORSTER: Okay. So we going back. At Technical I
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AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned,
GEORGE PAPADAKIS (,-".\ (.f:,A)

Hereby make an oath and state the following:

1.

The facts herein fall within my own personal knowledge, unless the contrary
appears from the contents hereof, and to the best of my belief are true and
correct.

2.

I have been requested by the Commission to answer the allegations contained
in the evidence given by Agrizzi and Vorster before the Commission. The
Commission has sought to extract additional information, which does not form
part of any evidence tendered and as such -rs not relevant. I have not been
provided with information which ordinarily I would be entitled to, which has
further hampered me in my response. In view of the fact that I have been
wrongfully and unlawfully induced to submit an affidavit without being afforded
the right to receipt of documents referred to in evidence, which allegedly exist
and seek to implicate me, nor has due process been followed in that the
regulation 3.3 notice has not been complied with, I reserve my rights to seek
appropriate relief
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3.

Background

3.1

On 27 January 2019 it became apparent that I was to be implicated at the
State Capture Commission by Agrizzi, although I had not been notified by the
Commission that I was implicated in any wrongdoing.

3.2 On 28/29 January 2019 I received an extract of Agrizzi's affidavit from the
Commission in which he implicates me. I requested documents which were
referred to in Agrizzi and Vorster's evidence which the Commission to dote have
still not been furnished. This is an abuse of rr1y rights. According to the transcript
of Agrizzi and Vorster's evidence, the following is apparent:
3.2.1. According to Agrizzi at some unspecified dote Bosasa was being
audited by SARS or in Agrizzi's words "pestered by SARS". On
another unspecified date whilst Bosasa was undergoing a major
SARS

investigation

(Agrizzi

does

not

identify

the

"major

investigation"} WAKEFORD approached Watson and Agrizzi where
he allegedly said, "we need to get Papadakis on board and
everything else we tried would be pointless". I was never party to
such a meeting, if such a meeting took place, or if so what it
pertained to.

3.2.2. Agrizzi says that I was a consultant at SARS at the time (this must
relate to a period prior to 26 February 2009), and that is "why
everybody thought it would be great to be able to use hJ?1 to
Initial:
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assist us" He does not state the date or year. Pretorius then tenders
evidence on behalf of Agrizzi, "Simply approach him, say we have
this issue we wish to raise in relation to the investigation (my
emphasis). You are employed by SARS so we want to make
representations to you." The fallaciousness of this assertion is
confirmed by comparing Vorster's dates of the alleged delivery of
cement {2009-2010) compared to the first alleged email sent by
WAKEFORD to ENGELBRECHT dated 21 February 2013. This is
approximately three years after the alleged last delivery of wet
cement. This appears to be the basis of alleged wrongdoing on
my part.

3.2.3. Agrizzi alleges that a meeting (he does not specify a date)
between GAVIN WATSON, WAKEFORD and me was held, which
alleged meeting he was not "privy" to. It was subsequently put to
Agrizzi that he said he went to this alleged meeting, to which
Agrizzi responds, "I was not in the-I cannot recall being in the
meeting". At para 4.14 of Agrizzi's affidavit dated 08 April 2019 he
confirms that he met me on an occasion when I visited Bosasa.
The only visit I recall to Bosasa was in late 2014 after I had left the
employ of SARS.
3.3 I find myself in the invidious position of having to respond to allegations of
alleged meetings that took place on unspecified dates and at which
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unspecified matters were allegedly discussed which seek to implicate me, and
at which I was not present.

4.

My relationship with WAKEFORD

4.1

I initially met WAKEFORD during the Rand Commission when I interviewed him as
a whistleblower. Sometime after I had finished at the Rand Commission I was
introduced to him on a more informal basis.

4.2 I met Ronnie and Valence Watson around this time. According to my
recollection, I met Gavin Watson in late 2014 after I had left the employ of SARS.
I have never met the fourth brother.
4.3 I at no stage requested or was offered or received any financial inducement or
benefit from WAKEFORD or anyone else in relation to Bosasa. Whilst building at
Eco Estate, in a discussion with Ronnie & Valence, they indicated that they were
engaged with a major cement manufacturer at the time. They mentioned that
if I ever encountered difficulties with cement supply I should let them know. They
lived in Port Elizabeth and told me to communicate with Wakeford if needed.
4.4 During the period of construction I was fully employed and as such the building
activities were attended to by my contractors, including the ordering of
materials. I cannot recall the quantities of cement ordered, but toward the
latter part of 2009 I was provided an amount that needed to be settled, which
was settled.
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4.5 That is why, when I was implicated by Agrizzi and Vorster, who testified that
delivery notes are available, I immediately requested access to same. I did

so

as the quantities and values attested to were incomprehensible to me. The
records subsequently made available to me confirm the fallaciousness of the
allegations, in that no deliveries for wet cement were made

by Wearne

subsequent to l O July 2009 and the RTC records reflect an invoice and delivery
dated in February 20 l O which was credited as the goods had not even been
ordered. Other than this there is an invoice which only refers to delivery to the
general Meyersdal area.
4.6 As regards the purchases of material for the wet works at Eco Estate, the
cement and other building material was in the main ordered by the contractor
who was engaged to build a house at 31 Douglas Harris, Meyersdal. Purchases
were either settled by him or directly with his suppliers.

5.

My understanding of the nub of the allegations against me

5. l

It is evident to record that I am expected to respond to allegations which are
not supported by documentation which it is alleged exist, but which cannot be
provided, despite my requests. I reserve my rights in regard to the following:

5.1 . 1 During my period of employment at SARS I did not attend any meeting with
GAVIN WATSON or Agrizzi. At Annexure A of Agrizzi's affidavit dated 15 January
2019 titled, ''schedule of people Mr Agrizzi dealt with", nowhere does my name
appear. (AA 108-115). My name also does not appear in his so called "black
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books" in which he purportedly recorded the bribes paid to various individuals

(AA579-690).
5.1.2As regards the nub of the allegation, as I understand it, was that I could be

approached "to make representations to me", regarding a specific SARS audit
8osasa was undergoing at the time.

I am unfortunately unable to fully respond due to the tact that I am not in a
position to deal with SARS and taxpayer related issues as it would constitute a
violation of 569( l} of the Tax Administration Act. I have requested an
undertaking from the Commission which to date has not been responded to.

6.

The evidence of Venter, Bosasa's Tax Advisor and van Tonder the CFO

6.1

I have never met Venter or Erasmus. Nowhere in either of the affidavits
deposed to by Venter or in his evidence does he refer to me in any context. In
fact in his evidence he names a Senior SARS official given to him by GAVIN
WATSON as GORBI, whom GAVIN WATSON allegedly knew at SARS who would
"assist him in sorting this matter out". This appears at Pages 103-104 of Venter's
evidence on 27 March 2019. I do not know of any SARS official by the name of
GORBI.

6.2 Venter confirms that as regards SARS related matters it was Erasmus and himself
that attended to these. At page 88 of Venter's evidence on 26 March 2019 he
states that he "does not know of any corrupt dealings involving SAR$."
6.3

In his affidavit and testimony, van Tonder who was the CFO of Bosasa at all
relevant times and interacted with WAKEFORD, does not seek to implicate me

~
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in any wrongdoing. As the CFO he would have been intimately involved in all
dealings with SARS and the audits of Bosasa yet he does not seek to implicate
me ln any wrong doing. I have not received a section 3.3 notice from the
Commission informing me that van Tonder intended implicating me.

6.4 According to Van Tonder his functions included "signing off invoices", yet
nowhere does he allege that he signed off invoices pertaining to cement
purchases relating to me. At page 5 of Van Tonder's evidence on 30 January

2019 he confirms:
MR ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER: Those invoices, the invoices that might
incrlminate the company.
ADV PAUL PRETORIUS SC: What were you supposed 1o do with those
documents?
MR ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER: I was supposed to bring it under the
attention of Mr Govin Watson and he would do with it whatever he felt fit.
CHAIRPERSON: Do you want to give us an example or two of the types of
invoices that would fall under this category which you had to be caretuf about?
MR ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER: Yes, it was invoices for example for houses
that were built.
CHAIRPERSON: Built for whom?
MR ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER: It was built for Mr Mti and Mr Gillingham.
6.5 \A/hen confronted with the destructive tacts pertaining to the allegations made

.PV

,A;grizz,i and Vorster, that the. delivery of cement predates the first
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engagement initiated by SARS, at para 55 1 of his 8 April 2019 supplementary
affidavit Agrizzi simply replies:
"The engagement letter from SARS was 18 August 2010 and the information
requested was on 23 March 2011 . I did not deal with the accounting side of the
business but I am aware of the information and documents that were requested
in relation to Phezulu Fencing Proprietary Lirnited."

6.6

In their evidence Agrizzi and Vorster refuse to admit that the documents
obtained from Wearne and RTC destroy the very basis of their allegations, as to
do so would render their evidence false. This is despite the fact that their own
supplier's documents do not support the allegations.

7.

Preliminary Report doted 29 February 2020 titled issues in Dispute between
Agrizzi and Wakeford

7.1 I was provided with this report by the Commission on 3 August 2020. I note that

notwithstanding that the report is dated 29 February 2020, and which contains
adverse findings made against me, I was only requested by the Commission in a
letter dated 3 March 2020 to provide my version.

7.2 I have also never been invited or included by the Commission to participate in
previous

interactions

between

the

parties,

I was

provided

with

the

supplementary affidavits deposed to by Agrizzi (08 April 2019 and 04 September
2019)

and

Vorster

(04

April

2019)

on

03

August

2020.

Furthermore

notwithstanding that a rule 3.3 notice has to be issued to implicated parties
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before the witness implicating such persons gives evidence, I have to date not
received a 3.3 notice in respect of Vorster's initial affidavit.
7.3 For the purposes of my response I have concen trated on providing my version in
relation to the findings contained in the 29 February 2020 report. As confirmed
by the Commission on 18 August 2020 I need not deal with any emails and
should restrict the content of my affidavit to the allegations surrounding
cement. To the extent that should the Commission seek to persist with the
findings contained in the 29 February 2020 report, which are premised on the
emails, I reserve my right, subject to the provisions of S69 of the Tax
Administration Act, to address the emails.
7.4 Ad para 1: The report contains the findings of the Commission's Investigation
Team. The report is dated 29 February 2020. A request for me to provide my
version was sent on 03 March 2020.

7.5 Ad para 4: Mr Wakeford enlisted the assistance of Mr Papadakis in relation to
SARS related matters on behalf of Bosasa.
It is apparent to me that the investigators probably had insight into my contract

of employment which records the end date of my contract as 31 July 2015. The
investigators assumed that I in fact remained in the employ of SARS until that
date. It is tor this reason, I submit, thaf they seek to include emails which relate
to a period after I left SARS, and in so doing proceed to make adverse findings
against me.
7.6 Ad pare 7: The investigators confirm that at the time of drafting the report they
had not confirmed my pertod of employment at SARS. Notwithsto~

;,,at
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they had not established my period of employment at SARS they proceed to
conclude at paragraph 117, "As a result, it appears that if Mr Papadakis was
providing advice on tax related matters to companies being audited, whilst
employed by SARS"; this is likely to have been a conflict of interest. This in itself
contradicts the finding at para 6.

7.7 Ad paras 1O& 11: At para 10 the investigators confirm that, "the first record of a
tax audit conducted on a Bosasa related entity was during August 201 0". This is
more than one year after the last alleged delivery of wet cement was made. It
is inconceivable that on Wearne's own version, which confirms that the last
alleged delivery date was 10 July 2009, that this can in any way relate to the
August 2010 letter. The relevant date is in fact not August 2010 but 21 February
2013 when WAKEFORD sends the first email, approximately three years later.

7 .8 The allegations surrounding the time periods of delivery of cement have also
varied, initially alleging that the deliveries occurred at an unspecified period
when SARS was auditing Bosasa; to late 2009 to 2010. The fallaciousness of these
allegations is further confirmed by a simple analysis of the Wearne and RTC
invoices. In respect of Wearne the last alleged delivery of cement was 10 July

2009. It is incomprehensible how the allegation can move to periods
subsequent to this date.

7.9 Vorster testified that deliveries of wet and dry cement were made during late
2009 to 2010, for approximately one year. These dates are clearly inconsistent
with the timeframe in Vorster's supplementary affidavit dated 04 April 2019
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where he declares under oath, "To the best of my recollection these orders for
cement took place between 2009 and 20 l 1".
7.10 In his supplementary affidavit of 4 April 2019 Vorster makes the following
allegation, without realizing that it is self destructive when compared to the
evidence provided by Wearne.
"I ordered the wet Cement from WEARNE.
I personally placed the orders on most occasions, and I wrote them out. All

payments for the cement were paid for by BOSASA.
I would give them the specifications a nd quantity and they then required

payment before delivery.
The invoices that had been provided are to BOSASA Operations only and it is
indeed very devious of Mr Wakeford not to ha ve provided and obtained the
invoices made out to BOSASA Properties and other entities within the BOSASA
group of companies which purchased huge quantities of Cement over many
years from them.
The Commission investigators can obtain the invoices and proof of payment.
The BOSASA group were involved in huge developments in particular in
Lindela and youth Centres, hostels and their own head quarters where large
infrastructure and buildings were done and Luiperdsvlei. In a ll these building
operations cement was purchased from the said companies and the invoices
and payments should be obtained by the investigators."
I find this allegation by Vorster incredulous in light of the following:
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Vorster contends that he would make out the orders,

7.10.1.

provide the specifications and supply the specific delivery
address, to wit Meyer Park Eco Estate in Meyerton;

Vorster alleges that he kept "book more or less of the

7.10.2.

amounts that was ordered and it was roundabout R600,000
cement at that stage" i.e. late 2010. A simple reading of the
investigators report, with particular reference to the Wearne and
RTC invoices, confirms the fallaciousness of this allegation. I also
note that despite repeated requests to be provided with
Vorster's so called "book" this has not been provided and on 03
August 2020 the Commission confirms that it does not have it and
invites me to approach the sources directly. The same applies to
the delivery notes Agrizzi testified are available. The Commission
has to date not provided me with the names and contact details
of the sources I can approach. This is once again an example of
the

manner in

which

allegations

are levelled, allegedly

substantiated by documentation, which when challenged do
not appear to exist;

7.10.3.

At para 6 of his affidavit dated 04 April 2019 Vorster takes

issue with WAKEFORD for only providing the invoices made out to
Bosasa Operations and insists that invoices from other Bosasa
companies need to be obtained. In doing so he again directly
contradicts the version of Wearne that confirms that the only
Initial:
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invoices relating to the delivery of wet cement to Meyersdal Eco
Estate are those provided in the affidavit and these are made
out to Bosasa Operations with the last delivery being 10 July 2009.
The quantities of wet cement allegedly delivered by Wearne are
themselves significantly inflated, so if Vorster is to be believed
and there are further quantities that were delivered then, firstly
the Wearne affidavit will be confirmed to be a fabrication and
the excess quantities will only serve to exacerbate the already
inflated quantities allegedly delivered by Wearne.
7.11 Vorster's evidence is that he understood the cement was for a person who HAD
assisted Bosasa with their SARS matter. He fails to identify the SARS matter. The
fallaciousness of this allegation is further confirmed by the fact that according
to the investigators the first email sent to ENGELBRECHT was 21 February 2013,
this being more than three years after the last alleged delivery of wet cement.
7.12 According to Agrizzi's testimony, "some of the relevant delivery records are
available". Notwithstanding the allegation of the existence of delivery records,
nowhere in the set of comprehensive Annexures, comprising 1241 pages,
attached to Agrizzi's affidavit of 15 January 2019 is a single delivery record
attached. Although the Commission hos not provided me with the extract of
Vorster's original affidavit, in which he implicates me, a reading of the transcript
of his evidence makes no reference to delivery notes. Vorster instead refers to "I
sort of on the side-line, I do not have it with me. I kept book more or less of the
amounts that was ordered". The Commission has been requested to provide
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access to the delivery records that Agrizzi alleges exist. The response from the
Commission is that it does not have the information.
7.13 I understand that Vorster previously deposed to an affidavit which has not been
produced. Ordinarily I would be entitled to a copy of the affidavit. This is
essential as it could contain contradictory evidence which could support my
case and damage his version.
7.14 In his evidence on 30 January 2019 Vorster testified that the quantum of the
cement amounts to just over R600 000. To date the alleged "book" maintained
by Vorster evidencing the R600 000 has not been produced. The fallaciousness
of his allegations is confirmed by the RTC and Wearne documents. I deal with
the Wearne affidavit in more detail in this submission. A simple reading of the
Wearne and RTC invoices confirm that over the period late 2009 to 2010, or for
that matter 2009 to 2011 the total value of purchases from these suppliers does
not closely approximate R600,000.

7.15 Wet cement was procured from Wearne in Randfontein and dry cement from
RTC. The dates of the alleged deliveries directly contradict Vorster's version,
which is also not supported by the Wearne and RTC invoices. In this regard,
according to Wearne the last delivery of wet cement was on 10 July 2009. It is
evident that there is a deliberate attempt by Vorster and Agrizzi to attempt to
"fit" the dates of deliveries of cement to contemporaneously coincide with the
dates of the so called "major investigation". This is done in an attempt to
support unsubstantiated allegations. Notwithstanding that the evidence directly
contradicts the allegations made, the investigators go on to find that, "The
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Commission's Investigation Team is not in a position to state why Bosasa would
have 'paid' Mr Papadakis via the provision of cement in 2009." The inescapable
finding should be Bosasa could not have paid Papadakis via the provision of
cement in 2009 in return tor assisting with a major SARS investigation (which is
unknown).
7. 16 At page 134 of his 30 January 2019 evidence Vorster testified that WAKEFORD

provided him with both the specific address, to wit Meyer Park Eco Estate in
Meyerton, to which the wet cement was d elivered and also gave the exact

specifications of the wet cement that had to be mixed. I only managed to
locate this address by means of a Google search.
7.17 At page 135 of his evidence on 30 January 2019 Vorster confirms that' "he
(WAKEFORD) would not every week phone me". This is directly contradicted by
Agrizzi in his affidavit {para 43.5) and evidence where he testified that, "Frans
Vorster would receive orders on a weekly basis". The fallaciousness of Agrizzi's
evidence is confirmed by a simple analysis of the Wearne and RTC records.
7.18 In an attempt to corroborate Vorster's allegations, an affidavit was procured
I

from Wearne in which it is alleged that wet cement was delivered to 361
Meyersdal Echo (sic) Est (19) and (018}

With regard to this affidavit, the

following becomes apparent:
7.18.1.

It directly contradicts Vorster's evidence, in that the

affidavit confirms that there are no Wearne deliveries post 10
July 2009;
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The time periods whicl I Vorster and Agrizzi allege deliveries

7.18.2.

of cement took place are directly contradicted by the Wearne
documents:
As confirmed by Wern 11e they are unable to produce any

7.18.3.

delivery notes to support (ictual deliveries to Meyersdal Eco
Estate {019) or (018);

7.18.4.

If Wearne delivered some of the wet cement to the

address, then this would need to be reconciled to the amount
that was settled. The same ( 1r,plies to RTC;
In this regard see Venter's evidence on 27 March 2019

7.18.5.

pages 9-18 where Pretoriu':> insists that "provided the original
evidence is undisturbed

and

intact". Further Pretorius is

categorical, "But our conte11lion is that being an affidavit made
in 2017 which has been the subject of a great deal of evidence
should remain intact and u11changed. Whatever comment he
wishes to make we can rc=.cord in the margins but that -the
affidavit is unchanged and we would prefer it to be that way."
In line with this firm positior 1 adopted by the evidence leader,

both

Vorster's

and

Au1izzi's

original

affidavits

remain

"undisturbed and intact".
8.

Ad para 15: Over the period 2 Decembi:r 2008 to 31 August 2009, Wearne

deiivered cement to the value of R205 734 .26, to.wr1qt appears to

be .Erf 361
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Meyersdal Eco Estate. The fallaciousness of this finding is confirmed by the facts
as set out in this submission.
8.1 Vorster testified that deliveries of wet and dry cement were made during late
2009 to 2010, for approximately one year. These dates are clearly inconsistent with

the timeframe in his supplementary affidavit. In his 04 April 2019 supplementary
affidavit Vorster seeks to change the periods of the alleged deliveries to between
2009 and 2011 "to the best of his recollection".

8.2The house to which the deliveries were allegedly made had been built by late
2009, which is well before 2011. This signific•ant deviation must also be considered

against Vorster's evidence that he maintained a book of the amounts ordered. It
is incomprehensible that having this "book" available to him, Vorster could testify
that the delivery period was late 2009 to 2010 and then change his version to
2009 and 2011 and that this is "to the best of my recollection". His lie becomes

apparent from the Google Earth image of 27 December 2009 which clearly shows
that by this date the house already had a roof on. On any construction the
allegation that wet cement was delivered, at least subsequent to 27 December
2009, is a pure fabrication.

8.3As confirmed by the Wearne affidavit, they are unable to produce any delivery
notes to support actual deliveries were in fact made to the property as alleged. If
in fact there were deliveries of wet cement from Wearne to the address, I would
not have been aware of such at the time.
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Ad para 18 & 19: "The Bosasa Great Plains accounting records reflect total

payments of R738 436.19 from Bosasa to RTC over the period 24 March 2005 to
15 October 2015. {a period of more than ten years). However. since the physical
orders and invoices have not been provided to the Commission, we are unable
to state which payments were made in respect of deliveries to the Meyersdal
Eco Estate." This period includes dates prior and post the period I was employed
at SAR$. This period does not co-incide with Vorster's dates either.
9.1

The investigators extend the period to beyond the periods Agrizzi and Vorster
allege deliveries of cement were made:
9.1.2. They find that, "we are unable to state which payments were made
in respect of deliveries to the Meyersdal Eco Estate";
9.1.3. At para 19 they go on to refine the period to 01 January 2009 to 31
December 201 l and total payments of R91 121.89;
9. l.4. At para 134 of the report they then tabulate the individual amounts
making up the R9l 121.89. Assuming that the information in this table
is complete and accurate. the only amounts specifically referred to
for cement are:

667,00

2009/05/20 00:00 Cement
2010/03/12 00:00 Cement 50KG
Total

2 717,60

3,384.60
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Late on 17 August 2020 I was provided with four large electronic workbooks
containing RTC documents, comprising in some instances orders, delivery notes
and invoices. The period covered is March 2010 to October 2015. The
documents for the period 01 January 2009 to 01 March 2010 have not been
provided. I can only comment on the documents provided, and to the extent
that documents for the period Ol January 2009 to O1 March 20 l O do exist but
have not been provided, if and should they be provided, I would then be in a
position to comment. From the documents provided the following becomes
apparent:
9.2. l. On 26 February 2010 delivery note 142584 for 40 bags of cement
with the address linked to me appears. In handwriting on the
delivery note appears Credit Passed 5672. Credit note 5672
provides the reason for the credit, namely "not ordered".
Reliance is placed on an invoice and delivery note generated in
the name of RTC as evidence, when in fact the cement referred
to in the invoice and delivery note was subsequently credited on
the basis that the goods were not ordered in the first instance.
This confirms that RTC documents are capable of being
generated purporting to be evidence of the delivery of cement
to an address linked to me, which is subsequently credited with
the notation, "goods not ordered".
9.2.2. On 12 March 2010 RTC invoice 142823 for 40 bags of cement is
generated. On the face of this invoice there is no delivery
Initial: ~
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address nor is there a delivery note. I do not accept that the
cement was delivered to 361 Eco Estate.

9.2.3. The only other delivery note and invoice I could locate amongst
the large number of invoices provided, is one that refers to
Meyersdal as a delivery address. Delivery note and invoice
number 144385 dated 24 June 2010 for 50 bags of cement. The
address linked to me does not appear on the delivery note or
the invoice and I do not recognize the signatures appearing on
the delivery note, it simply records Meyersdal. The Bosasa
purchase order 84146 attached to the delivery note records the
delivery address as Lindela. As evidenced by the Google Map
image, the house had been built by 27 December 2009.

9.3 The importance of the finding by the investigators in relation to RTC must be
considered and compared against the Wearne affidavit. According to Wearne
deliveries of wet cement took place between February 2009 and 10 July 2009.

10. Ad para 97: In relation to the timeline from December 2008 onwards, cement
was supplied by a company called "Wearne" on behalf of Bosasa, to- an
address in Meyerton Eco- Estate (confirming the specific address per Vorster).
Deliveries by Wearne allegedly to Meyersdal Eco Estate are not from December

2008 onward, but from February 2009 to July 2009. Furthermore, Wearne
confirms that there is no further deliveries post l O July 2009.

11. Ad para 132 & 133: At para 132 the investigators state, "However, since the

physical order and invoice documentation have not been provide~
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we are unable to state which payments, if any, were made in respect of
deliveries to the Meyersdal Eco Estate."
At para 133 they state, "Neither party was able to identify the invoices for the
Meyersdal Eco Estate." They arrive at this finding without providing any
documents confirming that any of the invoices in fact relate to deliveries to 361
Meyersdal Eco Estate.
12. Ad para 134 read with para 139: At para 134 the investigators state, "However,

the two references to unit "O 18" appear to indicate that this may be a different
or adjoining address. These two deliveries were in respect of two orders in April
and May 2009 respectively, totalling Rl0 751.94." 1t is confirmed that 18 and 19
are not adjoining addresses but different addresses.
12.1 At para 139 the investigators state, "According to Wearne, the references [018]

and [O 19] would normally refer to a 'unit' or 'stand' number and the number 361
would normally refer to an Erf number"

! deny that 018 or 019 have ever referred to a unit or stand number associated
with erf 36.l (or 37) .
As confirmed by the investigators, when the stands were marketed the map
indicc1ted number 55, when the stands were registered 55 was registered as 37.
At no stage in the intervening period was 18 or 19 allocated to 37. Since the
stond was purchased it has, according to rr,y knowledge, never been referred
to as 18 or 19.
12.2 in thB Eco Estate there are six properties tho1 have the number 19 attached as

a "unit nurnber" . !tis apparent from the Google Earth timeline that at least two

.:''-_ •· . •
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· offhese houses were being built during the same time as the alleged Wearne
deliveries.· 1 am not. linked to any of these six properties. There. are six properties
that have the number 18attached as a "unit number".
12.3 I now deal with the empirical evidence that confirms not only the falsehood of
the allocation of 18 or 19 to stand 361 (37), but further that all the deliveries
alleged by Wearne to be to stand 361 cannot in fact be deliveries to stand 361 .

I do so with reference to the alleged deliveries at different dates and specific
times compared to images downloaded from Google Earth. For this purpose I
have utilised the so called documents generated from the Wearne system
(Order View), and in particular the date and time referred therein as the
required date and time. I assume that this date and time corresponds with the
date and time of actual delivery. The Commission has used Google Earth
previously when evidence was presented .

Table of Wearne Deliveries
Delivery

Inv#

Quantity Value

Date

Site Address

( excl

VAT)

26/02/2009

12687

6

4 7 15.7 6

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

26/02/2009

12688

6

4 715.7 6

Meyersdal Echo Estate
[ 19)

26/02/2009

12689

10

7 859.60

Meyersdal Echo Estate
Initial: Initial:
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( 19}

22

Sub Total

07/04/2009

15937

11

87 77 .58

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19}

07/04/2009

15938

5.5

4388 .79

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

07/04/2009

15939

5

-·· -

3989 .80

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( l 9)

Sub Total

21.5

Cumulative

43.5

Total

09/04/2009

16471

23

18 353.08

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19}

09/04/2009

16472

21

16 75 7.16 Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

09/04/2009

16473

6

4787 .76

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

Sub Total

50

Cumulative

93.5

Total

14/04/2009

16474

5

3989 .80

Meyersdal Echo Estate
{ 19)

BOSASA-04-709

14/04/2009

T33-KPEW-707

16475

5

3989 .80

Meyersdal Echo Estate
{ 19)

Sub Total

10

Cumulative

103.5

Total

24/04/2009

17343

6

4 71 5 .76

Meyersdal Echo Estate
(18)

Sub Total

6

Cumulative

109.5

Total

28/04/2009

17569

6

4 71 5 .7 6

Meyersdal Echo Estate

(19)
Sub Total

6

Cumulative

115.5

Total

06/05/2009

18131

6

4 71 5 .76

Meyersdal Echo Estate
(18)

Sub Total

6

Cumulative

121.5

Total

15/05/2009

18663

56

44 68 5.76

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)
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18664

9

7 1 .64

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

Sub Totcl

65

Cumulative

186.5

Total
10/07/2009

23299

18

14 72 6.52

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

10/07/2009

23300

22

17 99 9.08

Meyersdal Echo Estate
( 19)

Sub Total

40

Cumulative

226.5

Total

12.4 According to Wearne, a total of 226.5 cubic meters of wet cement was

delivered to stand 361 Eco Estate over the period 26 February 2009 to 1O July
2009. The period over which the alleged individual Wearne deliveries took place
are inconsistent with the actual building of the house. This is confirmed by
Google Earth images recorded over a period of time. I have assumed, based
on the recorded delivery dates and times appearing on the Wearne
documents, that these are the actual delivery dates. I have done so as no
actual delivery notes can be provided by Wearne.

12.4.1 The 1st image downloaded from Google Earth is dated 07 September 2008
and from this it is apparent that the stand is vacant.
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12.4.2 The

2nd

T33-KPEW-709

image is dated 11 April 2009. As at 11 April 2009, there are only

excavated trenches on the site with no wet cement poured. By 11 April 2009
Wearne claims cumulative deliveries of 93.5 cubes. Clearly this wet cement
was not delivered to stand 36 1 by l l April 2009.
12.4.3 The 3rd image is dated 24 April 2009. According to Wearne a cumulative total
of l 09.5 cubes of wet cement had been delivered by this date. Evident from
the image as at 24 April 2009 only the foundations for the maid's quarters had
been cast. This equates to 10.37 cubes. According to Wearne over the period
11 April 2009 to 24 April 2009, it delivered 16 cubes. Clearly the 16 cubes
exceed the actual 10.37 cubes poured during this period. Clearly the
cumulative total of 109 .5 cubes wet cement was not delivered to stand 361
by 24 April 2009.
12.4.4 The

4th

image is dated 07 May 2009 . According to Wearne a cumulative total

of 121.5 cubes of wet cement had been delivered by this date. Evident from
the Google Earth image it is clear that as at 07 May 2009 only the foundations
for the maid's quarters had been cast. The 4th image is essentially the same
as the 3rd image and shows little progress on the site between 24 April 2009
and 07 May 2009. Clearly the cumulative total of 121.5 cubes wet cement
was not delivered to stand 361 by 07 May 2009.
12.4.5 The 5th image is dated 26 August 2009. According to Wearn e a cumulative
total of 226.5 cubes had been delivered by this date. Between 07 May 2009
and 26 August 2009, in addition to the foundation for the maid's quarters, the
balance of the house foundation had been cast. The foundations for the
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house equates to 54.59 cubes. According to the Wearne there was an
alleged delivery of 65 cubes on 15 May 2009. If it is assumed that this in fact
was a delivery to 361 Eco Estate, it exceeds the actual wet cement poured
by 10.41 cubes. This translates to almost 2 truckloads, which is not feasible.
Furthermore the image of 26 August 2009 clearly shows that as 26 August

2009 only the foundations had been cast and not the ground floor surface
bed or first floor slab.
The ground floor surface bed required 51 .91 cubes. The ground floor surface
bed was cast after 26 August 2009. This is confirmed by the Google Earth
image of 26 August 2009. Evident from fhe Wearne documents the last
delivery was 10 July 2009. On this basis it is apparent that Wearne could not
have delivered the cement for the ground floor surface bed.
The first floor slab (including the staircase) was only cast after 26 August 2009
and before 27 December 2009, being the next Google Earth image. The last
delivery by Wearne was 10 July 2009. On this basis it is apparent that Wearne
could not have delivered the cement for the first floor slab.

12.4.6 According to the Wearne deliveries, after 07 May 2009 a cumulative total of
105 cubes {65+40) were allegedly delivered. The actual cement cast after 07
May 2009 was:
Foundations

54.59 cubes

Ground Floor Slab 51.91 cubes
1st Floor Slab

39.9 cubes

Total

143.4 cubes
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Clearly, even on the assumption that the Wearne deliveries post 07 May 2009
were to stand 361, and for 65 and 40 cubes respectively, these would not be
sufficient to satisfy the required and actual quantity of cement poured and
hence the balance would have to have been sourced from a different
supplier.
12.4.7 The total quantity of wet cement poured at stand 361 is 156.76 cubes. This is
approximately 31% less than the total quantity of 226.5 cubes allegedly
delivered by Wearne.

This confirms that the total quantities allegedly

delivered by Wearne are significantly inflated, this assuming that the alleged
deliveries by Wearne were in fact to stand 361. A study of the Google Earth
images confirms that such an assumption is untenable. Eliminating those
quantities allegedly delivered to stand 36 l, which clearly were not delivered,
will significantly increase the percentage variance of 31 %.
l 2A.8 The empirical evidence clearly confirms that the information provided by
Wearne is, at best, unreliable, and only signed delivery notes would constitute
reliable

evidence.

The

empirical

evidence

conclusively

proves

the

fallaciousness of Agrizzi and Vorster's allegations.
13.

Ad para 150: We contacted the two drivers who are still em ployed by

Wearne Ready Mix and they stated that:
a. In 2009, the Eco Estate was still in the process of being developed;
b. They make numerous deliveries on a daily basis are unable to recall which
address they delivered the cement to in 2008/ 2009; and
c. They will not be able to point out the delivery address.
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Ad para 152: The investigators state that the information was outstanding as

at 04 December 2019. To date no such information has been provided.
15.

Ad para 159 a: Consequently, we conclude that:

a. Over the period 02 December 2008 to 31 August 2009, Wearne Ready Mix
delivered Cement to the value of R205 734.26 (R216 486.20 - RIO 751.94), to
what appears to be Erf 361 Meyersdol Eco Estate."
This conclusion needs to be considered against the discrepancies as detailed
in this submission. This conclusion is not supported by the tacts. The allegations
are vexatious, malicious and purely intended to irreparably harm my
reputation and dignity.
16.

Ad para 159 d: The Bosasa Great Plains accounting records reflect total

payments of R738 436.1 9 to RTC Build IT over the period 24 March 2005 to 15
October 2015. However, since the physical order and invoice documentation
has not been provided to the Commission, we are unable to state which
payments were made in respect of deliveries to the Meyersdal Eco Estate. In
doing so the investigators seek to extend the period beyond which Vorster
alleges deliveries occurred, late 2009 to 20 l 0.
The conclusion is reached, that as a fact deliveries were made to 361
Meyersdal Eco Estate, without indicating whether they were for dry cement
and if so for what value.
17.

I can confirm that during the period late 2009 to 2010, other than 361 Eco
Estate, I was in no way involved in the building or renovations of any property
in the Meyersdal or Meyerton area that required cement.
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Affidcvit of Engelbrecht

I am not able to deal with the content of the affidavit of ENGELBRECHT, until
such time as S69 of the Tax Administration Act has been complied with.

19.

Conclusion

The preliminary 29 February 2020 report as it currently reads contains factual
inaccuracies and conclusions which cannot be supported by the facts, relies
upon documents and "books" which do not appear to exist. The Commission
furthermore, in spite of reliance on documents and information, when
requested to provide such informs me that 1 ought to obtain these from the
source, while withholding the names and contact details of the supposed
sources.
As indicated in its letter of 31 July 2020 the Commission indicated that l can
expect to receive a Rule 3.3 notice in respect of the preliminary report. I
submit that any attempt by the Commission to make any adverse finding/s of
wrongdoing against me would be contrary to the interests of justice and
would irreparably harm my dignity and reputation .
I re-iterate that in the event the Commission seeks to persist with the adverse
findings against me I will be afforded a reasonable opportunity to deal with
any findings and/or evidence which the Commission might seek to rely on.
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Deponent

Thus signed and sworn to at

1~i

on this

Jt day of >J/lff'W ~

The deponent having acknowledged that he knows and understands the
contents of this affidavit, that it is both true and correct to the best of his
knowledge and belief, that he has no objection to taking the prescribed
oath and that the prescribed oath will be binding on his conscience.

Commissioner of Oaths

ELIYAHU REUVEN KARP
Full Names:
Designation:

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
EX OFFICIO
PRACTISING ATTORNEY {R.S.A.)
61 OXFORD ROAD
CORNER ELFINWOLD ROAD
SAXONWOLD

JOHANNESBURG
Address:
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BOSASA-04-731

T33-KPEW-729

BOSASA-04-732

T33-KPEW-730

BOSASA-04-733

T33-KPEW-731

BOSASA-04-734

T33-KPEW-732

BOSASA-04-735

T33-KPEW-733

BOSASA-04-736

T33-KPEW-734

BOSASA-04-737

T33-KPEW-735

BOSASA-04-738

T33-KPEW-736

BOSASA-04-739

T33-KPEW-737

BOSASA-04-740

T33-KPEW-738
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2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/09 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/09 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES 8l SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

11684

11685

11683

11683

11683

11698

11698

11803

11803

11803

11823

11823

11820

11823

11822

11822

2012/01/13 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11482

11684

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/01/13 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

11482

11685

INA10057

2011/11/14 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

11262

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2011/11/14 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11262

2012/02/29 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

INA10054

2011/10/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11259

11685

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

BUSINESS ADVISORY

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services
005-0001-00060-65130 Subscriptions
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE - TTF 49222

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA1007S

INA10066

INA10066

INA10067

INA10074

INA10067

INA10067

INA10075

INA1007S

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services
005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY

BUSINESS ADVISORY

BUSINESS ADVISORY

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVIVES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

0OS-O0O1-966O0-2350O FNB - Current

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE - TTF 49222

INA10058 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
0000000284 Computer Cheques
0000000284 Computer Cheques

INA10058

INA10058

INA10057

INA100S4

INA100S7

INA10054

TTF49222

TTF49222

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

BUSINESS ADVISORY

0000000262 Computer Cheques
0000000262 Computer Cheques

INA10063

INA10063

INA10063

0000000247 Computer Cheques
0000000247 Computer Cheques

2011/10/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11684

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000240 Computer Cheques
0000000240 Computer Cheques

2011/10/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2011/07/28 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10772

11259

2011/07/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

10732

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

50 000,00
50 000,00
7 000,00

7 000,00
7 000,00

57 000,00
50 000,00

7 000,00
50 000,00

7 000,00
7 000,00
50 000,00
50 000,00

114 000,00

50 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00
7 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

50 000,00
7 000,00

7 000,00

50 000,00

50 000,00

7 000,00

Account Description Debit Amount

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Account Number
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Reference

28000
35900
65104
65104
35900
28000
65104
35900
28000
28000
23500
28000
23500
23500
28000
35900
28000
65104
28000
23500
28000
23500
28000
28000
35900
35900
65104
65130
28000
35900
65104
23500
28000
65104
28000
35900
35900
28000
65104
65104
35900
28000

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

114 000,00
57 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

Account

Credit Amount

SU B T O T A L I 4 332 000.00 | 4 332 000.00 |

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000236 Computer Cheques
0000000236 Computer Cheques

11259

2011/07/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10732

INA10051

INA10051

2011/08/31 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2011/07/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

10721

10907

2011/07/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10721

INA10051

2011/07/28 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2011/07/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10721

INS10043

2011/08/31 DISTINCT VE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10720

INS10043

10907

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10720

INS10043

INA10042

INA10042

INA10042

Number

Document

Originating

10772

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10719

10720

2011/06/30 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

10719

10719

TRX Date Originating Master Name

PAYMENTS

Entry

Journal

L

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

0

BOSASA-04-742
T33-KPEW-740

2012/10/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/11/12 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/11/12 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/11/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/11/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/11/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

2012/12/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/12/07 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12638

12639

12639

12748

12748

12748

1273S

12735

2012/12/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/10/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12638

2012/12/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/10/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12638

12810

2012/10/10 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES Si SPIRITS

12491

12810

2012/10/10 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12491

2012/12/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12484

2012/12/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12484

12810

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12484

12808

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12482

2012/12/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12482

2012/12/07 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12482

12751

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

127S1

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/05/17 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11945

12483

2012/05/11 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11940

12483

2012/05/11 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11940

2012/05/17 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2012/04/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11910

2012/09/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/04/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11910

11945

2012/04/30 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11910

12483

2012/04/13 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11820

11844

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11821

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

11821

2012/04/13 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11820

2012/03/31 DlSTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

11822

11821

11844

TRX Data

Originating Master Name

PAYMENTS

Entry

Journal

L

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

DlSTINaiVE CHOICE-TTF 51738

DlSTINaiVE CHOICE -TTF 51738

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS AVDISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS AVDISORY SERVICES

BUSINESSAVDISORYSERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SEVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SEVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INS10090

INS10090

INS10090

INA10085

TTF56893

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINES ADVISORY SERVICES

DlSTINaiVE CHOICE W-TTF56893

0000000335 Computer Cheques
0000000335 Computer Cheques
TTFS6893 DISTINCTVECHOICE W-TTF56893

INA10088

INA10088

INA10088

0000000328 Computer Cheques

0000000328 Computer Cheques

INA10087

INA10087

0000000321 Computer Cheques
0000000321 Computer Cheques
INA10087 BUSINESS ADVISORY SEVICES

INA10084

INA10084

INA10084

INA10083

INA1OO83

INA10083

INA10079

INA10079

INA10079

0000000293 Computer Cheques

ProfServices

ProfServices

ProfServices

Creditors - Trade

Creditors - Trade
ProfServices

ProfServices
ProfServices
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-00060-65104 ProfServices

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-96600-23S00 FNB-Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

DlSTINaiVE CHOICE -TTF 51045

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

DlSTINaiVE CHOICE -TTF 51045

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVIVES

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVIVES

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

-

7 000,00

50 000,00

50000,00

57 000,00

-

114 000,00

-

-

7 000,00

50000,00

-

57 000,00

7 000,00

50 000,00

-

•

57 000,00

50 000,00

7 000,00

-

7 000,00

-

50 000,00

50000,00

7 000,00

-

-

171000,00

-

57 000,00

7 000,00

50 000,00

-

114 000,00

-

7 000,00

-

50 000,00

-

7 000,00

50 000,00

Account Description Debit Amount

BUSINESS ADVISORY

Account Number

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Reference

0000000293 Computer Cheques

TTF51738

TTF51738

INA10078

INA10078

INA10078

nF5104S

TTF5104S

INA10074

INA10074

INA10068

INA10068

INA10068

INA10066

Number

Document

Originating

57 000,00

-

-

-

-

57 000,00

-

114 000,00

57 000,00

-

-

57 000,00

-

-

-

57 000,00

57 000,00

-

-

-

57 000,00

-

57 000,00

-

-

-

57 000,00

171000,00

-

57000,00

-

-

-

57 000,00

-

114 000,00

-

57 000,00

-

57 000,00

-

-

Credit Amount

SUBTOTALl 4 332 000.00 | 4 332 000.00 |

28000

35900

65104

65104

28000

23500

28000

23500

28000

35900

65104

23500

28000

35900

65104

28000

23500

28000

65104

35900

28000

35900

28000

65104

65104

35900

28000

23500

28000

23500

28000

35900

65104

28000

28000

23500

35900

28000

65104

28000

35900

65104

Account

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

BOSASA-04-743
T33-KPEW-741

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13672

2013/07/10 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/07/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/07/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13820

13820

2013/08/06 DISTINCTVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2013/07/10 DISTINCTVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

13680

13680

13830

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13673

2013/07/31 DISTINCTVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13673

2013/08/06 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13673

13820

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13674

13830

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13674

13674

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/05/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8l SPIRITS

13498

2013/06/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8l SPIRITS

2013/05/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

13498

13672

2013/05/24 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13672

2013/05/24 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13454

2013/05/09 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13366

13454

2013/03/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13167

2013/05/09 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

2013/03/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13167

2013/05/24 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/03/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES 8t SPIRITS

13167

13366

2013/03/26 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13156

13454

2013/02/28 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/03/26 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/02/28 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13124

13124

2013/02/28 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13124

13156

2013/02/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/02/01 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12887

13026

2013/02/01 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12887

2013/02/27 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/12/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12808

13026

2012/12/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12808

2013/02/04 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES &L SPIRITS

2012/12/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12809

2013/02/04 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2012/12/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12809

12890

2012/12/31 DISTINCTVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

12809

12890

TRX Data

Originating Master Name

PAYMENTS

Entiy

Journal

L

J

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10100

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

Creditors - Trade
Prof Services
Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000
005-0001-00060-65104
005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Creditors - Trade
Prof Services
005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-96600-23500

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

FNB - Current

005-0001-96600-23500

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0O01-966O0-23S00 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

INA10102 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
0000000398 Computer Cheques
0000000398 Computer Cheques

INA10102

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

0000000390 Computer Cheques
0000000390 Computer Cheques
INA10102 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10101

INA10101

INA10101

INA10100

005-0001-00060-65104
005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000377 Computer Cheques
INA10099 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10100

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

INA100098 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
0000000377 Computer Cheques

INA10099

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-28000

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

1NA100098 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
INA100098 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10099

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-28000
O05-OO01-96600-23S00 FNB - Current

FNB - Current

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000370 Computer Cheques
0000000370 Computer Cheques

INA10097

INA10097

INA10097

INA10092 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
000000035S Computer Cheques
000000035S Computer Cheques

INA10092

0000000347 Computer Cheques
INA10092 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000346 Computer Cheques
0000000346 Computer Cheques
0000000347 Computer Cheques

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINES ADVISORY SERVICES
005-0001-96600-23500

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

Prof Services

7 000,00
50 000,00
57 000,00

171 000,00

7 000,00

50 000,00
50 000,00

7 000,00
7 000,00

50 000,00

50 000,00
7 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00
7 000,00
50 000,00

7 000,00
50 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00
57 000,00

7 000,00

7 000,00

50 000,00

Account Description Debit Amount

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Account Number
005-0001-00060-65104

Reference

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10085 BUSINES ADVISORY SERVICES
0000000345 Computer Cheques
0000000345 Computer Cheques

INA10085

INA10086

INA10086

INA10086

Number

Document

Originating

SUBTOTAL! 4 332 000.00 I

332 000.00 |

57 000,00

57 000,00

171 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00

57 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00
57 000,00

57 000,00

Credit Amount

4

65104
35900
28000
35900
28000
23S00
28000
28000
23500
23500
28000
28000
35900
65104
23S00
28000
35900
65104
28000
28000
23500
28000
65104
35900
28000
23500
65104
28000
35900
35900
28000
65104
65104
28000
35900
23500
28000
28000
35900
65104
28000
23S00

Account

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

BOSASA-04-744
T33-KPEW-742

Number

2013/12/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/12/19 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14494

14523

2014/02/06 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14719

14734

2014/04/07 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/04/07 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/05/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/05/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

15344

15344

2014/04/03 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

15092

15101

2014/04/03 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

15092

15101

2014/03/12 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/04/03 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14939

2014/03/12 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

14939

15092

2014/03/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/03/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14925

14925

2014/02/06 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES 8l SPIRITS

2014/02/05 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES fit SPIRITS

14719

2014/03/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/02/05 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14719

14925

2014/02/05 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14632

14734

2014/01/16 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/01/16 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14632

2014/01/13 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/12/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14494

2014/01/13 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/12/11 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14494

14612

2013/11/01 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14164

14612

2013/11/01 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14164

2013/12/19 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/10/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14145

2014/01/13 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/10/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14145

14523

2013/10/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14145

74672

2013/10/04 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/09/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14050

14060

2013/09/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

14050

2013/09/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/09/04 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13935

2013/10/04 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/09/04 DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13935

14060

2013/08/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13921

14050

2013/08/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2013/08/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

13921

13921
005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINUSS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINUSS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-99400-28000

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10129

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000452 Computer Cheques
0000000452 Computer Cheques
INA10129 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10128

INA10128

INA10128

FNB - Current

Creditors - Trade

Creditors - Trade

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000445 Computer Cheques
000000044S Computer Cheques

INA10127

INA10127

INA10127

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

005-0001-99400-28000

Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000436 Computer Cheques
0000000436 Computer Cheques

INA10122

INA10122

005-0001-99400-28000

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000426 Computer Cheques
0000000426 Computer Cheques
INA10122 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10118

INA10118

INA10118

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000422 Computer Cheques
0000000422 Computer Cheques

INA10109

INA10109

INA10109

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-00060-65104 Prof Services

BUSINUSS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000415 Computer Cheques
0000000415 Computer Cheques

INA10110

INA10110

INA10110

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

7 000,00

57 000,00
-

50 000,00

7 000,00

-

57 000,00
-

50 000,00

7 000,00

-

57 000,00
-

50 000,00

7 000,00

57 000,00
-

50 000,00
-

7 000,00

-

57 000,00
-

7 000,00
-

50 000,00

57 000,00

-

7 000,00
-

50 000,00

57 000,00

-

7 000,00
-

50 000,00

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10107 BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
0000000408 Computer Cheques
0000000408 Computer Cheques

INA10107

INA10107

57 000,00

005-0001-96600-23500 FNB - Current

7 000,00
50 000,00
-

Prof Services

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

-

57 000,00

57 000,00
-

-

-

57 000,00
-

57 000,00

-

-

57 000,00
-

57 000,00

-

-

57 000,00
-

-

57 000,00

-

57 000,00
-

57 000,00

57 000,00
-

-

-

57000,00
-

57 000,00

-

57 000,00

57 000,00

-

-

28000

35900

23500

28000

65104

35900

28000

23500

28000

65104

35900

28000

23500

28000

65104

35900

28000

28000

23S00

65104

35900

28000

23500

28000

28000

35900

65104

28000

23500

28000

35900

65104

28000

28000
23500

35900

65104

28000

23500

65104

57 000,00
-

35900

-

28000

Account

-

57 000,00

Account Description Debit Amount Credit Amount

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Account Number
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Reference

SUBTOTAL| 4 332 000.00 | 4 332 000.00

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

0000000403 Computer Cheques
0000000403 Computer Cheques

INA10104

INA10104

INA10104

Document

Originating Master Name

TRX Date

Originating

Entry

PAYMENTS

Journal

C

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

Not on File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

On File

BOSASA-04-745
T33-KPEW-743

2014/06/20 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/06/20 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/06/20 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/07/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/07/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/07/31 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

15421

15421

15616

15616

15616

2014/06/02 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

15350

15421

2014/05/30 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

2014/06/02 DISTINaiVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

Account Number

INA10130CN BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10130CN BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

Prof Services

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES
005-0001-00060-65104

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Prof Services

005-0001-00060-65104
005-0001-99400-35900 VAT - Input Normal

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10130CN BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

INA10130

INA10130

INA10130

005-0001-99400-28000 Creditors - Trade

Prof Services

57 000,00

-

-

-

7 000,00

50 000,00

57 000,00

-

50 000,00

Account Description Debit Amount

0000000465 Computer Cheques

005-0001-00060-65104
005-0001-96600-23500 FNB-Current

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Reference

-

7 000,00

50 000,00

57 000,00

-

-

-

57 000,00

-

Credit Amount

SUBTOTAL| 4 332 000.00 | 4 332 000,00

0000000465 Computer Cheques

INA10129

Document

Originating

Number

I

Originating Master Name

15344

TRX Date

PAYMENTS

15350

Entry

Journal

I

DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

28000

35900

65104

28000

35900

65104

28000

23500

65104

Account

Not on File

BOSASA-04-746
T33-KPEW-744

BOSASA-04-747

T33-KPEW-745

BOSASA-04-748

T33-KPEW-746

NOTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
To Whom It May Concern:
First National Bank hereby confirms that the following payment has been made :

Date actioned
Time actioned
Trace ID
Payer Details
Payment From
Amount
Payee Details
Recipient/Account No
Name
Bank
Branch Code
Reference
Channel

: 12/03/2014
: 13:51:16
: VODS8F752NLB
: Leading Prospect
: 57000.00
: . . 136472
: DIS002/DISTINCT
: Standard Bank
:050210
:LEADING PROSPECT
: INTERNET

END OF NOTIFICATION

To authenticate this Payment Notification, please visit the First National Bank website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the "Verify Payment
Notification" link and follow the on-screen instructions.
Our customer (the payer) has requested FirstRand Bank Limited to send this notification of payment to you. Should you have any queries regarding
the contents of this notice, please contact the payer. FirstRand Bank Limited does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy and integrity of the
information and data transmitted electronically and we accept no liability what soever for any loss, expense, claim or damage, whether direct,
indirect or consequential, arising from the transmission of the information and data.

FirstRand Bank Directors: LL Dippenaar (Chairman). SE Nxasana (CEO). V W Bartlett. JJH Bester, JP Burger, MS Bomela. P Cooper (Alternate), L Crouse, JJ Durand. GG Gennk, PM Goss. NN
Gwagwa, PK Harris, W R Jardine, HS Kellan, EG Matenge-Sebesho, AT Nzimande, D Premnarayen (India), KB Sehoeman. BJ van der Ross, JH van Greuning Company Secretary; C Low

First National Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited. Reg.No.1929/001225/06.

BOSASA-04-749

T33-KPEW-747

co.O
User: CMalungani
Page: 1

Date: ,?014/03/12
05 - Lindela - Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd

Time:" 08A35;47 AM

DIS002
DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES S SPI
LEADING PROSPECT
Document Number
Type

Statement Recon as at: 2014/03/01
Date

Orig Amnt.

Payable Amnt. Comments

Statement Balance

RO. 00
RO.00

R57.000.00
(^

R57,000.00

Cheque Amount

RO. 00
RO.00
Documents Reconciled
INA10127
Invoice

2014/03/01

R57,000.00

R-57,000.00

R57,000.00
A
R-57,000.00

R-57,000.00

R-57,000.00

=====================:===:==================================—
: DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

Recon Date :
Payment Amount :

I BANK :
I BRANCH CODE :
I ACCOONT KO :

2014/03/01
R57,0

STANDARD
'0502J0,
0007/2136472

MARIETJIE
AUTHORIZED BY (2)

CHECKED BY

MV/DMERWE
TI
fEFWAUTHORIztD (1)

EFT .AUTHORIZED ( 2 )

BOSASA-04-750

Date: ^
Tine: 08:35:51 iM

T33-KPEW-748

05 - Lindela - Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd

DIS002
DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES t SPI
LEADING PROSPECT
Document Number
Type

Date

INA10127

2014/03/01

Invoice

Page: 1

Remittance as at: 2014/03/01
Orig

tat.

Hold Amount. Discount Taken.

Payable Aunt.

R57,000.00

RO.OO

RO.OO

R57,000.00

Total :

RO.OO

RO.OO

R57.000.00

A

BOSASA-04-751

T33-KPEW-749

Tax Invoice

Distinctive Choice Wines & Spirits
P O POX 6109
PAARL

Date

01/03/14

Page

1

7620
VAT NR 4730211879

Document No

INA10127

Deliver to
Leading Prospect Trading 11 Pty Ltd
Private Bag 2002
Krugersdorp

1740
Vatnr4170203055

Account
LEAD01

Your Reference

Tax Exempt

Tax Reference

Sales Code

N

INA10127

Code

Description

Quantity Unit

1000000

Business Advisory Services

Exclusive

Unit Price

Disc%

Tax

14.00%

Sub Total
Bank: Standard Bank
Branch: 050210 Paarl
Ace nr: 07 213 647 2

Discount @
Amount Excl Tax

Nett Price

50 000.00

50 000.00
0.00%

0.00
50 000.00

Received in good order
Tax
Signed.
© Softline (Pty) Ltd

Date_

Total

7 000.00
57 000.00

BOSASA-04-752

T33-KPEW-750

BOSASA-04-753

T33-KPEW-751

FNB
Fir*t Notitifiui Bonlc

NOTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
To Whom It May Concern:
First National Bank hereby confirms that the following payment has been made :

Date actioned
Time actioned
Trace ID
Payer Details
Payment From
Amount
Payee Details
Recipient/Account No
Name
Bank
Branch Code
Reference
Channel

: 06/02/2014
: 12:54:29
:VODSX8V21RKB
: Leading Prospect
: 57000.00
: . . 136472
: DIS002/DISTINCT
: Standard Bank
: 050210
: LEADING PROSPECT
: INTERNET

END OF NOTIFICATION

To authenticate this Payment Notification, please visit the First National Bank website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the "Verify Payment
Notification" link and follow the on-screen instructions.
Our customer (the payer) has requested FirstRand Bank Limited to send this notification of payment to you. Should you have any queries regarding
the contents of this notice, please contact the payer. FirstRand Bank Limited does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy and integrity of the
information and data transmitted electronically and we accept no liability what soever for any loss, expense, claim or damage, whether direct,
indirect or consequential, arising from the transmission of the information and data.

FirstRand Bank Directors: LL Dippenaar (Chairman), SE Nxasana (CEO), V W Bartlett, JJH Bester, MS Bomela, JP Burger. L Crouse, JJ Durand, G G Gellnk, PM Goss, NN Gwagwa, PK Harris,
WR Jardine, EG Matenge-Sebesho, AT Nzimanda. D Premnarayen (India), KB Schoeman, BJ van der Ross, JH van Greuning, P Cooper (Alternate) Company Secretary: BW Unser

First National Bank , a division of FirstRand Bank Limited. Reg.No.1929/001225/06.

BOSASA-04-754

Datt: 201^/02/05
Time: 44:17:47 PM

T33-KPEW-752

User: CMalungani
Page: 1

*>05 - Lindela - Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd

DIS002
DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES S SPI
LEADING PROSPECT
Document Number
Type

Statement Recon as at: 2014/02/01
Date

Orig Amnt.

Payable Afnt. Comments

Statement Balance
RO.OO
R0.00

R57,000.00
) R57,000.00

Cheque Amount
RO.OO
RO.OO
Documents Reconciled
INA10122
Invoice

2014/02/01

R-57,000.00
R-57,000.00

'TftRY : DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

R57,000.00
R57,000.00 .

A

f

R-57,000.00
R-57,000.00

Recon Date : 2014/02/01
Payment Amount : R57,000.00

BANK :
| STANDARD
BRANCH CODE :H\ ' 050210 i ,
ACCOUNT NO : ^~\
000^21364^:

BOSASA-04-755

Date? 2014/02/05 Time: 0J:17:$ PM

T33-KPEW-753

05 - Lindela - Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd

DIS002
DISTINCTIVE CHOICE SINES I SPI
LEADING PROSPECT
Document Number
Type

Date

ISA10122

2014/02/01

Invoice

Page: 1

Remittance as at: 2014/02/01
Orig >nnt.

Hold Mount. Discount Tabn.

Pavable tent.

R57.000 .00

RO.OO

RO.OO

R57,0 00.00

Total :

RO.OO

RO.OO

R57.0100.00

1

BOSASA-04-756

T33-KPEW-754

Tax Invoice
Date
Distinctive Choice Wines & Spirits
PO BOX 6109 '
PAARL
7620
VAT NR 4730211879

01/02/13

Page

Document No

INA10122

Deliver to
Leading Prospect Trading 11 Pty Ltd
Private Bag 2002
Krugersdorp

1740
Vatnr4170203055

Account
LEAD01

Tax Exempt Tax Reference

Your Reference
INA10122

Sales Code

N

Code

Description

Quantity Unit

1000000

Business Advisory Services

Exclusive

Unit Price

Disc%

Tax
14.00%

Nett Price
50 000.00

AINTS CREDITORS

C.J.BOM

Sub Total
BanK: Standard Bank
Branch: 050210 Paarl
Ace nr: 07 213 647 2

Discount @
Amount Excl Tax

50 000.00
0.00%

0.00
50 000.00

Received in good order
Signed_
© Sottline (Pty) Ltd

Date

Tax

7 000.00

Total

57 000.00

\

BOSASA-04-757

T33-KPEW-755

BOSASA-04-758

T33-KPEW-756

Frol Notional Bonli

NOTIFICATION OF PAYMENT
To Whom It May Concern:
First National Bank hereby confirms that the following payment has been made:

Dateactioned
Time actioned
Trace ID
Payer Details
Payment From
Amount
Payee Details
Recipient/Account No
Name
Bank
Branch Code
Reference
Channel

: 16/01/2014
: 14:35:57
: VODSL6KQT6JB
: Leading Prospect
: 57000.00
: . . 136472
: DIS002/DISTINCT
: Standard Bank
: 050210
: LEADING PROSPECT
: INTERNET

END OF NOTIFICATION

To authenticate this Payment Notification, please visit the First National Bank website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the "Verify Payment
Notification" link and follow the on-screen instructions.
Our customer (the payer) has requested FirstRand Bank Limited to send this notification of payment to you. Should you have any queries regarding
the contents of this notice, please contact the payer. FirstRand Bank Limited does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy and integrity of the
information and data transmitted electronically and we accept no liability what soever for any loss, expense, claim or damage, whether direct,
indirect or consequential, arising from the transmission of the information and data.

FirstRand Bank Directors: U . Olppenaar (Chairman), SE Nxasana (CEO), V W Bartlett, JJH Bestef, MS Bomela, JP Burger, L Crouse, JJ Durand, G G Gelink, PM Goss, NN Gwagwa, PK Harris,
WR Jardina, EG Matenge-Sebesho, AT Nzlmande, D Premnarayen (India), KB Schoeman, BJ van der Ross, JH van Greuning, P Cooper (Alternate) Company Secretary: BW Unser

First National Bank , a division ot FirstRand Bank Umited. Reg.No.1929/001225/06.

BOSASA-04-759

T33-KPEW-757

*Da?e: ' J J

User: CMalungani
Page: 1

05 - Lindela - Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd

Time: * 08:33:w AM
DIS002
DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPI
LEADING PROSPECT
Document Number
Type

Statement Recon as at: 2014/01/01
Date

Orig Amnt.

Payable Amnt. Comments

Statement Balance
f

RO. 00
RO.00

w_
/

R57,000.00
R57,000.00

Cheque Amount
RO. 00
RO.00
Documents Reconciled
INA10U8
Invoice

2014/01/01

R-57, 000. 00
R-57 ,000 .00

RE'

:TARY : DISTINCTIVE CHOICE WINES & SPIRITS

R57,000.00
R57,000.00

(2^-57,000.00
R-57,000.00

Recon Date : 2014/01/01
Payment Amount : R57,000.00

I BANK :
I BRANCH CODE :
I ACCOUNT NO :

I STANDARD J
I 050210
I 00072136472

A
1

BOSASA-04-760

T33-KPEW-758

BOSASA-04-761

T33-KPEW-759

BOSASA-04-762

T33-KPEW-760

BOSASA-04-763

T33-KPEW-761

BOSASA-04-764

T33-KPEW-762

BOSASA-04-765

T33-KPEW-763

BOSASA-04-766

T33-KPEW-764

BOSASA-04-767

T33-KPEW-765

BOSASA-04-768

T33-KPEW-766

BOSASA-04-769

T33-KPEW-767

BOSASA-04-770

T33-KPEW-768

BOSASA-04-771

T33-KPEW-769

BOSASA-04-772

T33-KPEW-770

BOSASA-04-773

T33-KPEW-771

BOSASA-04-774

T33-KPEW-772

BOSASA-04-775

T33-KPEW-773

BOSASA-04-776

T33-KPEW-774

BOSASA-04-777

T33-KPEW-775

BOSASA-04-778

T33-KPEW-776

BOSASA-04-779

T33-KPEW-777

BOSASA-04-780

T33-KPEW-778

BOSASA-04-781

T33-KPEW-779

BOSASA-04-782

T33-KPEW-780

BOSASA-04-783

T33-KPEW-781

BOSASA-04-784

T33-KPEW-782

BOSASA-04-785

T33-KPEW-783

BOSASA-04-786

T33-KPEW-784

BOSASA-04-787

T33-KPEW-785

BOSASA-04-788

T33-KPEW-786

BOSASA-04-789

T33-KPEW-787

To whom it may concern
This is confirmation of a payment made via FNB Online.

Payment From
Amount
Date Actioned
Recipient Name
Recipient Branch Number
Recipient Bank Account Number
Recipient Reference

Bosasa Operations (Pty) Ltd
8013.78
2010-04-20 15:26:23.607
RAN004/RTC -BUI
632005
04052343636
BOS001

To authenticate this Payment Advice please visit the FNB website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the 'Verify Payment1 link and
follow the on-screen instructions.
Trace Id
Signature

VODSTGTFQ4QB
oc26F36kae

FNB Online
Building 7 Fedsure on Grayston Office Park Comer Linden and Peter Road Sandown ext 6 Sandton 2196 South Africa
Private Bag X9980 Sandton 2146 South Africa
South Africa Call Center 0861 100 141 Namibia (264) 61 299 2187/2143 Botswana (267) 364 2600 Swaziland (268) 518 4637 Lesotho (266) 222 222 00 Zambia
(260)21 1366 800/1/2

The information transmitted in this communication is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the
intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your computer. First National Bank is liable
neither for the proper, complete transmission of the information contained in this communication, nor for any delay in its receipt, nor for the assurance that it is
virus-free.

Registration No. 1929/001225/06

BOSASA-04-790

pates
TilSX;

3010/03/17
S3;00:15 PM

T33-KPEW-788

\
10 - BOSASA Opcratioiis (PCy) Ltd - Administration t Oth .

r

RAN004
RTC -BUILD IT
BOS001
Document Number

Orig Amnt.
Type

Date

2010/02/28

Recon Section Comments

Time:0

Statement Balance

\
yK

RO.OO
Total:

RO.OO

Cheque Amount

Total:
Documents Reconciled
142337
Invoice
142338
Invoice
142174
Invoice
Invoice
142181
142341
Invoice
142284
Invoice

2010/02/11
2010/02/11
2010/02/02
2010/02/02
2010/02/11
2010/02/08
Total:

:FICIARY

II

V

RTC -BUILD IT

R8.013T78
R8,013.78

n F>

RO.OO

R8,013.78

RO.OO

R8.013.78

R-l,049.25
R-1,748.75
R-l,710.00
R-833.63
R-923.40
R-1,748.75

*\ ^
R-l,049.25
R-1,748.75
R-l,710.00
R-833.63
R-923.40
R-1,748.75

R-8,013.78

R-8,013.78

Recon Date : 2010/02/28
Payment Amount : R8.013.78

| BANK :
I BRANCH CODE
| ACCOUNT NO :

ABSA
632005
04052343636

CHECKED BY

(2)

BOSASA-04-791

Date:
Tim£-.

2010/05/13
1Q:44:33 AM

T33-KPEW-789

10 - BOSASA Operations/M>ty) Ltd - Administration & Oth

Page: 1
Dser : DMeintjes

V
RAN004
RTC -BUI1D IT
BOS001
Document Number

Orig Amnt.
Type

Date

2010/04/30

Time:0

Recon Section Comments

Statement Balance

Total:

RO.OO

Rl.667.26

RO.00

Rl.667.26

RO.OO

Rl.667.26

RO.OO

Rl,667.26

R-833.63
R-833.63

R-833.63
R-833.63

R-1,667.26

R-l,667.26

A

Cheque Amount

Total:
Documents Reconciled
143042
Invoice
143125
Invoice

A
2010/03/25
2010/03/30
Total:

BENEFICIARY :

RTC -BUILD IT

Recon Date :
Payment Amount :

ANK :
| ABSA
I RANCH CODE :| 632005
ACCOUNT NO :
04052343636

CHECKED BY'

EFT AUTHORIZED (1)

2010/04/30
Rl.667.26

BOSASA-04-792

T33-KPEW-790

DC

STATEMENT

REMITTANCE ADVICE

RTC-BUILD IT
RTC-BUILD IT
JftCKETH (PTY) LTD
P.O. BOX 1275, RAHDFONTEIH, 1760
16 MAIN ROAD, RANDFONTEIN
TEL:(011)412-1037/8/3 FAX:(011)692-3929

JACKETH (PTY) LTD

P.O. BOX 1275, RANDFONTEIN, 1760
16 MAIN ROOD, RANDFONTEIN
TEL s <011> 412-1037/8/9 FAXs <011>692 3929

ACCOUNT N O . I 1 E R 0 0 2
BOSASA OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD+HKC/G)

BOSASA OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD+tt! <C/(.
ACCOUNTS - DRIEKIE
P.O. BOX 2002
KRUGERSDORP
1740

2010/04/30
DATE

2010/02/02
£010/02/02
£010/02/11
I /03/25
IIH/03/30
2010/04/21

ITEM

REFERENCE

INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
FflYKENT

DEBIT

142174
142181
142341
143042 /
143125 /
29128

1710.00(
833.63(
923.40(
833.63:
833.63 /

91 • 120 DAYS

1710.0v
833.6
923.4

3467.0;

1667.2&

AMOUNT DUE
,120+ DAYS

CREDIT

61 - 90 DAYS

I - 6 0 DAYS

1 - 30 DAYS

DATE 2010/04/30
DATE

100202
100202
100211
100325
100330
100421

REFERENCE

142174
142181
142341
143042
143125
29128

BALANCE DUE
PAYMENT

PA. 1
AMOUNT
0.00
0.00
0.00
833.63
833.63

O.OOCR

1667.26

BOSASA-04-793

T33-KPEW-791

REMITTANCE ADVICE

STATEMENT

IT

RTC-BUILD IT
JftCKETH (PTY) LTD
P.O. BOX 1275, RANDFONTEIN, 1760
16 HAIN ROAD, RANDFDNTEIN
TEL:(0111412-1037/A/9 FAX:(011)692-3929

•JACKETH (PTY) LTD

P.O. BOX 1 2 7 5 , RANDFONTEIN, 17&0
16 MAIN ROAD, RANDFONTEIN
T E L : ( 0 1 1 ) 4 1 2 - 1 0 3 7 / 8 / 9 FAXs(011)692-3929

MER002

BOSASA OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD+tt!(C/(
ACCOUNTS - DRIEKIE
P.O. BOX 2002
KRUGERSDQRP
1740

ACCOUNT No.
DATE

2010/03/31
DATE

2010/02/02
2010/02/02
2010/02/11
iili/03/25
LU1U/03/30

ITEM

INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
™OICE
INVOICE

REFERENCE

DEBIT

CREDIT

1710.00
833.63
923.40
833.63
833.63

142174 ^
142181 p J
142341 p°>
143042
143125

DEPARTMENT

0 9 APR 2010
lv3pJVED
SIGNATURE

AMOUNT DUE
120+DAYS

91 -120 DAYS

61 - 9 0 DAYS

3 1 - 6 0 DAYS

ACCOUNT N o - M E R 0 0 2
BOSASA OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD+flKC/G)

DATE 2010/03/31
DATE

100202
100202
100211
100325
100330

REFERENCE

142174
142181
142341
143042
143125

PA.

1

AMOUNT

1710.00
833.63
923.40
833.63
833.63

BOSASA-04-794

T33-KPEW-792

REMITTANCE ADVICE

STATEMENT

RTC-BUILD IT
JACKETH (F'TY) LTD
P.O. BOX 1 2 7 5 , RANDFONTEIN, 1760
16 MAIN ROAD, RANDFONTEIN
TELs(011)412-1037/8/9 FAXs(011)692-3929

RTC-BUILD IT
JfiCKETH (PTY) LTD
P.O. BOX 1275, RAHDFQNTEIH, 1760
16 MAIN ROW), RAHDFOHTEIN
TEL:(011)412-1037/8/9 FAX:(011)692-3929

ACCOUNT N o . B O S O O l
BOSASA (CEMENT ACC)(C/G)

BOSOO1
BOS AS A (CEMENT AGO (C/G)
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD
P . O . BOX 2002 (ACCOUNTS - DRIEKIE

ACCOUNT No.

KRUGERSDORP
DATE

1740

2010/03/31
DATE

2010/02/08
2010/02/11
2010/02/11
/02/26
1/02/26
2010/03/12
2010/03/19

\K

ITEM

REFERENCE

INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
INVOICE
TAX CREDIT NOTE
INVOICE
PAYMENT

DEBIT

142284
142337
142338
142584
5672
142823
28952

CREDIT

1748./b
1049.25
1748.75
2798.00(

DATE 2010/03/31
DATE

REFERENCE

14&&4
100211 142337

PA.

1

AMOUNT

100211 142338
100226 142584
100226 5672
100312 142623
100319 28952

1748.75
1049.25
1748.75
0.00
O.OOCR
0.00
O.OOCR

4546- 71

BALANCE DUE

4546.75

1 - 30 DAYS

PAYMENT

2717.60(

2798.00
2798.0<
2717.60
2717.«

ACCOUNTS
DEPARTMENT

0 9 APR 2010
SIGNATURE^.

jW..
c\

AMOUNT DUE
120+DAYS

91 -120 DAYS

61 - 9 0 DAYS

3 1 - 6 0 DAYS

BOSASA-04-795

. -

T33-KPEW-793

J

i-

—

•V"

CUSTOMER
POSASA (CEMENT A C C X C / G )
O/N HENNIE
TEL.(W)
IL.<H)

VAT VENDOR No.^B60120205
DELIVER
O/N HENNIE

s 01166260<'+7DRIEKIE
: O i l 6626147FAX

SALES REP.

DOCUMENT INFO
X isj V D I C E
TAX INVOICE

RTC-EUILD IT
JACKE7H (PTY) LTD
P.O. ED)! 1275, F.hHIFDNTEIH, 1740
l i MAIN ROAD, RAMFONTEIN
TEL: (Oil )i»l£-1037/S/9 FA'<: (011 )o?2-39E?

CLIENT TAXn-,^070165735

=

PA. 1

NEELJ

DATE & TIME

DOCUMENT NR.

*'*£? 3 2 3

2010/03/12 03:22
CODE

RESCRIPT I D,N

APC/C

CEtiEJJT 50KB-C0iiTRAC.TfiKES*DEL

ACCOUNT NR.

ORDER NR.

B0S001
UNIT

OT/ PRICE ilKC

w.oo

LINKED TO AFC

DISC*

EACH

0.00

67.94

HO. 00
Standard Rate:

.TOTAL VAX:

333.7'^

TOTAL

TOTAL
£717.iO

AMOUNT DUE
2333.96

2717.60

NAME:

PLEASE CHECK GOODS WITH INVOICE

'1 •

SIGNATURE:

BOSASA-04-796

T33-KPEW-794

CUSTOMER

BOSASA (CEMENT ACCMC/G)
ECO ESTATES SITE 361
MEYERSDAL HENNIE
TEL.(W) : 0116626047DRIEKIE
_ P L . ( H ) : 0U6626147FAX
SALES REP. :

DOCUMENT INFO

II
JHCKETH iPTV) LID
F.D. EO3C 1275, RAHEFONTEIH, 1760
IS MIN SCAD, SAMFOMEiN
TEL:iullHi2-!037,<3/9 FftX:1011)692-392?

DELIVERY NOTE

VAT VENDOR N o . 4 3 6 0 1 E 0 2 0 5
DELIVER
:
ECO ESTATES SITE 361
MEYERSDAL HENHIE

3 - HEELS

DATE & TIME

PA.

DOCUMENT NR.

2010/02/26 06:39

142584

CODE

DESCRIPTION

APC/C

CEMENT 50KG-C0!JTRAC.TAKEKtDEL

ACCOUNT NR.

ORDER NR.

BOS001
UNIT

DT¥ PRICE (IHC

DISC.?.

0.00

Standard Rata:

14.0SS

TOTAL VAT:

1

0 .0 0

GOODS MUST BE CHECKED UPON DELIVERY
ETC IS NOT LIAB. FOR SHORT DELIVERY

TOTAL I EXCL)
NAME:
SIGNATURE:

EACH

TOTAL

AMOUNT DUE

0.00

o.oc

BOSASA-04-797

T33-KPEW-795

CLIENT TAX#:4070165735
CUSTOMER
BOSASA (CEMENT ACCXC/G)
ECO ESTATES SITE 361
MEYERSDAL HENNIE
TEL.(W) : 0116626047DRIEKIE
_fTEL.(H> : 0116626147FAX
SALES REP. :

VAT VENDOR

DOCUMENT INFO

INVOICE
TAX INVOICE

No.4360120205

DELIVER
:
ECO ESTATES SITE 361
MEYERSDAL HENNIE

3 - HEELS
DOCUMENTNR.

2010/02/26

RTD-BUILD IT
JACKET!! (PT'i) LTD
P.O. BOX 1275, RAMFDNTEIN, !7cO
16 HAIII ROAD, F,Ai;DFONT£I!i
T£L:(011)*lc-1037/3/? FAX:i'

ACCOUNT NR

06:39
3TY PRICE iUiC

W.95

CEMENT 5CKG-CDNTRAC.TAKEf.tDtL LINKED TD AFC

2793.00

AMOUNT DUE
Standard Rate: 14.0% TOTAL VAT:

343.61

PLEASE CHECK GOODS WITH INVOICE

BOSASA-04-798

T33-KPEW-796

CUSTOMER
BOSASA (CEMEWT ACC)(C/G)
NOT ORDRERD
TEL.(W)
HEL.(H)

NOT ORDRERD
PA. 1

2 - BUTCH

DATE & TIME

2010/02/26

TAX CREDIT NOTE
TAX CREDIT NOTE

VAT VENDOR N o . 4 8 6 0 1 2 0 2 O 5
DELIVER
i

: 0116626047DRIEKIE
: 0116626147FAX

SALES R E P . :

DOCUMENT INFO

RTC-&UILB IT
JACKETH (PTY) LTD
f.G. FJ). 1275. RANIrCfiTEIN, 17£0
16 KA1M ROAD, RAKL-CilTEIt:
TELstOJ 15^12-1037/8/9 FAJl:i01i>&92-39£9

CLIENT TAX*:407Q165735

DOCUMENT NR.

07:53

5672

ACCOUNT NR.

ORDER NR.

BOS001
WIT

CODE

DESCRIPTION

APC/C

CEMENT 5GK6-CONTRAC.7AXEN+BEL LIMED TO AFC
RELATED 1NV. W. : 14253^

GTY PRICE IlliC

DISC*

EACH

69.95

0.00

69.95

40.00

40.00

Standard Rate:

14.0%

TOTAL VAT:

343.61

S79S.C-;

AMOUNT DUE

2798.00

TOTAL (EJIEL)
NAME:
SIGNATURE:

TOTAL

IrP

BOSASA-04-799

T33-KPEW-797

To whom it may concern
This is confirmation of a payment made via FNB Online.

Payment From
Amount
Date Actioned
Recipient Name
Recipient Branch Number
Recipient Bank Account Number
Recipient Reference

Bosasa Operations (Pty) Ltd
2717.60
2010-03-18 14:57:15.945
rtc build it
632005
04052343636
bosOOl invl42823

, „ /
TY^

..
A

F'**"

To authenticate this Payment Advice please visit the FNB website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the 'Verify Payment' link and
follow the on-screen instructions.
Trace Id
Signature

VODS5FF3VRQB
aVHkolqgDB

FNB Online
Building 7 Fedsure on Grayston Office Park Comer Linden and Peter Road Sandown ext 6 Sandton 2196 South Africa
Private Bag X9980 Sandton 2146 South Africa
South Africa Call Center 0861 100 141 Namibia (264) 61 299 2187 / 2143 Botswana (267) 364 2600 Swaziland (268) J18 4637 Usotho (266) 222 222 00 Zambia
(260)21 1366 800/1/2

The information transmitted in this communication is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or talcing of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the
intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your computer. First National Bank is liable
neither for the proper, complete transmission of the information contained in this communication, nor for any delay in its receipt, nor for the assurance that it is
virus-free.

Registration No. 1929/001225/06

BOSASA-04-800

T33-KPEW-798

ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER AUTHORISATION REQUEST
COMPANY REQUESTING PAYMENT:
BENEFICIARY:
D~TV"

— [5

DATE

'
*\ _»-l

*\~ T"

\ ^

-OS

-5LO[C)

•

REFERENCE NUMBER:
BANK: B S S ^ T "

"

BRANCH CODE : fo3.£.P£?ST. ACCOUNT NUMBER :

O ^OS~

C^M-

DETAILS

/ fy\

TOTAL AMOUNT

(

DESCRIPTION

GL ALLOCATION CODE

DISTRIBUTION AMOUNT

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

I

•

I

I

•

I

POSTING DATE:

I 1

|I

1

I

TRANSACTION DATE:

')

REQUESTE'6 BY':

/

A
RE6£j/ED BY:

Tycxccj/Uy. C.J. BffllFACIO
APPROVED BY^

AUTHORISED BY:

PROCESSED BY:

PROCESSING DATE:

J
1st AUTHORISATION
EFTAUTOURISEDBY:

^LSCC TT

2nd A U T H O R I S A T I 6 N /

J. VA^

,

BOSASA-04-801

T33-KPEW-799

DOCUMENT INFO
RTC-BUIL3 IT
JACKETH (PTY) LTD
INVOICE
TAX INVOICE
P . O . BOX 1 5 7 5 , RANBFONTEIN, \7iO
16 MAIN ECAD, RANDFDNTEIN
TEL:f011)^32-1037/3/? FAX:(031)692-3929
VAT VENDOR N o . 4 8 6 0 1 2 0 2 0 5
E>1E£L_. T. V E R
=
0/N HENNIE

CLIENT TAX#:40701657
CUSTOMER
BD3ASA <CEMENT
0 / N HENNIE

ACC)(C/G)

01166S6047DRIEKIE
0116686147FAX

—COPY—

IMEELS

SALES REP. :
DATE & TIME

DOCUMENT NR.

142BS3

2010/03/IE 08:2E

PA - 1
ACCOUNT NR.

ORDER NR.

B03001
UNIT

EDDE

DESCRIPTION

AFC/C

CEHENT SOKS-CONTRAC.TAKENfDEL LINKED TO AFC

3TY PRICE (I«C
10.00

57.94

EACH

0,00

57.94

TOTAL
2717.60

DRIEKIEMEINTJES_

RECEIVED
/O - o o /

DISCS

-8^5O

:

2010 -03- 1 6
BOSASA

ACCOUNTS CREDITORS I

ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT

40.00
Standard Rate: 1'i.OK

TOTAL VAT:

533. 7H-

TOTAL (EXCL)
NAME:

\

PLEASE CHECK GOODS WITH INVOICE

SIGNATURE:'

AMOUNT DUE
22S3.B5

S717.60

BOSASA-04-802

T33-KPEW-800

To whom it may concern
This is confirmation of a payment made via FNB Online.

Payment From
Amount
DateActioned
Recipient Name
Recipient Branch Number
Recipient Bank Account Number
Recipient Reference

Bosasa Operations (Pty) Ltd
6230.00
2010-08-1612:06:04.303
RAN004/RTC -BUI
632005
04052343636
BOS001

To authenticate this Payment Advice please visit the FNB website at https://www.fnb.co.za, select the 'Verify Payment' link and
follow the on-screen instructions.
Trace Id
Signature

VODSPVYVDKSB
w5+sSeo2O6

FNB Online
Building 7 Fedsure on Grayston Office Park Comer Linden and Peter Road Sandown ext 6 Sandton 2196 South Africa
Private Bag X9980 Sandton 2146 South Africa
South Africa Call Center 0861 100 141 Namibia (264) 61 299 2187 / 2143 Botswana (267) 364 2600 Swaziland (268) 518 4637 Lesotho (266) 222 222 00 Zambia
(260)21 I 366 800/1/2

The information transmitted in this communication is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged
material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the
intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from your computer. First National Bank is liable
neither for the proper, complete transmission of the information contained in this communication, nor for any delay in its receipt, nor for the assurance that it is
virus-free.

Registration No. 1929/001225/06

BOSASA-04-803
T33-KPEW-801

0' C
2i755-000
3»475-000
002

BOSASA-04-804

Date:
Time:

2010/07/13
12:18i33 PM

T33-KPEW-802

10 - BOSASA Operations

Lt(4 - Administration & Oth
User : DMeintjes

RAN004
RTC -BUILD IT
BOS001
Document Number

2010/06/30

Orig Amnt.
Type

Date

Time:0

Recon Section Comments

Statement Balance

Total:

R0.00

R6.230.0q,,

R0.00

R6.230./0 >

R0.00

R6.230.00

R0.00

R6.23 0.00 .

Cheque Amount

Total:
Documents Reconciled
144385
Invoice
144314
Invoice
144053
Invoice

2010/06/24
2010/06/21
2010/06/01
Total:

BENEFICIARY :

IJINK

:

RTC -BUILD IT

R-6,230.00

R-6,230.00

Payment Amount :

BRANCH CODE :| 632005
ACCOUNT NO :
04052343636

CHECKED BY

R-3,475.00
R-1,710.00
R-1,045.00

Recon Date : 2010/06/30

| ABSA

.MAB1EU

R-3,475.00
R-1,710.00
R-1,045.00

JV
APPR

R6.230.00

W

BOSASA-04-805

EBte: 2030/07/13
"Hue: 12:18:35 IJ-I

•

KHB04
'
RIC -HELD IT
B3S001
DocuitllL MjiLcx

10 - BCGftSA Cperatiang (Pty) Ltd - AJninistiatim & Oth

Raiittance as at:

rate

144053 v /
144314 y /

Jrnrolce

144385

Imoioe

y

T33-KPEW-803

2010/06/01
2010/06/21
2010/06/24

Origftirt.

Pacp: 1

2010/06/30
ItiM Aitxnt. rrig-nnt- ;

PfetyBble

Rl.045.00
Rl.710.00
R3,475.00

RO.OO
RO.OO
RO.OO

RO.OO
RO.OO
RO.OO

KL, 045.00
KL, 710.00
R3, 475.00

TbCal :

RO.OO

RO.OO

R6, 230.00

BOSASA-04-806

'System:'
_ 2010/07/13
User Date: ' 2010/07/13

T33-KPEW-804

12:15:22 PM

Ranges:
Creditor ID:
RAN004 - RAN004
Creditor Name: First - Last
Creditor Class: First - Last
BEE %:
First - Last
Sorted By: Creditor ID

10 - BOSASA Operations (P
CASH REQUIREMENTS REPORT
Payables Management
Multicurrency Management
Payment Priority:
Due Date:
Discount Date:
Payment Date:

Creditor ID

Creditor Name

Class ID

RAN004

RTC -BUILD IT

DEFAULT

Voucher Number

Document Amount

Document Number
00119988
144385
CEMENT
00120066
144314
PLASTERSAND
00120067
^44053
I • I CONCRETE MIX
Creditor Totals:

1
Report Totals:

Date

Type

Due Date

First - Last
First - Last
First - Last
2009/12/31

Payment Priority

BEE %

Amount Applied

Page:
1
User ID: DMeintjes

Valid Discount Discount Lost

Discount Date

Unpaid Gain/Loss

Days Old

R3.475.00
2010/06/24 INV

RO.OO
R0.00
2010/07/30
0000/00/00

R0 . 0 0
-175

RO.OO

Rl.710.00
2010/06/21 INV

RO.OO
RO.OO
2010/07/30
0000/00/00

R0 . 0 0
-172

RO.OO

Rl.045.00
2010/06/01 INV

RO.OO
RO.OO
2010/07/30
0000/00/00

R0 . 0 0
-152

RO.OO

R6.230.00

RO.OO

RO.OO

RO.OO

RO.OO

R6.230.00

RO.OO

RO.OO

RO.OO

RO.OO

Creditor(s)

BOSASA-04-807

T33-KPEW-805

STATEMENT

RTC-EUILD IT
JACKETH (PTY) LTD
'P.. 0 . BOX 1 2 7 5 , RANDI-ONTEIN, 1760
16 MAIN ROAD, Ri-lMDFOMTE.IH
TEL: < 0 1 1 ) 4 1 S - 1 0 3 7 / 8 / 9 F A X 2 ( 0 1 1 ) 6 9 2 - 3 9 2 9

3C

RTC-BUILD IT
JfiCKETH (PTY) LTD
P.O. BOX 1275, RfiNDFOHTEIN, 1/60
16 RAIN ROAD, RflUDFONTEIH
TEL: (011)412-1037/6/9 FAX: (011)692-3929

BOSOO1
BOS ASA (CEMENT AGO (C/G)
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD
DRIEKI.E-:
P.O. BOX 2002 (ACCOUNTS
KRUGERSDORP
1740

REFERfrNCE

ITEM

ACCOUNT N o . B O S O O l
BOSftSA (CEfEHT ftCC)(C/G)

ACCOUNT No.
DATE

£010/06/30
DATE

REMITTANCE ADVICE

DEBIT

CREDIT

DATE 2010/06/30
DATE

REFERENCE

PA. 1
AMOUNT

ihvUICt,

AMOUNT DUE
1204-DAYS

91 -120 DAYS

61 - 9 0 DAYS

3 1 - 6 0 DAYS ,

3 4 7 5 . 0<

1 - 30 DAYS
3 4 7 0 - 0<

BALANCE DUE
PAYMENT

3473.

BOSASA-04-808

>•

-

T33-KPEW-806

*

RTC-IUILD IT
JACKETH fPTY) LTD
CUSTOMER

BOS ASA rCEI'lEhIT ACC)(C/G)
O/N S414&
DEL... TO I1EYER

• .

DOCUMENT INFO
DELIVERY NOTE

P.O. BOX 1275. FJWafTEIN. 1760
16 mm ROAD. F^IFOKTEIH
TEL:(OilM12-1037/8/? Fffi:(Oil)692-3?29

VAT
O/M

M

;;:L..

(\\)

s oi:i.6626:i.47rAx

DE:I...%. TO I ' I E Y E R B D A L

SALES REP
DOCUMENT NR.

ACCOUNT NR.

0:1.0/06/24 l'0::07

S t a n d a r d Rate::. 14,.()/'. ..TOTAL. VAT
GOODS I'lUST BE CHECKED UPON DELIVERY
RTC I B HOT I...IAB.. I-OR SHORT DELIVERY

NAME:
SIGNATURE:

DR1EKIE MElNp
;PROCESSEC

BOSASA-04-809

T33-KPEW-807

Oil

Future Technology Solutions

Purchase Order FormPROC9dRev4
Bosasa Operations

Bosasa Security

Reg No: 1981/012426/07
VAT: 4070165735

Reg No : 1995/010121 / 07
VAT: 4420198212

Leading Prospect Trading 111
t/a Lindela
Reg No: 2002/017229/07
VAT:1470203055
Head Office Addresses
Physical

Postal

Mogate Business Pirk
Windsor Road
Lulpaardsvlel
Krugersdorp
Gauttnq

Private Bag 2002
Krugersdorp
1740

N?

Bosasa Youth
Development Centres
Reg No: 2003/002608/07
VAT: 4610209985

SeaArk Africa

Sondolo IT

Reg No: 2002/008442/07
VAT: 4000147530

Reg No = 2005/000500/ 07
VAT: 4370217186

Site Name

Procurement Contact Numbers

[Delivery Address)

Delivery Address

Supplier

Attention

Tel:

+2711662 6001

Fax:

+2711662 6330
Required Delivery Date

7

Purchase Order Details
Requisition No

Item No

Cost Centre

Cost Code

Brochure /
Part No

84146

Scope of Supply / Description / Quote Number / SLA Number

/
Job No

Unit of
Measure

Quantity

Unit
Price

%
Discount

Total Price
(Exclusive of
VAT)

Is

Refer Conditions of Purchase of Bosasa Group (Available on Request)
Certification Requirements
(If Applicable)

Required if
Ticked

Special Instructions (I.D / Traceability / Packaging / Preservation / Protection /
Transport / Delivery Location / Location of Verification)

Material
Calibration
Halhaal
Nut Free

For and on behalf of the Bosasa Group

Date:

to

pRANS VORSTER
Authorised g>mcurement Coordinator.
B OSASA
O S A S A OTRO
OTROIJP^
083 C07 1462

BOSASA-04-810

AA-KW-242

T33-KPEW-808

BOSASA-04-811

AA-KW-243

T33-KPEW-809

BOSASA-04-812

AA-KW-244

T33-KPEW-810

BOSASA-04-813

AA-KW-245

T33-KPEW-811

BOSASA-04-814

AA-KW-246

T33-KPEW-812

BOSASA-04-815

AA-KW-247

T33-KPEW-813

BOSASA-04-816

AA-KW-248

T33-KPEW-814

BOSASA-04-817

AA-KW-249

T33-KPEW-815

BOSASA-04-818

AA-KW-250

T33-KPEW-816

BOSASA-04-819

AA-KW-251

T33-KPEW-817

BOSASA-04-820

AA-KW-252

T33-KPEW-818

BOSASA-04-821

AA-KW-253

T33-KPEW-819

BOSASA-04-822

AA-KW-254

T33-KPEW-820

BOSASA-04-823

AA-KW-255

T33-KPEW-821

BOSASA-04-824

AA-KW-256

T33-KPEW-822

BOSASA-04-825

AA-KW-257

T33-KPEW-823

BOSASA-04-826

AA-KW-258

T33-KPEW-824

BOSASA-04-827

AA-KW-259

T33-KPEW-825

BOSASA-04-828

AA-KW-260

T33-KPEW-826

BOSASA-04-829

AA-KW-261

T33-KPEW-827

BOSASA-04-830

AA-KW-262

T33-KPEW-828

BOSASA-04-831

AA-KW-263

T33-KPEW-829

BOSASA-04-832

AA-KW-264

T33-KPEW-830

BOSASA-04-833

AA-KW-265

T33-KPEW-831

BOSASA-04-834

AA-KW-266

T33-KPEW-832

BOSASA-04-835

AA-KW-267

T33-KPEW-833

BOSASA-04-836

AA-KW-268

T33-KPEW-834

BOSASA-04-837

AA-KW-269

T33-KPEW-835

BOSASA-04-838

AA-KW-270

T33-KPEW-836

BOSASA-04-839

AA-KW-271

T33-KPEW-837

BOSASA-04-840

AA-KW-272

T33-KPEW-838

BOSASA-04-841

AA-KW-273

T33-KPEW-839

BOSASA-04-842

AA-KW-274

T33-KPEW-840

BOSASA-04-843

AA-KW-275

T33-KPEW-841

BOSASA-04-844

AA-KW-276

T33-KPEW-842

BOSASA-04-845

AA-KW-277

T33-KPEW-843

BOSASA-04-846

AA-KW-278

T33-KPEW-844

BOSASA-04-847

AA-KW-279

T33-KPEW-845

BOSASA-04-848

AA-KW-280

T33-KPEW-846

BOSASA-04-849

AA-KW-281

T33-KPEW-847

BOSASA-04-850

AA-KW-282

T33-KPEW-848

BOSASA-04-851

AA-KW-283

T33-KPEW-849

BOSASA-04-852

T33-KPEW-850

BOSASA-04-853

T33-KPEW-851

BOSASA-04-854
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T33-KPEW-856
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T33-KPEW-860
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T33-KPEW-861
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T33-KPEW-862
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T33-KPEW-864
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T33-KPEW-865

BOSASA-04-868

T33-KPEW-866

BOSASA-04-869

T33-KPEW-867

BOSASA-04-870

T33-KPEW-868

BOSASA-04-871

T33-KPEW-869

BOSASA-04-872

T33-KPEW-870

BOSASA-04-873

T33-KPEW-871

BOSASA-04-874

T33-KPEW-872

BOSASA-04-875

T33-KPEW-873

BOSASA-04-876

T33-KPEW-874

BOSASA-04-877

T33-KPEW-875

BOSASA-04-878

T33-KPEW-876

BOSASA-04-879

T33-KPEW-877

BOSASA-04-880

T33-KPEW-878

BOSASA-04-881

T33-KPEW-879

BOSASA-04-882

T33-KPEW-880

BOSASA-04-883

T33-KPEW-881

BOSASA-04-884

T33-KPEW-882

BOSASA-04-885

T33-KPEW-883

BOSASA-04-886

T33-KPEW-884

BOSASA-04-887

T33-KPEW-885

BOSASA-04-888

T33-KPEW-886

BOSASA-04-889

T33-KPEW-887

BOSASA-04-890

T33-KPEW-888

BOSASA-04-891

T33-KPEW-889

BOSASA-04-892

T33-KPEW-890

BOSASA-04-893

T33-KPEW-891

BOSASA-04-894

T33-KPEW-892

BOSASA-04-895

T33-KPEW-893

BOSASA-04-896

T33-KPEW-894

BOSASA-04-897

T33-KPEW-895

BOSASA-04-898

T33-KPEW-896

BOSASA-04-899

T33-KPEW-897

BOSASA-04-900

T33-KPEW-898

BOSASA-04-901

T33-KPEW-899

BOSASA-04-902

T33-KPEW-900

BOSASA-04-903

T33-KPEW-901

BOSASA-04-904

T33-KPEW-902

BOSASA-04-905

T33-KPEW-903

BOSASA-04-906

T33-KPEW-904

BOSASA-04-907

T33-KPEW-905

BOSASA-04-908

T33-KPEW-906

BOSASA-04-909

T33-KPEW-907

BOSASA-04-910

T33-KPEW-908

BOSASA-04-911

T33-KPEW-909

BOSASA-04-912

T33-KPEW-910

BOSASA-04-913

T33-KPEW-911

BOSASA-04-914

T33-KPEW-912

BOSASA-04-915

T33-KPEW-913

BOSASA-04-916
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BOSASA-04-917

T33-KPEW-915

BOSASA-04-918

T33-KPEW-916

BOSASA-04-919

T33-KPEW-917

BOSASA-04-920

T33-KPEW-918
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BOSASA-04-922

T33-KPEW-920
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T33-KPEW-925
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BOSASA-04-930

T33-KPEW-928

BOSASA-04-931

T33-KPEW-929

BOSASA-04-932

T33-KPEW-930

BOSASA-04-933

T33-KPEW-931

BOSASA-04-934

T33-KPEW-932

BOSASA-04-935

T33-KPEW-933

BOSASA-04-936

T33-KPEW-934

BOSASA-04-937

T33-KPEW-935

BOSASA-04-938

T33-KPEW-936

BOSASA-04-939

T33-KPEW-937

BOSASA-04-940

T33-KPEW-938

BOSASA-04-941

T33-KPEW-939

BOSASA-04-942

T33-KPEW-940

BOSASA-04-943

T33-KPEW-941

BOSASA-04-944

T33-KPEW-942

BOSASA-04-945

T33-KPEW-943

BOSASA-04-946

T33-KPEW-944

BOSASA-04-947

T33-KPEW-945

BOSASA-04-948

T33-KPEW-946

BOSASA-04-949

T33-KPEW-947

BOSASA-04-950

T33-KPEW-948

BOSASA-04-951

T33-KPEW-949

BOSASA-04-952

T33-KPEW-950

BOSASA-04-953

T33-KPEW-951

BOSASA-04-954

T33-KPEW-952

BOSASA-04-955

T33-KPEW-953

BOSASA-04-956

T33-KPEW-954

BOSASA-04-957

T33-KPEW-955

BOSASA-04-958

T33-KPEW-956

BOSASA-04-959

T33-KPEW-957

BOSASA-04-960

T33-KPEW-958

BOSASA-04-961

T33-KPEW-959

BOSASA-04-962

T33-KPEW-960

BOSASA-04-963

T33-KPEW-961

BOSASA-04-964

T33-KPEW-962

BOSASA-04-965

T33-KPEW-963

BOSASA-04-966

T33-KPEW-964

BOSASA-04-967

T33-KPEW-965

BOSASA-04-968

T33-KPEW-966

BOSASA-04-969

T33-KPEW-967

BOSASA-04-970

T33-KPEW-968

BOSASA-04-971

T33-KPEW-969

BOSASA-04-972

T33-KPEW-970

BOSASA-04-973

T33-KPEW-971

BOSASA-04-974

T33-KPEW-972

BOSASA-04-975

T33-KPEW-973

BOSASA-04-976

T33-KPEW-974

BOSASA-04-977

T33-KPEW-975

BOSASA-04-978

T33-KPEW-976

BOSASA-04-979

T33-KPEW-977

BOSASA-04-980

T33-KPEW-978

BOSASA-04-981

T33-KPEW-979

BOSASA-04-982

T33-KPEW-980

BOSASA-04-983

T33-KPEW-981

BOSASA-04-984

T33-KPEW-982

BOSASA-04-985

T33-KPEW-983

BOSASA-04-986

T33-KPEW-984

BOSASA-04-987

T33-KPEW-985

BOSASA-04-988

T33-KPEW-986

BOSASA-04-989

T33-KPEW-987

BOSASA-04-990

T33-KPEW-988

BOSASA-04-991

T33-KPEW-989

BOSASA-04-992

T33-KPEW-990

BOSASA-04-993

T33-KPEW-991

BOSASA-04-994

T33-KPEW-992

BOSASA-04-995

T33-KPEW-993

BOSASA-04-996

T33-KPEW-994

BOSASA-04-997

T33-KPEW-995

BOSASA-04-998

T33-KPEW-996

BOSASA-04-999

T33-KPEW-997

BOSASA-04-1000

T33-KPEW-998

BOSASA-04-1001

T33-KPEW-999

BOSASA-04-1002

T33-KPEW-1000

BOSASA-04-1003

T33-KPEW-1001

BOSASA-04-1004

T33-KPEW-1002

BOSASA-04-1005

T33-KPEW-1003

BOSASA-04-1006

T33-KPEW-1004

BOSASA-04-1007

T33-KPEW-1005

BOSASA-04-1008

T33-KPEW-1006

BOSASA-04-1009

T33-KPEW-1007

BOSASA-04-1010

T33-KPEW-1008

BOSASA-04-1011

T33-KPEW-1009

BOSASA-04-1012

T33-KPEW-1010

BOSASA-04-1013

T33-KPEW-1011

BOSASA-04-1014

T33-KPEW-1012

BOSASA-04-1015

T33-KPEW-1013

BOSASA-04-1016

T33-KPEW-1014

BOSASA-04-1017

T33-KPEW-1015

BOSASA-04-1018

T33-KPEW-1016

BOSASA-04-1019

T33-KPEW-1017

BOSASA-04-1020

T33-KPEW-1018

BOSASA-04-1021

T33-KPEW-1019

BOSASA-04-1022

T33-KPEW-1020

BOSASA-04-1023

T33-KPEW-1021

BOSASA-04-1024

T33-KPEW-1022

BOSASA-04-1025

T33-KPEW-1023

BOSASA-04-1026

T33-KPEW-1024

BOSASA-04-1027

T33-KPEW-1025

BOSASA-04-1028

T33-KPEW-1026

BOSASA-04-1029

T33-KPEW-1027

BOSASA-04-1030

T33-KPEW-1028

BOSASA-04-1031

T33-KPEW-1029

BOSASA-04-1032

T33-KPEW-1030

BOSASA-04-1033

T33-KPEW-1031

BOSASA-04-1034

T33-KPEW-1032

BOSASA-04-1035

T33-KPEW-1033

BOSASA-04-1036

T33-KPEW-1034

BOSASA-04-1037

T33-KPEW-1035

BOSASA-04-1038

T33-KPEW-1036

BOSASA-04-1039

T33-KPEW-1037

BOSASA-04-1040

T33-KPEW-1038

BOSASA-04-1041

T33-KPEW-1039

BOSASA-04-1042

T33-KPEW-1040

BOSASA-04-1043

T33-KPEW-1041

BOSASA-04-1044

T33-KPEW-1042

BOSASA-04-1045

T33-KPEW-1043

BOSASA-04-1046

T33-KPEW-1044

BOSASA-04-1047

T33-KPEW-1045

BOSASA-04-1048

T33-KPEW-1046

BOSASA-04-1049

T33-KPEW-1047

BOSASA-04-1050

T33-KPEW-1048

BOSASA-04-1051

T33-KPEW-1049

BOSASA-04-1052

T33-KPEW-1050

BOSASA-04-1053

T33-KPEW-1051

BOSASA-04-1054

T33-KPEW-1052

BOSASA-04-1055

T33-KPEW-1053

BOSASA-04-1056

T33-KPEW-1054

BOSASA-04-1057

T33-KPEW-1055

BOSASA-04-1058

T33-KPEW-1056

BOSASA-04-1059

T33-KPEW-1057

BOSASA-04-1060

T33-KPEW-1058

BOSASA-04-1061

T33-KPEW-1059

BOSASA-04-1062

T33-KPEW-1060

BOSASA-04-1063

T33-KPEW-1061

BOSASA-04-1064

T33-KPEW-1062

BOSASA-04-1065

T33-KPEW-1063
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T33-KPEW-1064
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T33-KPEW-1065
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BOSASA-04-1082

T33-KPEW-1080

BOSASA-04-1083

T33-KPEW-1081

BOSASA-04-1084

T33-KPEW-1082

BOSASA-04-1085

T33-KPEW-1083

BOSASA-04-1086

T33-KPEW-1084

BOSASA-04-1087

T33-KPEW-1085

BOSASA-04-1088

T33-KPEW-1086

BOSASA-04-1089

T33-KPEW-1087

BOSASA-04-1090

T33-KPEW-1088
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T33-KPEW-1089
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T33-KPEW-1090
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BOSASA-04-1097
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T33-KPEW-1096

BOSASA-04-1099

T33-KPEW-1097

BOSASA-04-1100

T33-KPEW-1098

BOSASA-04-1101

T33-KPEW-1099

BOSASA-04-1102

T33-KPEW-1100

BOSASA-04-1103

T33-KPEW-1101

BOSASA-04-1104

T33-KPEW-1102

BOSASA-04-1105

T33-KPEW-1103

BOSASA-04-1106

T33-KPEW-1104

BOSASA-04-1107

T33-KPEW-1105

BOSASA-04-1108

T33-KPEW-1106

BOSASA-04-1109

T33-KPEW-1107

BOSASA-04-1110

T33-KPEW-1108

BOSASA-04-1111

T33-KPEW-1109

BOSASA-04-1112

T33-KPEW-1110

BOSASA-04-1113

T33-KPEW-1111

BOSASA-04-1114

T33-KPEW-1112

BOSASA-04-1115

T33-KPEW-1113

BOSASA-04-1116

T33-KPEW-1114

BOSASA-04-1117

T33-KPEW-1115

BOSASA-04-1118

T33-KPEW-1116

BOSASA-04-1119

T33-KPEW-1117

BOSASA-04-1120

T33-KPEW-1118

BOSASA-04-1121

T33-KPEW-1119

BOSASA-04-1122

T33-KPEW-1120

BOSASA-04-1123

T33-KPEW-1121
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T33-KPEW-1122
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T33-KPEW-1124
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T33-KPEW-1125
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T33-KPEW-1126
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T33-KPEW-1127

BOSASA-04-1130

T33-KPEW-1128
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T33-KPEW-1129
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Affidavit of Andries Johannes Van Tonder
Identity Number 6904165243087
Of Ruimsig Golf Estate
Gauteng
In respect of the Protected Disclosures Act 26 of 2000
Context of TAX Fraud and Racketeering by Gavin Watson and other related
matters pertaining to the Bosasa / African Global Group of Companies and Tax
Evasion to the effect ofin excess of ZAR 161,360,000
I Andries Johannes Van Tonder, a white male aged 48, resident at Ruimsig
· Golf Estate hereby declare that the attached affidavit and the Annexures, as
well as labeled Files are a true reflection of the occurrences at the Dyambu
Group and Bosasa Group of Companies African Global Operations and the
dealings of Mr. Gavin Joseph Watson
The disclosures contained in my affidavit include confirmatory affidavits and
annexures as follows;
❖
❖

ex 1 - Original Report Investigation - File One (1)
ex 2 - Invoices of Equal Trade and Payments made
ile two (2) File three (3) File four (4)

❖ Annex 3 - Transfers in and out Attorneys Trusts
File five (5)
❖ Annex 4 - Video Material Cash to Gavin Watson
File six (6)
❖ Annex 5 - Danny Mansell - and family
File seven (7)
❖ Annex 6 - Sustainable resources
File eight (8)
❖ Annex 7 - Expense Fraud purchase orders for equipment
File nine (9)
The statement made is in my opinion factual, substantiated by records and
copies of invoices and receipts, the intention hereof is not to seek monetary
gain, but to clear mine and related parties' names, after being coerced and
· forced to conduct what we realize what instructions from Gavin Joseph
Watson. The SIU report which is attached as Annexure 1 is referred to
specifically because this was an instrument used to instill fear, as we were told
that if we walk away we would face the charges emanating from the report on
our own. This matter has adversely affected my health and relationships, and
social standing in society as well as any prospects of future employment
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Corrupt dealings as revealed by the SID and background to
fraudulent activities with the South African Revenue Services

1.
I was employed as an accountant in 1995 by Dr. Jurgen Smit, in
the Meritum Hostels group. In 1998, I met Gavin Watson, Ronnie
Watson, Danny Mansell as well as Hilda Ndude as the new
company shareholders.

2.

At the meeting, it was indicated because of a dispute regarding Ms.
Hilda Ndude expenses and the records; it was the first real
interaction with Watson.
The Dyambu Holdings shareholding was repurchased by Dyambu
Operations and held with Mr. Danny Mansell and Mr. Gavin
Watson as equal shareholders. A large portion paid for the
repurchase of the shares was expensed in the books of Dyambu
operations, for tax purposes. I originally questioned the
transaction as being fraudulent regarding the Tax Act. This was
confirmed by The South African Revenue Services investigating
the transaction. A further aspect investigation was done on Ms.
Hilda Ndude; however, the investigators terminated their services
from BARS before concluding the investigation. The investigators
were Mr. Johan Terblanche and Mr. Peet Venter (now taxation
consultants for Bosasa / African Global)

3.
During 2000, Mr. Danny Mansell, the Managing Director, and
Gavin Watson disagreed, and Mr. Danny Mansell received an
estimated R9,000,000.00 as payment for his share leaving Mr.
Gavin Watson as the only shareholder.

4.
Frans Vorster was appointed in 1996, as Head of Security, Leon
Van Tonder was appointed in 1999 as well as Angelo Agrizzi was
appointed by Gavin Watson and was responsible for attending to
various matters including the marketing function.
The Company was then re-branded as Bosasa.
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5.
The marketing division was headed up by Ms. Lindie Gouws, and
various ex-unionist, extensive payments were made to union
leadership via the cash takings, and various drawings at the
various bars and canteens in hostels managed by Dyambu as well
as Lindela. I raised my objection to the matter but was told that
this was the New South Africa. At a later stage, I was removed as
head of accounts, replaced by Lindie Gouws.
It was during this time that Gavin Watson sold the catering
operations and mine hostels to Greg Lacon-Allin from Equality
Foods.

II'

6.
During 2003, Danny Mansell returned to the company following
him having to sell his dairy farm in the Eastern Cape, on a
potential business deal with a dairy farm with Rand Water with
Gavin Watson. Danny Mansell was also a consultant on a "new
project" which was at the stage kept very confidential.

7.
On a few occasions, I noticed that certain officials in uniform from
the Department of Correctional Services would be on a visit to the
offices, Lindela and the Youth Centers and Main Kitchen. I was ..
introduced to Patrick Gillingham by Danny Mansell on one of the
visits. Main kitchen was substantially upgraded prior to the tender
being advertised, in order to ensure that Bosasa had the
advantage.

.

8.
I know that at that stage Danny Mansell had to draft documents
for Correctional Services. Many of these meetings with Patrick
Gillingham and other DOS officials were held with families at
Mabula Lodge, I was responsible to fly Danny Mansell to the lodge
via a private flight.
At that stage I overhead a conversation where Gavin was told by •
Angelo Agrizzi he was not happy with the fact they wanted to by a
car for a certain official in corrections, an argument ensued, and
Angelo Agrizzi was told: 'just do it mate."
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9.
In the same light, I was instructed by Gavin Watson to purchase a
car for Patrick Gillinghams' daughter, Megan Gillingham.
10.
Dr. Smith had after speaking to Gavin Watson instructed me to pay
the vehicle from my personal bank account, instead of drawing the
cash from the bank. He would advance the money via his personal
account, after that Dr Smith would pass on a bonus equivalent to o
the value of the vehicle, and I would then pay back the amount
back to Dr. Smith. The exact same process was used when Frans
Vorster had to procure a vehicle for Gillingham namely an E320
via a conundrum of bonus's and cross transfers.

11.

0·

When the SIU investigation commenced a meeting was held with
Ronnie Watson, Valance Watson, Gavin Watson, Angelo Agrizzi,
where we were told that a "pact" was formed and that should
anyone break the "pact" or testify or witness the truth to anyone
would be "taken but" We were told that the Watson's had it all
under control and had access to both the Hawks and the National
Prosecuting Authority. Gavin Watson called me one Sunday
morning to come to meet at the office, he also called Angelo Agrizzi
who at the stage was in Madikwe, we met at the office where he
mentioned he wanted us to clean up all possible evidence and to go
through all the safes, employee's drawers etc. and to ensure that
any possible sources of evidence would be destroyed, Watson had
been informed by Sesinya Seopela that the offices would be raided.
Watson was concerned, and re-iterated we don't leave till we are
100% sure, Watson personally went through all the documents in
his walk in safe. After the "clean-up" we had to meet him at his
house, whilst at his house we reported back on what we had found,
we then drove to a duplex complex, he then gave Ms. Lindie Gouws
a large metal tin with quite a few documents and a substantial
amount of cash for safekeeping.
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12.
At one stage when the SIU commenced the first meeting with
ourselves and would initiate the investigation, both Angelo Agrizzi,
Leon Van Tonder, Max Lee Son and Frans Vorster as well as myself
were tasked to go and "clean" up whatever we could.
Leon Van Tonder had to "Nuke" databases and create fictitious
failures to eradicate details on the accounting system such as
payments to Gillingham's daughter via Slim slider as well as
�
Grande Four payments a company established by Danny Mansell
to pay for Gillingham and Mti's homes, and many others. Leon Va
Tonder and Max Lee Son, Angelo Agrizzi, Andries Van Tonder,
attended a meeting with Adv. Laurence Hodes and Brian Biebuyck,
where Leon Van Tonder raised the fact that they wanted to delete
information. Adv. Laurence Hodes said we should not tamper with
evidence.
13.
Leon Van Tonder was instructed with Max Lee Son to burn the
backup tapes (ZAR 50,000.00), Rynu Roode assisted Leon Van
Tonder at Main Hostel in destroying the tapes. Gavin Watson
always ensured two people attended to these tasks so that they
couldn't lie to him.
14.
Johnny Wilkinson was contacted whilst we were in the meeting by
Angelo Agrizzi and appointed as a specialist to compile a report
that the disks where in fact beyond recovery.
After the meeting Gavin Watson in the basement parking of
Maisel's Chambers said to not listen and to delete as much as
possible, we were instructed not to question him.
15.
We furthermore had to collect all documents and computers from
Blake's Travel Randfontein who Angelo Agrizzi had used to make
payments to for travels on a VVIP account.
We purchased and replaced the computers at Blake's Travel, burnt
all documentation and buried the old Blakes Travel computers, at
Luipaardsvlei as per instruction from Gavin Watson.
EMBARGOED NOT FOR RELEASE
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16.
The instruction from Gavin Watson was to rewrite all the order and
invoices of Blakes Travel that could in anyway compromise the
company, Blakes Travel provided invoice books which we then got
the travel coordinator Magdel Wilson to re-write and insert in the
a
files.
The balance of the documents was kept on a farm for Gavin
Watson, in safes that were specifically bought. These documents we
were later instructed to burn.

17.
Of specific importance were agreements supposedly according to
Gavin Watson were drafted by Tony Perry between Mti and Watson
clearly detailing the transactions and agreement for the
Correctional Services contract with Phezulu - Sondolo IT, a
company called Lianorah investment was involved, this Company
was registered on instruction from Tony Perry via Gavin Watson.
Angelo Agrizzi kept a copy of the Agreements before giving the ,
originals to Watson. Watson was not made aware of the existence
of the copies, I only discovered this recently.

18.
When Angelo Agrizzi and myself started raising that the way
things were done to get various contracts in Government, Gavin
Watson realized that the cracks were showing. He instructed
Angelo Agrizzi's wife Debbie to arrange a fully paid five-star trip to
Europe, and this was when the release of the SIU report was
imminent. I recall that the SID report came out while we were in
Paris.
Gavin Watson instructed Angelo Agrizzi in my presence that he
must do whatever it takes to clean up, as his (Gavin Watson's)
signature doesn't appear on any paperwork, therefore he was
exonerated. Gavin Watson always boasted that his signature does
not appear anywhere, and that the staff who had to do his dirty
dealings were personally responsible should things go wrong.
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19.
When the SIU report was released, a copy was received via one of
Gavin Watson's sources. The copy was mailed to ourselves in Paris.
In Paris, we dissected the report and commenced our return home.
20.
On our arrival back , Gavin Watson called with all the role-players
and specific instructions were given out by Gavin Watson in a
meeting held at the offices, the responsibilities were as follows;
❖ Andries Van Tonder -Finance control, reversal of any
suspicious transactions, remove and destroy any potential
invoices, and change descriptions on invoices that could be
problematic. Pacifying the Banks and Auditors, as well as
attending to issues raised by IRBA.
❖ Frans Vorster -To contact all suppliers of vehicles etc.,
ensure that documents were not available - e.g. Car
Dealerships orders - a specific example wasLindsay Bakers
Krugersdorp where the sales person contacted Frans Vorster
pursuant to an investigator visiting and requesting
information. Vorster would then go and establish what
information was issued. Vorster removed the file of a vehicle
purchased for Mti on instruction from Watson. This was done
even after we warned Watson not to tamper with evidence.
❖ Leon Van Tonder -Max Lee Son - to stymie any possible
attempts from the SIU Cyber Forensics to obtain
incriminating evidence, and to search key words. Also, to
develop backdated documents to say that the servers had
crashed two years prior.
❖ Angelo Agrizzi -To attend to legal matters and to ensure that
the parties stay together, also to manage Danny Mansell and
related parties such as certain politicians and employees that
were vulnerable
❖ Gavin Watson -To attend to political fallout and coordinate
with Linda Mti who had linkages with the NPA via his
previous secretary, who worked with Noncoba Jiba and
Mrwebi.
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20.
Further follow up meetings were held on an adhoc basis where
other parties would be present as Gavin Watson saw fit, these
would include various people both internal and external, such as
Patrick Gillingham where he would re-iterate the strength of the
team unity and his political connections

21.
During the period, it must also be noted that we had made special
arrangement to ensure that funds were transferred into attorney's
trust accounts to avert running out of funds in the event that the
National Prosecuting Authority and the asset forfeiture unit raided
the offices of the Bosasa Group.

22.
When the preliminary charges were released by Noncobo Jiba via
Richmond Mti to Gavin Watson, all the parties reflected were called
in and told not to be concerned, that Gavin Watson had direct links
to the National Prosecuting authority and showed us a report
which referred to the matter as not being prosecutable. He
received these NPA documents via Richmond Mti, who in turn
received them from Noncobo Jiba.

23.
Gavin Watson instructed us attend to Christo Van Wyk at Couzyns ..
and to draft backdated and false agreements, and I was personally
told to take responsibility for the car bought for Megan Watson by
saying that it was a gift to her as a girlfriend.
At the same time agreements were backdated relating to all the
corrupt purchases between Danny Mansell and Gillingham, as well
as Riaan Hqeksma. Attention was brought to Mark and Sharon
Taverner who arranged to furnish the premises of Gillingham and
Mti, for which the services were in fact paid for via Bosasa
Operations being invoiced by Mark Taverner as foodstuffs via a supply
company BEE Foods.
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At this stage Gavin Watson mentioned that the Mansell's were the
weak link, I was instructed to ensure they emigrated to the United
States, where we agreed Bosasa would pay for the relocation. I was
tasked to ensure the family of ten got onto the plane.
Papa Leshabane arranged that customs would not block us via his
contacts at Home Affairs. I personally walked Danny Mansell to
America as his escort to New York and Houston. Gavin Watson told
me to personally escort him.

24.
Mark and Sharon Taverner were called to attend an enquiry in
court, to answer on purchases done by them at Weylands,
Weatherly's, that appeared suspicious as albeit their company paid
the invoices, the delivery addresses reflected Gillingham and Mti's
residence.
The Taverners' were told to stymie the court hearing subpoena by
asking for postponements as Sharon Taverner had been diagnosed
with cancer. The SIU/ Hawks wanted to ascertain the validity of
various accounts. I know of numerous meetings held with Mark
Taverner to discuss the matter.
At the same time Brian Blake was subpoenaed and told to stymie
the process, as a result of SAA flight records that reflected
Gillingham and Mti.

25.
At one stage during the period, I recall a visit from Mo Shaikiand
Ian Small-Smith who had lunch with us at the Diner, during the
following discussions in the boardroom Gavin Watson told Angelo
Agrizzi that he spoke to Mo Shaik who said Angelo Agrizzi should just
take the blame in his personal capacity and they would just
pay a fine.
Angelo Agrizzi responded angrily he wouldn't because it was all
Gavin and he would rather resign. Gavin Watson said then resign
and do what you want. It was this attitude and arrogance displayed
that instilled fear in all of the employees, coupled with the fact that
Gavin Watson portrayed himself as being able to eradicate
problems with no recourse, due to his political standing and
endless funding supplies. We believed this to be true, as he often
had access to classified documents and organograms from the
National Authorities.
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26.
A platform used to indoctrinate staff was at the morning prayer
meetings where one would need to be to be recognized, at these
meetings people were forced to pray aloud, "I need to hear their
prayers, so I can see where they are at" Watson would say. I was
openly ridiculed, called a "knucklehead and dunderhead",
eventually I had resolved to believing if I didn't please Watson I
would amount to being jobless.
27.
I left the prayers meetings as did others, but specifically when he
blatantly said he wasn't scared to go to prison, and would be like
Paul and Silas praising the Lord whilst in chains.

28.
During the last year, I have noticed my tasks as the Chief Financial
Officer have been marginalized, to the extent that I do not have
any influence whatsoever.

29.

I mentioned this fact as it is important to note that I will not abide
by Gavin Watson's request to continue to conduct corrupt tasks
such as delivering or collecting cash on his behalf, I made this clear
to himself and even on occasion I recorded the deliveries of cash,
(following the advice of Angelo Agrizzi who had also done so to protect
himself) the process of distribution to the Directors to be
delivered to officials they had corrupted.

30.
Gavin Watson instructed me to collect the cash.
On a "collection of cash day", Equal Trades representative would
meet me at Lanseria Shopping Centre, I would on instruction
transfer up to R3,OOO,OOO.OO per delivery, this would fluctuate
according to Gavin Watsons needs. On my return to the office I
would reconcile and count the money with Angelo Agrizzi who
would check the invoice summary and accuracy, who would then
occasionally walk with me to the walk in safe allocated by Gavin
Watson and hand a reconciliation over to Gavin Watson. Angelo
Agrizzi also recorded Gavin Watsons drawing in a black leatherbound pocket note book and hand it to Gavin Watson.
•
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31.
Angelo Agrizzi would complain that this practice of collecting and
distributing cash was illegal and morally disturbing, that we as a
company should be "A" Political, there was no need to bribe, we
offered a good service. This explains that when Angelo Agrizzi fell
ill, Gavin Watson used the opportunity to get rid of him, and pay
him to keep silent.
32.
My assertion from experience is that Gavin Watson wanted to
place me in a position of failure to attain his objective of isolating
and removing myself, as he does with Companies used to filter
cash, I had served my purpose and he would need to get rid of me,
so he could openly blame me. He did this with Angelo Agrizzi in
many an open forum.
This is evident in that he recently openly promoted Louis Passano
and Colleen Passano to handle the company finances, banks and
auditors. This decision can only be a cynical driven because Louis
Passano is not qualified and has not only a criminal record, but is
undergoing sequestration and should not be in the position.
33.

Process to receive cash into Bosasa.
It is important that I relate the manner in which cash would be
obtained, without it raising suspicion.
One must understand that the volume of raw material purchases
well exceeds ZAR 35,000,000.00 per month, the average cash
usage for bribery amounted to an estimated ZAR6,200,000.00 on
occasion per month, this would fluctuate so as not to create
concern.
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The following process was used;
❖

On a Monday morning Gavin Watson would indicate the
amount of physical cash needed to be ordered for the week

❖ The contact person Gregg Lacon Allin, from Equal Trade
responsible for preparing the cash would phone me
continuously until I had placed the order. Alternatively, a
message would be sent to myself, copies are retained.

.

❖

I would then give the amount requested to Jacques Van Zyl
( an accountant at Bosasa who previously arrange the cash
for Gavin Watson) who then would instruct Carien Daubert in~
the Bosasa Accounts Department to prepare a schedule of .
fictitious purchase orders and the allocations of non-vatable
food items and allocations to the various operational units to be captured as consumption.

❖

Invoices are prepared as per the schedule of "stock for cash"
and then given to Carien Daubert for processing through the
books. This can be attested to as the actual kitchens never
signed, received or added to stock to the systems.

❖

The value would be collated and an amount would be
communicated as per the attached emails to a certain Craig
Barnes, Equal Trades financial accountant. The amounts
would include a 12% commission as previously negotiated
and agreed by Gavin Watson and Jacques Van Zyl when the
service commenced with equal trade. Jacques Van·zyl
previously managed the cash, however Gavin Watson was
concerned when he realized Jacque Van Zyl kept fastidious
records, these were confiscated and destroyed.

❖

Payment is currently now authorized by Louis Passano the
accountant presumably new Chief Financial Officer, who
would execute the amount as stipulate including the
commission.

❖

Once the payment is cleared, proof of payment would be
forwarded to Equal Trade and an arrange date set to deli
,
the cash.
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❖ The cash value instead of raw materials would arrive in
boxes, which would then be roughly estimated in its bundle
form.
❖ The cash would then be reconciled to the order summary
sheet less the commission payable to Equal Trade
❖ The cash would be transferred to Gavin Watson's walk in safe
in a secluded office hardly used and he would be given the
reconciled amount, and an excel printed spreadsheet verified
by Angelo Agrizzi presented to Gavin Watson. Gavin Watson
took no interest in it, despite Agrizzi wanting to keep records.
❖ The cycle would be repeated.
34.
Pointers in terms of the invoicing that is done;
❖ Many of the food items (rice, beans etc.) are not even a
menu item on the menus at the various correctional centers
❖ All items are reflected as non-vatable so as not to raise SARS
queries, hence only non-vatable items
❖ Payments are always made prior invoices generated, which
is contrary to the normal invoice payments of 60 days even
with Equal trade
❖ The items and invoices are not followed through the normal
channels, nor do the items actually appear on the buying
manuals for equal trade.
❖ Unit leaders and store men, as well as goods received stamps
pertinent to each area don't reflect at all on the invoice.
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35.

The value of the cash drawings is estimated as follows;
(I have not collated all the actua,J invoices but have them available
for purposes of estimation the fraudulent transactions have been
estimated based on the averages over the last ti.ve years)

CALCULATION

Average Per Month

-

ZAR 6,200,000.00

Estimations

Period 5 years

ZAR 372,000,000.00
Items expensed in Cost of Sales

Taxable Rate

ZAR 104,160,000.00

Tax evaded wrongfully deducted from
taxable income
36.
Further measure to obtain cash were as follows;
❖

Under duress, Gavin Watson instructed myself and my
personal assistant Magda Van Rensburg to create fictitious
invoices for BEE Companies that was supposedly only able to
be paid in cash, as they were SMME's and had no bank
accounts, these invoices were handcrafted as supporting
documents for the cash cheques to be generated and cashed at
the bank·

❖

Gavin Watson also insisted that the safest way to draw cash
amounts was to create fake invoices for labour brokers that we
claimed were building at various sites, this was done for a
period of a year.

❖

Carlos Bonifacio also wrote out fake invoices by scouting the
internet and finding companies that were liquidated or where
not correctly registered, these fake invoices would reflect the
correct Company details, but would receive cash payments via
an uncrossed cheque
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❖ A major liquor wholesaler J"umbb Randfontein 1 would invoice
Bosasa for large liquor and beverage consignments, which
were never delivered, this was arranged by Gavin Watson via
'.Et���;a;�;���!ria\ who took a percentage of the sale to facilitate
the cash drawings. At this stage the company had no need for
alcohol.
The aforementioned would not reflect VAT and would be expensed
for tax purposes

37.
On numerous occasions, Gavin Watson would instruct individuals
to do what was tantamount to illegal, from corrupting people to
drawing cash and falsifying records. If people resisted, this would
be their start of a termination and isolation process. He would
laugh and reply We must do what we must do, we are white males
in South Africa, and you and I have nowhere else to go."
II

38.
On numerous occasions, we had to establish non-related Companies
that were fictitious, and these had to have separate details this was
done so that cash could be drawn from bank accounts so that
certain bribes could be paid.
These Companies were also extensively used to make payments for
legal fees requested by attorney Ian Smf11-Smith'for matters he
,
was attending to for Patrick Gillingham whilst Gillingham was
employed by the Department of Correctional Services and
undergoing a disciplinary hearing regarding the corruption
charges.
39.
These Companies were also used to pay cash bonuses to the
directors, university fees and various other requests from Gavin
Watson. I had to pay numerous individuals income tax via cash
deposits. One of the payments made was to a beneficiary's studies
at university, the daughter of Vincent Smith, SCOPA Chairperson.
.
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40.
Other beneficiaries included the transfer of funds via other
· accounts to pay for the consultants on the tender process for the
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development. The
Companies were used to pay for commercial favors, and pursuant
to be audited and cleared were then to be liquidated once Gavin
Watson felt that it had served its purpose.
Gavin Watson was well aware of the transactions and was insistent
that taxes in the entities were always up to date, these companies
are listed as follows;
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Sinkroprop CC
Build.All
Aruwise
Spilacraft
Phetiwe
Lombicor
Belfast Toyota

41.
The reason why the Belfast Toyota was acquired from FR Diesel
Hein Spath was purely because of the extensive fuel and kiosk
sales which generated cash, which would be collected daily by our
security personnel. The cash would be replenished by a payment
from Bosasa for fictitious fuel purchases and claimed as a full tax
deductible expense. A share in Belfast Toyota was sold to Bosasa at
approximately R600,000.00 , and returned back to the other
shareholder Hein Spath .at no charge, after it had served its
purpose;

42.
Gavin Watson created an incentive to place the companies on our
names, this was a derelict stand /property, included in the first
company Sinkoprop CC, which was then liquidated, and the
property moved.
Verification and audit of the transactions and the companies was
done by the Peet Venter. And pursuant to Gavin Watson reviewing
the transactions the entity would so not as to attract attention be
liquidated.
EMBARGOED NOT FOR RELEASE
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43.
On occasion the various attorneys trust accounts would be used to
manage transactions to a third party, Bosasa would deposit the
funds into an attorneys account, which amount would theoretically
lay in trust, not attract attention and an instruction would be
generated from Watson to allocate payments then directly.
Gavin Watson instructed at one stage Angelo Agrizzi to utilize the
trust account of Eversheds to make a R480,000.00 payment on
behalf of a contact for a deposit on a property, requested by
Directors Trevor Smangaliso Mathengwa and Joe Gumede.
Requests were also made to transfer an amount in excess of
R2,000,000.00 to allow Patrick Gillingham wife to procure a
property post her divorce. The divorce proceedings were paid fo
by Bosasa via the trust account.

Gavin Watson instructed Angelo Agrizzi to also attend to and keep
the Gillinghams happy, no matter what.
All mechanisms utilized to facilitate cash withdrawals for Gavin
Watsons requirements where specifically at arm's length.
44.
Build All was a construction company procured from Arthur
Kotzen and Fred Alibone to construct and develop the Sea Ark, this
was acquired for an initial Rl5,000,000.00 and then credited an
amount of R3,000,000.00 pursuant to negotiations. The actual net
asset value was an amount of R900,000.00 and was used primarily
to filter cash and build the Sea Ark facility whilst invoicing Bosasa
for construction work.
45.
In discussions with Fred Alibone and Arthur Kotzen, it was
mentioned that Gavin Watson also built various politicians homes
through the entity, Thwabo Ndube who was actively involved in
Port Elizabeth was the one that came to mind; Tony Perry the
Company secretary at the time had a house built for himself in Port
Alfred for approximately R5,000,000.00
EMBARGOED NOT FOR RELEASE
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This was easy and not detectable as the costs were masked in the
total expense of R200,000,000.00 construction. Build All's Fred
Alibone was responsible for keeping record of the cash payments.
and building projects in a small hardcover book. The actual
valuation of BuildAll was calculated on potential future value of
building Sea Ark.
During more than one occasion I was told by Arthur Kotzen and
Gavin Watson that BuildAll would be used to move and hide profits
from the Bosasa Group, this explains the inflated purchase price of
BuildAll, as well as the erratic expenses.
46.

In 2007 Gavin Watson was introduced to an American David K
Wills who alluded to the opportunity within the Aquaculture
market, growing prawns in a controlled environment for export
purposes.
SeaArk employed the services of Mr. David K Wills an American
convicted fraudster, Gavin Watson instructed myself to transfer
amounts in excess of ZAR50,000,000.00 to a supposed American
entity Sustainable Resources International invoiced to Bosasa,
that Gavin Watson was a 50% shareholder to the best ofmy
knowledge. Sonia Jonker and Vikus Luyt were at that stage
responsible for drafting the agreements.
47.

Pursuant to the departure of David K Wills I investigated if a
company did in fact exist that we had paid approximately
ZAR50,000,000.00 and to attempt to reclaim the funds. Gavin
Watson said not to chase a~er it, it was gone, and Angelo Agrizzi
then was also instructed to stop all legal proceedings from looking
into the matter. At the stage I know that Angelo Agrizzi tasked
Brian Biebuyck to look into the matter, several letters were sent
and corresponding attorneys coopted in Maryland, United States.
I found it strange that Gavin Watson did not want to follow up on a
company he supposedly owned shares in. At this stage both Angelo
Agrizzi and myself refused to continue paying these amounts to
Sustainable Resources and Shrimp Improvement Systems, and
informed the banks not to entertain any further payment or forex
exchanges in respect of this. We then received numerous request
from FNB Foreign exchange fraud requesting an update and status
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of the international dealings, Gavin Watson said to ignore the
requests.

48.
I have intimate knowledge that there where major concerns raised
regarding the obtaining of the facilities environmental and legal
requirements, Gavin Watson and his brother Cheeky Watson would
arrange delegations of political connected individuals, as well as
Ministers in Government to attend to the facility on informal visits.

49.
The project terminated due to the fact that the commercial
viability could not be established and accepted by banks, who
raised concerns about embezzlement charges by David K Wills.
It must be noted that the mandatory rehabilitation of the land in
terms of the Record of Decision;,,?that was granted by Government
where the "Pilot Project" was situatea>wascneverdone. Gavin
Watson gave the developed site infrastructure to his brother
"Cheeky" Daniel Watson to salvage the buildings and equipment.

50.
Pursuant to the closure of SeaArk; Gavin Watson in a meeting
clearly stipulated that he did not want lose the assessed loss of an
estimated ZAR200,000,000.00 generated by the Sea Ark company,
accumulated over the period of its existence. Gavin Watson
insisted that I do everything possible to maximize the use of the
loss against the profits of the catering company operations in the
group.

51.
I was under extreme pressure to change the main business
intention as stipulated on the Company documents to incorporate a
provision for the Company to utilize the assessed loss by inflating
the purchase price of the raw material to catering contracts,
tl:t�.reby utilizing the pompany (SeaArk) as the newly changed
Bosasa Supply Chain; which would handle all major purchases for
the Group, reselling the goods at an average of 20% Markup,
thereby effectively reducing the taxable profits of the other
entities.
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52.
The value of this assessed loss created an opportunity to reduce
tax on an amount of approximately R50,000,000.00. In fact,
documents and processes were manufactured in order to overcome
and influence the SARS investigation by satisfying them that
SeaArk was a legitimate entity that could utilize the assessed loss
against profits in other operational companies.
SARS stipulated that proof had to be submitted to substantiate the
claims, such proof was then manufactured under instruction. As a
result of the changes made and the submissions made SARS
granted the allowance of the assessed loss.
Gavin Watson insisted that to show the continuity of the SeaArk
project an actual production facility in Krugersdorp within newco
Biorganics was established, later to be closed down. The Biorganics
project was operational for a period of time, then closed by Gavin
Watson.
Gavin Watson was insistent to close the Biorganics operations,
despite my concerns, as this was in contradiction to what was
reflected to SARS, Gavin Watson instructed Carlos Bonifacio to
attend to the retrenchment and closure of the operation.
53.

During Biorganics existence, numerous dignitaries including the
then Minister of Agriculture Bheki Cele and President Jacob Zuma
visited the project, invited by Gavin Watson to add credence to the
project.
54.

The "Prawn Processing" equipment at SeaArk had never been
unboxed or used and was transported to the facility in
Krugersdorp, where it was sold in its packaging to Mr. Connie
Muller oflbhongo Traders for R3,200,000.00
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55.

In the SARS motivation it was purported that the equipment would
be utilized at the catering facilities. Frans Vorster andE:ennie
Viljoen were instructed to falsify Log Books of transport vehicles,
as well as asset registers to create the perception that the
equipment was in fact sent to catering operations nationally at the
Department of Corrections. Rennie Viljoen the maintenance
coordinator at Bosasa stipulated in detail the supposed
redistribution of the equipment. This was done to facilitate the
SARS claim. The equipment was never sent to the operations and
way.
cannot be used in the operations in BiTIY
56.

The value of the manufactured

claims on SeaArk is as follows;

CALCULATION

Assessed Loss
ZAR 178,000,000.00
ZAR 50,000,000.00
At28%
Derived by
Expenses and Equipment write offs allowed by SARS.pursuant to
an investigation triggered.
57.
During the period 2015 to 201 7, the following transpired.
Gavin Watson decided to build residential homes for his newly
married Son Roth Watson and his daughter Lindsay Anne Watson
in Morningside, Sandton.
The elaborate houses were to be registered on Gavin Watson's
name, to the best ofmy knowledge.
58.
Gavin Watson instructed myself and Peet Venter from D'Arcy
Herman the Bosasa auditors to oversee certain of the payments to
suppliers via the financial processes and allocate the costs thereof
to the various property companies, such as Luipaardsvlie Property
Leading Prospect Trading - Lindela etc., where large revamps were
underway. These costs were either capitalized or expensed within
EMBARGOEDNOT FORRELEASE
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the existing property companies that held properties within the
Group of Companies.
The invoices were made out to the various entities and Peter
Reiger was tasked to ensure that he made out both the orders in an
official order book and ensured payments were effected. The
delivery addresses were fraudulently changed from the delivery
address to reflect one of the Bosasa Group of Companies
addresses.
This resulted in the costs being absorbed by the Company running
expenses and therefore in the process having reduced the tax
liability on the Company, allowing Gavin Watson the benefit of not
paying for the houses personally, or the taxes but also allowing for _
the benefit to be passed onto the children.
59.

It is common knowledge that a major upgrade is taking place at the
residence of Roth Watson valued at an estimated well over
R2,500,000.00. Gavin Watson used the contractors of a certain
Construction company called Meter Sq. - Chris Van der
Westhuizen.
Lindsay Anne Watson had a house built, where materials were
ordered and expensed via the "Upgrading of Lindela", Peter Reiger
was tasked to manage the processing thereof, copies of the orders
and invoices available for perusal. During the retrenchment of
Peter Reiger it was mentioned that they had corrected the
invoicing by passing journals to Gavin Watson's personal loan
account.
A further residence is currently being built to, the reason is
unknown, and will be furnished in due course if this is accurate
The contractor used is Riekele Construction - Riaan Hoeksma of
Rand.fontein who had built both Patrick Gillingham's house as well
as Richmond Mti's house.
Christo Viljoen, an employee of the company is used to oversee the
completion of projects.
I am aware that Peet Venter was asked by both Roth and Lindsay
Anne Watson to assist the Roth and Lindsay Anne Watson to
transfer the houses from Gavin Watson into their own names to
avert possible attachment by the Asset Forfeiture Unit.
These amounted to an estimated ZAR7,200,000 in taxes calculated
at a tax rate of 45%.
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60.
Standard cash payment made were as herein with reflected, albeit
the totals where never in my control I am aware of the fact that
cash payments were made to certain individuals namely the
directorate, the quantum thereof I cannot verify.
I am aware of other payments that Peet Venter from D'Arcy
Herman Auditors would make on Gavin Watsons request out of his
personal account these include;
Hlaudi Motsoneng's legal fees

Rl,000,000.00 "'.""Via Trusts

Andile Ramphosa - Foundation

R500,000.00 - Via Trusts

Lindie Gouws

R2,500,000.00 - (This was
later reversed and repaid to
Gavin Watson)

* The aforementioned copies of transfers are available
61.
Mark Taverner, brother in law to Gavin Watson retains"e,'atrick
Gillingham,on behalf of commitment made by Gavin Watson on the
payroll of BEE foods, on a salary of R65,000 per month and a
�
Company Car Mercedes GLA 200, the full costs are then added· to
the invoicing of BEE foods.
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62.
The attached list is reflective of the monthly payments made over
the last three years, and is by no means exhaustive
Exhibit A

Name

DE;ipartment of
Correctional Services

Department of Justice and
Constitutional
Development
ACSA
ACS
Social Services
Sibanye Gold

Politicians in active
service

Internal Staff African
Global
Bosasa

TOTAL

•

Person

Amount

Distribution

ZAR5O,OO0

Josiah Maako
MMMNgubo
Maria Mabena
ZachModise
Grace Molatedi
Unknown
S Mathebela
C Jolingana
Various
Norman Thobane
Maras Nyubuse

Ishmael Dikani
Director
African Global
Papa Leshabane
RMti
Sesinya Seopela
Ishmael Dikani
RMti
Joe Gurnede
Director / Chairman
Trevor Mathenjwa

ZAR5O,0OO
ZAR4O,0O0
ZAR4O,OO0
ZAR55,OO0
ZAR 150,000

Jason Tshabalala
Mohammed Bashir
Bongi Mpungose
Various Directors in the
Department

ZAR 140,000
ZAR 100,000
ZAR65,OO0
ZAR 100,000
ZAR2O,0OO
ZAR 10,000
ZAR 110,000
ZAR5O,0O0
ZAR40,0O0
ZAR 100,000
ZAR2O,OO0
ZAR2O,OO0
ZARl0,OOO
ZARl0,0OO
ZAR5,0OO
ZAR5,0OO
ZAR5,0OO
ZAR5,0OO
ZAR2O,OO0
ZAR2O,OO0
ZAR4O,OO0
ZAR4O,0O0
ZAR4O,OO0
ZAR7O,OO0
ZARl0,OO0
ZAR 10,000
Unknown

Various Client and Unions
Vincent Smith
Richmond Mti
Adv. Noncobo Jiba
Jackie Lephinka
Adv. Mrwebi
Patrick Gillingham
N Mokonya.ne
Cedrick Vrolik
Thaba.ng Mak�etla
Louis Passano
Gavin Hundermark
Carlos Bonafacio
Jacque Van Zyl
Louis Scholtz
Daniel Van Tonder
Leon Van Tonder
RynoRoode
Colleen Passano
Andries Van Tonder
Roth Watson
Arno Van Deventer
Lindsay Watson
Lindie Gouws
Rika Hundermark
Carien Daubert
Other Directors

Johannes Gurnede
Director / Chairman
Bosasa / African
Thandi Makoko
Director Bosasa
Sivion Dhlamini
Patrick Littler
CEO Gavin Watson
Delivered to R Mti for
distribution

ZAR 3,075,000

Paid Monthly

ZAR5O,0O0
ZAR5O,0OO
ZAR 15,000
ZAR 1,000,000
ZAR 100,000
ZAR 110,000
ZAR5O,0OO
RlOO,O0O
Rll0,O0O

Peet Venter
Gavin Watson
Valance Watson
Gavin Watson
Collated by Gavin Watson
and issued personally or
by Lindsay Anne Watson

Note that each Director
would receive an amount
of cash monthly this was
kept secret to the
quantum by Gavin
Watson;
•!•
S Seopela
❖ JGurnede
•!•
TMathengwa
FMzazi
•!•
I Dikani
•!•
PLeshabane

...

It can only be assumed that the balance of the drawings would be distributed by Gavin Watson, certain
instances included where he would summons a young employee Henning Bouwer and send him with a duffel
bag filled with well over Rl,OOO,OOO to deliver on a Saturday morning to Valance Watsons residence.
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63.
As recent as March 2017 at an IMBIZO held at Silverstar Casino, a
copy of the video which is attached hereto, he re-iterated a similar
statement and also made mention that Johan Abrie the Human
Resources Head of Department did a phenomenal job of taking of
the problems, any snitches would be dealt with accordingly.
This added to the tactic to create fear and doubt in the minds of
people.

64.

/�,

Subsequent to my name being tainted by the SIU report I have been
forced to continue working in an environment that is against my
values. Pursuant to attending to numerous job interviews it is
apparent that I have little or no prospect of finding gainful
employment, this has also hampered my attempt to proceed into a
new career both locally and internationally, hence it would be more
appropriate to reveal the truth and allow a new start, asfhave not
unduly benefitted from the corrupt:1on and dishonesty created by
Gavin Watson.
65.
The matter has impacted negatively on my personal relationships,
as potential suitors find history reflecting me as corrupt and
dishonest.
My health is severely impacted similar to that of Angelo Agrizzi
who had to undergo severe surgery as a result of the same
treatment, I have been scheduled for a battery of tests, the results
of which could adversely impact on my fitness to hold my pilots
license which remains my only enjoyment and possible career.
66.
I have mentioned on numerous occasions that it appears I am
being paid a mere salary to be dishonest for Gavin Watson. I
mentioned this to Angelo Agrizzi as well as Peet Venter were
witness to the fact that we were all tasked to assist Gavin Watson
in finding suitable vehicles to use to source cash reserves for him.
On a few occc1sions Gavin Watson accompanied us to meet with the
owner ofAA Wholesalers in Lenasia 1who had a large daily cash
trade portion in the business. This was done so that we could look
at doing an acquisition of the business in order to be able to meet
the growing cash need.
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67.
In support of any court application I would request that the
honorable court subpoena the following persons to testify on the
statements made and the truth of the allegations stemming from
my statement.
These are as follows;
Thabo Ungerer
Andre Brandt
Lindie Gouws
Max Lee Son
William Brander
Kevin Wakeford
Georire l'apadakis
Fred Alibone

Magdel Wilson
WGS Wearne Cement Director TBC
Jason Stoltz
Butch Jacobs - RTC Cement
Magda Van Rensburg
JD Wolfaa.rdt
Henning Bouwer & Kennv Bouwer
Danny Mansell & Jarrod Mansell

Gerhard Van der Bank
RynuRoode
Danie Van Tonder
Hennie & Christo Viljoen
Natasha Olivier
Muniriah Oliveria
Carien Daubert
Rika Humdermark

Carlos Bonifacio
Christina Herbst
Jacques Van Zyl
Tony Perry
Fred Alibone
DavidJanks
Frans Vorster
Angelo Agrizzi

Andries Sebelele
Patrick Gillingham
Gregg Lacon Allin
Craig Barnes
Peet Venter
Nellis Wolmerans
Daniel Erasmus
Leon Du Toit

Brian Blake
Andries Erasmus
Adrie Vermuelen
Jackie Leyds
Thandi Makoko
Dr Louis Scholtz
Prof Martin Nasser
Patrick Gi.J.11I).gham

9th

Signed by Andries Johannes Van Tonder
November 201 7 at Krugersdorp, Gauteng South Africa

ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER
• SIGNED and SWORN/AFFIRMED to before me

at___________ day_ of_______2017,
the Deponent having acknowledged that she knows and
understands the contents of this Affidavit, which is deposed
to in accordance with the regulations governing the
administration of an oath as more fully set 01+t in Government
Notice R 1258 of the 21st July 1972, as amended by
Government Notice 1648 dated the 19th of August 19 7 7 and
Government Notice 903 dated the 10th July 1998.

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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FULL NAMES: ________________
STATUS:
STREET ADDRESS: ________________
COMMISSIONER
OF OATHS
FULL NAMES:
STATUS:
STREET ADDRESS:
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I, the undersigned,

ANDRIES JOHANNES VAN TONDER

hereby state the following:

1.

I am an adult male businessman. I am a South African citizen with identification
number 6904165243087.

2.

The facts contained herein fall within my own personal knowledge, unless the
contrary appears from the contents hereof, and to the best of my belief are both
true and correct.

3.

I understand that in my statement that I will incriminate myself in respect of
potentially serious offences. In addition, I failed to report these acts as
apparently required in terms of the provisions of Sec 34 of the Prevention and
Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, Act 12, 2004 (PRECCA). I give this
evidence freely and voluntarily. I have been offered no incentive or reward.

4.

I received a summons in terms of section3 (2) of the Commissions Act in terms
of proclamation 3 of the 25 January 2018 to answer questions and to produce
books and documents relating to my knowledge of the business dealings of
Bosasa now known as African Global

5.

I wish to state that in respect of the incidents and occurrences relating to the
unlawful actions and affairs in view of the time period that has elapsed that if it
becomes apparent whilst I am giving evidence that I will be given a fair
opportunity to deal with these aspects relating to the matter in a supplementary
affidavit if necessary

6.

During the time that I was employed at Bosasa/African Global, and in the
position that I held I became so complacent in regard to the actions conduct
and the corrupt activities that were taking place that it actually became part and
parcel of my working life

d
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7.

Once I was outside the Bosasa employment circle the full impact of the Bosasa
group of companies' and my unlawful activities gave me direction not to sit back
and to pretend that nothing unlawful had happened. Angelo Agrizzi with whom
I previously worked had left the group and I stayed in contact with him. During
one of our lunch meetings as friends which was done on a regular basis he told
me that he had received credible information that Gavin Watson and some of
his directors and family members had indicated that they are going to destroy
his life and he was extremely worried about these threats. He also informed me
that he had heard that Gavin Watson would shift all the blame for the illegal
actions and conduct that had taken place over the years onto him and onto
other persons that were employed there.

8.

Angelo Agrizzi requested that I should try and make a video recording of what
was taking place in Gavin Watson's walk-in vault in his office. Angelo Agrizzi
wanted physical proof of what was going on in Gavin Watson's walk-in vault
and in particular how he was handling the cash and the counting the cash and
placing the cash in the grey security bags, which was done prior to the
distribution of the cash.

9.

I was extremely nervous to agree to it but I had personally witnessed how Gavin
Watson treated people and I had a fear of Gavin Watson and I still do.

10.

I have personally witnessed over the years the vindictiveness of Gavin Watson
and I have personally seen how he dismissed people that did not suit his needs
and as such I agreed to make the video recording which I did on the 28th of
March 2017. I also agreed to assist Angelo Agrizzi in obtaining the recording.

Background

11.

During 1995 I was employed as temporary employee within a group of
companies called Meritum . Meritum's head office was situated in Randfontein
at the time.

12.

I was employed as a financial clerk and general assistant within the accounts
department of Meritum. During my job interview with Dr. Smith, I was informed
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that the shareholders in Meritum at the time were Fanie van Zijl and Dr Jurgen
Smith.

13.

During 1996 I became a formal employee of Meritum.

14.

During the course of 1998 Fanie van Zijl called myself and certain other staff
members to a meeting held in the Meritum's boardroom. During this meeting
Mr van Zijl made mention of certain other people he wished to involve in the
company.

15.

The people referred to in this meeting included a group of women who I later
learned were involved in a company called Dyambu Holdings (Proprietary)
Limited ("Dyambu Holdings"). The only one of these women related to Dyambu
Holdings which I have ever met was Ms. Hilda Ndude. I do not know the names
or positions of the other women who were also involved in Dyambu Holdings.

16.

I was later introduced to Gavin Watson and Danny Mansell who I was told were
shareholders

in

Dyambu

Operations

(Proprietary)

Limited

("Dyambu

Operations"). I cannot recall who introduced them to me and I cannot recall
whether it was before or after Meritum changed its name to Dyambu
Operations.

17.

The name of Meritum, where I was employed was changed to Dyambu
Operations, and the business also re-branded as Dyambu Operations. Dyambu
Operations was the operational company at the time, which was managed by
Danny Mansell at the time. I'm not sure what Danny Mansell's official title in the
company was, but I think it was managing director. Tony Perry was then hired
as a consultant. Tony Perry was introduced to me as a qualified accountant
who assisted and advised in various financial, accounting, company structure,
and company secretarial functions.

18.

As far as I can recall, the new shareholding structure involved Gavin Watson,
Danny Mansell and Dyambu Holdings. Dyambu Holdings acquired a 10%
shareholding in Dyambu Operations. I cannot remember how the balance of
the shareholding in Dyambu Operations was allocated.
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19.

In or about August 2000, Hilda Ndude entered into an agreement with Gavin
Watson titled "Effective Acquisition of Dyambu Holdings (Pty) Ltd's interests in
Dyambu Operations (Pty) Ltd by Gavin Watson or his nominee.". This was
confirmation of a verbal agreement in terms of which Hilda Ndude agreed that
Gavin Watson or his nominee can acquire Dyambu Holdings' effective 10%
interest in the business of Dyambu Operations. This agreement was signed on
the 3rd of August 2000, a copy is attached as annexure "AT1".

20.

Subsequent to the initial shareholding allocation as explained above, the
shareholding structure changed considerably during the following years. I
worked very closely with Tony Perry at the time who assisted with all matters
relating to company structure. Tony Perry's services also extended to the
financial side of the company.

21.

Initially Gavin Watson made me feel important to the company and its
operations. Gavin Watson would from time to time take me with to certain
business meetings to explore new business opportunities. I earned a good
salary at Bosasa and lived a comfortable life.

22.

Gavin Watson used senior staff's attendance to morning prayer meetings as a
yardstick of loyalty to him. Gavin Watson used to run these prayer meetings
and insisted that everybody attending the morning prayer meetings had to pray
out loud - in his own words "so he can hear where they are at". I believed that
this was how Gavin Watson determined an employees loyalty to the company.

23.

I attended the morning prayer meetings initially, but my own personal opinion
was that Gavin Watson treated these morning prayer meetings as an evaluation
of the employees' loyalty to him and the company.

24.

After I had stopped attending these morning prayer meetings my relationship
with Gavin Watson started to deteriorate over the next few years

25.

There was an investigation into the Bosasa group of companies by the South
African Revenue Services ("SARS"), which I will deal with later in my statement.
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But I recall that after we were successful in this case with SARS Gavin Watson
started to alienate me and isolate me within the company from my functions as
the chief financial officer ("CFO"). He had got what he wanted from me to
succeed in this case

26.

In or about the beginning of 2017 and despite being the company's CFO my
relationship with Gavin Watson had deteriorated to such an extent that he
prevented me from fulfilling my functions as CFO. I had no more access to
financial information, and was not allowed to interact with Banks or company
auditors. He instructed me to be involved on a full-time basis in the setting up
of a copper rod manufacturing plant. On numerous occasions Gavin Watson
told me that he would like me to move from my office at head office to an office
in the copper rod manufacturing plant. Gavin Watson once told me in an open
meeting that he wants me on the road, which I interpreted as being a sales
representative for the new copper rod business. I was obvious to me that Gavin
Watson was setting me up for failure. I was never informed that my position as
CFO was terminated. My position and responsibility in the company was
unclear.

27.

Gavin Watson would embarrass employees in front of other staff and in public.
He targeted specific individuals

in open meetings and belittled and

embarrassed them, and threatened to fire them in front of the rest of the staff
and in public. When Gavin Watson started targeting me he used to tell me for
no reason 'Yy gaan jou gat sien" amongst other embarrassing terms such as
calling me a "knucklehead' or "dunderhead' in the presence of other people.
28.

I could not bear the stress of working in that environment anymore. I was and I
am still fearful of Gavin Watson. Gavin Watson was well connected to very
powerful people, including the highest level of people within the South African
Government. Many of these people during the time that I was there visited the
premises. He would openly tell staff during meetings of his powerful
connections. I saw how Gavin Watson got rid of people who did his unlawful
and corrupt activities for him such as Danny Mansell, Tony Perry, Angelo
Agrizzi, and he even tried to get rid of Dr Smith. All of these people were used
by Gavin Watson to do his corruption and unlawful actions for him ...just tod
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dispose of them after they served their purpose. Staff are expendable in the
eyes of Gavin Watson, and he had no loyalty to anyone.

I witnessed over the years how he dealt with employees and even people that
I thought were close to him.

29.

I realised that I was next in line to be disposed of as I have reached my expiry
date with Gavin Watson. I was extremely stressed.

30.

I realised that I cannot stand up against Gavin Watson as I will be destroyed . I
was concerned about the continuous uncertainty regarding the SIU matter,
even though Gavin Watson stated on various occasions that he has the SIU
matter under control. I had seen the report, and my name was mentioned, and
I was in fact working there during that time period and onwards.

31.

I realised that every individual who was involved in doing Gavin Watson's
unlawful actions of corruption for him was expendable and he would victimise
that person, make work life unbearable in the hope that that person would
eventually resign. The day I left Bosasa, Peet Venter, the tax consultant for
Bosasa came into my office. I recall that this was around the time that photos
of the ex-president Jacob Zuma's birthday party were published in the media.
Peet Venter wanted to inform me that I am "suspect number 1", which I
interpreted meaning that I was suspected of leaking information to the press
and specifically the birthday party photos that were published. I had never been
in possession of these photos nor had I seen them until they were published in
the media. This was the moment that I decided I had enough. I then went on
special leave and after protracted negotiations with my lawyers and Bosasa's
lawyer I entered into a separation agreement with Bosasa then African Global
on 02 May 2018.

SIU investigation

32.

When the SIU investigation commenced a meeting was held with Ronnie
Watson, Valance Watson, Gavin Watson, Angelo Agrizzi, where we were told
that a "pact" was formed and no one must break the "pacr or testify against
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one another . We were told that the Watson's had it all under control and had
access to both the Hawks and the National Prosecuting Authority.

33.

I was given additional functions and instructions from Gavin Watson which was
in addition to my day-to-day functions after the SIU report was released, which
included but was not limited to attending to concerns raised by banks and
auditors as a result of negative media reports, and to be vigilant of any potential
incriminating documents including but not limited to invoices that I might have
come across.

Vehicle purchased for Megan Gillingham

34.

In or about December 2006 Bosasa purchased a new Volkswagen Polo from
Volkswagen at the Glen for Megan Gillingham, the daughter of Patrick
Gillingham. I knew that Patrick Gillingham held a senior position at the
Department of Correctional Services and I personally met him on occasions. I
was instructed by Gavin Watson facilitate the purchase of the vehicle.
informed both Angelo Agrizzi and Dr Smith of this instruction received.
immediately attended to this request because when Gavin Watson issued an
instruction I would have to leave everything and immediately comply with his
instruction

35.

I arranged through the accounts department for a Bosasa cheque to be made
out "cash" as my initial plan was to deposit the cash amount into the bank
account of Volkswagen at the Glen. The cheque required two signatures. I
signed as first signatory, and th~ cheque was sent to Dr. Smith for a second
signature.

36.

Dr. Smith then came into my office and told me that Bosasa cannot pay for the
vehicle by means of a cash deposit. Dr. Smith further told me that he had
discussed the matter with Gavin Watson and he advised that Gavin Watson
instructed him to do what he sees fit in order to pay for the vehicle, and I was
instructed that the following method for paying of the vehicle be followed:
36.1

I signed a personal loan agreement with Dr Smith;
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36.2

Dr. Smith transferred the money from his personal bank account into my
personal bank account;

36.3

I transferred the money from my personal bank account to Volkswagen
at the Glen in order to pay for the vehicle. 1 to 2 months thereafter
Bosasa transferred the money, plus an amount to allow for tax, and
interest payable as per the loan agreement, to Consillium Business
Consultants;

36.4

From Consillium Business Consultants the money, plus interest, was
transferred into my private bank account. To the best of my knowledge
the tax amount was paid over from Consillium Business Consutants to
SARS. I then transferred the amount plus interest, from my private bank
account, back to Dr. Smith's bank account.

37.

I do not have a copy of the personal loan agreement anymore and cannot
remember the written terms of the agreement. I handed the agreement to
Bosasa's legal team during the time of the SIU investigation.

The SeaArk Project - (SARS tax investigation)

38.

During 2005 and 2006 Gavin Watson commenced with the process of building
an aquaculture pilot project in the Coega IDZ, Port Elizabeth, called "SeaArk".
A company called SeaArk Africa (Pty)Ltd, which was a 100% subsidiary
company of Bosasa Operations (Proprietary) Limited was established for this
purpose.

39.

The project was fully funded by Bosasa Operations (Proprietary) Ltd.

40.

This project entailed the breeding and growing out of sea water prawns in a
controlled environment.

41.

An American person by the name of David Wills introduced the project to

Gavin

Watson. David Wills and Gavin Watson established an American }?ased
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company called Sustainable Resources International LLC (SRI). I do not know
what the shareholding in SRI was.

42.

A substantial amount of money was transferred each month to SRI from Bosasa
which eventually totalled approximately R50 000 000.00. To the best of my
knowledge, the moneys transferred to SRI was earmarked to pay consulting
fees to David Wills and also other overseas consultants involved in the project.

43 .

Due to the inability to raise required funding for the production build out of the
project to large scale, as well as other operational concerns, the project was
terminated, and SeaArk Africa (Pty) Ltd reflected an assessed loss of
R138 498 378.00 in its books at the time. This assessed loss was derived from
expenses and equipment write offs relating to the project.

44.

Further, it is important to note that the SeaArk prawn processing plant
equipment was purchased, but never "unboxed" or used in the SeaArk
operations. This equipment was written off in the books of the company for
income tax purposes over a period of time.

45.

After the termination of the SeaArk project, the main business of the company
was changed to accommodate the utilisation of the assessed loss for tax
purposes in the kitchen operations within Bosasa Operations (Proprietary) Ltd.

46.

The name of SeaArk Africa(Pty)Ltd was changed to Bosasa Supply Chain
Management (Proprietary) Ltd or (BSCM) as referred to internally. BSCM acted
as a procurement company, and procured food items. These food items were
on sold at an average profit margin of 20% to Bosasa Operations (Proprietary)
Ltd. By doing this the assessed loss in BSCM could be utilised for income tax
purposes. The value of this benefit was approximately R38 779 546.00
(Calculation of the assessed loss: R138 498 378.00 at 28% = R38 779 546.00)

47.

SARS investigated the assessed loss and internal trading between BSCM and
Bosasa Operations, as well as the written-off processing plant equipment. In
order to satisfy SARS investigators that the assessed loss and equipm~'. ~e-
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offs were justifiable, sufficient evidence had to be presented to SARS. To
achieve this, two things had to be done:

47 .1 Show continuity of the SeaArk project by building a prawn production
facility in Krugersdorp Gauteng. For this purpose, a new prawn
production facility was built in Krugersdorp, called Biorganics. A new
company was established called Biorganics (Proprietary) Ltd, which was
a 100% subsidiary company of Bosasa Operations (Proprietary) Ltd.
This project was funded by the Bosasa Group. Artificial sea water was
manufactured for this purpose. Gavin Watson invited president Zuma to
the facility in Krugersdorp and I was formally introduced to him.
47.2

Show that the processing plant equipment was installed and being
utilised within various kitchen facilities within the group. None of this
equipment was ever used in any of the kitchen facilities within the Bosasa
Group. Details of which are attached as annexure "AT2".

48.

SARS was convinced as a result of the above explanations that the assessed
loss was legitimate, and only disallowed a portion of the processing plant writeoff.

49.

A couple of months after the success in the SARS investigation, Gavin Watson
phoned me up, and instructed me to close down the Bio-organics project with
immediate effect, and retrench the staff. Further, he instructed me to "do it today
stiff'. The following day I pointed out to Gavin Watson that closing down of the

Bio-organics facility was in contradiction to what was reflected to the SARS
investigators.

50.

Angelo Agrizzi agreed that we cannot terminate the project and close down the
facility. When Gavin Watson got the impression that myself and Angelo Agrizzi
refused to adhere to this instruction, he instructed Carlos Bonifacio to execute
his instruction. Carlos Bonifacio at the time was head of the Bosasa accounts
department. I was completely side-lined, and my opinion ignored, when closing
down the Bio-organics facility. The Bio-organics facility was subsequently
closed down.
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51.

The processing equipment was later sold to Mr. Connie Muller from lbhongo
Traders for R3 200 000.00. I facilitated this transaction under instructions from
Gavin Watson.

52.

Gavin Watson required a substantial amount of cash every month and the
amount would vary from month to month and escalated considerably over the
years.

53.

In respect of cash drawn from the Bosasa bank account, fraudulent invoices of
"cash suppliers" would be created and attached as a source document for the
cash cheque requisition. This was motivated as SMME's who had no bank
accounts and therefore had to be paid cash. This method of drawing cash got
problematic as the amounts of cash required by Gavin Watson become too
large. Further, fake invoices from non-existent labour brokers would be created
as this could be easily motivated as a labour broker requires to be paid in cash
in order to pay its staff members. Copies of metropolitan funeral pay out
documents were also used as source documents for cash cheques.

54.

In order to supplement further cash requirements, cash would be collected from
the canteen at Lindela and canteens and bars at other mine hostels that were
run by Bosasa.

55.

A share in Belfast Toyota was acquired as it also had a business of a fuel pump
station and kiosk which generated cash. Belfast Toyota would invoice Bosasa
for fuel sales for the cash taken and the cash would be transported to Bosasa
head office daily.

56.

From time to time we were instructed to utilise AA Wholesalers in order to
collect additional cash. Bosasa would be invoiced by AA Wholesalers for goods
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57.

Bosasa had an arrangement with Riaan Hoeksma from Riekele Construction to
arrange for cash from a Liquor Wholesaler in Randfontein. Riaan Hoeksma had
the relationship with the Liquor Wholesaler. Gavin Watson would phone me up
and tell me when he needed a cash delivery. I would advise Jacques van Zyl
of the amount of cash that was required. Jacques van Zyl and certain people in
the accounts department would attend to the administration side of the
transaction of which I had no insight into. Once the cash was ready for
collection, I was notified by Riaan Hoeksma to collect the cash from his offices
in Randfontein, which I did.

58.

The largest cash transactions were done through a company called Equal
Trade, which was run by Greg Lacon-Allin. Initially Jacques van Zyl was of
responsible for the ordering and collecting the cash from Equal Trade. Gavin
Watson then instructed that this function be handed over to me on about July
2016. Jacques van Zyl and certain people in the accounts department would
be responsible for the administration side. Greg Lacon-Allin would send a
message to me via WhatsApp requesting "order" requirements for the week . A
copy of the whatsapp messages are attached as annexure "AT3".

59.

We used to refer to "chicken" deliveries in our WhatsApp correspondence, and
tons would

reflect the amount,

for example

R2.5tons

would

reflect

R2 500 000.00. Gavin Watson would instruct me what amount he needed.
60.

I would forward this amount to Jacques van Zyl to make the internal
arrangements to generate documentation and make paymentto Equaltrade. In
terms of the documentation Carien Daubert would prepare an "Order sheet"
with non-vatable food items on it, to be ordered for the kitchens in various
management areas. Payment would then be made of the amount required
which includes a 12% commission for Greg Lacon-Allin / Equal Trade.

61.

Both the order sheet and proof of payment would be sent to Equal Trade's Craig
Bush from a separate gmail address by the name of "John Forrest". 2 or 3 days
later I would be notified by Equal Trade that cash is ready and we would arrange
a delivery time at either a shopping centre or business park near Lanserid
Airport . I collected the cash which was placed in brown carton boxes.
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62.

A few days later Craig Bush would e-mail me the relevant invoices back to the
John Forrest gmail account. These invoices would then be processed in the
accounts department.

63.

Many of the food items are not even a menu item on the menus at the various
correctional centre kitchens. All items are reflected as non-vatable so as not to
raise any SARS queries, hence only non-vatable items.

64.

Payments are always prior or on the invoice dates, which is contrary to the
normal invoice payments of 60 days and this was the case with all suppliers.
The items and invoices are not followed through the normal channels. Unit
leaders and storemen, as well as goods received stamps pertinent to each area
don't reflect at all on the invoice.

Video Footage

65.

I recorded a video on the 28th March 2017 with my mobile phone, which was in
my shirt pocket. The reason why I recorded the video was because Gavin
Watson boasted that he never signed any company documents which might
incriminate him. From my own personal knowledge I was aware that if the
authorities or anyone investigated any matters Gavin Watson would have no
problem to exonerate himself and push the blame onto myself and on Angelo
Agrizzi or any of the other persons that had done his instructions and wishes
which he would thereafter deny. Angelo Agrizzi had requested me to take the
video in order to get the necessary proof relating to the cash transactions

66.

After I collected the cash as detailed in my statement, I took the cash to
Bosasa's head office and would lock it up in a safe situated within the walk-in
vault which was located in the company secretary's office. The reason for this
was that Gavin Watson was normally not available to receive the cash at the
time of cash deliveries.

67.

Gavin Watson would phone me when he needed cash, instructing me to bring
him the cash from the company secretary's walk-in vault to be place.d in other
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safes within his own walk-in vault. He would instruct me to meet him with the
cash at his walk-in vault.

68.

In Gavin Watson's walk-in vault there are other safes in which he would keep
the cash delivered if it was not immediately needed to be distributed for delivery.
Gavin Watson instructed me to deliver cash to Patrick Gillingham from time to
time. I used to meet Patrick Gillingham at a shopping centre near Lanseria
airport where I handed him the cash which was packed in a grey security bag

69.

On receiving cash, Gavin Watson would count the cash and confirm whether
the correct amount was delivered. This was a simple exercise whereby Gavin
Watson would reconcile the cash received against the cash ordered. Any
shortages in the cash amount delivered had to be corrected during the next
delivery.

The

monthly

cash

deliveries

approximately

be

between

R4 000 000.00 and R6 000 000.00 during the period I was arranging the cash
from Equal Trade.

70.

Gavin Watson would also give various staff members monthly cash in addition
to their salaries, including all staff involved in the whole process of getting and
administering

monthly "cash process payments".

I personally

received

R20 000.00 cash per month from Gavin Watson.

71.

I had unfortunately been completely been taken in by the way that Gavin
Watson conducted these aspects of the business that it actually became part
of my working life and I was actually getting an extra benefit over and above
my monthly salary of R20000 cash per month. Gavin Watson also on occasions
through Bosasa sponsored overseas trips and holidays as well as at times
upkeep and maintenance on our own residences. Gavin Watson also on
occasions assisted with paying in the shortfalls on the trade in when my motor
vehicle was upgraded for a new one.

Collecting and destroying documents from Blakes Travel

72.

Angelo and myself collected incriminating documents and computers from
Blakes Travel in Randfontein. Blakes Travel was used to make payments for
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travels on a VIP account. Gavin Watson instructed us to destroy the documents
relating to travel arrangements for members of the South African Government
and other important people as this was during the SIU investigation and the
travel documents could incriminate Bosasa. I cannot recall the names of the
individuals who Bosasa organised travel arrangements for.
73.

Travel documents and computers from Blakes Travel were

taken to

Luipaardsvlei hostel. A hole was dug with a TLB tractor, documents and
computers were thrown in the hole, fuel poured over it and set alight. After a
while the hole was covered with soil, and a large cement block placed over the
covered hole.

74.

I was present when the travel coordinator of Bosasa was re-writing Blakes
Travel invoices on the instructions of Gavin Watson in new Blakes Travel
invoice books.

Danny Mansell and Patrick Gillingham

75.

In or about 2000, Danny Mansell, the managing director of Dyambu Operations
had a disagreement with Gavin Watson and as a result Gavin Watson
purchased Danny Mansell's shares in Dyambu Operations.

76.

In or about 2003, Danny Mansell returned to the company following him having
sold his cattle farm in the Eastern Cape. His services were required on a
potential business deal with Rand Water and Bosasa involving a cattle farm.

77.

On a few occasions, I noticed that certain officials in uniform from the
Department of Correctional Services would visit the offices, Lindela and the
Youth Centre. I was introduced to Patrick Gillingham by Danny Mansell during
one of these visits. Bosasa had done extensive upgrades on the kitchen at
Lindela and Youth Centre facility in Krugersdorp.

78.

On the 25 th of February 2005 Danny Mansell arranged that I flew Patrick
Gillingham in a private aircraft to Mafikeng, and back on the 26th of February
2005. Patrick Gillingham just told me that he had to attend to a meeting as the
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reason for his visit. Bosasa paid for the rental of the aircraft. Proof of which is
attached as annexure "AT4".

79.

Gavin Watson informed me that Danny Mansell is immigrating with his family
to the USA. Gavin Watson instructed me to accompany Danny Mansell to the
United States of America in order to make sure he does not turn back. His family
had already left for the USA at the time. Bosasa paid for the airline tickets for
Mansell, his family and myself.

80.

There was a concern that Danny Mansell's passport might have been blocked
because of the SIU investigation. Papa Leshabane, a company director in
Bosasa, made sure via his contacts within the Department of Home Affairs, that
customs control would not block us at OR Tambo International Airport.

81.

I recall Danny Mansell appeared extremely exhausted and stressed out while
waiting for the flight at the OR Tambo International Airport. I asked Danny
Mansell how he was feeling. With tears in his eyes he replied that he felt like
this was unreal, and it was as if his mind doesn't want to accept the reality of
emigrating to the USA. I then realised that this is what Gavin Watson does to
people, he uses them and dispenses them out afterwards. I felt sorry for Danny
Mansell. I refer to an e-mail from Danny Mansell in which he said the following
"When I met Gavin I was in a well-paying job which I lost due to my association
with him, since then I have had to start over five times in 16 years once every
four years. Details of which are attached as annexure "AT5".

82.

We left for America on or about the 28th of January 2013. On this journey Danny
Mansell first accompanied me to a visit a prawn farm in Indiana. To the best of
my knowledge Bosasa still pays Danny Mansell USD7000 per month. Details
of which are attached as annexure "AT6".

83.

BOK Attorneys represented Patrick Gillingham during the SIU investigation.
Legal fees from BOK Attorneys were paid by Bosasa on behalf of Patrick
Gillingham through a closed corporation called Sinkroprop cc. Proof of which is
attached as annexure "AT7".
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84.

It is relevant to state that Sinkroprop cc was a close corporation initially owned
by Gavin Watson, which had a property in Ruimsig. Sinkroprop cc was
subsequently transferred (change of membership) to myself and Angelo Agrizzi
as an incentive. As we had this close corporation BDK Attorneys were
instructed to invoice Sinkroprop cc and the invoice would thereafter be paid.
Sinkroprop cc was funded by Bosasa for this purpose. Sinkroprop cc has since
been liquidated. After the liquidation of Sinkroprop cc, the property was
transferred to another company.

85.

Bosasa paid for houses built for Patrick Gillingham and Linda Mti. Danny
Mansell handled the arrangements for payment of these houses, and I cannot
recall precisely the flow of moneys in this regard. My only involvement in this
regard was signing off on invoices to suppliers and contractors.

86.

I recall signing off invoices received from Riekele Construction and a company
called Grande Four Ranches owned by Danny Mansell in this regard.

87.

I was tasked by Gavin Watson to sign invoices off for work done on the houses
of Lindsay and Roth Watson, son and daughter of Gavin Watson. I do not have
personal knowledge of how these buildings and renovation were shown in the
books of Bosasa.

Moving and destroying documents from Bosasa's offices

88.

Gavin Watson called me urgently on a Sunday morning, I don't recall the exact
date, to come meet him at the Bosasa offices. He also called Angelo Agrizzi
who at that stage was at the Madikwe Game Reserve.

89.

I met Gavin Watson at the office where he mentioned to me that he wanted us
to clean up all possible evidence that might incriminate himself and Bosasa in
terms of any unlawful activities.

90.

The reason for this urgent instruction was that Watson had information that the
offices of Bosasa would be raided the next day.
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91.

Gavin Watson instructed us to go through all the safes, employee's drawers etc
to ensure that any possible sources of incriminating evidence would be
removed and destroyed.

92.

Gavin Watson was concerned, and re-iterated that we cannot leave the
premises until we are 100% certain that all incriminating documents were
removed. These documents related to all the tenders and business that he had
done with various government entities.

93.

Gavin Watson personally went through all the documents in his walk-in vault.
After the "clean-up" we had to meet him at his house. Items removed from the
offices included documents and computer CD storage disks. I do not know what
was stored on these disks. I cannot remember exactly what documents it was
that we removed. As far as I can recall these were mainly tender related
documents as well as travel documents from Blakes Travel. There were other
documents as well but I cannot remember what they were. On the same day
Gavin Watson gave Ms. Lindie Gouws a metal tin box with quite a substantial
amount of cash in it for safekeeping.

94.

During the following week these documents were taken to a farm near Mooinooi
in the North West province where it was stored in safes in a small outside
building. The safes were purchased and installed by Bosasa. I cannot recall
exactly how long the documents were stored there, but I recall that it was
approximately two years. Myself and Angelo Agrizzi then collected these
documents and CD disks, took it to Buffelspoort dam where we burned the
contents in a metal drum.

95.

The only document we did not burn at the time was an agreement. At the time
I did not understand the relevance of this agreement, but Angelo Agrizzi told
me that Gavin Watson was looking for this agreement, as it was an agreement
between Gavin Watson and Linda Mti.

96.

We drove from Buffelspoort Dam Gavin Watson's house. Angelo Agrizzi gave
this document to Gavin Watson. Gavin Watson was very relieved to have found
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this agreement and he subsequently tore up this agreement in our presence
and flushed it down the toilet.

Holiday with Gavin Watson

97.

Angelo Agrizzi and myself started raising our concerns at the time of the SIU
investigation about the way things were done at Bosasa to get various contracts
from the South African Government, referring to bribery. Myself and Angelo
Agrizzi believed that Bosasa's service delivery was good enough to get new
business on merit, while Gavin Watson believed that Bosasa had to bribe
people to get new business. Gavin Watson then took Angelo Agrizzi and myself
on a holiday to Italy and France. This was during the time that the SIU
investigation was underway.

98.

I recall that the SIU report came out while we were travelling in Paris. Gavin
Watson was boasting that his name doesn't appear in the SIU report.

99.

A copy of this SIU report was e-mailed to the hotel where we were staying in
Paris. Angelo Agrizzi collected the e-mail with the SIU report and studied the
report during the holiday. After the contents of the report were discussed it
actually interfered with out holiday as we were all extremely stressed. We were
all shocked by the contents of the report and by the inside knowledge and Gavin
asked us to investigate and try find out who had given such inside information
to the SIU.

Attorney's trust account

100.

I became aware of substantial funds that were transferred from Bosasa into an
attorney's trust account. I was not party to the agreement with the relevant
attorneys in this regard but I was informed by Gavin Watson that this was done
to prevent against the risk of Bosasa running out of funds in case of possible
freezing applications of bank accounts by the National Prosecuting Authority
because of the pending SIU matter. I understand that further large amounts
were paid to attorneys trust accounts. This information can be confirmed by the
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Bosasa accounts department and bank accounts. Details of which are attached
as annexure "AT8".

Agreement drawn up at attorney's office

101.

I was present in a meeting at one of Bosasa's attorneys where an agreement
between Frans Vorster and Patrick Gillingham was drawn up.

102.

In this agreement Frans Vorster advanced R180 000.00 to Patrick Gillingham
to enable Gillingham to purchase a Mercedes Benz E320 vehicle. The
agreement was done as a loan.

Meetings and correspondence with the Watsons

103.

A statement in the press was released about Angelo Agrizzi's intention to
whistle blow on Bosasa and Gavin Watson. I received a telephone call from
Valence Watson, the brother of Gavin Watson asking me to assist in persuading
Angelo Agrizzi not to whistle blow. I informed Angelo Agrizzi about the call from
Valence Watson.

104.

The calls from Valence Watson continued over time. I cannot recall whether it
was during the initial call or later, but it was late at night when I had very long
discussion with the Valance Watson, Gavin Watson and Eileen Watson. During
this call they again requested me to persuade Angelo Agrizzi not to whistle
blow.

105.

On the request from the Watsons we held meetings at Angelo Agrizzi's house
which were attended by Angelo Agrizzi, myself, Brian Biebuyck, Ronnie
Watson, Valance Watson, Jared Watson. The meetings were long and carried
on until approximately 01 HOOin the morning where again they tried to persuade
Angelo Agrizzi not to whistle blow and requested an undertaking from him. They
wanted to know what Angelo Agrizzi wanted in order to prevent him from whistle
blowing.

106.

Angelo Agrizzi and myself decided to continue with the negotiations in order to
show Gavin Watson's intention to bribe us to silence.
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107. The offer that was discussed was in the region of R50 000 000.00 which
included money and/or a potential buy out of the business with certain
conditions such as Gavin Watson to step down as CEO and Angelo Agrizzi
replacing him. A proposed unsigned draft agreement was e-mailed to Angelo
Agrizzi thereafter.

108. Angelo Agrizzi responded with his unhappiness with the offer and terms of the
draft agreement but insisted that Gavin Watson should sign it.

109. Various whatsapp messages, attached to my affidavit, between myself and
Jared Watson followed in this regard. Angelo Agrizzi refused to take further
calls from the Watsons. Jared Watson begged me on numerous occasions to
meet with him. Angelo Agrizzi and myself decided that I would meet with Jared
Watson in order to get Gavin Watson to sign the agreement, and I met with
Jared Watson at his house. In order to get Gavin Watson to sign the document
we had to pretend that we are serious about the proposed deal. Angelo Agrizzi
even prepared discussion notes for me to take with to the meeting. I was aware
that Jarred Watson recorded our discussions. We discussed the terms of the
proposed agreement. Angelo Agrizzi insisted that Gavin Watson should sign
the next day or there was no deal. Communications terminated eventually.
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ANDRIES VAN TONDER

The deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this
affidavit, which was signed and sworn before me at

/2,o~i5B1rr1/-'
on this the _aJf_

day of JANUARY 2019, the regulations contained in Government Notice no. R1258
of 21 July 1972, as amended, and Government Notice no. R1648 of 19 August 1997,
as amended, having been complied with.
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Affidavit of Petrus Stephanus Venter
Identity Number 7101245040083
Of N oordheuwel Krugersdorp
Gauteng
Context of TAX Fraud and Racketeering by Gavin Watson
My full names are Petrus Stephanus Venter, a white male aged 46,
resident at Noordheuwel Krugersdorp hereby declare that the
attached affidavit and the Annexures labeled Files 1 to 2 are a true
reflection of the occurrences at Bosasa Group of Companies /
African Global Operations and the dealings of Mr. Gavin Joseph
Watson
The statements made are in my opinion factual, substantiated by
records and copies of invoices and receipts, the intention hereof is
not to seek monetary gain, but to clear mine and related parties'
names, after being coerced and forced to conduct what we realize
what instructions from Gavin Joseph Watson. This matter has
affected my health and relationships.
This affidavit is done without any duress or pressure and is done
subsequent to the meetings held with Gavin Watson as detailed.

Corrupt dealings involving the South African Revenue Services
and other matters
1
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1.
I was employed as an auditor with The South African Revenue
Services (SARS) from December 1991 to August 2004.

2.
During my last year with SARS I met Andries van Tonder and Tony
Perry from the Bosasa Group. My colleague Johan Terblanche, a
Chartered Accountant by profession, conducted an audit on Bosasa
Operations (Pty)Ltd.
Johan Terblanche involved me in the audit and we
went to the
premises of Bosasa Operations where we met with Andries van
Tonder and Tony Perry about the audit queries we had.
Before we could conclude the audit, we terminated our Services with
SARS. The reason for the termination of my service was the roll out
of the Siyaka Project. As a result of the Siyaka Project all the SARS
auditors were redeployed to Megawatt Park, Sunninghill.
3.
Two acquaintances of mine approached me and asked me to join
their auditing and accounting practice.
I resigned from SARS on 31 August 2004 and joined their firm
BesterViljoen Inc. on 1 September 2004.

4
A couple of months later, after joining the BesterViljoen practice,
one of the partners and I, approached Tony Perry and Andries van
Tonder of Bosasa Operations to take over the audit and tax services
of the Group.
Shortly thereafter BesterViljoen Inc. was appointed as the auditors
and tax consultant.

2
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5
Over the years I have built up a good relationship with Tony Perry,
Andries van Tonder, Gavin Watson, Jacques van Zyl, Carlos
Bonifacio, all the directors and other employees of the Bosasa
Group.
Gavin Watson realized this and wanted me to get more involved in
the business, in the form of a consultant from an external point of
view. I was therefore not just a tax consultant for the Bosasa Group.

7
Although I had to attend to the normal duties of a tax consultant,
Gavin Watson wanted more from me:
-

Gavin Watson informed all the directors that I will be handling
their annual personal tax returns and the company will pay
for this service.
I was also instructed to do the annual tax return of Patrick
Gillingham and
The annual tax return of L Mti

8
At the beginning of 2016 Gavin Watson approached me to take over
Consilium Business Consultants (Pty)Ltd, a company which
belonged to Dr. Jurgen Smith. Dr. Smith was diagnosed with cancer
and wanted to exit the company as soon as he could.
Consilium is a labour broker company who employs people for the
Bosasa Group of Companies.

9
All Gavin Watson's family members, who renders no services to the
Bosasa Group, are also on the payroll. Gavin Watson instructed me
to keep this very confidential and I wasn't allowed to discuss this
with anybody else other than him.

3
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10
During the middle of August 201 7, Gavin Watson approached me to
assist him to pay the legal costs of Mr. Hlaudi Motsoeneng.
On 17 th August 2017, I received an invoice from Walter Jele from
Majavu Attorneys - proof attached
I have paid the total invoice amount of R 1,187,656.82
installments:

in two

- is t payment ofR 600,000 on 20 August 2017 -proof attached
- 2 nd payment of R 587,656.82 on 21 August 201 7 proof
attached
11
During September 201 7, Gavin Watson approached me to assist him
and Syvion Dhlamini to make three payments to Moroko
Consultants, Training 8e Development (Pty)Ltd.
Lindsay Watson prepared a consulting agreement between Miotto
Trading 8e Advisory Holdings (Pty)Ltd and Moroko Consultants,
Training 8e Development (Pty)Ltd - attached - No services have
been provided as this is merely a front for other intentions.
I had to make three payments of R 450,000 each to Moroko
Consultants . The first payment was made on 30 th September 201 7 proof attached .
The second payment
payment attached .

was made on 28 th October 201 7 - proof of

The final payment is only due by the end of November 201 7.
The agreement mentions that Moroko Consultants will "provide and
render consulting services to Miotto for a turnaround business
strategy and to provide the necessary training and development to
implement such"

4
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12
Gavin Watson approached me once again on 17 t h October 2017. He
wanted me to assist him with a payment towards the purchase of a
residential property for Ms . Lindie Gouws .
The amount was for R 2 .5 million and I had to consider the amount
to be a loan (Ms. Gouws insisted that a loan agreement be drawn up)
Gavin Watson took me to Natasha Olivier and instructed her to pay
R 3 million from his personal account into Miotto Trading &
Advisory Holdings (Fty)Ltd bank acc .
It must be noted that I could not question Gavin Watson as he would

get upset with me, so I made the payments even though I knew that
this was not correct
- R 2.5 million was for the purchase of Ms. Gouws residential
property and
- R 500,000 to Efg2 with an ABSA Bank account, I was mere ly
told it was for a foundation / trust of Andile Ramaphosa, the
son of the Deputy President of the republic of South Africa, I
found this strange but wouldn't dare question Gavin Watson.
The R 3 million was paid on 17 October 2017 into Miotto's bank
account .
13

On the morning of 6 th November 2017, Ms. Gouws called and
informed me that she is not going ahead with the transaction and I
should repay Gavin Watson's money immediately .
I recall she had a meeting with her attorney, Darryl Ackerman about
issues pertaining to Angelo Agrizzi, whom she was paranoid about
earlier that morning.
After her meeting with the attorney, she instructed me to repay
Gavin Watson' money which I did.
The attorneys who handled the property transaction was Louise
Tonkin Inc. and the contact person was Joan Fourie - Attached are
all the emails in this regard.

5
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14
I was instructed to pay the R 500,000 (part of the R 3 million
payment which was received) to Efg2 into an ABSA account .
Gavin Watson mentioned that the payment is towards Andile
Ramaphosa Foundation - proof of payment attached
15

Gavin Watson asked me to assist Lindie Gouws on many occasions,
from calming her down to getting her to focus . One of the tasks he
instructed me to do was to register a company called The Exchange
Space (Pty)Ltd.
The purpose of the company is to do the marketing and Branding of
the Bosasa / African Global Group.
Over and above her monthly salary I had to now pay Lindie Gouws a
Gross salary of R 42,000 per month in order to clear a net amount
of R 24,000. This amount had to go toward Ms. Gouws' bond
repayment (R 1 million bond repayable over 10 years - just
estimated). Proof of the pay slip is attached .
I want to emphasize the fact that the salary from The Exchange
Space (Pty)Ltd was purely for the bond repayment, as Ms . Gouws
gets paid from Consilium Business Consultants for her services. Her
monthly cost to Company is R 137,717 .00
16
I would complain

that this practice was incorrect and morally
disturbing, but Gavin Watson threatened that my services and those
of my company will be terminated. I had to do what was asked from
me or else what had happened to so many would happen to me.
17
Gavin Watson always wants someone else to blame for his actions .
An example of this was when I had to ask Mr. Angelo Agrizzi what
kind of Christian he is. When Mr. Agrizzi took Mr. Watson on about
this, I had to take the blame for the attack on Mr. Agrizzi's
character. It is a constant and disturbing pattern, that Gavin
Watson would instruct people to act illegally and then discard them,
or get rid of them as he felt it got rid of the evidence.

6
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Interestingly Gavin Watson would never sign anything, so as to
exonerate himself from any wrongdoing. This was evident in the fact
that his intention with Graham Richards was to implicate Agrizzi
and Van Tonder whereas they never benefitted.
18

Mr. Gavin Watson just kept on making illegal demands and I just
couldn't take it anymore. The last nail in the coffin was when he told
me to meet with Mr. Patrick Gillingham and to hand him a parcel
containing cash, I knew it was cash because it was wrapped in a bank
secure bag.
This happened on Friday the 2 7th of October 201 7. I had to go to the
office ofBosasa/African Global where Lindsay Watson, the daughter
of Gavin Watson, handed me a parcel.
I reluctantly called Mr. Gillingham who met me at my office, at 269
Voortrekker Road Monument Krugersdorp, an hour later. I handed
him the parcel and he left . I decided that this will never happen
again.
19
Mr. Gavin Watson promoted Louis Passano and Colleen Passano to
handle the company and Group finances .
Louis Passano approached me during October 201 7 to make
changes to his pay slip. He is an employee of Consilium Business
Consultants (Pty)Ltd .
He instructed me on behalf of Gavin Watson to reduce his salary
from R 137,000 cost to company per month to R 90,000 cost to
company per month.
20
When I confronted him about this he was very vague about this, but
then he mentioned something about his estate. It was then when I
realized that he was sequestrated and should not be in the position
of running a company's finances. The second thing is that he wants
to show his curator that he earns less than he does. By doing this he
will pay a lower amount to his creditors.
I have attached the before and a~er pay slips. Louis Passano also
mentioned that Mr. Gavin Watson will pay the balance in cash. By
doing this he defrauds SARS as well as the curator. The actions could
eventually impact on Consilium as amounts to a fraudulent
7
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besides Louis Passano already has a 5-year suspended
21

Pursuant to the closure of SeaArk, Gavin Watson in a meeting
clearly stipulated that he did not want lose the assessed loss of ZAR
138,498,378 as at the 2012 tax year and Gavin Watson insisted,
rather more instructed that both Andries van Tonder and I do
everything possible to maximize the use of the loss, by filtering the
tax exposure of profits in other operations via the entity .
22
Andries van Tonder was instructed to change the main business of
the Company to incorporate provision for the Company to utilize the
assessed loss by inflating the purchase price of the raw material to
other contracts, thereby utilizing the Company (SeaArk) as the
newly changed Bosasa Supply Chain, which would handle all major
purchases for the Group, reselling the goods at a markup, thereby
effectively reducing the profits of the other entities, and averting
having to pay the tax on profits.
23
The value of this created an opportunity to evade tax on an amount
of R38, 779,546.00 . I was told that documents and processes were
fraudulently manufactured in order to win the SARS investigation
by satisfying them that SeaArk did trade for tax purposes which
allowed the company to carry forward the assessed loss to future
tax years .
24
SARS stipulated that proof had to be submitted to substantiate the
claims and the argument of "trade", such proof was then
fraudulently drawn up. As a result of the changes made and the
submissions made, SARS granted the allowance of the assessed loss.

8
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25
The value of the fraudulent claims on SeaArk is as follows;
CALCULATION
R 138,498,378.00
R 38,779,546.00

Assessed Loss
At28%

Expenses and Equipment write offs allowed by SARS pursuant to an
investigation triggered .
26
During the period 2015 to 2017, Gavin Watson decided to build
residential homes for his newly married son Roth Watson and his
daughter Lindsay Watson in Morningside, Sandton.
The houses were to be registered on Gavin Watson's name, to the
best of my knowledge.
27
Gavin Watson instructed Andries van Tonder, the Chief Financial
Officer of the Group, to oversee the payments to suppliers via the
company financial processes and allocate the costs thereof to the
various property companies, such as Luipaardsvlei Property,
Leading Prospect Trading - Lindela etc., where large revamps were
underway . These costs were either capitalized or expensed within
the existing property companies that held properties within the
Group of Companies. This means from order to invoice and payment
the invoices would've had to look authentic.
The invoices were made out to the various entities and Peter Reiger
was tasked to attend to the paperwork . I am aware Peter Reiger was
instructed to make these fraudulent entries, as he mentioned the
matter to me during consultation, I am also aware that he has kept
records, due to the fact that Joe Gumede, a director actually
enquired as to the rising costs at the Lindela Repatriation Centre .
Carlos Bonifacio also queried the rising costs.
I was later tasked to retrench Peter Reiger

9
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This resulted in the costs being absorbed by the Company as Cost of
Sales and therefore having been expensed reduced the tax liability
on the Company, allowing Gavin Watson the benefit of not paying for
the houses personally but also allowing for the benefit to be passed
onto the children.
Christo Viljoen, an employee of the company is used to oversee the
construction .
28
Mark Taverner, brother in law to Gavin Watson retains Patrick
Gillingham on the payroll of BEE foods, on a salary of R65,000 per
month and a Company Car Mercedes GLA 200, the full costs are
then added to the invoicing of BEE foods
29

During 2015 Gavin Watson, Lindsay Watson and Roth Watson
instructed me to assist them with the restructuring of the Watson
family entities in order to gain financially from the Bosasa
Companies. They've identified the Software license agreements, also
known as the Trustmaster Fleet and Trustmaster Youth Centers to
be sold to a newly formed entity called Lamozest (Pty)Ltd.
Agreements were prepared and the Intellectual Property (IP) was
sold via a Phezulu Fencing to Lamozest (Pty).
Lamozest invoices Bosasa Youth Development Centers from August
2015 on average between R 348 ,000 and R 371,000 per month and
Lamozest started off by invoicing Kgwerano Financial Services from
August 2015 an amount ofR 437,000 per month . This amount came
down as the number of vehicles on the contract came down.
I don't think the directors or shareholders of the Bosasa Group are
aware of the Profits which are effectively extracted from the Bosasa
entities and only the Watson family is gaining from this.
30

The Watson family also wanted me to assist them to move a
company called Phezulu Fencing (Pty)Ltd away from the
shareholders who were, Bopa and Phafoga into the Watson family
structure.
We managed to achieve that and by doing that they got their hands
on a R 63 million loan account which Bosasa Operations owes to
10
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Phezulu Fencing. The loan carries interest which means that the
loan account just increases on an annual basis.
As far as I know, the directors nor shareholders of the Bosasa Group
are aware of the financial gain which the Watson family is getting
from this transaction.
Secondly, Phezulu Fencing was involved in a transaction with a
company called Dealstream. Three payments of approximately RlO
million, R 10 million and R 17 million have been paid from
Dealstream to Phezulu Fencing (Pty)Ltd . Gavin Watson did not want
to pay tax on these receipts because the company found themselves
under cash flow pressure at the time . He insisted that we hide the
receipts under contingent liability in the balance sheet instead of
income, avoiding paying tax ofR 10.3 million.
31
During January and February 2016, Gavin Watson and his
daughter Lindsay Watson approached me to review the top
shareholding structure of the Bosasa Group . I had to involve top
professionals to assist us with this task . I approached Antonie van
Wyk, Consultant to TRM Daniel Erasmus Tax Court Practitioners.
Antonie drew up the Shareholders Agreement - annexure ...
Clause 16 of the Shareholders agreement refers to a "Call option" an extract of clause 16
'EXTRACT FROM FILE"
1.

CALL OPTION

1. 1

Mpako shall have a call option to purchase the BEE Equity of Me/a or Nzunzo (or
both of them) in the circumstances set out in this clause 1 ("the Call Option 'J.

1.2

Mpako shall have a call option to acquire the BEE Equity of either Me/a or Nzunzo
should one or more of the following events occur (or the BEE Equity of both should
the event occur in respect of both):

1.2. 1

in the event that a Fault-based BEE Event, which results in a Rating Failur e
that is not rectified within 20 business days of the happening of such event,
occurs;

1.2.2

any direct or indirect change in the extent of a Specified Interest held by any
Entity or natural person in Me/a or Nzunzo including , for the avoidance of any

11
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doubt, any direct or indirect change in the extent of a Specified Interest in Me/a
or Nzunzo as the result of the dissolution of a marriage of Oliveria or Mke/e;
1.2.3

any change in Control of Meta or Nzunzo;

1.2.4

any breach of any warranty given by Meta, Nzunzo, Oliveria or the Mkele Trust
under clause Error! Reference source not found. above; or

1.2.5

in the event of Oliveria or Mkele, as the case may be, being dismissed from the
employ of the Company for any reason other than for the operational
requirements of the Company (retrenchment) or disability (incapacity due to ill
health);
which event shall be referred to as an "Option Event.

1.3

At any time following the happening of an Option Event , Mpako may exercise the
Call Option by giving written notice to that effect to Meta and/or Nzunzo, as the
circumstances may require.

1.4

If Mpako duly exercises the Call Option then the sale and purchase which results
shall be subject to the following terms:

1.4. 1

the effective date of the sale shall be the date on which the Call Option Price is
determined ("the Call Option Date'?;

1.4. 2

if Mpako exercises the Call Option the option price of the Shares ("Call Option
Price'J shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of clause Error!
Reference source not found ., provided that when any Option Event also
qualifies as a Trigger Event the option price shall be 25% of the Call Option
Price ("the Default Price 'J;

1.4.3

the purchase price for the Loan Account of Meta and/or Nzunzo, as the case
may be, shall be the face value thereof as at the Call Option Date;

1.4.4

the Call Option Price or the Default Price, as the case may be, shall be payable
by Mpako to Meta and/or Nzunzo, as the circumstances may require, in cash
in the currency of the Republic of South Africa, within 30 (thirty) days of the Call
Option Date and only against fulfilment of all the requirements of Transfer of
the Equity Interest of Meta and/or Nzunzo to Mpako as contemplated in clause
Error! Reference source not found ..

1.5

In the event of Mpako exercising the Call Option , and insofar as there are any debts
owed by Meta or Nzunzo, as the case may be (each of them being referred to as
"the Offending Shareholder'1 to the Company , all such debts shall become
immediately due and payable to the Company by the Offending Shareholder. A
certificate issued by the Auditors stating the reason and amount so due, shall be
prim a facie proof of the contents thereof and the Auditor's appointment need not be

12
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proved. Meta and/or Nzunzo shall be obliged to utilise the proceeds from the sale
of their Equity Interest to Mpako to settle such debts.

32
It is important

to me to reveal the truth and allow a new start, as I
have not unduly benefitted from the corruption and dishonesty
created by Gavin Watson.
33

An important note is that on a previous occasion the servers at
Bosasa "crashed" resulting in a massive data loss, pursuant to years
dealing with Mr. Gavin Watson I learnt that he had arranged that
they previously ensured the "crash" so that the SIU could not gather
information, Mr. Andries Van Tonder and Mr. Angelo Agrizzi were
aware of this . Concerning is during October I had a meeting with Mr .
Gavin Watson in the office adjoining Mr. Andries Van Tonder's Mr.
Watson then called Ms. Elise Eland to schedule another computer
crash, this was discussed in my presence, that he then mentioned
that a further circular had to go out notifying the employees that
they were supposedly experiencing server issues, so that they
would be aware there was "issues" this would ensure that the staff
would be under the impression that the failure or crash could not be
avoided, that way no one would be suspicious and they could get rid
of potentially hazardous data files that could incriminate the
Company and its Directors.
34

On the 13 th of November 2017, after Carlos Bonifacio had been
confronted by Gavin Watson . Gavin Watson contacted me and
insisted to see me . I agreed to this and he came to see me at my
office on this Friday afternoon (he wanted to meet at his office, but
I said no). Carlos told Gavin Watson about my affidavit as well as
the affidavits of Andries van Tonder, Frans Vorster and Leon van
Tonder. Carlos also informed Gavin about the meeting we had at
Angelo Agrizzi's home, the previous evening .
Gavin wanted to know whether I have signed my affidavit . He was
very relieved when I told him that I haven't signed the document.
13
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He asked me whether I am prepared to put my hand on the bible,
that I haven't signed the affidavit. I told him that I haven't signed
the document and that I am prepared to put my hand on the bible.
We had a two-hour meeting. During this meeting I have explained
to him that the evidence against him will destroy him . He asked me
to believe in him and he assured me that he will get through all of
this . He kept on saying that Angelo Agrizzi and Andries van
Tonder signed off all the documents in the company and they are
also implicated.
Over the past few weeks he kept on saying that he is not going to
deny the fact that there were cash transactions in the business. As
a matter of fact, he is going to acknowledge this, and testify that
Angelo Agrizzi and Andries van Tonder were the creators of the
systems and procedures involving these transactions . He knew
about this and if the three of them must go to jail, then so be it.
He went down to Port Elizabeth to meet with a friend and his
personal legal advisor . The person' name is Graham Richards.
He wrote a statement while he was with Graham Richards and he
disclosed all of the above in his personal statement. About two
weeks ago he called his daughter Lindsay Watson and he told her
to come and show me his personal statement, which she did.
35

I kept on telling Gavin Watson that any unlawful transactions will
bring the company down . He showed me the name of the Senior
BARS official who manages the investigation department .
According to Watson he met with this gentleman , who will handle
the matter should somebody report him or his companies to SARS.
Gavin Watson showed me the name of the SARS official on his
phone. The gentleman' name is "Gorbi".
36

In support of any court application I would request that the
honorable cou r t subpoena the following persons to testify on the
statements made and the truth of the allegations stemming from my
statement .

14
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These are as follows ;
Carle n Daube r t
Rika Humdermark
Colleen Passano
Louis Passano
Magda Van Rensburg
Richmond Mti
Gavin Watson
JoeGumede

Carlos Bonifacio
Christina Herbst
Jacaues Van Zvl
Tony Perry
Lindie Gouws
Andr ies Erasmus
Frans Vorster
Anll:elo All:rizzi

Hennie &! Christo Vilioen
Natasha Olivier
Muniriah Oliveria
Andries van Tonder
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LindaMt i
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Signed by Petrus Stephanus Venter

19t h Day of December 2017 at George, Western Cape, South Africa
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at
the Deponent having acknowledged that she knows and
understands the contents of this Affida vit, which is deposed
to in accordance with the regulations governing the
admin istration of an oath as more fully set out in Government
Notice R 1258 of the 21st July 1972 , as amended by
Government Notice 1648 dated the 19th of August 1977 and
Gov ernment Notice 903
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4.
At the beginning of 2016, Andries van Tonder· approached me to take over Consilium
Busine;;s·Consultanls (Pty)Ud, a company wliid1 uelonged to Dr. Jurgen Smith, as Dr.
Smith was diagnosed with cancer and wanted to leave the company as soon as he could.
Gonsilium is a labour broker company that employs people for the previously known
Bosasa, now African Global Group of companies.
5.

I discussed the opportunity to take over the company from Dr. Smith with my sister,
Margaret Longworth, as she was only.working during the mornings, and she accepted the
opportunity and -became the sole director and shareholder of ·the con-,pany.
6.
All the employees on Consilium's payroll are either employed or render a service on
behalf of the company.
7.
Andries van Tonder and Angelo Agrizzi requested me to register a new.company because
they didn't want the invoices from Tax Risk Management Services, an entity which
belongs to Dr. Daniel Erasmus, a tax attorney, to go through Bosasa. The explanation
given to me for this was that Dr. -Erasmus Is well known person al SARS and !hey didn't
want to asso.ciate the Bosasa Group with him and therefor-e want to k-eep ii -one -step
further away from the-Group.
8.

8.1

I confirm that I would receive the invoice from Tax-Risk Management Services and
then take it to Mr. Van Tonder, who would then dictate the wording ofthe invoice
which I should issue from Miotto.
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I always had to increase the value in order to include a-commiGcion on the TaJ<
Risk Management 'Services invoice. This instruction would come directly from
Angelo Agriui and Andlies v;,11 Tu11der.

8.3

The Miotto invoice was then signed off by both Messrs. Van Tonder and Agrizzi
and the amount was paid over to Miotto. After the amount-came in, I would pay the
Tax Risk Management Services invoice the original amount, and then I would get
an instruction from both the genHemen (Andries & Angelo) as where to pay their
commissions too. I personally made approximately R500 000.00 from these
fraudulently inflated invoices during the time period.

9.
All the commission on the lax Hisk Management Services invoices were equally split
between the three of us, being one third each. I did not question this because Angelo
Agrizzi, the former Chief Operating Officer-of the Bosasa Group, made all the decisions
and Mr. Gavin Watson, the Chief Executive .Officer of the Group, allowed him to do this

as he trusted him explicitly and was not involved in the actual day to day management of
the business. One would never question an instruction from Angelo Agrizzi.
10.
The Tax Risk Management Services payments to Miotto stopped when Mr. Agri;czi left
the -Group, and Tax Risk Management Services was asked to invoice the Bosasa Gwup
directly. Furthermore, Andries van Tonder and Angelo Agrizzi had full control over the
company, and nobody questioned them.
11.
11.1

I confirm that the following payments were made from Miotto:
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A payment of R 450,000.00 towards the purchase of the Porsche
Cayenne of Andries van Tohder;

11.1.2

R 2::i,000 towards the service ot Angelo's Porsche;

11.1.3

Payments to Blake's Travel on behalf of Angelo;

11.1.4

Various payments to Debbie Agrizzi ( Angelo's wife).
12.

All the payments in the Group were signed off by both Messrs. Van Tonder, the
Chief Financial Officer and Mr. Agrizzi, the Chief Operating Officer. Mr. \/Vatson,
the Chief i:::xecutive Officer, never signed off on anything as he was not aware of
this arrangement.
13.
During November 2017, I was contacted by Angelo Agrizzi who requested me to visit him
at his house in Fourways. Upon arrival I met with Angelo and Andries who informed me
that Angelo was in the process of drafting a statement on my behalf pertaining to several
business transactions relating to the African Global Group he wanted me to sign. I had to
type my personal history as an introduction, the same as Andries has done.

14.
I spent several hours at Angelo's house that specific day whilst he was working on the
statement. We had lunch and we waited for Frans Vorster to bring Carlos Bonifacio, an
employee of African Global, to Angelo's house. When Carlos arrived, Angelo ordered

everybody !o leave their cell phones in the dining room. When Angelo told us this I knew
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that he was going to do something and he did not want usto record or have any evidence
against him.
Angelo requested Cmios to draft a similar statement. I recall that during this discussion
tl1eie wa:; 111e11l1011 made of a cash payment from Angelo tu Cai lus !01 II 1e informaliu11 ll 1al
-Carlos was to provide in his statement.
Due to other obligations I couldn't stay longer and had to depart from Angelo's house
whilst the statement was not completed. Angelo told me that he would send the statement
to me once he completed it and he added everything that he wanted loo. I was not happy
at the time to type the introduction for the statement or to be part of the process to draft
a statement, but Angelo ii very intimidating and with Andries also being there they both
mentioned to me that I could be arrested if I did not do what they said. I decided when I
left that the statement was not completed and I did not sign it, and there for it was not an
official document.

15.
During November and December 2017, I received several phone calls from Andries van
Tonder and Angelo Agrizzi, Angelo would call me every day and leave intimidating
messages why I'm ignoring his calls. I kept on avoiding Angelo in an attempt not to sign
the statement, I also told Angelo that I'm not going to sign the statement as it is not a true
reflection and I was not aware of all the incidents that Angelo mentioned in it.
Angelo made various threats pertaining to my career and personal wellbeing in an attempt
to intimidate and blackmail me and to get me to sign the statement that he drafted on my
behalf. He told me that I shared in the "commission", fraudulent inflation of the Tax Risk
Management Services transactions and if this comes out my ,eareer will be destroyed.
Angelo said that he and Andries would deny any knowledge of these transactions and he
would inform the other audit pa1iners and also ensure that it gets out to the media.
I decided to meet with the two gentlemen (Angelo & Andries) at the Home of the Chicken
Pie near Lanseria Airport on the morning in December 2017 before I flew down to my
family in Mosselbay.
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Angelo told me when the discussion started that he would also expose me for the large
amounts ot money that Andries van Tonder gave me over a long period of time whfle I
wac doing building renovations at my houco. It amounted to hundreds of thousands.
During this discussion Angelo gave me a drafted document with a flowd1a1t irnJk;at111g his
step by stBp action plan to sabotage the BEE Business Bosasa and extort money from
Gavin Watson, Angelo explained to me that I had to sign the statBment as this was a
crucial part of his plan as indicated on the flow chart. At the end of the discussion Angelo
became very dominating and told me that I had to sign the statement, he mentioned again
about the manipulation of the invoices and the cash that I received from Andries for my
house that also came out of Bosasa. Angelo also mentioned that he would use the MD
Longworth monthly invoice that he, Angelo and Andries signed off to open a criminal theft
case against me. Because I was scar€d of Angelo and the threats that he has made to
expose me regarding the manipulation of the invoices I told him that I would sign the
statement just to get away from him.
16.
Angelo called me several times whilst I was on holiday with my family and mailed me the
statement which he drafted on my behalf. He told me that I should print the document,
take it to the Police Station, sign ii there and then scan and mail it back to him. Due to the
fact that I was on holiday with my family and I did not want Angelo lo ruin my time with
my family, I signed the document and sent same back to him. I never gave the original
signed Statement to Angelo, as I thought that ii would be my proof one day to show that
I just sent him the signed copy to get him off my back.
17.
Although this statement makes mention that I signed ii out of my own free will, I reiterate
that this was not the case, and that I signed the Statement under duress and due to the
constant intimidation and blackmail from Angelo Agrizzi. After I sent a copy of the ·
Statement to Angelo, he backed off and all intimidation stopped for a while.
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18.
Miotto Trading and Advisory Holdings {Ply} Ltd entered into a consulting aoreement with
Moroko Consultants, Training & Development (Ply} Ud. Moroko Co11sullc111t':; was {o
provide a turnaround business strategy and the necessary training and development -to
the African ·Global Group.
't9.
Gavin Watson granted Lindie Gouws a loan to buy a house, which loan was paid from his
own investment account. The transaction was later cancelled, and all funds were returned
to·Gavin Watson. I assisted Gavin with the payments which went into and out of the bank
account of Miotto.
20.

The 1:xchange Space is a company who does all the marketing, branding and
development for the African Global Group. The master brain behind this is a lady with the
name Lindie Gouws, who m has an MBA degree and is a very skilled and knowledgeable
person in this field. I recall that management mentioned a! one point in time that the
Exchange Space took over all the work which was internaliy done at the African Global
Group at a cost of R 1 million per month, since outsourced to The Exchange Space, the

only costs to them now is R 120,000.00 per month.
2't.

I assisted Lindie to register the company, but due to the fact that Angelo Agrizzi posted
negative posts on Facebook due to jealousy and a personal vendetta against Lindie, she
requested me to register the company in somebody else's name until she could change
it later on. I also recall that Lindie mentioned that she obtained legal advice against the
negative posts on Facebook.
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22.
I was doing M1 Cllllngli1m1'8 TAX u11 lt1'..ll1uullu11 ul /\11guluAgrizzi, I met with M1 Gillinohom
on the 27 th of October 2017 at my offices at 269 Voortrekker Road. Mr. Gillingham came
to see me as he had various queries about his pension lumpsums.
I confirm that I did not hand Mr. Gillingham any parcel, as was mentioned by Mr. /"\grizzi
in the statement which he drafted on my behalf.
23.
Louis Passanocame to me and informed me to reduce his current monthly income, which
I did. Angelo Agrizzi and more specificall)', Andries van Tonder, was aware of this and
agreed that I did as Louis requested. Andries was very jealous of Louis Passano because
Louis got married to Colleen. Andries saw Louis as a threat to his position in the business
and Angelo constantly reminded Andries of it. I am of the opinion that Angelo used this
as a tactic to influence Andries to walk away from the company, which happened in
November 2017. I mention this because Mr. Agrizzi also told me that Mr. Passano wan!s
me away from the business. This was just Angelo's nature to intimidate people.
24.
Andries van Tonder, the Chief Financial Officer of the 8osasa Group, was the person
managing the Sea Ark prawn project. Andries travelled the world to learn all the processes
and systems. There was a SARS audit and Andries requested me to contact and make
use of the seNices of Dr. Daniel Erasmus, being a tax expert.
25.
Based on all the information and explanations which we received from Andries, we
successfully motivated to SARS that the losses were allowable, which SARS accepted,
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and I confirm that the paragraph typed in the "False duress statement' must have been

included by Andries, as this is totally different from the information which was made
nvnilnblo to me and Dr. Erasmus.
26.
As far as I am aware, all private expenses of Gavin Watson is allocated to his loan account
and cleared before year end. If this was not done, then it must have been an oversite by
the African Global accountants and Andf"ies as he was the .CFO at the time.

27.
The software license agreements were sold and the attorneys have deal! with the
necessary agreements. The same firm's tax advisers were also involved and Andries van
Tonder, the -Chief Financial Officer of the Group, dealt with all the financial affairs of
Phezulu Fencing and furthermore, D'Arcy-Herrman is not the auditors of the company.
28.

Specialist consultants were involved with the shareholders agreements, and I am not
aware of any information or data problems at the African Global Group, but what I am
aware of is the fact !hat both Angelo Agrizzi and Andries van Tonder wanted to sabotage
the business and to take it over at all costs, As they both worked very hard and did not
see why they must enrich the BEE Board. This was confirmed recently when Andries Van
Tonder came with various proposals to take over the business.
29.
29.1

Andries van Tonder requested me to assist him and Angelo Agrizzi to register a
few companies for themselves. I referred them to someone who assisted them to
register the following entities:
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► Spi!acraft CC
)-, Aruwize CC
► Lornuk;ur{,'C
Andries van Tonder{ater approached me again to liquidate the entities, and again I
referred them to someone who assisted them.

30.
I confirm that I deposed to an Affidavit on the i 0th of April 2018 subsequent to the events
detailed in the Affidavit enclosed herewith as Annexure "PSV1 ", of which the contents are
self-explanatory.

31.
As detailed in the abovementioned Affidavit, I confirm that l was intimidated, threatened,
harassed and blackmailed into signing an Affidavit drafted by Mr. Angelo Agrizzi,
containing details of various transactions in order to discredit the Company and the CEO
of the African Global Group, Mr. Gavin Watson. Angelo told me on more than one
occasion that he wants the Company for himself, he wants to be the CEO and Andries as
they offered their lives to build it up. Angelo said that he would destroy the Company
financially and be a very rich man if he cannot get the business.

32.
It is clear from the /�ffidavit drafted by Mr. Agrizzi, that the intention was lo sabotage the
African Global ·Group with the untrue and defamatory statements made in respect of Mr.
Vvatson, and I hereby confirm that the majority of the averments and transactions where
Mr. Agrizzi attempted to discredit Mr. Watson, is in essence transactions that Mr. Agrizzi
and Mr. Van Tonder authorized personally and it was authorised by their signature.
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33.

I confirm that I made a further Affidavit on the ·I B th of May 2018, whid t I enclose herewillt
as Annexure "PSV2", that contains a detailed diagram created by Mr. Agrizzi of the
process Mr. Agrizzi and Mr. Van Tonder intended to sabotage the African Global Group
and the downfall of Mr. ·Gavin Watson or any party who stands in the way of these plans.
34.

I lastly emphasise that the Affidavit drafted by Mr. Agrizzi was signed under duress, and
I would have never signed a document of such untrue nature, but the intimidation and
threats by Angelo Agrizzi intimidated me into signing that controversial affidavit.

->'ff>

\ DAY OF __,___:;,.-,.--==---2018.
SIGNED AT �,.,r S:t�q? ON THIS _!__

PETRUST STEPHANUS VENTER

I CERTIFY THAT TH{S AFFIDAVIT \/VAS SIGNED AND SVVORN TO BEFORE ME IN
OAJI IS
OF
AT
MY
CAPACITY
AS
COMMISSIONER
1,,r::) �'PS
.
11 l-i DAY OF
ON THIS THE
1 20 J'i,
n\aw
BY
THE
DEPONENT
WHO:
-NO"'

\r'�::v,&d.10

{a)confirmed that he:
(i)knows and understands the contents of this affidavit;
(ii)has no reservations about taking this oath;
(iii)considers the oath as binding on his conscience.
(b)Uttered the words "So help me-God."
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PSV-01
AFFIDAVIT PETRUS STEPHANUS VENTER

AFFIDAVIT PETRUS STEPHANUS VENTER

I, the undersigned

Petrus Stephanus Venter
Do hereby make oath and state;

1.
I am an adult male residing in the Krugersdorp area , Gauteng.
2.
I understand that in my statement I may incriminate myself in respect of potentially serious
offences. In addition , I failed to report these acts as apparently required in terms of
section 34 of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 12 of 2004. I give
this evidence freely and voluntarily . I have not been offered an incentive or reward .

3.
I submit this affidavit with no alleg iance to either Bosasa Operations (Pty) Ltd (Bosasa)
and its subsidiaries, Mr ~avin Watson (Mr Watson) or Mr Angelo Agrizzi (Mr Agrizzi).
Bosasa is now known as African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd.

4.
I have previously signed an affidavit in respect of the aspects that will be covered within
this current affidavit. I did not prepare the affidavit (hereinafter referred to as the 'first
affidavit ') freely and voluntarily and I signed the affidavit under duress as will be detailed
below. I also submit that although various portions of my first affidavit were edited or
added to by Mr Agrizzi, the majority of the occurrences and detail described is factually

1
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correct. I will comment on the aspects in my first affidavit which are factually incorrect
later in this affidavit. I can confirm that:
4.1

The paragraphs wherein certain information was added by Mr Agrizzi into my first
affidavit, is in respect of paragraphs 9, 17, 21-25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32 and 33;

4.2

The contents of the information contained within paragraphs 1 - 4, 8, 10, 13, 16,
18, 19, 20 and 35, of my first affidavit, is correct:

4.3

The contents of the information contained within paragraphs 5, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15,
29, 30 and 34 of my first affidavit is correct; however, I have included information
and detail in this affidavit, in order to clarify certain aspects.

5.
This previous affidavit was dated and signed by me on the 18th December 2017, at
Mossel Bay. This affidavit was submitted to the Commission into allegations of State
Capture ("the Commission"), attached to the affidavit of Mr Angelo Agrizzi as Exhibit "58"
per pages AA-921 to AA-1241, without my consent.

6.
I wish to submit this affidavit in order to clarify certain points from my first affidavit and
elaborate on the circumstances as to how the first affidavit was drafted and signed, as
well as my involvement with the Bosasa Group, including the following matters:
6.1

My completion of tax returns on behalf of former officials of the Department of
Correctional Services, Mr Linda Mti (Mr Mti) and Mr Patrick Gillingham
(Mr Gillingham);

6.2

The payment of cash to Mr Gillingham; and

6.3

The use of entities for the payment of monies to other specified entities and/ or
individuals on the instruction of Mr Watson, Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder .
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7.
My qualifications are as follows :
7.1

I obtained a Higher Diploma in Cost and Management Accounting in approximately

1993;
7.2

In or around 2006 I obtained a Higher Diploma in Tax; and

7 .3

In or around 2008 I obtained a Post Graduate Diploma in Financial Planning.

8.
I confirm my history of employment as set out in the first affidavit, which is detailed as
follows:
8.1

I was employed as an auditor with the South African Revenue Services (SARS)
from December 1991 to August 2004;

8.2

A colleague of mine, a Chartered Accountant by profession , conducted an audit on
Bosasa on behalf of SARS . During my last year with SARS , I also became involved
in the audit on Bosasa, where I met Mr van Tonder and Mr Tony Perry from
Bosasa;

8.3

Before the conclusion of the audit, I terminated my services with SARS. I resigned
from SARS on 31 August 2004 and joined an auditing firm Bester Viljoen on
01 September 2004;

8.4

A couple of months later, after joining the Bester Viljoen practice , one of the
partners and I, approached Tony Perry and Mr van Tonder of Bosasa to take over
the audit and tax services of Bosasa;

8.5

Shortly thereafter Bester Viljoen was appointed as the external auditors and tax
consultants by Bosasa . We then performed the annual statutory ~uqit , company
secretarial services and tax related services for Bosasa from around early 2005
onwards ;
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8.6

The name of the firm I was employed by, changed from Bester Viljoen Inc. to
Maseng Viljoen Inc. in or around 2009, and then to D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. in or
around 2013.
9.

D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. were the external auditors for Bosasa and performed auditing, tax
and company secretarial type services for Bosasa. I was involved on the tax side of the
business and other staff from within the audit division of D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. performed
the auditing services. To my knowledge Bosasa did not employ any internal auditors.
10.
Since 2004, I had a very good relationship with Mr van Tonder, the former Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) of Bosasa. Mr van Tonder and I became very good friends and he invited
me on various hunting trips. My former employer, D'Arcy-Herrman, was aware of these
trips. Mr Nellis Wolmarans (Mr Wolmarans), one of the audit partners of the firm, also
accompanied myself, Mr van Tonder and others on hunting trips on more than one
occasion.

11.
Around 2014, there were various audit queries raised by SARS in respect of a company,
SeaArk (Pty) Ltd, a subsidiary of Bosasa. I refer to this in paragraphs 21 to 25 of the first
affidavit. In this regard, I can confirm that Mr Watson wanted to retain the status of the
'assessed loss' of R138 498 378.00, which was calculated by SeaArk and confirmed by
D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. through the external a1,1ditof SeaArk's annual financia! statements
(AFS). If this assessed loss was disallowed by SARS, this would have had the implication
of immediate and future profits being taxed. Subsequentto the SARS audit, which allowed
the assessed loss, the manner of operations changed. SeaArk was then utilised as a
supply chain company, whereby purchases were processed through this entity on behalf
of Bosasa. SeaArk was also utilised to rent out catering equipment. Through this change,
the assessed loss was utilised against the profits from the purchases for Bosasa
operations.
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12.
In addition, with regards to paragraphs 21 to 25 of the first affidavit which relate to SeaArk,
I wish to clarify the following:
12.1

Mr Agrizzi testified to the Commission that I informed him that transactions relating
to SeaArk's assessed loss were fraudulent and that I advised Bosasa to create
and manufacture fraudulent invoices in order for Bosasa to be successful in the
SARS audit. This is untrue. I worked closely with Dr Daniel Erasmus (Dr. Erasmus),
who is a well-known International tax attorney, on this matter. Based on information
provided by Mr van Tonder to D'Arcy-Herrman Inc and Dr. Erasmus, we prepared
our submissions to SARS. I did not advise Bosasa to create and manufacture
fraudulent invoices. I worked with Mr van Tonder on this case and I cannot recall
that I have ever spoken to Mr Agrizzi about this case;

12.2

I did however advise Bosasa that rental is considered to be a trade in terms of the
Income Tax Act, 58 of 1962; and if they could rent the catering equipment from
SeaArk , then they will be able to retain the assessed loss;

12.3

I note that various portions from these paragraphs were copied from the affidavit
of Mr van Tonder (see paragraph 50 in Mr van Tonder's affidavit dated
28 January 2019, which was annexed to the Commission as Exhibit "T1" per
pages AJVT-001 to AJVT-111 . I believe they were copied into the first affidavit
sent back to me by Mr Agrizzi; although, I do note that in certain instances the
wording is not exactly the same with some changes and additions.

13.
The services of Tax Risk Management ("TRM") Services, an entity associated with
Dr. Erasmus, were procured by the Bosasa Group, as detailed below:
13.1

Mr Van Tonder and Mr Agrizzi requested me to register.a new company because
they did not want the invoices from TRM to go through Bosasa. TRM is an entity
that renders professional tax services to a variety of corporations and firms;
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13.2

The explanation given to me for this, was that Dr. Erasmus is well known as a
litigator against SARS and they did not want Bosasa to be directly associated with
Dr. Erasmus, as this could draw attention to them, particularly from SARS. They
therefore wanted to keep the use of Dr Erasmus' services one step further away
from Bosasa;

13.3

Instead of registering a new company, I informed Mr van Tonder that a family
member of mine, had a dormant company which we could take over. As a result of
this, I took over the company named Miotto Trading and Advisory Holdings (Pty)
Ltd (Miotto) of which my family member was the sole director and shareholder of
the company;

13.4

The manner in which we then operated was that I would receive an invoice from
TRM for tax services (and later legal and consultancy services) and then take it to
Mr van Tonder, who would then assist me with the wording of a new invoice, which
I would issue from Miotto to Bosasa;

13.5

At a certain stage after the services of TRM had been utilised, I was instructed to
increase the value on the invoice from Miotto to Bosasa, in order to include a
commission on the TRM invoice. This instruction came directly from Messrs.
Agrizzi and van Tonder;

13.6

Examples of an invoice from TRM to Miotto and a subsequent invoice from Miotto
to Bosasa are attached hereto as follows:
13.6.1

An invoice from TRM to Miotto dated 30 September 2016, in the
amount of R 31,286.81, attached hereto per 9 "PV 1(1)";

13.6.2

An invoice from Miotto to Bosasa dated 07 October 2016, in the
amount of R 48,006.91, attached hereto per Annexure PV "1(2)".

13.7

The Miotto invoice would then be signed off by both Messrs. van Tonder and
Agrizzi and the amount was paid over to Miotto. After the amount came in, I would
pay the TRM invoice at the original amount and the commission on -the invoices
was then split equally between Messrs. van Tonder , Agrizzi and myself ;

13.8

I would get an instruction from both Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder as where to pay
their commissions to;
6
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13.9

I did question this, but I was told to keep quiet by both Mr Agrizzi and Mr van
Tonder, who both signed off on all the transactions and they told me that nobody
would question this;

13.10 I confirm that the following payments were made from Miotto:
13.10.1

A payment of R 450,000.00 towards the purchase of the Porsche
Cayenne of Mr van Tonder;

13.10.1

R 25,000.00 towards the service of Mr Agrizzi's Porsche; and

13.10.2

Payments to Blake's Travel on behalf of Mr Agrizzi;

13.10.3

Various payments to Ms Debbie Agrizzi (Mr Agrizzi's wife).

13.11 I utilised my portion of the commission received into the Miotto account for
various personal expenses. I have subsequently declared this as income to
SARS.
14
The invoicing from TRM to Miotto stopped when Mr Agrizzi left Bosasa. The last invoice
issued from Miotto to TRM was in January 2017. Mr Agrizzi left Bosasa during
December 2016 (he went in for a medical operation during December 2016 and never
returned to Bosasa). I then instructed TRM to invoice Bosasa directly.

15
At the beginning of 2016, Mr van Tonder approached me to take over Consilium Business
Consultants (Pty) Ltd (Consilium), a company which belonged to Dr. Jurgen Smith
(Dr. Smith). Dr. Smith had been diagnosed with cancer and wanted to leave the company
as soon as he could. Consilium is a labour broker company that employs people for
Bosasa. I discussed the opportunity to take over the company from Dr. Smith with a family
member who accepted the opportunity to become involved with Consilium. In paragraph- 9 of my first affidavit, reference is made to payments from Consilium. To my knowledge,
all the family members of Mr Gavin Watson who are on the Consilium payroll, do render
a service to the Bosasa Group and employment contracts are in place. Consilium has
their own auditor, who was appointed by Dr. Smith a number of years ago. As Consilium

q
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is a labour broker company, the auditors would have checked the employment contracts.
In addition to the above, with regards to Consilium, I can state that:
15.1

Consilium would raise three invoices to Bosasa Operations / African Global
Operations, Sondolo and Bosasa Youth Development Centres on a monthly
basis, in order to recover the fees and salaries paid by Consilium;

15.2

I paid various other employees such as Mr Sesinyi Seopela salary per month via
Consilium.
16

During November 2017, I was contacted by Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder who requested
me to visit them at the house of Mr Agrizzi in Fourways. At the house I was told that I
should type a statement to reveal the illegal activities of Mr Watson, and that they would
assist me in doing so. I then drafted an affidavit as follows:
16.1 I was requested to type my personal details and the introduction with my personal
details. They explained to me how the statement should be drafted and what
contents I should put in;
16.2 My draft affidavit was done on my laptop initially, and I noted that Mr van Tonder
also had an affidavit in his name, open on his laptop. Mr van Tonder and I were
sitting next to each other and certain information would have been passed between
us whilst we were sitting together;
16.3 Mr Agrizzi reminded me of certain occurrences and also dictated the wording of
certain of paragraphs to me. I also printed some documents and handed them to
Mr Agrizzi, including the proof of certain payments made by me from Miotto for:
16.3.1

The legal costs of Mr Hlaudi Motsoeneng;

16.3.2

The benefit of Mora~o/ Moroka Consultants; and

16.3.3

ASSA Bank with the beneficiary named "EFG2" and the description
referenced as 'social development' .

16.4 I spent several hours at Mr Agrizzi's house that specific day whilst we were working
on the statement; however, my affidavit was not finalised there and then.
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17
On the same date, whilst compiling the affidavits, Mr Frans Vorster brought Mr Carlos
Bonifacio, an employee of Bosasa, to Mr Agrizzi's house. When Mr Bonifacio arrived ,
Mr Agrizzi ordered everybody to leave their cell phones in the dining room. When
Mr Agrizzi told us this, I knew that he was going to do something and he did not want us
to record the conversation . Mr Agrizzi then requested Mr Bonifacio to draft a similar
statement. I recall that Mr Bonifacio expressed his concern that he was about to go on
pension early the following year; and that he did not want to jeopardise his pension.
During this discussion Mr Agrizzi offered Mr Bonifacio a cash payment of approximately
R 500,000 .00 for the information that Mr Bonifacio was to provide in his statement.

18
Due to other obligations I could not stay longer and had to leave from Mr Agrizzi's house,
although my draft statement was not complete . Mr Agrizzi informed me that he would
work on my draft statement and send it to me once he had completed it. I cannot recall if
I gave Mr Agrizzi the draft statement or sent it to him on email.

19
I would like to state that I was not happy at the time to be part of the process to draft a
statement; however, Mr Agrizzi was very intimidating and showed me the files full of
evidence they had accumulated against Mr Watson and Bosasa. The entire patio table
was full of files which made me really scared. It was clear that Mr Agrizzi wanted to destroy
Mr Watson .

20
During November and December 2017, I received several phone calls from Mr Agrizzi , but
I kept on avoiding his calls. Mr Agrizzi then made various threats pertaining to my career
in an attempt to intimidate and blackmail me, in order to get me to sign the statement.
Mr Agrizzi used Telegram messages with a very short self-destruct timer (the message

9
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disappeared within seconds). I cannot recall the exact wording, but it was something like
"you better make the right decision, otherwise you will go down with Watson".
21
Whilst at Mr Agrizzi's house during November 2017, he mentioned to me that as I shared
in the "commission" from the TRM transactions and personally benefitted, if this was
exposed, my career would be destroyed. Mr Agrizzi also threatened to expose me for
having renovations made to my house many years ago, which had been paid for by
Bosasa. The renovations referred to was when I previously built a boundary wall at my
residence. Mr van Tonder referred Riekele Construction to me for a quotation; whereafter I asked them to perform the construction. Mr van Tonder informed me that Riekele
Construction did all the construction work for Bosasa, and after the wall was constructed
they did not allow me to pay for it. They then paid the cost, being approximately

R 100,000.00.
22
The above threats were made in order to get me to depose to the affidavit and in
December 2017, I decided to meet with Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder at a restaurant
nearLanseria Airport. I met them in the morning before I flew down to my family in Mossel
Bay. During this discussion:
22.1

Mr Agrizzi showed me a flowchart indicating his step by step action plan depicting
how he will take over some of the contracts from Bosasa; or alternatively how he
will sabotage Bosasa. I can't remember why, but Mr Agrizzi left the flow charts
with me; copies of which are attached hereto per Annexure "PV 2(1)";

22.2

At the time I recalled having heard this explanation from Mr Agrizzi on a previous
occasion. When I searched my photographs I came across a photograph which I
took on 10 November 2017, when Messrs. Agrizzi and van Tonder came to see
me at my offices. Mr Agrizzi drew part of his plan on the white board and I took
some photographs of the drawing which is in his hand writing. A copy of the
photographs are attached hereto per Annexure "PV 2(2)";

<f:i
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22.3

Mr Agrizzi explained to me that I had to sign the statement as this was a crucial
part of his plan as indicated on the flow charts. Mr Agrizzi asked if I was going to
sign the statement and told me that I would go down with Mr Watson if I did not
sign the affidavit;

22.4

Because I was scared of Mr Agrizzi and the threats that he had made, I told him
that I would sign the statement.
23

I then left to go on holiday with my family in Mossel Bay and Mr Agrizzi emailed me
the final version of my affidavit. I cannot recall the exact date when the document
was emailed to me as I cannot locate the email; however, I recall that the "file
properties" of the document reflected that Mr Agrizzi had 'modified' the document.
As detailed in this affidavit, Mr Agrizzi made various changes to the first affidavit
that I had initially prepared.
24
Mr Agrizzi also called me (all these calls were made via "Telegram") several times whilst
I was on holiday with my family and told me that I should print the statement, take it to the
Police Station, sign it there and then scan and mail it back to him. Due to the fact that I
was on holiday with my family and I did not want Mr Agrizzi to ruin my time with my family;
consequently, I signed the affidavit and sent it back to him. I never gave the original signed
affidavit to Mr Agrizzi, as I thought that it would be my proof one day to show that I only
sent him the signed copy, to get him off my back.

25
Although the first affidavit makes mention that I signed the affidavit out of my own free
will, I reiterate that this was not the case. I signed the affidavit under duress due to the
constant harassment from Mr Agrizzi. After I sent a copy of the affidavit to Mr Agrizzi, he
backed off and all intimidation stopped.
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26
Subsequent to the above, in December 2017, one of the Audit Partners for D'ArcyHerrman Incorporated, Mr Wolmarans received an SMS or WhatsApp message from
Mr van Tonder, informing him that certain people wanted to speak to him about illegal
activities within Bosasa. The audit partner forwarded this message to me; however,
unfortunately I no longer have a copy of the message.

27
Mr Agrizzi told the Commission that I turned against him/ didn't want to be a whistleblower anymore and mentioned that this happened during January 2018. This is not true
as I continued interacting with Mr Agrizzi after January 2018, as follows:
27.1 During February 2018, Mr Agrizzi asked me for financial information on Bosasa as
he was aware that I was doing the provisional tax for Bosasa. I tried to give him as
little as possible and explained to him that I did not have access to detail. As far as
I know, Mr Agrizzi obtained information from various people who were working in
the accounts department at Bosasa;
27.2 During April 2018, we still had contact and Mr Agrizzi forwarded me various photos
of invoices via WhatsApp or Telegram (I am not sure which one it was), which I
assume were leaked to him from the Bosasa accounts department;
27.3 Mr Agrizzi wanted me to print those invoices, put them in an envelope and take
them to Mr Watson. This was on a Friday afternoon. Mr Agrizzi said that I was to
tell Mr Watson that somebody had delivered the invoices anonymously to my office.
I felt very uncomfortable and tried to get out of doing this by telling Mr Agrizzi to
leave it till the Monday. Mr Agrizzi however insisted that I print the invoices and do
it on that Friday;
27.4

I did as was asked from me and took the invoices in an envelope to Mr Watson.
Mr Louis Passano (Mr Passano) was also present at the time. Mr Watson and
Mr Passano were very upset when they opened the envelope and saw the invoices.
I informed them that it appeared that someone was leaking information from their
accounts department;

12
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27 .5 Mr Watson called me that same Friday afternoon and asked me to come and see
him on the Monday after the weekend. When I arrived there on the Monday morning,
the boardroom was full of people. Some of the Directors and senior management
of Bosasa were there, as well as the gentleman whose company was invoiced.
Mr Watson wanted to show me that there is nothing untoward about the invoices,
therefore he introduced me to the owner of the business, to show me that he exists;
27.6 The internal risk advisor, Mr Andries de Jager (Mr de Jager) asked me when last I
had contact with Mr Agrizzi and/ or Mr van Tonder . I was of the opinion that they,
Bosasa, knew I still had contact with the two gentlemen ;
27. 7 As a result, I told them the entire story about the signed affidav it and that Mr Agrizzi
would call me every morning, just to find out whether I am going to Bosasa 's office,
who I am going to see and why. I also had to make a decision where my loyalty
was, because D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. stood to lose the Bosasa audit appointment, if I
did not assure Mr Watson that my loyalty was with him and Bosasa . I then told Mr
Watson that my loyalty was with him.

28
MrAgrizzi then became upset with the fact that I walked away from him and he started
blackmailing me. He threatened me via anonymous emails and also sent emails to
D'Arcy-Herrman Incorporated, SAICA, IRBA, etc. In support hereof I attach hereto a copy
of an email dated 21 August 2018 sent to SAICA and the Audit Partner at D'Arcy-Herrman
Incorporated, per Annexure PV 3(1) . It can be noted that there is an email address on
the email listed as PSVenterLeaks @pm.me. This was not an email address set up by me
and to my knowledge this was set up by Mr Agrizzi.

29
The final blow was when Mr Agrizzi released a copy of my unsigned , and then later,- my
signed affidavit. A copy of an email dated 27 August 2018, where the unsigned affidavit
was sent to my former employer , D'Arcy-Herrman

Inc, is attached hereto per

Annexure PV 3(2). I was immediately suspended and later resigned.in September 2018.
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30
I will comment on the aspects in the first affidavit with reference to each paragraph which
are factually incorrect, as detailed below.
31
Paragraph 5: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. However, I must mention
that when testifying at the commission, Mr Agrizzi mentioned that he saw me on numerous
times at the canteen with the persons mentioned in paragraph 5. This is not true, as I have
only been to the canteen with Bosasa employees, approximately 1O times since I started
doing work for the Bosasa Group, over a 14 year period.
32
Paragraph 7: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. In this regard:
32.1

I completed the tax returns of Mr Mti from approximately 2013 onwards and
Mr Gillingham's tax returns from 2012 onwards;

32.2 I asked both Messrs. Agrizzi and van Tonder, whether these were the two
gentlemen who used to work for the Department of Correctional Services. I
expressed my concern about some of the media allegations at the time and doing
these gentlemen's tax returns;
32.3

Messrs. Agrizzi and van Tonder explained to me that nothing came from the
investigation by Mr Hoffmeyer, because he presented the case in Parliament, which
apparently he should not have done; I was led to understood from them, that from
a legal point of view the case was thus considered to be "fruit from a poison tree"
and the case was therefore closed.
33

With regards Leonora Investments, mentioned at the Commission as an entity used by
Mr Mti. I can clarify that I do remember the name of a company Leonora Investments which
belongs to Mr Mti, as Bester Viljoen Inc. was instructed to do the registration of the

~.
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company. Mr Tony Perry, who was the former company secretary of Bosasa, instructed
Bester Viljoen Inc. to register the company. If I remember correctly, Bester Viljoen Inc.
registered various companies for Bosasa and the entity for Mr Mti was just another entity.
Bester Viljoen Inc. only realised who Mr Mti was when Mr Adriaan Sasson, a reporter,
came to our offices and inspected the share registers and company structure of Leonora
Investments .
34

Paragraph 10: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. This was on instruction
from Mr Watson. On 18 August 2017, Ms Natasha Olivier (Ms Olivier) and Ms Lindsay
Watson (Ms Watson) paid an amount of R 1,187,655.48 into the bank account of Miotto
from Lamozest (Pty) Ltd (Lamozest). I then paid the amount over for the legal costs of
Mr Hlaudi Motsoeneng as detailed in my first affidavit. Copies of the proof of payments
from the Miotto bank account in the amounts of R 600,000.00 on 20 August 2017 and
R 587,656.82 on 21 August 2017, to the Majavu Inc. Trust account , are attached hereto
per Annexure "PV 4(1) and PV 4(2)" respectively. Unfortunately, I no longer have a copy
of the invoice provided to me to make the payments.
35
Paragraph 11: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. However, Mr Agrizzi
told the Commission that he saw the proof of payments from Miotto to Moroko Consultants
when I submitted my first affidavit. To my knowledge, when the affidavit was signed and
returned to him on the 18th of December 2017, Mr Agrizzi already had the proof of
payments . As a matter of fact , Mr Agrizzi had all the annexures to the affidavit in his
possession, when I was at his house in November 2017. I can also clarify that:
35 .1 In September 2017, I was operating the entity known as Miotto, although I did not
change the director's details into my name;
35.2 The person who accompanied Mr Watson, namely Syvion Dhlamini, is a director of
Bosasa Youth Development Centres (Pty) Ltd;
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35.3 The money was paid into Miotto's account from Consilium, where-after I made the
three payments on 30 September 2017, 28 October 2018 and 30 November 2017
respectively, totalling R1 350 000.00 to Moroko/ Moroka Consultants. I state
Moroko/ Moroka as I note the payment records, which will be attached below, refer
to both the name Moroko and Moroka Consultants;
35.4 I do not know Moroko or Moroka Consultants, Training & Development (Pty) Ltd;
35.5 The agreement drawn up by Ms Watson stated that Moroko/ Moroka will provide
consulting services to Miotto for a turnaround business strategy no services were
provided by Moroko/ Moroka to Miotto;
35.6

I am not aware what the three payments of R 450,000.00 each, were for. I was only
instructed by Mr Watson to make these payments;

35.7 I have attached hereto proof of the three payments of R 450,000.00 from Miotto's
First National Bank account, which reflect the payments were made to First National
Bank account number 62373928319. These payment records are attached as
"PV 5(1), 5(2) and 5(3)" respectively.

36
Paragraph 12: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. I can also clarify that:
36.1 Mr Watson, did not have his own office, no secretary and no computer. On his
instructions I had to make the payments. This is how he operated;
36.2 Ms Olivier, who made the payment of R3 million from Mr Watsons' personal account
into Miotto, is the Company Secretary who had access to Mr Watsons personal
bank account and bank statements;
36.3 I have attached hereto a proof of the payment of R 500,000.00 from Miotto's First
National Bank account, which reflect the payment was made to ABSA Bank account
number 4090717443 on 18 October 2017, with.the beneficiary named "EFG2" and
description referenced as "social development". See Annexure "PV 6";
36.4 With reference to this payment of R500 000.00, Mr Agrizzi indicated to the
Commission when asked about his knowledge of the transaction, that: (I quote his
words): "personally I didn't want to get involved, because number

one, I didn't
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believe that .../ thought you know it just can't happen, this type of transaction ... ".
do not believe this statement of Mr Agrizzi to be correct, as Mr Agrizzi was very
curious about this and requested the information from me;
36.5 Advocate Pretorius mentioned at the Commission that this information was out in
the public domain and asked Mr Agrizzi "did you release that allegations to the

press". Mr Agrizzi's response was "no". In this regard I do not believe Mr- Agrizzi,
as to my knowledge he was the only person, other than me, who was in possession
of this information.

37
Paragraph 14: The contents of this paragraph which relate to the aforementioned payment
to the beneficiary named "EFG2" are true and correct. I can clarify that this was an
instruction from Mr Watson and when I asked him what it was for, he told me the payment
was towards the Andile Ramaphosa Foundation. When I asked him what the description
on the Bank Statement should be, he said 'Social Development'.
38
Paragraph 15: I can comment on this as follows.
38.1 "The Exchange Space (Pty) Ltd", is a company which does all the marketing and
branding for the African Global Group. The person who drives this process is alady
by the name of Ms Lindie Gouws (Ms Gouws). Ms Gouws has a MBA degree and
is a very skilled and knowledgeable person in this field.
38.2 According to my knowledge, the salary she gets paid is justified by the hard work
she does.

39
Paragraph 16: The contents of this paragraph are correct as I did carry out the instructions
of Mr Gavin Watson; as if I did not do what was asked; I would have been moved to the
side/ ignored and eventually my services would have been terminated.
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40
Paragraph 17: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct other than the last
sentence which states "This was evident in the fact that his intention with Graham
Richards was to implicate Agrizzi and Van Tonder whereas they never benefitted." This
sentence had been inserted into the first affidavit that was sent back to me by Mr Agrizzi.
41
Paragraph 26: I note that the majority of the wording in this paragraph was copied from
the affidavit of Mr van Tonder; see paragraph 57 in Mr van Tonder's affidavit; although
there are slight changes to the wording. I was aware that Bosasa paid for some of the
expenses towards the houses of Ms Watson. According to my knowledge, all private
expenses paid went towards Mr Watson's Loan account and at year end, it was cleared
out and declared as a bonus through the payroll; in addition PAYE was paid on the
amount.
42
Paragraph 27: Certain portions of the wording in this paragraph were copied from the
affidavit of Mr van Tonder, see paragraph 58 in Mr van Tonder's affidavit; although there
are changes to the wording. Some of the information in the paragraph is correct; however,
I wish to clarify that:
42.1 There is mention that "Joe Gumede, a director, enquired as to the rising costs at
the Linde/a Repatriation Centre". I did not have any dealings with the Lindela
Repatriation Centre;
42.2 Mr Peter Reigers was performing duties authorising purchase requisitions and was
on the payroll of Consilium. I was informed by Mr Watson that Mr Reigers was
related to Mr Agrizzi and he was dismissed ~hen things . went sour between
Mr Watson and Mr Agrizzi. My understanding was that Gavin Watson no longer
wanted him around as he was related to Mr Agrizzi.
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43
Paragraph 28: The wording in this paragraph has been copied from paragraph 61 in
Mr van Tonder's affidavit; where the wording "alternatively reduced on the rebate

structure" in included at the end of the paragraph in Mr Van Tonder's affidavit. I wish to
clarify that:
43.1

Prior to the testimony of Mr Agrizzi at the Commission, I did not know the name

"Mark Taverner'';
43.2

I did the tax returns for Mr Gillingham and have access to these tax returns, which
reflect the sources of his income which were declared. According to Mr Gilling ham's
tax returns, he declared income from an entity named Purple Primula over the
period 01 March 2012 to 01 September 2012; and income from an entity named

BEEFoods Manufacturers over the period 01 September 2012 to 28 February 2018.
44
Par 29: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct and I can clarify that:
44.1

I am aware of the formation of the entity Lamozest and the sale of Software Licence
agreements from Bosasa Operations (Pty} Ltd to Phezulu Fencing (Pty) Ltd to
Lamozest. The restructuring was done by a professional / legal consultant;

44.2 To my knowledge this was for the personal benefit of the Watson family and the
cost of the sale of Software Licence agreements were realistic;
44.3 The monthly retainer which D'Arcy-Herrman Incorporated, my former employer,
charged Consilium, included the monthly accounting and tax work for Lamozest;
44.4

In this regard I have attached a copy of a document compiled by D'Arcy-Herrman
Incorporated for the VAT payable by Lamozest over the period 01 March 2018 to
30 April 2018. These documents are attached hereto per Annexure "PV 7(1 ),
PV 7(2), PV 7(3) and PV 7(4)";

44.5 Attached to this document are three invoices; namely two from Lamozest to Bosasa
Youth Development Centres for the monthly licence fees and one from Shazarex
(Pty) Ltd to Lamozest in the amount of R 731 880.00.
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44.6 The invoice in the name of Shazarex (Pty) Ltd was handed to me by Mr Passano.
However, I had not heard of this company prior to being handed the invoice and am
not aware of what work this company performed for Lamozest, as to my knowledge,
Lamozest was merely invoicing for licence fees.
45
Paragraph 30: My firm, D'Arcy-Herrman Inc. assisted with the restructuring of Phezulu
Fencing (Pty) Ltd and other entities in the Bosasa Group. According to my knowledge
everything was done above board. To my knowledge Bopa and Phafoga, were
companies with shareholders and not trusts. As a result of the restructuring we declared
the capital gains. I recall that Mr van Tonder dealt with all the financial affairs of Phezulu
Fencing and the books of the company were done internally. Mr van Tonder informed me
of the transactions between Phezulu Fencing and a company called Dealstream.
46
Paragraph 31: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct. This was dealt with
by a professional consultant by the name of Mr Antonie van Wyk. I wish to clarify that I
authored the first part of the paragraph and Mr Agrizzi inserted the remainder of the
information relating to a "Call Option".
47
Paragraph 32: The contents of this paragraph are true although this was inserted by
Mr Agrizzi and I submit that:
47.1 It is important to reveal the truth to allow a new start; as I was dragged into the
wrongdoing by Mr Watson;
47.2 As stated at the outset of this affidavit, I have been drawn into the current fight
between Mr Watson and Mr Agrizzi;
47.3 However, l submit this affidavit whilst not being for or against any side I also want
to mention (same as Mr van Tonder and Mr Agrizzi) that Mr Watson uses people
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and when he feels you have served your purpose, then you have a dustbin with
your name on it;
47.4 I want to emphasise that Mr Watson does not have an office, secretary nor a
computer and this way he uses people to do everything for him. In my opinion he
does this on purpose so no evidence points towards him.

48
Paragraph 33: I wish to clarify that:
48.1 I was informed by Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder that on a previous occasion the
servers at Bosasa "crashed":
48.2 With regards to the second part of the paragraph, l confirm that during October, l
was in a meeting with Mr Gavin Watson when the Information Technology (IT) lady
walked past and Mr Watson called her and spoke to her in front of me;

48.3 Mr Watson mentioned a 'crash' of the servers in the discussion and also about a
circular going out; however, to my knowledge the crash never took place.

49
Paragraph 34: The contents of this paragraph are true and correct; however, I wish to
clarify that:
49.1 I informed Mr Watson what I had seen and heard the previous evening at
Mr Agrizzi's house, during November 2017. However, in his testimony, Mr Agrizzi
mentioned that Mr Watson offered me some money, which is untrue;
49.2 In contrast, whilst at the house of Mr Agrizzi, during November 2017, Mr Agrizzi told
me that he would pay me my salary per.month if I join his grouping to go against Mr
Watson. The reason why we discussed this, was because I was worried as it meant
I would have had to resign from my current employment by signing the statement
and testifying. My concern was, who was going to pay my salary;
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49.3

Mr Agrizzi asked me how much do I want; and showed me on his cell phone that all
his investments, bitcoin, etc. are worth R80 million. So he asked me again, how
much. If a recall correctly I did say R230 thousand per month, which Mr Agrizzi
accepted.
50

With regards to cash schemes and the invoicing via the various entities mentioned in
paragraphs 52 to 64 of the affidavit of Mr van Tonder, I can clarify that:
50.1

I was not involved in the invoicing for the cash via entities such as AA Wholesalers
and Equal Trade. Mr van Tonder explained to me how the scheme to obtain cash
operated and this was not a part of my functions;

50.2

With regards to AA Wholesalers, I can confirm that I knew the owner, Mr Amod,
from when I was at SARS. This is a very large wholesaler and I introduced Mr Amod
to Mr van Tonder;

50.3

On one occasion I went to the wholesaler's

premises with Mr van Tonder,

Mr Watson and Mr Agrizzi and I recall they did ask him about the cash side of the
business. Bosasa indicated that they were interested in purchasing the business;
however, the purchase never took place. I am aware that Bosasa did purchase
various goods from AA Wholesalers for Lindela etc; although I was not aware of the
cash scheme referred to by Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder;
51
Subsequent to the signing of my initial statement and my resignation from my employment,
in around September 2018, I had a meeting with Mr Andries de Jager, who asked me to
have a follow up meeting with him, Mr Papa Leshabane (Mr Leshabane) and Mr Johannes
Gumede (Mr Gumede), regarding an interview with Carte Blanche.
52
I subsequently had a meeting with Mr Leshabane and Mr Gumede, both Directors linked
to Bosasa, at the Engedi Conference Centre on Friday the 25th of January 2019. At this

(q
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meeting Mr Leshabane and Mr Gumede asked me to do an interview with Carte Blanche
in order to discredit Mr Agrizzi. As a result of the meeting, I was influenced to have an
interview with Carte Blanche in order to discredit Mr Agrizzi and to elaborate on National
Television how he blackmailed me.
53
On 28 January 2019, I was interviewed on Carte Blanche and stated that I was intimidated
and blackmailed by Mr Agrizzi to sign the first affidavit. I also elaborated:
53.1

On how Mr Agrizzi planned to take Bosasa / African Global and Mr Watson down
if they did not surrender some of the contracts to his grouping; namely Messrs
Agrizzi, Andries van Tonder, Leon van Tonder and Frans Vorster;

53.2

That Mr Agrizzi had sent me the final version of my affidavit to sign and the errors
he made with the date and place where the affidavit was signed; namely where
Mr Agrizzi stated that my first affidavit had been signed at George on 19 December

2017;
53.3

Pointing out where the content in my statement corresponds with the content in
Mr van Tonder's statement, as proof that Mr Agrizzi and or Mr van Tonder had a
hand in finalising my statement.

54
I know and understand the contents of this statement.
I have no objection to taking the prescribed Oath.
I consider the prescribed Oath to be binding on my conscience.
2019.

PETRUS STEPHANUS VENTER
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I certify that this statement was noted down by me and that the deponent has
acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this statement. This
statement was sworn to before me and the deponents' signature placed thereon in my
presence at Johannesburg on 19 March 2019 at
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AFFIDAVIT

MR RICHARD LE ROUX

1.

I am an adult male South African citizen with Identity Number: 711004 5382
08 2. I am currently working for Global Technology Systems (GTS) although
I am presently on leave.

2.

The facts contained herein fall within my own personal knowledge, unless the
contrary appears from the contents hereof, and to the best of my belief are
both true and correct.

3.

I have experience in the security technology industry in respect of installations
and project management experience of Security equipment.

4.

I have received a summons to appear as a witness at the judicial commission
of inquiry into allegations of state capture and fraud.

5.

I have been employed by the Bosasa / African Global Group of Companies
since March 2002 until I went overseas in 2006 my responsibilities was that of
a technical support coordinator, reporting to Retief Van der Merwe and Trevor
Mathenjwa.

6.

In 2008, I returned to South African 2008 to Bosasa to assume my
responsibilities again as a Regional Technical Coordinator. I was asked to
retyrn after a_call from the Chief Operations Office. Part of my responsibilities,
apart from the security installations, were to attend to the opening and closing
of th.e office park, as well as tend to the animals in the park which were
Springbuck, pheasants, Swans, Cranes ETC where I made sure the orders
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were placed on a monthly basis for the feed and made sure that they were
always looked after.
7.

I have always been a good and skilled employee in my field of experience and
I have always done the work to the best of my ability and as requested and
instructed by the directors of Bosasa / African Global.

8.

Part of my duties was the implementation of what was called "Special
Projects". These projects included the purchase and installation of ClosedCircuit Tele Vision systems CCTV systems for high profile associates of Gavin
Watson as well as the Directorate. I was the head of the Special Projects team
that was created to deal with Special Projects. We had 3 Vehicles in the team
that were not branded with any branding like the normal Sondolo Vehicles. We
wore civilian clothing when we were busy with special projects. The reason
why this was done was in order that there would be no link to any of the
Sondolo IT vehicles or anything related to Bosasa / African Global.

9.

My family resides at the company owned premises since 2012, after Gavin
Watson insisted, I vacate the smallholding I was residing at and move to the
office park accommodation as it suited him for me to attend to the wildlife, and
to keep an eye on the park. I was instructed to open and close the offices
when Andrew a caretaker went on leave on rest days, when he retired, I was
instructed to open and close the offices on permanent basis. This also
included some weekends when I was instructed to open the offices sometimes
by some of the directors when there would be a VIP visit.

10.

On the 7th or 8th November 2017, Gavin Watson called me and asked me
where my loyalties were, he threatened me that my family worked at Bosasa
and I needed to be careful, I asked him what I did wrong, he didn't say, he just
re-iterated that I was to be loyal to the group, Johan Abrie the Human
Resources manager then called me to reiterate what Gavin Watson had to
say. This all had to do with a Facebook comment I had made on Angelo
Agrizzi's page.
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11.

On or about the 20th November 2017, at exactly 18H18, Gavin Watson called
me and instructed me to go to Lindsay Watson first thing in the morning and
do an affidavit stating that Angelo Agrizzi instructed me to do the Special
Project that has been done to date, that everything was done under his
instruction.

12.

I said I don't want to get in between arguments, and it would be incorrect and
untruthful to say that Angelo Agrizzi had instructed me to do the special
projects. This was not the truth, I had been primarily instructed by Gavin
Watson, Angelo Agrizzi and other Directors to attend to them::

12.1

At 19:14 I received a missed call from Lindsay Watson as per the
phone records attached hereto, I tried to return a call.

12.2

On the 21st November 2017, at 06:361 called Lindsay Watson the call
was not answered.

12.3

At 06:45, I called her again and she answered, she said I have to come
see her to do an affidavit.

13.

I said to Lindsay Watson I am not comfortable doing an affidavit on the premise
that it was an instruction from Angelo Agrizzi, wherein fact the instructions
where from Gavin Watso11ano other directors and not only Angelo Agrizzi.
Lindsay Watson stated that Bosasa and Gavin pays my salary, anq I had to
comply.

14.

I explained to Lindsay Watson that I couldn't put an untrue fact in an affidavit.
I however signed the statement under duress as my job and family, some of
whom worked at Bosasa I African Global, were at risk.

15.

During the course of my employment at the Bosasa Group and since returning
from the United Kingdom I was in charge of the Head offices security camera
systems, the maintenance of the server and the footage on the server.
Page
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16.

I was instructed on numerous occasions when the office park was visited by
VIP and WIP guests to delete the camera footage and recordings. These
instructions came from Gavin Watson and/or Angelo Agrizzi. I complied with
the instruction from my employers .

17.

I was also present when the then President Jacob Zuma in the company of
Ms. Dudu Miyeni and Mr. Bheki Cele visited the premises of Bosasa / African
Global during the morning up and until the early afternoon. I was in fact
monitoring the camera footage and recordings. Shortly thereafter, on the same
day I was also instructed to delete all footage of the said visit.

18.

In or about the beginning of 2017 I was instructed by Gavin Watson to hand
over all passwords and codes to Riaan Cillers of lntellovate, a company within
the Bosasa / African Global group of companies as it was said I could not be
trusted anymore.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

19.

The procedure to do the special projects were as follows firstly a site survey
would be done to determine what was required on the site, a quote would be
done with a project name for Example Vincent Smith was called Project Jones.
I out of my own and being aware as per my instruction that these were VIPs
and WIPs to the Bosasa I African Glol:>algroup and in particular Mr. Gavin
Watson gave the secret projects different names or called it by the individuals
/

name or surname.
20.

A quote would be done and this would then be taken to Angelo Agrizzi to be
checked and signed. This was company policy that if Angelo Agrizzi's
signature was not on the paper it would not get paid. I would then after having
the documents signed take all the documents to Jaques Van Zyl. He would
not keep copies of the paper work because he knew that it was special projects
and no paper work was to be left with anyone except Angelo, he would then
Page
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ask me when I would need the cash he would either give it to me the same
day or the next morning, if he didn't have the cash or was short of cash he
would request it from Petty cash and the form would say to my recollection
IOU or entertainment. I would take the moneys and go and pay for the
equipment.
21.

There was cash accounts opened up so as not to have the companies name
reflect on any invoices, the installation would then be done and once the
installation was done all paper work invoices photos IP addresses Off site
monitoring passwords etc would be given in an envelope to Angelo Agrizzi
who said to me under no circumstances do you give the paper work to anyone
else. I was also issued with a company credit card with a limit of R10 000.00
to use when I needed it for special projects and I would have to first get
conformation first from Gavin Watson or Angelo Agrizzi.

PROJECT BLOUBERG

22.

In or about 2013, this project name w~s Called Project Blouberg Gavin Watson
asked that I attend to the premises of Mrs. Nomvula Mokonyane, whilst Angelo
Agrizzi and Gavin Watson were at the premises.

23.

I was instructed by Gavin Watson to sort out the Electric Fence, the Generator,
the CCTV systems, gate motor and other incidentals such as the pool, the
distribution of electricity and lighting .on the premises. I also attended to a
garden clean up.

24.

I was also told by Gavin Watson that this house you make sure that if there's
anything that is needed you just fix it and call Angelo Agrizzi and keep him
informed and up to date but you just get it fixed and done immediately.
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25.

Over the years I used to get phone calls from Gavin Watson to say to me he
got a call from Mrs. Nomvula Mokonyane and she's complaing about the
security and he would say to me just get it sorted out please.

26.

Since 2013 we have continued ongoing maintenance on the equipment at
Bosasa's expense, these expenses would be paid for in cash by Jacques Van
Zyl.

27.

Gavin Watson was fully aware as he was the person who instructed that the
work must be done at those premises and to always receive priority.

28.

This work was on-going for a long period of time and Mr. Jacques van Zyl at
the company would have the figures relating to what was spent and done.

29.

One of the directors, Papa Leshabane, instructed me to do Gwede Mantashe
residences. I gave this project the name Mantashe and these properties were
situated at the following places:

29.1

Boksburg, Sunward Park House - CCTV - Cameras, Lighting
Perimeter, DVR;

29.2

Elliot, Eastern C~pe Farm - CCTV - IP System, Lighting; and

29.3

Kala, rural Eastern Cape - House - CCTV - IP System, Lighting.

30.

The approximate value of the equipment supplied and work done was
R300 000.00.

31.

Trevor Mathenjwa and Gavin Watson instructed me to attend to the Richardsbay residence of Ms. Dudu Myeni.
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32.

Trevor and myself flew down to Durban first as there was only one flight out
to Richards Bay that morning and we left just after lunch we hired a car in
Durban then drove to Richards Bay that afternoon.

33.

We visited Dudu Mayeni's residence. I attended to a site survey and
measurements as I was instructed that Electric fencing, a full alarm system,
beams and cameras had to be installed with off-site monitoring capabilities.

34.

Trevor received a call that during the evening the house was burgled, and I
believe quite a few items were stolen.

35.

The next morning, I was instructed to go past the house first before we left
back for Johannesburg.

36.

On the flight back from Richards Bay Trevor told me that when we land I must
make arrangements to still leave that day with the technicians and I must
arrange for all the stock to be collected in Durban at one of the suppliers and
ensure that the installation was done as a priority.

37.

I made the necessary arrangements and we drove down to Richards Bay that
day. While I was doing the installation I was questioned by one of the
investigators that was investigating the robbery and I was instructed to explain
to them that we were independent contractors and I phoned Trevor to find out
what to do and told me under no circumstance do you even mention the
Bosasa name. Trevor said that he would call Dudu Mayeni's to sort this out
and get her to tell the investigator to leave me alone as J had nothing to do
with the robbery. I was merely there to survey and see what was needed for
the property.

38.

We were instructed that we were not to inform anyone that we were from
Bosasa.

39.

After the installation was complete we were driving back from Richards Bay
when we were almost at the office I received a call from Angelo Agrizzi and I
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was told to stay away from the office as there were people there to arrest me
in connection with the robbery at the Dudu Mayeni's premises in Richards Bay.
40.

Angelo Agrizzi got on the Phone with Trevor and got him to sort it out.

41.

We installed the following:
41.1 A full offsite Monitoring CCTV system IP Based cameras;
41.2 Electric Fencing;

41.3 Full Alarm System with beams;
42.

This was valued at approximately R250 000.00 which was paid for by Bosasa.

43.

In respect of Richmoncj Mti, I was instructed by Angelo Agrizzi and Gavin
Watson to attend to Richmond Mti's premises. In the morning I was on a flight
to Port Elizabeth and Gavin Watson was fortuitously on the same flight as me
and he said to me that I must please just make sure Richmond Mti's premsies
gets done quickly and I r~plied I will get it done Sir. We installed the equipment
at the following premises :

43.1

Greenbushes P!ot, Eastern Cape - Full 21 strand electric fence was
installed perimeter safety lig~!ing; and

43.2

Colchester, Eastern Cape - Full electric fence, Perimeter Lighting Repair alarm systems.

44.

The total value of the above installations was approximately R350 000.00

PROJECTJONES
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45.

In respect of Vincent Smith, the SCOPA Chairman, I called this project Project
Jones. I was instructed by Gavin Watson with follow ups by Angelo Agrizzi
and I installed and attended to the following :

45. 1

Roodepoort Residence - Electric Fencing, IP CCTV system;

45.2

Continuous maintenance was done on the electric fence and when
the router used to pack up we I would purchase a new one with the
company credit card and we would setup the router so that Vincent
could see the cameras on his phone;

45.3

There is Video footage of the Bosasa / African Global technicians
after I was taken off special projects of them removing the cameras
there vehicles can be verified and the registration numbers can be
traced back to Bosasa I can provide the names on the video as well
if you want.

46.

The total value of the above equipment

installed was approximately

R200 000 .00.
PROJECT BRAMLEY

47.

We attended to Project Bramley for Thabang Makgwetla, the Deputy Minister
Correctional Services. Gavin Watson c lled me and he instructed me to keep

4

it confidential I then called up Angelo Agrizzi who was not aware at this stage
of Project Bramley but he said to me he would call Gavin Watson and confirm
what needed to be done .
48.

I attended to the following work:
48. 1

Maintenance was done on the electric fence and alarm systems after
the installation; and

Page
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48.2

Full electric fence, alarm system new, IP CCTV Camera system,
Cathexis Server, Offsite Monitoring capabilities.

49.

The total value of the above was approximately R350 000.00.

PROJECT PRASA

50.

Syvion Dhlamini and Angelo Agrizzi requested that we do a security analysis
and installation for a certain Mr. Mbulelo at Randburg. The project name was
just Project PRASA we installed the following:
50.1 Alarm System, as well as a full CCTV IP Based System;
50.2 Brand new Gate motor; and
50.3 Intercom system.

51.

The total value of the above was approximately R150 000.00

52.

Trevor Mathenjwa instructed Angelo Agrizzi, who had to signoff, for me to
attend to a Mr. Desmond Nair's premises in Pretoria to do a full evaluation of
the security at the house.

53.

I recall Angelo was very Cross with Trevor Matenjwa with regards to the
survey done at Desmond Nair's premises because there was a project manger
by the name of Duets Bejoo that went to Desmond Nair's premises in a
Sondolo Uniform and it raised questions with the security company that was
protecting the house.

54.

I confirm that the following equipment was installed:

54. 1 Full electric fence;
Page
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54.2 Full alarm system; and
54.3 CCTV IP Based System was installed

55.

The approximate value of the above was R200 000.00.

56.

Gavin Watson sent me contact details of Mr. Thabang Maketla. Gavin Watson
instructed me to remove the serial numbers on the equipment. I informed
Angelo Agrizzi that I had a problem with this because if I remove the serial
numbers it will have an impact on the warranty if some of the equipment had
to go faulty, so I did not remove the serial numbers.

57.

All of the equipment that was installed had serial numbers on the equipment
and will reflect on the invoices.

58.

I confirm that all of the aforementioned systems were paid for by Bosasa
Group. Accounts would be opened as cash account in Angelo Agrizzi's name
and I would receive the cash from Jacque Van Zyl and Angelo Agrizzi as the
company did not want to reflect it on the books. All invoices, photos, IP
addresses was handed over to Angelo Agrizzi after each project was
completed.

59.

I acted under instructions from Gavin Watson, Angelo Agrizzi, Papa
Leshabane, Joe Gumede, Trevor Mathenjwa and Syvion Dhlamini.

60.

I was always instructed to not disclose to anyone about the installations and
work done and Gavin Watson often said to me "listen to me my mate I'll make
sure that you never get another job as I am connected and you being a white
male at your age no one will employ you if you talk to anyone about what you
do".

61.

I confirm that what I have set out above is the true and correct state of affairs..
Page
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62.

I was also taken by the investigators to the Gauteng properties to identify and
point out the installations done at the various premises. I noticed that at Mr.
Smith's house that my cameras had been removed and new cameras had
been installed but that the rest of the equipment is still there. The cameras at

Thabang Makgwetla's premises had been remo~

RICHARD LE ROUX

The deponent has acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this
affidavit, which was signed and sworn before me at ~4-( JJ,:t"
on this the 2

:3

day of JANUARY 2019, the regulations contained in Government Notice no. R1258
of 21 July 1972, as amended, and Government Notice no. R1648 of 19 August 1997,
as amended, having been complied with.

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

9:.!.~

Name:

Address:

Daw

Capacity :

...

Slgnature
.......
Full Name:AHMEDKHAN
Commissioner
of Oaths
De11lgnatioOWner
n:
of 3@1 FloridaJunction
Ref No JC/22/1~2017Jo annesburg14/06/2018

?--8/0 1

'~r
Place:F rtda Park
BusinessAddress:FloridaJunctionShoppingCentre,
ChrlstlaanDe Wet Road.
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INTRODUCTION
1.

Mr Kevin Wakeford (“Wakeford”) gave evidence before the above Commission
(“the Commission”) and the learned Chairperson, Deputy Chief Justice R Zondo
(“the learned Chairman”) on Thursday, 6 May 2021.

2.

Contained in his evidence affidavit prepared for the leading of his evidence are
quotations and extracts taken from the transcript of the record of proceedings in the
s 417 inquiry into the affairs of the company known as BOSASA in liquidation.

3.

The evidence extracted relates to the testimony of three persons who have given
evidence before this commission. They are Messrs Angelo Agrizzi, Frans Vorster
and Andries van Tonder (the Chief Financial Officer of the erstwhile BOSASA).

4.

The relevance of the evidence is that Agrizzi and Vorster give evidence in the s 417
enquiry which materially contradicts the evidence they have given before the
learned commissioner in this commission, and the evidence of Van Tonder
materially contradicts the evidence of Agrizzi and Vorster and supports the evidence
of Wakeford.

5.

Three extracts are relied on in respect of Van Tonder, referenced in Wakeford’s
evidence affidavit at paragraphs 85 and annexure “EA48”; paragraph 233 and
annexure “EA52”; and paragraph 260 and annexure “EA53”. Three extracts are
referenced in respect of Agrizzi, at paragraph 235 and annexure “EA231”;
paragraph 251 and annexure “EA234”; and paragraph 271 and annexure “EA238”.
One extract is relied on in respect of Vorster at paragraph 256 and annexure
“EA260”.

6.

The annexures/extracts total approximately 19 pages, out of no doubt thousands of
pages before the learned commissioner in the 417 inquiry.

7.

It appeared from the events on Thursday, 6 May 2021 that Agrizzi and the liquidator
object to the admission of these extracts of the testimony of the aforesaid persons
in the State Capture Commission.

RELEVANT BACKGROUND
8.

It is submitted that there are certain preceding facts which need to be born in mind
from the outset.

9.

Commission investigator Frank Dutton, in his affidavit to the commission, and
recited by Adv Pretorius to the commission on 16 January 2019, says on page 2 of
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his affidavit, annexed marked “EA8” to Wakeford’s evidence affidavit: “Since September 2018 I have met and interviewed Mr Agrizzi on numerous
occasions.”
10.

Accordingly, the Commission secretariate had four months in which to comply with
its own rule 3.3.

11.

However, Agrizzi suddenly commenced giving his evidence on 16 January 2019
prior to the Commission having the opportunity to issue Wakeford and others
purportedly implicated by him, with notices in terms of its Rule 3.3.

12.

Rule 3.3 of the rules governing the commission was included to protect individuals
against fabricated, exaggerated or distorted evidence, to afford an implicated
person the right to make representations to the Commission before such evidence
is lead, given particularly, that allegations are heard on live television, and have
profoundly serious ramifications for implicated persons.

13.

In persuading the Chairman to allow Agrizzi and Vorster to give evidence without
compliance with the Commissions Rule 3.3, Pretorius SC noted and accepted on
the first day of Agrizzi’s evidence on 16 January 2019 that the veracity of Agrizzi’s
evidence had not been tested by the Commission yet, stating:
“The evidence could, in theory at least, be entirely fabricated. It could be
exaggerated or distorted. It could be motivated by improper motives or it could be
reliable and true and correct in part, material part or as a whole.”1

14.

On 16 January 2019 Pretorius SC further stated:2
“The issues that we have considered, as I have said, weighing up the public interest,
the duties of the Commission, its transparent nature, the rights of the public to know
what is happening and the evidence to be given as against the right to prior notice.
The right to defend, the right to cross-examine, the right to put up contrary versions
is merely delayed, it is not removed.”

15.

Pretorius SC claimed on numerous occasions on 16 January 2019, that Agrizzi’s
evidence should be heard as it was a matter of “public interest”.

16.

The Constitutional Court ruled in its judgment of 28 January 2021, in Secretary of
the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and
Fraud in the Public Sector including Organs of State v Zuma,3 that it is not sufficient

See Commission record annexed to Wakeford’s evidence affidavit marked at “EA9“.
See Wakeford’s evidence affidavit, annexed marked “EA11” thereto.
3
(CCT 295/20 [2021] ZACC 2)
1
2
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that a matter be of “public interest” to limit a person’s fundamental freedoms and
rights, but that it should be of “public concern”, stating:
“[15] It cannot be gainsaid that the Commissions Act authorises serious limitations
of fundamental freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. To mitigate
the intrusion upon individual rights, the Act restricts its application to a
commission established “for the purpose of investigating a matter of public
concern” ...(sic)
[18] In the context of the Commissions Act, a matter is of public concern if it
evokes public anxiety or worry and interest. The presence of one or the other of
these features does not constitute public concern. With the help of a dictionary
meaning, this Court in SARFU III stated:
“The Oxford English Dictionary defines the term ‘concern’ as ‘anxiety or worry; or
matter of interest or importance to one’. The first meaning given is the meaning of
‘worry or anxiety’. The second meaning is a matter of interest or importance. In our
view, ‘public concern’, as it is used in the Commissions Act, should be interpreted
in a way which involves both the notion of ‘anxiety’ and ‘interest’. A matter of public
concern is, therefore, not a matter in which the public merely has an interest,
it is a matter about which the public is also concerned. ‘Public concern’ in this
context is therefore a more restricted notion than that of public interest.””
17.

It is submitted that it was not possible for Pretorius SC to motivate that Agrizzi’s
evidence was of “public concern”, and therefore a matter about which the public had
sufficient worry or anxiety, because Agrizzi’s evidence was not known to the public
then, and only became known to the public through the Commission itself, and
Agrizzi’s giving of evidence before it.

18.

The Commission, therefore, as it pertains to Agrizzi, was not investigating a matter
of public concern, but rather it was Agrizzi who manipulated the Commission to
create the public concern, defying the Commissions Act which “restricts its
application to a commission established “for the purpose of investigating a matter of
public concern””.

19.

In the result the Commission was persuaded to allow Agrizzi and Vorster to give
implicatory evidence in respect of numerous persons without compliance with the
Commissions Rule 3.3 and Agrizzi was afforded a national platform to defame and
injure Wakeford in January 2019.

20.

On or about 20 January 2019, Wakeford read an unsigned copy of: Agrizzi’s
statement to the Commission, on social media (WhatsApp), in which Agrizzi
purported to implicate him in alleged corrupt activities concerning Bosasa.
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21.

Regarding Vorster’s evidence, Agrizzi testified that Vorster would testify further in
relation to certain of his evidence.4

22.

Wakeford was also not advised in terms of Rule 3.3 in relation to Vorster’s evidence
either. On 30 January 2019 Vorster attempted to shore up Agrizzi’s evidence.

23.

By 25 February 2019 Wakeford had made application to the Commission to crossexamine Agrizzi and Vorster, to give his own evidence in rebuttal and to make
written submissions in due course.

24.

The consequences for implicated persons, and indeed Wakeford, of having their
names and characters defamed in the most public of forums by Agrizzi, without the
immediate right to challenge and test the veracity to these allegations before they
are published or at least in the same public forum, have been dire.

25.

Only 28 months later has Wakeford’s rebutal been heard by the Commission.

26.

The matter is now most definitely one of “public concern” as set out in Secretary
of the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption
and Fraud in the Public Sector including Organs of State v Zuma.

27.

Wakeford has given evidence supported by evidence that at the very least casts
serious doubt over the veracity of everything Agrizzi and Vorster testified about
Wakeford and at least two others, namely Pappadakis and Radhakrishna, before
the Commission.

28.

Apart from the inherent admissibility of the extracts, the interests of justice are
compelled by the facts aforestated.

29.

It was during the course of Wakeford giving his evidence that Agrizzi’s counsel
objected to the admissibility of the s 417 extracts as well as the liquidator,
Mr Cloete Murray, and his legal representatives, who had arrived at the commission
in the interim, no doubt at the behest of Agrizzi.

SECTION 417
30.

Section 417 deals with the summoning and examination of persons as to the affairs
of a company in liquidation. It reads in relevant part as follows: “417. Summoning and examination of persons as to affairs of company
(1)

4

In any winding-up of a company unable to pay its debts, the
Master of the Court may, at any time after a winding-up order

See annexure to Wakeford’s evidence affidavit marked at “EA10”.
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has been made, summon before him or it any director or officer
of the company or person known or suspected to have in his
possession any property of the company or believe to be
indebted to the company, or any person whom the Master or
the Court deems capable of giving information concerning the
trade, dealings, affairs or property of the company.
(1A)

(2)

…
(7)

Any person summoned under subsection (1) may be
represented at his attendance before the Master or the Court
by an attorney with or without counsel.
(a) The Master or the Court may examine any person
summoned under subsection (1) on oath or affirmation
concerning any matter referred to in that subsection, either
orally or on written interrogatories, and may reduce his
answers to writing and require him to sign them.
(b) Any such person may be required to answer any question
put to him or her at the examination, notwithstanding that
the answer might tend to incriminate him or her and shall,
if he or she does so refuse on that ground, be obliged to
so answer at the instance of the Master or the Court:
Provided that the Master or the Court may only oblige the
person in question to so answer after the Master or the
Court has consulted with the Director of Public
Prosecutions who has jurisdiction.
(c) An incriminating answer or information directly obtained,
or incriminating evidence directly derived from, an
examination in terms of this section shall not be admissible
as evidence in criminal proceedings in a court of law
against the person concerned or the body corporate of
which he or she is or was an officer, except in criminal
proceedings where the person concerned is charged with
an offence relating to –
(i) the administering or taking of an oath or the
administering or making of an affirmation;
(ii) the giving of false evidence;
(iii) the making of a false statement;
(iv) a failure to answer lawful questions fully or
satisfactorily.
Any examination or enquiry under this section or section 418 in
any application therefor shall be private and confidential, unless
the Master or the Court, either generally or in respect of any
particular person, directs otherwise.”
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BRIEF SUBMISSIONS
31.

The issue before the learned Chairman does not concern access to the extracts. It
concerns the admissibility of the evidence already before the learned Chairman,
albeit that same has not yet been heard by the public.

32.

Indeed, in casu the Master of the High Court has consented to disclosure of the
extracts for utilization in the “Zondo Commission”. This consent is annexed hereto
marked “A”.

33.

Wakeford has placed the relevant parts of the transcript of the record of proceedings
before the Commission and seeks that they be found admissible by the learned
Chairperson.

34.

It is submitted with respect that the question of admissibility is distinct from the
question of access to the evidence which Wakeford seeks found admissible.

35.

It is submitted that section 417 falls to be interpreted in accordance with its purposes
and the liquidator’s duties, namely, to determine and realise as many assets as
possible and to assist the Master to expose any offences, to determine if directors
are to be disqualified, and to determine the cause of failure of the company, where
applicable.

36.

Pursuant to subsection (2)(b), the evidence of a witness at an examination or
enquiry is admissible only against himself, for example the evidence given by a
director of a company is not admissible against the company.5

37.

The admissibility or inadmissibility, of evidence given at a s 417 or s 418 enquiry, in
proceedings, other than criminal proceedings, rests on the general principles of the
law of evidence rather than on the provisions of the Companies Act.6

38.

It is submitted that a court may permit a litigant to rely on evidence given by X at a
s 417 enquiry for purposes of making out a case against Y, provided that it would
be in the interest of justice and having regard to the requirements laid down in s 3
of the Law of Evidence Act, No. 45 of 1998, see Engelbrecht N.O. and Others v Van
Staden and Others.7

39.

Van Zyl and Another N.N.O. v K N.O. and Others8 supports the dictum in the

5

Simmons N.O. v Gilbert Hamer & Co Ltd 1963 (1) SA 897 (N) at 916 – 918 (unaffected by the reversal of this
case of appeal 1963 (4) SA 656 (A). See further the cases in Henochsberg on the Companies Act, vol 1, 5th
edition, vol 2, issue 13, APPL-268.
Engelbrecht N.O. and Others v Van Staden and Others (8318/2011) [2011] ZAWCHC 447 (6 December 2011),
paragraph 20. See further the remarks in Henochsberg, vol 2, issue 13, APPL-268.
See Engelbrecht N.O. and Others v Van Staden and Others (8318/2011) [2011] ZAWCHC 447
(6 December 2011), paragraph 21.
2014 (4) SA 452 (WCC), paragraph 44.

6

7

8
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Engelbrecht N.O. case supra.
40.

The evidence is admissible to prove what the witness stated during examination or
enquiry and may be used to cross-examine him.9 It does not however, constitute
proof of the facts revealed by the evidence.10

41.

It is submitted that the Chairman has a discretion whether to allow the record of the
enquiry to be used for the purposes of cross-examination or otherwise.

Your faithfully

MAPHALLA MOKATE CONRADIE INC

9
10

Cordiant … at 397 and cases referred to therein.
Du Plessis N.O. v Oosthuizen; Du Plessis N.O. v Van Zyl 1995 (3) SA 604 (O) at 621; Engelbrecht N.O. and
Others v Zuma and Others [2015] 3 All SA 590 (GP) paragraph 47.
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INTRODUCTION
1.

2.

In regard to the issue of admissibility of certain evidence put up by
Mr Kevin Wakeford (“Wakeford”) arising between the various parties concerned,
submissions were received on behalf of the following persons: -

1.1.

The joint liquidators of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation)
(“the liquidators”);

1.2.

Messrs Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder;

1.3.

African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Mr Jared Watson (“Watson”).

Over and above the submissions already made on behalf of Wakeford, the following
submissions are made in response to the submissions by the aforesaid parties.

PROLOGUE
3.

The submissions made on behalf of Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder are very little
more than a repeat (in very concise terms) of the argument advanced on behalf of
the liquidators.

4.

In 28 pages of the submissions on behalf of the liquidators, the focus is little more
than an attack on the actions of Watson. Watson deals herewith in his submission
on behalf of AGH.

5.

The submission that Wakeford required permission to disclose the evidence he
came into possession of, to the commission is misguided and has no merit.

6.

It is submitted that Wakeford did not need permission to place before the learned
chairman admissible evidence. Even if the evidence came into Wakeford’s
possession unlawfully (which is denied) he did not require anybody’s permission or
consent to put it up. The chairman has a discretion to admit it.

7.

Interestingly, in the attack on Wakeford on behalf of Agrizzi, Vorster and
Van Tonder, the submission is made, without any justification or authority, that
Wakeford has committed serious unlawful breaches of the provisions of the 1973
Companies Act (vide paragraph 10, p 4). It is submitted that this submission
is absurd.

8.

The submissions on behalf of the liquidators as well as Agrizzi, Vorster and
Van Tonder are heavily dependent on factual material that is not all supported by
evidence.
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9.

While the submissions on behalf of the aforementioned persons focus on
section 417, its secrecy provisions and related information, none of them address
admissibility.

10.

Probably the most remarkable submission on behalf of the liquidators is to be found
in paragraph 70 at p 25 of their submissions, where it is stated without any
substantiation whatsoever that: “70.

71.

If the matters on which testimony was given pursuant to the enquiry
[in the context of the submissions this can only be a reference to the
approximately 19 pages of extracts annexed to Wakeford’s evidence
affidavit, of which far less is extracted and quoted in Wakeford’s
evidence affidavit] finds its way into the public domain, it would
jeopardise the entire enquiry and the liquidators’ ability to:
70.1

interrogate everyone capable of giving information concerning
the assets, trade, dealings and affairs of Bosasa with specific
reference to the amounts and assets to be recovered by the
liquidators pursuant thereto; and

70.2

pursue repayment of dissipated funds for return of the
dispossessed Bosasa assets.

Allowing such evidence to find way into the public domain will set a
precedent that will effectively nullify what has been achieved pursuant
to the enquiry to date, at a significant expense to the insolvent estate
of Bosasa and its creditors and subvert the entire purpose of
section 417(7).”

This submission is not, and in our submission can never be, supported by the facts
before the learned chairman. It is not explained and falls to be rejected.
11.

Apart from the fact that the aforementioned submission on behalf of the liquidators
is unmeritorious and does not deal with the extracts of evidence and explain
precisely why the submission is made, the submission ignores the following:

12.

Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder claim to be whistle-blowers. After all, as
whistle-blowers surely Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder were not forced to give the
evidence before the 417 inquiry even if subpoenas were issued. One must ask if
they really required privacy and confidentiality after giving their evidence such as
they did before the commission? Did they really give their evidence on any
guarantee that the evidence would not be disclosed? If they did, how is it that the
liquidators themselves refer to these men as whistle-blowers in their submissions to
the chairman?
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13.

And what precisely is the concern of the liquidators? Does the evidence truly
expose anything that should or must stay secret? If so, why don’t they say so? The
liquidators simply do not say why this evidence must not find its way into the public
domain.

14.

The liquidators purport to rely on principle, but it is submitted that their knee-jerk and
dramatic objection to the actual evidence in which they show no substantial let alone
legal interest, is unjustified.

15.

Most surprising is that Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder apparently object. Surely, if
they are not lying, then what they said at the 417 enquiry is consistent with what
they have said at the commission. Surely it would bolster their evidence “in the
interest of justice and truth” as whistle-blowers, which they gave before the
commission. Isn’t that what one would expect from them?

16.

What is also of moment is how Agrizzi in particular appears to ‘solemnly’ rely on the
provisions of section 417 but has shown little to no regard for the rules of the
Commission requiring permission before making public, information and evidence
obtained through the Commission and even less regard for the learned Chairman
himself. Here reference is made to Agrizzi’s publishing of the Preliminary
Investigation Report of the commission’s investigators, recently. Agrizzi, like all
other persons to whom the investigators gave the Preliminary Investigation Report,
was referred to the specific rules which prohibited that the report be divulged to any
other persons.

17.

The learned Chairman will recall that on 9 October 2019 when he made a specific
ruling in relation to the media and the publication of Commission material, Agrizzi
was sitting in the commission before the learned chairman.

THE MATERIAL ISSUES
18.

The only issue before the learned Chairman is admissibility of the evidence tendered
by Wakeford.

19.

How Wakeford came into possession of the evidence, is relevant as only one factor.
This is dealt with below.

20.

Watson’s desire to disclose the evidence to Wakeford was referred by the learned
commissioner Joffe in his ruling of 9 October 2020, as possibly laudable (vide
paragraph 13, p 16). Watson demonstrates that at all material times he intended to
act lawfully in disclosing the evidence to Wakeford. Although Wakeford is not in
contravention of any provision or rule and has not acted unlawfully, the facts
demonstrate that he too at all material times had every intention of placing the
evidence before the Commission without controversy.
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21.

The submissions advanced on behalf of the liquidators and Agrizzi, Vorster and Van
Tonder do not even consider the admissibility of this evidence before the
commission. The evidence is not even mentioned let alone dealt with. To this extent
they are, with respect, being singularly unhelpful to the learned Chairman.

22.

The only material issue is whether or not the evidence placed before the
Commission ought to be found admissible by the learned Chairman.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES
23.

Privacy, like other rights, is not absolute.1

24.

As opined by Madlanga J on behalf of the entire Constitutional Court in Gaertner
and Others v Minister of Finance and Others:2 “[49] Privacy, like other rights, is not absolute. As a person moves into
communal relations and activities such as business and social interaction,
the scope of personal space shrinks. This diminished personal space does
not mean that, once people are involved in social interactions or business,
they no longer have a right to privacy. What it means is that the right is
attenuated, not obliterated. And the attenuation is more or less, depending
on how far and into what area one has strayed from the inner sanctum of the
home.”
Gaertner dealt with the Customs and excise Act and the search of premises.

25.

The general rule is that if evidence is relevant, it is admissible, and the court will not
concern itself with how the evidence was obtained.3

26.

However, the court has a discretion to exclude evidence improperly obtained.4

27.

At the same time, the court does retain a discretion to admit evidence unlawfully or
improperly obtained if fairness and public policy so dictates.5

1

Case and Another v Minister of Safety and Security and Others; Curtis v Minister of Safety and Security and
Others 1996 (3) SA 617 (CC) at paragraph [106].
2014 (1) SA 442 (CC) at paragraph [49].
Waste Products Utilisation (Pty) Ltd v Wilkes and Another 2003 (2) SA 515 (W) 549I – J; Kuruma Son of
Kaniu v R [1955] AC 197 (PC) ([1955] 1 All ER 236).
Waste Products (supra) 550A – B; Motor Industry Fund Administrators (Pty) Ltd and Another v Janit and
Another 1994 (3) SA 56 (W) at 64A – B where Myburgh J said: “In my view, as a matter of public policy, a
court should have a discretion to exclude evidence which was unlawfully obtained”; Fedics Group (Pty) Ltd
and Another v Matus; Fedics Group (Pty) Ltd and Another v Murphy and Others 1998 (2) SA 617 (C) at 636C
– D; Lenco Holdings Ltd and Others v Eksteen and Others 1996 (2) SA 693 (N) at 704 (C); Protea Technology
Ltd and Another v Wainer and Others 1997 (9) BCLR 1225 (W) at 1234.
Waste Products (supra) 550C.

2
3

4

5
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28.

Indeed, this Commission under the learned Chairman is not a court. It is sui generis.
However, it is trite that the Chairman has an even wider and unfettered discretion,
save to be exercised judicially, than a court of law to admit and hear evidence in
pursuit of the Commission’s mandate.

29.

In Protea Technology Ltd and Another v Wainer and Others6 Heher J stated
as follows: “The common law was for many years inflexible in its refusal to exclude
evidence illegally obtained. In recent years it has been recognised that
circumstances alter cases. See, for example, S v Nel 1987 (4) SA 950 (T) at
953E – J and the Shell SA and Lenco Holdings cases cited above. The
existence of a discretion to admit evidence, provided that the spirit, purport
and object of the Bill of Rights guide its exercise seems perfectly proper. In
Financial Mail (Pty) Ltd and Others v Sage Holdings Ltd and Another 1993
(2) SA 451 (A) at 462 Corbett CJ said that a decision on the issue of
unlawfulness will often involve a consideration of weighing of competing
interests. The balancing exercise is now, it seems to be taken in the context
of s 36(1) [of the Constitution] as part of the determination of what may be
expected from the law in an open and democratic society. I shall return to
this later in the judgment. The more taxing question involves the degree to
which the first respondent should be entitled to insist upon the protection of
s 14(d) [of the Constitution]. It should not be forgotten that the nature of the
trap which the applicants laid for the first respondent inevitably ensnared not
merely the culpable statements and responses (the gold among the dross as
far as the applicants are concerned) but also a very much larger portion in
which the applicants can claim no interest whatsoever. Moreover, while the
pursuit of truth and the exposure of all that tends to veil it is cardinal in working
true justice, the courts cannot countenance, and the Constitution does not
permit unrestrained reliance on the philosophy that the end justifies the
means. The Constitutional Court has already made clear the importance of
the right to privacy in the circumstances of our new society…
The scope of a person’s privacy extends only to those aspects in regard to
which a legitimate expectation of privacy can be harboured. Whether it exists
requires a subjective expectation of privacy which society recognises as
objectively reasonable.”

30.

Heher J said further,7 dealing with the limitation on the right to privacy if in fact it had
been infringed: “The common law rule is however inconsistent with the Constitution to this
extent: It starts with the assumption that all evidence however obtained is
admissible subject to the court’s discretion to exclude it. If the common law

6
7

[1997] 9 BCLR 1225 (W) at 1238–1241.
At 1241-1242.
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is at odds with the Constitution the courts must, if that can realistically be
done, develop the common law in such a manner as to promote the spirit,
purport and object of the Bill of Rights. Such development requires the test
of admissibility to be formulated differently: Any evidence which depends
upon the breach of a fundamental constitutional right can only be admitted if
the admission of the evidence is justifiable by the standards laid down in
s 36(1). Thus if a person proves, whether in civil or criminal proceedings,
that a right identified in chap 2 of the Constitution (other than a non-derogable
right) has been infringed, the onus lies upon the party who seeks to benefit
in any way from the infringement to satisfy the Court that the common law (or
a statute as the case may be) provides a limitation of the nature referred to
in s 36(1). Prima facie, the complainant has the right to have it excluded. In
order to decide whether the right should prevail with unmitigated force or
whether it should be regarded as partially or wholly overridden, each case
will have to be considered on its own facts and the discretion exercised with
judicial regard to the substance of s 36(1). Thus for example, that the breach
of right occurred in conjunction with the breach of criminal law is not of itself
decisive...”
31.

In Protea Technology it was argued that, with the possible exception of what were
termed by counsel as “extreme cases”, the criminalisation of telephone-tapping (by
s 2 of the Interception and Monitoring Prohibition Act, 127 of 1992) had the result
that a court had no choice but to exclude evidence obtained from the unlawful
tapping of a person’s telephone. Heher J rejected this approach.8 He held:9 “It was also well-established that the creation of a criminal offence with its
concomitant penalty need not of itself be decisive of the voidness of an act
performed in contravention of a statute; relevant considerations include the
purpose of the legislation, the evil which the legislation intends to combat, a
decision as to whether achievement of the legislative purpose demands the
voidness of the Act or whether the imposition of the sanction is sufficient fully
to answer the purpose, and the degree of inconvenience and impropriety
which could result from avoiding the Act…
In the face of this knowledge the legislature surely intimated its intentions by
omitting from the Act any indication that information gathered in
contravention of its provisions was thereby rendered inadmissible in legal
proceedings.”

32.

Heher J concluded:10 “… the statute does not expressly or by necessary inference render the
production of recordings made in contravention of its terms inadmissible in

8
9
10

Harvey v Niland and Others 2016 (2) SA 436 (ECG) at paragraph [41].
At 1235B – D.
At 1237D – E.
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evidence before a court trying a civil dispute.”
33.

Neither section 417, nor section 418 make it an offence to disclose evidence
obtained in a s 417 enquiry.

34.

Section 417 does however deal with and limit the admissibility of evidence in
criminal proceedings. Section 417(2)(c) reads: “(c)

any incriminating answer or information directly obtained, or
incriminating evidence directly derived from, an examination in terms
of this section shall not be admissible as evidence in criminal
proceedings in a court of law against the person concerned or the
body corporate of which he or she is or was an officer, except in
criminal proceedings where the person concerned is charged with an
offence relating to –
(i) the administering or taking of an oath or the administering or
making of an affirmation;
(ii)

the giving of false evidence;

(iii) the making of a false statement; or
(iv) the failure to answer lawful questions fully and satisfactorily.”
35.

Section 418(2) makes certain conduct an offence but not the disclosure of
information or evidence learned or obtained in an enquiry. In this regard see
s 418(5).

36.

Section 417(7), although regulating the private and confidential nature of
examination under s 417 or s 418, specifically allows for same to be treated as not
private and confidential if authorised by the Master or the court. In casu the Master’s
consent was obtained. The case and argument put up by the liquidators that the
Master was not entitled to do so on their facts, is hotly disputed by Watson and the
factual dispute does not stand in the way of admissibility.

37.

As already submitted on behalf of Wakeford in the first set of submissions, the
admissibility or inadmissibility of evidence given at the s 417 or s 418 enquiries, in
proceedings, other than criminal proceedings, rests on the general principles of the
law of evidence rather than on the provisions of the Companies Act
(vide paragraph 37 thereof).11

38.

It is submitted, although not in respect of the admissibility, that the liquidators’
submission (vide paragraphs 55 to 60, p 28) that s 417(7) trumps rule 10 of the
Rules for the Conduct of Proceedings before the commission, is misguided and

11

Engelbrecht N.O. and Others v Van Staden and Others (83184/2011) [2011] ZAWCHC 447
(6 December 2011), paragraph 20. See further the remarks in Henochsberg, vol 2, issue 13, APPL-268.
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ignores the correct approach namely the admissibility of the evidence. The fact of
the matter is that this point is now moot because the evidence is already before the
learned Chairman and the use of a subpoena pursuant to rule 10 is of no purpose.
The submission is, with respect, unmeritorious in its entirety.
39.

Whilst s 14(d) of the Constitution provides that everyone enjoys a fundamental right
to privacy, which includes the right to not have “the privacy of their communications
infringed”, and which may include the enquiry under s 417, neither s 417 nor s 418
give teeth to the provision for privacy and confidentiality.

40.

The matter of Harvey v Niland and Others12 bears relevance and discussion.

41.

The headnote to this case is repeated for the convenience of the learned Chairman.
“When Harvey and Niland, sole members of a close corporation, fell out, Niland left
the workplace but remained a member of the corporation. Later, when Harvey
began to suspect Niland of secretly competing against the corporation and violating
his fiduciary duties, he sought a prohibitory interdict. To bolster his case Harvey
relied on Niland’s Facebook communications. Harvey stated that an employee had
told him that she had Niland’s Facebook password and he had then instructed her
to use it to access Niland’s posts, which were copied and printed. The issue before
court was whether the Facebook evidence was admissible. Niland argued that it
had to be struck out because it infringed his right to privacy and was obtained
through the commission of an offence under s 86(1) of the Electronic
Communications and Transactions Act, 25 of 2002 (“ECTA”). Section 86(1)
provides that anyone “who intentionally accesses or intercepts any data without
authority or permission to do so, is guilty of an offence”. The court held that ECTA,
by its silence on the issue of the admissibility of evidence obtained in contravention
of s 86(1), sanctioned its admission, subject to the court’s common-law discretion
to exclude it (paragraph [43] at 447D-E). While it would be accepted that Harvey
had unlawfully acquired the evidence, its admission would depend (i) on the nature
and extent of the violation of Niland’s right to privacy; and (ii) whether Harvey could
have obtained the evidence in another, lawful way (paragraph [47] – [48] at 448E H). It was established law that the right to privacy was not absolute and that
personal space would shrink as one moved from private into business and social
interaction. The hacked posts were business communications that were relevant to
Niland’s fiduciary duties and revealed duplicitous conduct on his part. The evidence
was essential to Harvey’s case and could not in practice have been procured in
another, lawful way. In the circumstances Niland’s appeal to privacy rang hollow
and would be overridden by the public interest in the exposure of his deceitful
conduct. In the result, the evidence would be ruled admissible. Application to strike
out dismissed (paragraph [48] – [53] at 448H – 449H).”

12

2016 (2) SA 436 (ECG).
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42.

Plasket J in Harvey v Niland took the view that, ECTA by its silence on the issue of
admissibility, allowed for the admission of unlawfully obtained evidence subject to
its exclusion in the discretion of the court. He held that the approach followed by
Heher J in Protea Technology and Lewis J in Waste Products held good in relation
to evidence obtained in contravention of the statute.13

43.

Sections 417 and 418 are silent on the issue of admissibility in proceedings other
than criminal proceedings.

44.

In paragraph [45] Plasket J had the following to say: “[45] In Fedics Group (Pty) Ltd and Another v Matus and Others; Fedics
Group (Pty) Ltd and Another v Murphy and Others, Brand J considered
whether the same considerations applied to unlawfully obtained evidence in
the criminal and civil context. He made the point that, while in criminal
proceedings an accused has a right against self-incrimination and to silence,
it is not obliged to disclose his or her defence or to assist the state to prove
its case, and is under no obligation to provide the state with any documents
that may strengthen its case, the position is quite different in civil
proceedings. A party in civil proceedings ‘is not only obliged to disclose his
case, he is also obliged to discover all documents which may damage his
own case or which may directly or indirectly enable his adversary to advance
his case’.
[46] He spelled out the implications of this, for the way in which the discretion
to allow or disallow unlawfully obtained evidence is to be exercised, when he
stated:
‘Without trying to formulate principles of general validity or rules of general
application, the implications of these differences between criminal and civil
proceedings in the present context are, in my view, twofold. On the one hand,
the litigant who seeks to introduce evidence which was obtained through a
deliberate violation of constitutional rights will have to explain why he could
not achieve justice by following the ordinary procedure, including the Anton
Piller procedure, available to him. On the other hand, the court will, in the
exercise of its discretion, have regard to the type of evidence which was in
fact obtained. Is it the type of evidence which could never be lawfully
obtained and/or introduced without the opponent’s co-operation, such as
privileged communications, or the recording of a tapped telephone
conversation, or is it the type of evidence involved in this case, namely
documents and information which the litigant would or should eventually have
obtained through lawful means? In the latter case, the court should, I think,
he more inclined to exercise its discretion in favour of the litigant who seeks
to introduce the evidence than it would in the case of the former. It goes
without saying that the court will, in any event, have regard to all the other
circumstances of the particular case’.”

13

Harvey v Niland at [43].
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45.

It is submitted that in the exercise of the discretion to exclude unlawfully obtained
evidence (and in these submissions it is submitted that the evidence was not
unlawfully obtained by Wakeford), all relevant factors must be considered. These
include the extent to which, the manner in which, one party’s right to privacy (or
other right) has been infringed, the true nature and content of the evidence
concerned, whether the party seeking to rely on the unlawfully obtained evidence
attempted to obtain it by lawful means and the idea that – as set out in Protea
Technology14 - “while the pursuit of truth and the exposure of all that tends to veil it
is cardinal in working true justice, the courts cannot countenance and the
Constitution does not permit unrestrained reliance on the philosophy that the end
justifies the means.”15

46.

In casu there is a factor of great significance. Agrizzi, Vorster and Van Tonder have
come before this commission purporting to be whistle-blowers. Based on the
submissions of Pretorius SC at the outset, Agrizzi claimed that his life was in some
sort of danger and that the hearing of his evidence without persons implicated being
furnished with rule 3.3 notices as of right was justified in the circumstances.

47.

Wakeford has effectively testified that Agrizzi has entirely misled the Commission
and learned Chairman. The fabricating or twisting of evidence so as to deceive a
court or a Commission such as the one before the learned Chairman is an offence
and has as one of its consequences defeating the ends of justice.

48.

Even the attorney-client privilege relationship would be forfeited in such
circumstances were communications between an attorney and his client to be
placed before a court and the admissibility thereof considered. Just like
communications between an attorney and his client which are aimed at committing
an offence are not privileged16 so too is a conspiracy to mislead this Commission
and defeat the ends of justice.

49.

It is submitted that when the learned Chairman has regard to the disputed evidence,
he will see that Agrizzi and Vorster’s evidence in the s 417 enquiry is at odds with
the evidence and import thereof before the Commission and that Van Tonder’s
evidence does not support theirs, but rather Wakeford’s.

50.

Taken together with Wakeford’s evidence given on Thursday, 6 May 2021, it is
apparent that at the very least prima facie Wakeford makes out a case that Agrizzi
et al have deceived and misled the learned Chairman and this Commission, the
consequences of which would be defeating the ends of justice.

14

At 1239D – E.
Harvey v Niland at [47].
See Harksen v Attorney-General, Cape and Others 1999 (1) SA 718 (C) at 729; LH Hoffmann and D Zeffert:
The South African Law of Evidence, where the authors state that the privilege is forfeited even if the legal
adviser was ignorant of the illegal object.

15
16
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51.

Agrizzi retains a right of rebuttal and cannot complain of prejudice.

52.

As set out above, it is submitted that the factor of Agrizzi et al’s privacy is not in
issue. They do not pertinently rely on their right to privacy and even if they do, they
have waived that right to privacy by declaring themselves to be whistle-blowers and
purporting to act as such. In any event, public policy, the interests of justice and the
fact that this aspect of the Commission is now in fact and in law a matter of public
concern, trumps their right to privacy. It is submitted that the same in relation to
privacy applies to the liquidators. The liquidators themselves do not enjoy any right
to privacy. If the s 417 enquiry can be said to be imbued with the same type of
Constitutional right to privacy and confidentiality then as pointed out above, s 417
does not make the disclosure of such evidence an offence and the interests of
justice and public policy demand that the very limited disclosure before this
commission by Watson and publication by Wakeford is not so egregious (if at all) so
as not to be justified in the circumstances.

53.

As alluded to above, the nature and content of the evidence concerned is of little
moment to either the s 417 enquiry or the liquidators. It is of course of great moment
to Wakeford and Agrizzi et al.

54.

As stated further above, it is evident from the facts before the learned Chairman that
Wakeford at all material times had the intention of placing the evidence before the
commission without controversy. As the learned Chairman was advised during
Wakeford’s evidence on 6 May 2021, as far back as 21 October 2020 Wakeford’s
attorneys requested that the Commission obtain the evidence he sought. They
repeated that request on numerous occasions but without any response from the
Commission until the week before when other information was provided but the
Commission remained silent in relation to the s 417 extracts.

55.

Wakeford patiently waited for Watson to secure permission from the learned
commissionerJoffe, which was refused on the basis that the learned commissioner
Joffe said Wakeford had no interest or entitlement to it. Wakeford waited until the
eleventh hour, and consent from the Master which came almost immediately
thereafter, before he placed this evidence in his evidence affidavit and submitted it
to the learned Chairman. The fact that Agrizzi was not furnished with Wakeford’s
Evidence Affidavit before Thursday morning, is not the fault of Wakeford.

56.

It is respectfully submitted that the circumstances prevailing before the learned
Chairman are not those where the case for Wakeford is that the end justifies the
means. Wakeford has come before the Commission in circumstances where, unlike
many others in the citizenry, he has chosen not to remain silent but to reveal to the
Commission and the learned Chairman that all the evidence of Agrizzi et al, has to
be carefully scrutinized, and not only in respect of Wakeford, because Agrizzi et al
as a fifth column in Bosasa had a hidden agenda and used the Commission in an
attempt to achieve their own ends.
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As stated above, Wakeford’s evidence prima facie establishes that if Wakeford’s
evidence is accepted, a finding that Agrizzi et al have deceived the court at least in
respect of Wakeford, Papadakos and Radhakrishna and sought to defeat the ends
of justice.

CONCLUSION
58.

It is respectfully submitted that in all the circumstances the learned chairman ought
in the interests of justice and pertinent to this commission before the learned
Chairman in the interests of public concern admit the evidence put up by Wakeford.

Your faithfully

MAPHALLA MOKATE CONRADIE INC
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RE: UTILISATION OF EXTRACTS OF THE EVIDENCE OF THE 417 ENQUIRY INTO THE TRADE,
DEALINGS, AND AFFAIRS OF AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION) AND
RELATED ENTITIES:

1. I refer to the abovementioned matter regarding the leading of the evidence of Mr Kevin Wakeford
("Wakeford") at the Judicial Commission of Inquiry Into State Capture, Corruption and Fraud In the Public
Sector Including Organs of State (“the Commission”) on 6 May 2021, as well as the subsequent arrangement
between all parties to circulate their respective draft submissions in respect of the disclosure and use by Mr
Wakeford of the insolvency enquiry transcript before the Zondo Commission by 12h00 on 10 May 2021.

2. I am a director of African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd (“AGH”), the sole member of African Global
Operations and its subsidiaries in liquidation (“the Companies in liquidation”), for which an enquiry in
terms of sections 417 and 418 of the Companies Act of 1973 (“the Act”) was convened in February
2020 according to the court order of 16 January 2020 (Find attached at Annexure “A”).
RIGHT OF ATTENDENCE AT 417 ENQUIRY
3. According to section 418(1)(c) of the Companies Act of 1973 (“the 1973 Act”);
“The Master, if he has not himself been appointed under paragraph (a), the liquidator or any
creditor, member or contributory of the company may be represented at such an examination or
enquiry by an attorney, with or without counsel, who shall be entitled to interrogate any witness:
Provided that a commissioner shall disallow any question which is irrelevant or would in his opinion
prolong the interrogation unnecessarily.”
4. AGH, as the sole member of the Companies in liquidation for which the enquiry was brought about, was
allowed to attend the enquiry according to its inalienable rights under section 418(1)(c) of the Act.
5. Henochsberg’s interpretation of section 418(1)(c) of the Act states;

African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd
Reg No. 1999/020406/07
DIRECTORS / J Watson, L Watson
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“Where a commission of enquiry is constituted in terms of s 418, the Master (unless he has been
appointed as the commissioner by the Court, and even, it is submitted, if he himself has constituted
the commission), the liquidator (or the judicial manager, if s 418 has been made applicable (s
439(2))) and, whether or not he is also a potential witness, a creditor or member (or contributory,
where the company is one limited by guarantee within the meaning of, and being wound up under,
the Act), is entitled throughout the enquiry to be legally represented and, even if he has such
representation, himself to be personally present…An attorney or counsel representing the Master,
the liquidator (or the judicial manager), a creditor or a member (or contributory) has a
right to interrogate any witness.”
6. The rights of AGH to therefore attend the 417 enquiry and have access to the record of the evidence of
the enquiry are the same as the rights of the liquidator at the enquiry.
7. Section 66 of the Companies Act of 2008 (the 2008 Act”) states;
“66. Board, directors and prescribed officers.-(1) The business and affairs of a company must be
managed by or under the direction of its board, which has the authority to exercise all of the powers
and perform any of the functions of the company”
8. This is elaborated on in Henochsberg's interpretation of the 2008 Act which states;
“The effect of s 66 would, it is submitted, therefore also mean that, unless the qualifications of s 66
are complied with, the board of directors is the "ultimate" organ of the company. The board is now
"the company" and if the Act provides that the company must or may take certain actions, the
default organ is the board…”
9. As such, the rights of attendance at the 417 enquiry of AGH, are the rights of attendance of its board of
directors.
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10. In spite of the above, and in spite of AGH’s right of attendance and representation at the 417 enquiry,
neither the Commissioner of the 417 enquiry nor the provisional liquidators informed AGH of the
existence of the proceedings of the 417 enquiry, nor was AGH invited to attend such inquiry.
11. Indeed, when AGH finally requested to attend the enquiry this was in fact opposed by the provisional
liquidators, however this was of no consequence as it remains that AGH’s right of attendance was not
subject to the approval of the Commissioner, but rather a right embodied within the 1973 Act.
PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY OF ENQUIRY
12. On a previous occasion on 17 August 2020, I had requested the authority of commissioner of the enquiry
to provide the evidence relevant to Wakeford to him for the purposes of utilising at the Commission. On
09 October 2020 this request was refused.
13. MacRobert have, in their representations to the Commission, mentioned on numerous occasions that I
sought the authority of the Master subsequent to being denied such authority by the commissioner of the
enquiry.
14. Subsequent to the ruling of the commissioner however it came to my attention, that I had incorrectly
sought the approval of the commissioner, whereas I should have sought the authority of the Master or
Court whose authority supersedes that of the commissioner.
15. According to section 417(7) of the 1973 Act;
“(7) Any examination or enquiry under this section or section 418 and any application therefore
shall be private and confidential, unless the Master or the Court, either generally or in respect of
any particular person, directs otherwise.”
16. As such the 1973 Act affords the Master the authority to direct otherwise, that the evidence of any
witness no longer be considered to be private and confidential. This authority is not subject to the
commissioner or the liquidators at such an enquiry.
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17. In this regard the 1973 Act specifically details the powers of the commissioner at an enquiry, as is
defined in section 418(2) as;
“(2) A commissioner shall in any matter referred to him have the same powers of summoning and
examining witnesses and of requiring the production of documents, as the Master who or the Court
which appointed him, and, if the commissioner is a magistrate, of punishing defaulting or
recalcitrant witnesses, or causing defaulting witnesses to be apprehended, and of determining
questions relating to any lien with regard to documents, as the Court referred to in section 417”
18. From the above it is clear that the commissioner of an enquiry has no authority to direct otherwise,
regarding the provisions of section 417(7). Had the Act contemplated as such, it would have stated as
such. The authority to direct otherwise vests exclusively in the Master or the Court.
19. According to section 418(1)(c) of the 1973 Act;
“The Master, if he has not himself been appointed under paragraph (a), the liquidator or any
creditor, member or contributory of the company may be represented at such an examination or
enquiry by an attorney, with or without counsel, who shall be entitled to interrogate any witness:
Provided that a commissioner shall disallow any question which is irrelevant or would in his opinion
prolong the interrogation unnecessarily.”
20. From the above it is clear what the rights/authority of a liquidator at such an enquiry are. The liquidator
has the very same rights/authority as any creditor, member or contributory of the company; the right to
attend such an enquiry, the right to have an attorney present, and the right to interrogate any witness.
21. In discussions with counsel’s, Notshe, Willis and Witz, provisional liquidator Cloete Murray, suggested
that the authority provided by the Master was irregular as the approval of the liquidators should have
been sought. This has no base in fact or law and amounts to elevating the position of the liquidator to that
of the Master himself.
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22. The court order bringing about the 417 enquiry of 16 January 2020 (Annexure “A”), confirms the
Master’s authority in paragraph 7.7 of the Court Order, which states;
“7.7. That the content of this application, the evidence submitted at or during the enquiry and the
report of the commissioner be treated as confidential and that such evidence may not be disclosed to
any person without the prior written authority of the Master”
23. No mention is made that the Master is required to seek the authority of the commissioner or the
liquidators. The Master is specifically vested with the authority himself, and it is the Master’s authority
that has been provided.
24. MacRobert attorneys, have in their representations to the Commission stated that on 17 March 2020, the
High Court varied paragraph 7.7 of the Court Order above, to provide for the consent to the disclosure
contemplated in paragraph 7.7 to be given by the Court or the commissioner, in addition to the Master.
No such variation order was however annexed to their representations.
25. Be that as it may, had such variation order been granted it would have been granted in contravention of
the 1973 Act, which specifically addresses what rights a commissioner is empowered with in s418(2) as
addressed above.
26. The right under s417(7), to direct that any examination or enquiry may no longer be required to be
private and confidential, is the exclusive right or the Master or the Court, and s418 makes no provision
for this right to be extended to the commissioner.
LOCUS STANDI OF THE DEPUTY MASTER JOHANNESBURG
27. The Chief Master, Advocate Mafojane, directed in correspondence received on 09 February 2021 (See
attached at Annexure “B”), that the files relating to the African Global/Bosasa companies in liquidation,
being opened in and bearing references of Johannesburg Master's Office, that those files moved from the
Pretoria Master’s Office and be attended to from the Johannesburg Office. (See paragraph 8 of Annexure
“B”)
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28. In the same correspondence the Chief Master informed me, that any future correspondence and requests
should be directed to the Master South Gauteng (Johannesburg), for the attention of Deputy Master Mr.
Reuben Maphaha. (See paragraph 9 of Annexure “B”)
REQUEST DIRECTED TO DEPUTY MASTER JOHANNESBURG
29. In this regard, a request for a meeting was made of the Deputy Master of the Johannesburg Master’s
office for the date of Friday, 7 May 2021, whereat, inter alia, I wished to request the Master’s authority
to provide the Commission with the transcripts of the evidence relevant to Wakeford.
30. I was subsequently informed on the morning of 5 May 2021, that the Chairperson of the Commission,
DCJ Zondo, had stated that Wakeford’s leading of evidence was to proceed on 6 May 2021.
31. Given the above, my attorneys directed a request to the Deputy Master of the Johannesburg High Court,
Mr. Reuben Maphaha, for the authority to provide the record of evidence of the 417 enquiry for the days
of 18 February 2020 and 02 October 2020 to the legal team of Wakeford for purpose of the utilization
thereof in the Zondo Commission. (See request attached at Annexure “C”)
32. Attention is drawn to paragraph 4 of this request, which states;
“4. The purpose of this letter is to specifically request your consent to the release of the
evidence/transcripts of evidence of 18 February 2020 and 02 October 2020 obtained during the 417
Enquiry, as listed above, to hand such evidence over to the attorney of Mr Kevin Wakeford, Teresa
Conradie, for the purposes of the utilisation thereof in the Zondo Commision.”
33. The Deputy Mater was also telephonically contacted by our attorneys at this time to inform him of this
request. As the Deputy Master was out of office at such time, he was only able to provide the certificate
of his authority the following morning at 10am. (find attached at Annexure “D”)
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34. The Master’s authority and the exercise thereof is not subject to the approval of the provisional
liquidators, nor the commissioner who serves on his behalf.
35. This being so, the Commission has the full authority of the Master to utilize the evidence of the 417
enquiry provided. Furthermore, so that it may not be suggested that the extracts of the evidence have
been crafted to mislead in any way, I will provide the full record of the evidence from the 3 witnesses on
the respective days of 18 February 2020 and 02 October 2020, as the Master afforded me the right to do.
36. I must mention at this time that MacRobert have made reference to “several thousands of pages” of
documentary evidence before the 417 enquiry, however only 19 pages of this evidence was provided to
Wakeford. All such information pertains specifically to Wakeford, and all such information has already
formed a part of the public record of evidence at the Commission, albeit that this evidence demonstrates
contradictions between the evidence given at the Commission and the 417 enquiry.
PRECEDENT OF OCCASSIONS OF PRIOR USE OF THE 417 ENQUIRY RECORD
37. MacRobert have stated in their representations that to allow any evidence from the 417 enquiry to find its
way into the public domain would set a precedent that will effectively nullify what has been achieved
pursuant to the enquiry to date.
38. In regard to this suggestion, if that be so, such precedent already established when the provisional
liquidators made use of the evidence of myself, Jared Watson, Mr. Daniel Potgieter, Mr. CJA Wolmarans
and Ms L Ungerer in court documents on 23 March 2020. (Find authority provided by the Commissioner
of the 417 enquiry on the same day of 23 March 2020 annexed hereto as Annexure “E”).
39. The ruling provided in Annexure “E”, recognized in paragraph 10 of the ruling, that;
“10. In considering the application regard must be had to the consequence of granting it. Granting, the
application would render nugatory the privacy and confidentiality provisions relevant to the evidence
given at the enquiry”
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40. This means that, according to the ruling of the commissioner of the 417 enquiry, and as a consequence of
the provisional liquidators own use of the record of the evidence of the enquiry on 23 March 2020, the
privacy and confidentiality provision of the 1973 Act were already rendered of no value and importance
in March 2020, 14 months ago.
41. Furthermore, on 13 November 2020 we received a notification from the provisional liquidators stating;
“4. On 23 September 2020, we were informed by the AFU that the Deputy Master of the High Court,
Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted permission and that we were directed to release the record
of the enquiry to the NPA.
5. Our clients intend abiding to the directive of the Master of the High Court and the record of the
enquiry will therefore be made available to the AFU on 25 November 2020, unless we are provided
with a court order, directing otherwise.”
42. This confirms that previously the full record of the evidence of the 417 enquiry was provided to the AFU
and NPA, and this was done on the direction of the Deputy Master of the High Court Pretoria, as at that
time the African Global/Bosasa files were under their control. The provisional liquidators however had
no concern at this time with the directions of the Deputy Master. (find attached at Annexure “F”)
43. MacRobert have also raised the point that when I approached the Deputy Master for the authority to
provide the transcripts of the evidence, that I did so without notice to the commissioner, the liquidators,
and the witnesses whose evidence was to be provided. It is worthwhile to point out, that neither the 1973
Act, nor the Court order convening the enquiry state that the Master is required to notify these parties,
and I fail to see on what basis MacRobert suggest that such a process is required.
44. Indeed, the provisional liquidators did not previously notify the Master, nor the members, creditors, or
contributories of the company (who have concomitant rights to those of the provisional liquidators at
such an enquiry) of their intention to make public the evidence the evidence of myself, Mr. Potgieter, Mr.
Wolmarans or Ms Ungerer on 23 March 2020. More so, the witnesses whose evidence was utilized were
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also not notified by the provisional liquidators of their intention to annex their evidence in publicly filed
Court papers.
45. This was clearly therefore, not a necessary consideration for the provisional liquidators at the time and
cannot be held to be necessary consideration of any other party entitled to attend the enquiry by the
provisional liquidators now.
46. MacRobert have further attempted to implicate the Deputy Master by suggesting that his decision is
reviewable, as he granted his consent without first engaging the liquidators, the commissioner or the
witnesses involved.
47. However, no such processes were followed by the commissioner previously, when providing his consent
to the provisional liquidators on 23 March 2020. To the best of my knowledge, the commissioner did not
engage the Master, and he certainly did not engage the members, contributories or witnesses involved.
48. Indeed, as recently as yesterday, 10 May 2021, MacRobert have attached further evidence of mine from
the 417 enquiry, and neither the commissioner nor the provisional liquidators sought to engage the
Master, the members, contributories or the witness (myself) in this regard.
49. The use of the record of the evidence by Wakeford therefore can in no way create any greater prejudice
to the process of the enquiry than has or has not already been suffered by the conduct of the provisional
liquidators already.

USE OF THE RECORD OF THE ENQUIRY IN SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS
50. Regarding the privacy and confidentiality provisions of section 417(7), the Nicholson J in Cordiant
Trading CC v Daimler Chrysler Financial Services (Pty) Ltd 2005 (4) SA 389 (D), stated;
“It is correct, as Mr Shaw has pointed out, that there is express provision in the present Act for the
proceedings to be private and confidential but sight should not be lost of the provisions of s417(2)(b),
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which provide for the use of evidence against I such a witness. The two provisions must be read together
in order to reconcile them as far as possible.”
51. The exposition performed within Henochsberg's commentary and interpretation of section 417(2)(b) of
the 1973 Act states;
“Subsection (2)(b). The evidence of a witness at an examination or enquiry is admissible only against
himself, e.g. evidence given by a director of a company is not admissible against the company
(Simmons NO v Gilbert Hamer & Co Ltd 1963 (1) SA 897 (N) at 916918 (unaffected by the reversal
of this case on appeal 1963 (4) SA 656 (A)); Anderson v Dickson NO (Intermenua (Pty) Ltd
intervening) 1985 (1) SA 93 (N) at 112; Cordiant Trading CC v Daimler Chrysler Financial Services
2005 (4) SA 389 (D) at 397G).
The evidence is admissible in civil proceedings and in certain criminal proceedings, i.e. those
relating to the offences mentioned in s 417(2)(c). Such evidence is admissible to prove what the
witness stated during the examination or enquiry and may be used to cross-examine him (Cordiant
case supra at 397 and cases referred to therein); it does not however, constitute proof of the facts
revealed by the evidence (Du Plessis NO v Oosthuizen; Du Plessis NO v Van Zyl 1995 (3) SA 604
(O) at 621).
The record of the evidence may be produced in any such proceedings against the witness who
actually gave the relevant testimony (Cordiant case supra at 397G). It is submitted that a party in
possession of the evidence and wishing to use it is not required to notify an intention, or to obtain
the Court’s permission to do so, notwithstanding the provisions of s 417(7) or (a still operative)
order by the Court that the proceedings of the commission were to be confidential (cf Liquidators
Platini Cafe (Pty) Ltd v Versamapoulos 1942 WLD 169; but cf the Cordiant case supra, in which it
was held (at 397DE) that the Court hearing the civil proceedings has a discretion whether to allow
the record of the enquiry to be used for the purposes of cross-examination); and that he may use it
in proceedings under s423, or any other proceedings, even if at the time the enquiry has not
concluded (ibid at 17475).
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The evidence is admissible whether given under interrogation by the Court or, as the case may be,
the Master, or the commissioner or anyone else (cf R v Herholdt 1957 (3) SA 236 (A) at 25053).”
52. From the above, apart from the authority of the Master which has already been provided, a person in
possession of the evidence and wishing to use it, is in fact not required to notify any party of an intention
to use such evidence or to obtain the Court’s permission to do so, in spite of the privacy and
confidentiality provisions of section 417(7), and the evidence may be used in any other proceedings,
even if at the time the enquiry has not concluded.
53. As such, had the authority of the Master not been provided, AGH was still entitled to utilise the 417
enquiry evidence in the proceedings of the Commission.
54. This was brought to the attention of the Commissioner of the enquiry on 14 September 2020, however no
further comment was provided thereon at such time or subsequently.
55. The Constitutional Court in Bernstein and Others v Bester and Others NNO 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC)
considered the question of admissibility in civil proceedings of statements or evidence given at enquiries
in terms of ss 417 and 418. Ackermann J after a very thorough examination of international
jurisprudence held in paragraph 120 of his judgment:
“[120] There is accordingly no indication that the use of compelled testimony in civil proceedings is
prohibited or held to be unconstitutional in other open and democratic societies based on freedom and
equality.”
56. The Court considered the private and confidential nature of the enquiry but did not consider that it
affected the admissibility of the evidence.
INTEREST OF JUSTICE
57. On 16 January 2019, Advocate Pretorius stated at the Commission, regarding the evidence of, inter alia,
Mr Agrizzi to be heard;
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57.1. “The evidence could, in theory at least, be entirely fabricated. It could be exaggerated or
distorted. It could be motivated by improper motives or it could be reliable and true and correct in
part, material part or as a whole.”
57.2. “The issues that we have considered, as I have said, weighing up the public interest, the duties of
the Commission, its transparent nature, the rights of the public to know what is happening and
the evidence to be given as against the right to prior notice. The right to defend, the right to
cross-examine, the right to put up contrary versions is merely delayed, it is not removed.”
57.3. “they have rights in terms of Rule 3.5 to approach (the Chairman) for an order to cure any
prejudice that may have been suffered, and each implicated party will be notified of those
rights.”
58. The evidence leader therefore acknowledged that the evidence to be advanced against, inter alia,
Wakeford could have been entirely fabricated, however weighing up the public interest, the duties of the
Commission, its transparent nature and the rights of the public to know what is happening, the
Commission proceeded with this potentially false evidence.
59. This was done on the representation that any implicated party would be afforded the right to put up a
contrary version to cure any prejudice suffered.
60. It is clear, that one cannot purport that the public has a right to hear the evidence of Agrizzi et al,
although potentially fabricated, but that the public does not have a right to hear the defense of such
accusations. Furthermore, the substantial prejudice suffered by the potentially false testimony of Agrizzi
et al cannot be cured by limiting the witness in his response, particularly give the latitude that was
extended to Agrizzi et al.
61. More so, Agrizzi, van Tonder and Vorster approached the Commission to give evidence on the belief that
they wished to “whisleblow” and had been fully truthful and open to the Commission. It is perplexing
how they would now wish to limit the access of the Commission to their evidence at the 417 enquiry.
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62. Agrizzi attempted to suggest at the Commission on 29 January 2019, regarding the recording made of his
racist outburst, that;
“It was in the privacy of my home, in the privacy of my own home.”
63. In response, the Chairperson stated;
“Well I do not know about what difference it makes if it is in the privacy of your home. Does it make a
difference?”
64. In the same way, the defence put forward by Mr Witz on behalf of Agrizzi, that the evidence of a 417
enquiry is generally private and confidential, amounts to a similar argument.
65. Suffice to say, it does not make a difference that this evidence is generally private and confidential if the
witnesses have lied at such enquiry, and it is for these reasons that the 1973 Act and its interpretation
make allowances for the use of such evidence, particularly where perjury is involved.
66. In this regard, I would imagine that the Commission would in time wish to review the entire record of the
evidence of the 417 enquiry, to assess the truthfulness of the witnesses who have appeared there.
67. MacRobert in their representations have accepted that it is a matter of public record already that the
provisional liquidators have instituted legal proceedings against Agrizzi and van Tonder to recover
substantial amounts of money they received from Bosasa, as a result of information emanating from the
417 enquiry. This information is likely highly relevant to test the truthfulness of these witnesses at the
Commission.
68. Furthermore, Mr Witz’ respect for the provisions of privacy and confidentiality on behalf of his client
does not appear to be relevant to his client himself, where it is now part of the record of the evidence of
the Commission that Agrizzi distributed the Preliminary Report of the Commissions Investigator’s to
Lord Peter Hain on 23 March 2021 in defiance of rules 11.3 and 12(2)(c) of the Commissions of the rules
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governing the Commission, making such a criminal offence. This was addressed at the Commission on 6
May 2021; however, Mr Witz has provided no comment thereon.
69. Subsequently on 10 May 2021, at 13:34 and further at 22:50 respectively, Agrizzi broadcast Mr Witz
and MacRobert attorney’s letter to the Commision on his WhatsApp status (Find attached at Annexure
“G” and Annexure “H” respectively), once more making public confidential Commission submissions.
FURTHER COMMENTS
70. I draw the attention of the Chairperson of the Commission to the judgment of de Villiers AJ of the
Johannesburg High Court on 24 August 2020, where AGH had applied for the Companies in liquidation
to be placed in business rescue, and for the outcome of the auction of the assets of the Companies in
liquidation in December 2019, to be set aside.
71. Here de Villiers AJ made the following comments;
[256]…The case was not argued on facts, placed in a chronological order, proven where necessary with
documents, from which permissible factual and legal conclusions were drawn. The papers and the heads
of argument by the provisional liquidators are replete with averments and innuendo that persons
involved in the business rescue and auction applications are dishonest and have dishonest motives.
Much of this was aimed at Mr J Watson. Predictably with certainty, it added nothing to the matter.
[257] I already have made serious findings of unlawful conduct by the provisional liquidators. In the
light of those findings, their unduly aggressive litigation becomes even more unacceptable. It was
argued before me on their behalf that upon winding-up, “the law” takes control of the company in
liquidation. My distinct impression was that the provisional liquidators equated that concept with
themselves. They may be used to wielding wide powers in insolvency matters, but the exercise of such
wide power is the more reason for humility and restraint.
[265] In considering the conduct of the provisional liquidators in the litigation, one must not lose sight
of the facts that they had acted unlawfully, deliberately.
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[266] This brings me to the extent to which the provisional liquidators crossed a line. I do not have to go
beyond the heads of argument of the provisional liquidators to reflect the unacceptable way the
provisional liquidators conducted themselves.
[272] It is common cause that there was a change in directors. The persons involved in the winding-up
resolution are no longer active in the matter. The questions then are who these “Bosasa protagonists”
are with ulterior motives, and what their plan all along was. How are they involved in the “perpetration
of substantial frauds and … in numerous corrupt activities”? These are most serious allegations and
could only be directed at Mr J Watson and Ms L Watson (apart perhaps from the lawyers). On what
factual basis are they accused of committing fraud and corruption? The long heads of argument by the
provisional liquidators, in my reading of them, does not reflect proof that any person involved in the
matter before me committed fraud, or acts of corruption. Even more objectionable is that the same
heads of argument also argue that Mr J Watson lacks personal knowledge of matters that predated
about the time of his appointment as director.
[273] At the heart of the Constitution stand the rights to equality and to dignity. These
two rights are for good reason mentioned first and second in the Bill of Rights. I firmly believe that
courts should be vigilant in protecting the rights to equality and to dignity of those who find themselves
involved in court processes. It matters not what wrong any family member of you is alleged to have done
(or conversely how highly regarded your family name is). In a court you will be treated with dignity, and
equal to everyone else. I will put it bluntly: If in the end it is to be found that the late Mr Gavin Watson
and other employees of the group committed fraud, or acts of corruption, and that the books of account
of the group constituted a fiction, Mr J Watson and Ms L Watson still will be treated with respect in my
court.
[274] It does not end here. The provisional liquidators accused senior counsel and a senior attorney
for the business rescue applicants in their heads of argument in the business rescue application of
misleading the Honourable Wright J in chambers about the length of urgent application that was being
prepared (70 pages177 versus an ultimate 170 pages) for hearing on 4 December 2020. The lawyers
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were meeting the judge in chambers whilst the papers were being prepared in their absence. This
conduct is then submitted to have been intended to mislead Wright J…
[278] The provisional liquidators in their heads of argument in the auction application go as far as
accusing the lawyers preparing the business rescue application to have “been in the process of
preparing an application contemplated by section 354 of the 1973 Act and after they reflected on the
SCA Judgment and realised that such an application will not achieve a stay of the auction, they, at the
last minute converted that application to a business rescue application”. This is done despite those
counsel only being briefed days earlier. The averment is made in the case pursued of a counsel being
part of a conspiracy to abuse the court process. There is no factual basis for this, and an unreserved
apology should have been tendered. Reflection should have led to moderation.
72. I am informed that that senior and junior counsel acting on behalf of the provisional liquidators
subsequently apologised to the counsel and attorney acting on behalf of AGH in this matter, for making
such false averments.
73. The above however is provided to demonstrate to the Chairperson of the Commission, that the
provisional liquidators have already been found to have acted deliberately unlawfully in matters
pertaining to African Global/Bosasa, and they have at all times been obstructive to the rights of AGH,
and attempted to falsely impugn my character in an attempt to cover their own misdemeanours.
74. MacRobert have now suggested, inter alia, that I had explained previously that my participation in the
417 enquiry was aimed at defending the Watson family’s reputation, and that I had already on 3 May
2021 offered the section 417 evidence to Mr Wakeford’s attorneys of record in writing. Neither of these
representations are truthful, and are merely aimed at discrediting my character before the Commission, as
has been the modus operandi of the provisional liquidators.
75. I suggest that their latest representations to the Commission appear to be an extension of “unacceptable
way the provisional liquidators conducted themselves”. Once more their case has not been argued on
facts, their representations are replete with averments of dishonest and ulterior motives, and the
provisional liquidators have once more equated themselves with being the rule of law.
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DIMINISHING THE ROLE OF THE COMMISSION
76. MacRobert in their representations have attempted to diminish the authority and responsibility of the
Commission, stating that I cannot lawfully produce the section 417 evidence to any party including the
Commission.
77. MacRobert have further gone on to say that;
“rule 10 of the rules for the conduct of proceedings before the Zondo Commission deals with a call for
documents by the Zondo Commission. However, rule 10 does not deal with a situation such as the
present where a separate statute preserves the secrecy and confidentiality of evidence given at an
enquiry.”
“If rule 10 is employed for purposes of circumventing the express intent behind section 417(7), it would
conflict with a superior legislative instrument, in the form of plenary legislation by Parliament, and rule
10 would have to give way to it.”
78. MacRobert however provided no basis on which they have reached this conclusion. Furthermore, they
demonstrate a lack of understanding of the rules governing the Commission.
79. The rules of the Commission are not arbitrarily assigned, but they are derived from the terms of the
Commissions Act of 1947, an Act that predates the 1973 Act by 26 years and has not been supplanted by
it. The Commissions Act remains in full force and effect today.
80. In this regard, rule 10.1 of the Commission’s rules is derived from section 3(1) of the Commissions Act,
which states;
“For the purpose of ascertaining any matter relating to the subject of its investigations, a
commission shall in the Union have the powers which a Provincial Division of the Supreme Court
of South Africa has within its province to summon witnesses, to cause an oath or affirmation to be
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administered to them, to examine them, and to call for the production of books, documents and
objects.”
81. The Commission and its Chairperson are therefore fully entitled to call for the production of any
documents they deem relevant, including the record of the evidence of the 417 enquiry.
82. As already addressed above however, it is not only the Commission that MacRobert have attempted to
elevate the provisional liquidators above, but they have also sought to elevate the position of provisional
liquidator above that of the Master, in once more equating the concept of the law with themselves.
CONCLUSION
83. In the judgment of the Supreme Court in Gumede v Subel SC, Arnold NO [2006] 3 All SA 411 (SCA),
Lewis JA stated (at para 19):
"In my view, the bare assertion made by the appellants that the documents were confidential does not
entitle them to withhold them. And the refusal to allow the commissioner sight of the documents
requested so that he could consider whether they were indeed relevant did not assist their case as to the
invasion of .. privacy. I do not accept the appellants' contention that, once a constitutional right is in
issue, the person seeking to infringe it must show sufficient cause why that should be done. The proper
approach is to determine whether there is reason to believe that the documents requested will throw light
on the affairs of the company before the windingup. If so, their relevance will, in general, outweigh the
right to privacy,"
and (at para 21):
"[b]earing in mind [Page 894(7)] the purpose of a section 417 enquiry the acquisition of information,
and the recovery of assets for the benefit of creditors the right to obtain relevant evidence as to the
plight of the insolvent company must, as a rule, prevail over the confidentiality of documents"
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84. From the above, the purpose of a 417 enquiry is to ultimately recover assets for the benefit of the
creditors of the estate. This is accepted by MacRobert in their representations, whereby they have quoted
the judgment of Bernstein and Others v Bester and Others.
85. MacRobert however have gone a step further, in suggesting that if the 19 pages of transcript provided
were to find its way into the public domain, it would “jeopardise the entire enquiry and the liquidators’
ability to” interrogate witnesses and pursue the recovery of asset of Bosasa.
86. MacRobert however have made no effort to demonstrate a logical nexus connecting how the evidence
provided would undermine the achievement of these objectives.
87. As previously addressed, if this suggestion is made on the basis merely that this is an instance of the
privacy and confidentiality being contravened, then the consequences of such were already felt on 23
March 2020. This is further magnified by the releasing of the full record of evidence to the NPA in
November 2020.
88. I fail to see how the providing of 19 pages of transcript regarding evidence given at the enquiry relevant
to Kevin Wakeford in any way undermines this purpose of the recovery of assets.
89. MacRobert have suggested that Wakeford is motivated by self-interest in his submissions to the
Commission regarding Agrizzi. I would imagine that Wakeford would not deny as much, however it is
confounding as to why MacRobert would suggest this is a disqualifying purpose.
90. It is clearly in self-interest of Wakeford to challenge the truthfulness of the evidence given against him at
the Commission, however it is also in the interest of the Commission to test the truthfulness of this
evidence.
91. Furthermore, although this judgment referred to above related to a 417 enquiry, it is relevant that the
ruling of the SCA found that it was not sufficient to assert privacy and confidentiality of a document, to
withhold it from the commissioner.
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92. The proper approach was for the commissioner to determine whether the document would throw light on
the relevant affairs and thus the relevance of the document would outweigh the right to privacy.
93. In the same way it is for the Chairperson of this Commission to review the transcripts and to consider if
they throw light on the truthfulness of the accusations made about Wakeford, and thus if their relevance
outweighs the right to privacy.
94. In this regard, at all times previously the Commission has ruled that the public’s right to the information
has outweighed the witnesses right to privacy.
Yours faithfully

_______________________
JARED WATSON
DIRECTOR – AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS
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ANNEXURE "A" - 417 ENQUIRY COURT ORDER

1

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(GAUTENG LOCAL DIVISION, JOHANNESBURG)

Case Number:~
In the ex parte applicant of:
C MURRAY N.O.

15 T APPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

2ND

APPLICANT

T OOSTHUIZEN N.O.

3RD

APPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O

STH

APPLICANT

SM NTSIBANDE N.O.

9THAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of African Global Operations Proprietary
Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 155/19]

C MURRAY N.O.
RF LUTCHMAN N.O.
NAG OMAR N.O.

C MURRAY N.O.

AB OCTOBER N.O

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Bosasa Properties Proprietary Limited]

1QTHAPPLICANT
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[Master's Reference G. 161/19]
C MURRAY N.O.

1 FH APPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

12THAPPLICANT

M BENADE N.O.

13THAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Rodcor Proprietary Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 164/19]

C MURRAY N.O.

14THAPPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

15THAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Watson Corporate Academy Proprietary
Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 158/19]

_,J

l

C MURRAY N.O.

15THAPPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

17THAPPLICANT

D SASSON N.O.

1STHAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Bosasa IT Proprietary Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 162/19]
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C MURRAY N.O.

22NDAPPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

23RDAPPLICANT

M BECKER N.O.

24rH APPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Bosasa Supply Chain Management
Proprietary Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 159/19]
C MURRAY N.O.

25THAPPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

26THAPPLICANT

R PARBHOO N.O.

27rH APPLICANT

L OPPERMAN N.O.

28THAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Leading Prospects Trading 111 Proprietary
Limited]

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Bosasa Youth Development Centres
Proprietary Limited]
[Master's Reference G. 163/19]
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C MURRAY N.O.

33RDAPPLICANT

RF LUTCHMAN N.O.

34THAPPLICANT

TV ODELL N.O.

35THAPPLICANT

G NOKHANDA N.O.

35THAPPLICANT

[In their capacities as duly appointed joint provisional
liquidators of Black Rox Security Intelligence Services
Proprietary Limited]

CONSIDERED THIS APPLICATION i AND
AFTER HAVING HEARD COUNSEL
• ·• ...,,
•

;>·7

___

~

FOR THE APPLICANTS:

1.

The court sanctions the hearing of this application in camera.

2.

This matter is heard as one of urgency and the applicants' noncompliance with the uniform rules of court otherwise applicable to lime
periods and forms of services are hereby condoned in terms of uniform
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rule 6(12). The matter is consequently determined as an urgent
application.

3.

That the voluntary winding-up of:

3.1.

African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd [1981/012426/07];

3.2.

Global

Technology

Systems

(Pty)

Ltd

[Reg

No:

2005/000500/07];
3.3.

Bosasa Properties (Pty) Ltd [Reg No: 1989/005154/07];

3.4.

Rodcor (Pty) Ltd [Reg No:

3.5.

Watson

r~{f~~;~•~,~(?~J;'•,
f""'--,~cc-,:;-;,_,..,
••,,.,.. - ()<,:,

Corporate

A

1'1/llil
18

3.7.

_, - i

18

On-IT-One (Pty) Ltd [R_g N~<~tf/o1jofg~7j!f•

Bosasa IT (Pty) Ltd

.• •

~~
11

No:·:-~---···-

i' •..

~;~;

--··-""~/

·"v""'

-

-~-

~::--.:__~(

Bosas'a Supply Chain Management (Pty)

,-

•

'

f

~.

_

:::-:;

Prospect

Trading

111 (Pty)

i.tci·[Reg.J:,lo:

------/

Ltd [Reg

No:

2002/017229/07];
3.10.

Bosasa Youth Development Centre (Pty) Ltd [Reg No:
2003/002608/07]; and

/

:;;7:"'~-,-.,
___
)

2002/008442/07];
Leading

/

[l:J;~i~zefi~~s:~;;;
.... .._}

3.9.

----7

.,. :.'.;;

•-

1 1
:~: :~,~-

---

3.8.

.

(f:"?:"t,fiaflk7,i/,Jh8ftn

2018/012314/07];
3.6.

--.-;,;,,
..,~,,

-,· -'.

demy 1Pty).. Ltd ·. [Reg
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3.11.

Black Rox Security Intelligence Services (Pty) Ltd [Reg No:
1995/010121/07] ("the Subject Companies");

be converted into a winding-up by the Court, as provided for in terms of
Section 346(1)(e) read with Section 347(4) of the Companies Act 61 of
1973.
4.

The effective date of the liquidation of the Subject Companies will remain
as 14 February 2019.

5.

The powers of the applicants are hereby extended, as contemplated in
section 386(4) of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973, and that the applicants
are hereby granted leave and/or authorised:

5.1.

To launch this application in the name of and/or on behalf of
the Subject Companies as intended in section 386(4)(a) of the
Companies Act, 61 of 1973 and as read with section 388(1)
thereof;

5.2.

To appoint legal advisors (including attorneys and counsel)·

·fr,0 J::;A"c.,,,cc-c-·~----,
7 ... ir1<;!JQ[ensic auditors, if necessary, to assist the applicants in

"'.:':·.~·,."°:"'.A,-,_~-,'<·<;:/_
. ·-,. ,·,: -._,,,_
..,_::·~;':-~~1:;;~.7;~;;;~-:;:.;1

the, exercise of their d~ties of taking appropriate legal action

.,:.~--·,:,,,,-<·'-,;•,',.c,:,.<c,·,,,•,,.,,.,,_,,,.,=·--J

1~1!fieffiluct forensiJ investigations into the trade, dealings,
"'"'""l',,.
~rill1Uii
~ag~'i,;JM/jffif

t/~/)~:
'<.\

i

-'°~~~~

!

~i~~{iJ2020•O+,ff.;f
r9antr~Wrt1

/_..,.··- ....,_

. .

oi.ti,JHJ:b~~essary;
"""''-'-"

of the Subject Companies, as and if
/

/,s ., c:,_~;r~~l~:,;:7:~:•j;~f~::'·
,;:~
.:~~~j
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5.3.

To enter into a fee agreement with attorneys and counsel and
forensic auditors, and/or other professional service providers,
as may reasonably be required by the applicants to give effect
hereto and/or to execute their duties.

6.

In terms of section 388(1) of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973, as read with

7.2.
,\/.

The commissioner be authorised to issue subpoenas to any
person and/or entity to appear before him at the enquiry.for

•·

the purpose of being examined by the applicants and/or
creditors of

the

Subject

Companies or

their

legal

representatives;
7.3.

The signature of the commissioner will be sufficient for the
official authorization of any subpoena issued against any
witness for the purpose of the enquiry;
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7.4.

That such persons and/or entities subpoenaed to appear
before the commissioner for the purpose as aforesaid be
examined before the commissioner at a place and on a date
and time determined by the commissioner and that such

~~=.~c:

~/t;1'1fO:Ito:
JJ!V~

persons and/or entities be

in~~

respect of their involvemer·a11dwassq9jayonwith 111€!'.'~r~~~::.,~.,:~:'=1
1

dealings, affairs and/or prlpe{(_ ~,f,{~;~~~tiiC~ilfflti1il~-;-'_f-"_·•_?"_,_
;·

·01•16
\li'c:;;;;'!,;l zozo
7.5.

G(f;J;)'ij

That each person and/or_/e__
n_
ti_t_
Y
__
•s_
o s_
um_mon~dto appear foK~;6'
i-•-.,.-

~.l:l,JH1;J,014

•

/

the purposes aforesaid ~e 'i~s!rciai;ij)in~l~r,;or,~~@cl;J~~--~-----.--I
~;['~_,..::·._/,~ -,•.~,.:-.,£
• ;_-•:••<:,
,'l .\_:-••~

available to the commissioner all docu~ims=;4'ci~□d
evidential material in their possession and/or under their
control which may contribute to the discovery of assets and/or
assist with the investigation into the trade, dealings, affairs
and/or property of the Subject Companies;
7.6.

·That the commissioner be directed and instructed to report to
the Master of the High Court, Pretoria or Johannesburg ("the
Master'') in respect of the following, although not limited
thereto:
7.6.1. The identity of the witnesses who gave evidence
before the commissioner;
7.6.2.

The nature, content and necessity of the evidence of
each such witness, the relevance thereof and to which
extent the evidence of such witnesses contributed to

!

h /~-,f--Fc!Gj:,_!

_J
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the investigation into the trade, dealings, affairs and/or
property of the Subject Companies;
7.6.3.

Which assets and/or monies were discovered, if any,
through the enquiry and which advantage was derived
to the creditors of the Subject Companies as a result
thereof; and

7.6.4.

Whether any unlawful acts, transgressions and/or any
other irregularities were discovered by means of the
evidence before the commissioner and whether such
matters should be referred to the relevant authority for
consideration.

7.7.

That the content of this application, the evidence submitted at
or during the enquiry and the report of the commissioner be
treated as confidential and that such evidence may not be
disclosed to any person without the prior written authority of
the Master;

7.8.

That the costs of the enquiry, including the costs of the
commissioner, the legal representatives for the applicants and

pc';;;&~~;;rt:_
, ·-•-•·
aU-.;~rs-~a,~~r7~~.nqtt~
l,

--=,:v·,.o·,.-...,.J,•,~---·-···"'

·

ins.6Jverit -eslate-·~-of-1!Te1
Subject Companies, jointly and

2020·01· 16
__

, __ .__,.,_

...

~~•¥•--

•

C

.• ,.~-·

incidental thereto be borne by the

---~,-,.•-·.-,
- - ·--"~~
;7>,;-~

:;c-~.j)

·.ii ..,;'·-i.

i·\

.i-',r'F,-.·:'
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8.

That any Order granted herein by the Honourable Court be served on the
Master and the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission by
hand.
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ANNEXURE "B" - LETTER OF CHIEF MASTER

~
•

the doj&cd

I

~

Department
Justice and Constilullonal Development
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

BRANCH: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MASTER
Private Bag X 81, PRETORIA, 0001, SALU Building, 316 Thabo Sehume Street, PRETORIA
Tel (012) 406 4795

Ref:
Eng: Adv. Martin Mafojane
E-mail: MMafojane@justice.gov.za

To:

Goodes and Seedat Inc

Randburg
Per email: - zherselman@gsine.co.za

Cc:

1. Ms. T. Bezuidenhout per email. TBezuidehout@justice.gov.za

{Chief Director: Inland Operation)
2. Ms. NP Roberts: per email. PRoberts@justice.gov.za {Master Pretoria)
3. Ms. C Rossouw: per email. CRossouw@justice.gov.za( Deputy Master:Pretoria)
4. Mr. R Maphaha: per email RMaphaha@justice.gov.za {Deputy Master
5. Mr. L Pule: per email LPule@justice.gov.za {Master :Johannesburg)

1
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RE: AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS (PTY) Ltd & OTHER// R.F. LUTCHMANN N.O. & OTHER CASE
NUMBERS 42741/2019 AND 44812/2019:

your ref: Goodes /ZH/MAT

1679

1. I refer to your letters dated 22 December 2020 and your undated letter received as an
attachment to email dated 2021/01/22.

2. While your first letter dated 22 December 2020 is substantial long with a variety of
allegations against the Master and making demands from the Master:Pretoria and in some
instances from the Chief Master, please note that for brevity sake, I will deal with what I
deem to be essential as it relates to Office of the Chief Master. Any averment and or
allegation not specifically dealt with herein, is accordingly denied and can be taken as
dispute.

3.

I get a sense that there is a material misunderstanding of the position, role and
responsibility of the Chief Master. So glaring is that misunderstanding because your two
letters are addressed to "the Master of the Court: Pretoria". So those letters in fact are not
addressed to me as the Chief Master because I am not in the office of the Master of the
High Court : Pretoria

4. It is a side-issue to deal with my appointment and commencement of my duties in the
position of the Chief Master. For completeness sake, my appointment is with effect from 01
November 2020 and I started to serve from 02 November 2020.

5. Your understanding of Section 2(b) and the definitions in Section 1 of Act 66 of 1965 is
incorrect. I do not agree with you and I regard it as an opportunistic attempt to draw me
(Chief Mater) in to the operations. There is no ambiguity in the definition of the word

"Master" ,the definition is very clear, the

II

Master, in relation to any matter; property or

estate, means the Master ,Deputy Master or Assistant Master of a High Court appointed
under section 2 ..." So the legislate did not say the Master means, in relation to any matter,
property or estate, means the Chief Master, Master, Deputy Master or Assistant Master ,
Therefore there is no debate that Master definition meant to include the Chief Master , it
does not say so.

2
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6. Having outlined my understanding of the Master, it comes to logic that all statutory power
vested in the Master do not necessarily vest in me. I thus submit and hold the view that I
cannot appoint, add, or remove any Liquidator in any matter, I am therefore not going to do
so in these matters or any other matter.
7. For completeness sake, your allegations about Ms. Bezuidenhout, she denies all those
allegations and has reversed her rights to consult with her Legal representatives regarding
and concerning any allegation you made about and concerning her role, as alleged in your
aforesaid letters.
8. Without going further into the details of the files, I directed that the files being opened in
and bearing references of Johannesburg Master's Office, that those files be attend to from
that Office. Accordingly your request to add, remove or consider the conduct of the
Liquidators will be dealt by the Master Johannesburg.
9. Your future correspondence as to whether your request or allegations are considered,
should be directed to the Master South Gauteng (Johannesburg) , for the attention of
Deputy Master Mr. Reuben Maphaha with email address: RMaphaha@justice.gov.za the
Head of Johannesburg Office is Mr. L Pule.
10. I accordingly hope and trust that future correspondence in these matters will be made
directed to Mr. R Maphaha. Hiss immediate supervisor

is Mr. L Pule and the next level

supervisor is Ms. T Bezuidenhout.
11. I trust you find contents hereof in order and note that under my leadership of Master's
branch there is no appointment panel at the Chief Master's office.

Sincerely

Martin M Mafojane (Adv)
Chief Master
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
~b~\

lD~~'
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ANNEXURE "C" - REQUEST SENT TO DEPUTY MASTER
222 Rlvonla
Road, Entrance
Ground
Floor,
Mornlngslde
Sandton
2196
PO Box
Tel:

2061,

+27

ww w.goo

Randburg

(0)11

656

d esco

.co. za

via: 1 Michelle
Street,
Block
Close Office
Park, Mornlngslde,

2125

I

1452

I
Fax:

Docex
+27

61,

(0)11

A,

Randburg
656

1453

Your Reference:
THE MASTER OF THE HIGH COURT

MASTER OF THE HIGH COURT:
JOHANNESBURG
66 MARSHALL STREET
CNR MARSHALL & SAUER STREET
JOHANNESBURG

Our Reference:
GS GOODES/zh/MAT1679
E-mail: office@goodesco.co.za

PER E-MAIL: rmaphaha@justice.gov.za

Dear Sir,
RE:APPLICATION TO OBTAIN CONSENT FOR THE RELEASE OF
CONFIDENTIAL RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS OF AFRICAN GLOBAL
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION): ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF
SECTION 417 AND 418

1. We refer to the above and confirm that we act for and on behalf of Mr Jared Watson
and African Global Holdings, the sole member of the companies in liquidation,
(hereinafter referred to as our "Clients").
2. This is an application to you in your capacity as the Deputy Master responsible for
the making of decisions in this particular instance.
3. We have been advised that you occupy the office of Deputy Master responsible for
considering a request such as this.
4. The purpose of this letter is to specifically request your consent to the release of
the evidence/transcripts of evidence of 18 February 2020 and 02 October 2020

DIRECTOR:
Senior Auoclilte:

H.E. van der Walt (B.Proc)

•

G.S.

GOOOES

(B.PROC)

Assoclilte: N. Plllay (B.A law, LLB) • Candidate Attorneys: R.M.A. Dos Santos. Z. Huselman,

GOOOES

AND

co.

(Res.

No.

2012/18 ◄ 225/21)

Z.A. Mvubelo, J.M. Vos
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obtained during the 417 Enquiry, as listed above, to hand such evidence over to
the attorney of Mr Kevin Wakeford, Teresa Conradie, for the purposes of the
utilisation thereof in the Zondo Commision.
5. It has come to the attention of our Clients that Messrs Agrizzi and Vorster have
given contrary evidence to that which they provided in relation to Mr Wakeford at
the Zondo Commission, and thus amounts to perjury either at the 417 enquiry or
the Zondo Commission.
6. We are also aware that the Master has on a previous occasion provided consent
to release the evidence and transcripts of evidence to the National Prosecuting
Authority ("NPA") and the Investigative Directorate ("ID").
7. We refer you to section 417(7) of the Companies Act of 1973 which states:

"(7) Any examination or enquiry under this section or section 418 and
any application therefore shall be private and confidential, unless the
Master or the Court, either generally or in respect of any particular
person, directs otherwise."
8. I attached hereto the Court Order coveneing the 417 enquiry and specific reference
is made to prayer 7.7 which state the following:

"7.7. That the content of this application, the evidence submitted at or
during the enquiry and the report of the commissioner be treated as
confidential and that such evidence may not be disclosed to any
person without the prior written authority of the Master."
9. This request/application is of urgent nature as it is required by the Zondo
Commission by close of business today. The Chairperson of the Zondo
Commission has indicated that due to the time constraints of the Commission there
is no practical way of rescheduling the evidence to be brought by Mr Wakeford
beyond tomorrow.
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10.We thus require your urgent attention and decision incorporating an express
consent, before close of business today, Wednesday 5 May 2021 at 16:30.
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ANNEXURE "D" - AUTHORITY OF MASTER
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ANNEXURE "E" - ORDER OF JOFFFE TO UTILISE 417 EVIDENCE
Page 1 of 3

mmmmm of enquiry in terms of m&rmm mi
OF THE OiOltflWRiES ACT 61 OF 1973 (AS AMENDED) AS
WITH SCHEDULE

OQMPif^BES

CONVENED BEFORE OQMMISSIONER RETIRED JUDGE glVl
THE MATTER OF
AFRICAN GLOBAL CJPERATIONS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
TEN OTHER COMPANIES.

RULING

1

On 16 January 2020 an order was granted In the High Court (Gauteng Local
Division). In terms of the order leave was granted to conduct S commission; of enquiry
in terms of sections 417 and 418 of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973 into the trade,
dealings, affairs and/or property of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd and 10 otheF
companies referred to; as the "Subject Companies" In. terms of paragraph 7.1 of the
order I was appointed aathe commissioner of the enquiry. Paragraph 7.7 of the order
provided that the content: of the application, the evidenee submitted at
enquiry and the report of the commissioner may not be disclosed to any person
without the prior wiitten consent

Master.

2, in 17 March 2020 the same court as that referred to in paragraph 1 above, varied
paragraph 7.7 of the order of 16 January 2020. The effect of the variation was to
provide for the consent to the disclosure provided for in paragraph 7.7 to be given by
the court or the eommissioner in addition to the Master
3. The enquiry has sat for a number of days and a large amouint of evidence has been
led. This evidence has been recorded and a transcript of the evidence is available.
4. There are at present two pending applications before the High Court (Gauteng Local
Division). In the one application under case number 42741/2019 the applicants seek

3452
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ap order piaeing African Global Operations (pty^ Ltd and eertaih subsidiaries in
business' rescue. In tbe other appHcatibh under ease rtuimber 44827/2010 the
seek an order reversing the conseduenoes Of a sale of assets wHicH tciOk
to S December 2Qi9. ! am informed that the applications wHI be beard
2020. The liduldatoFS: of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd
oppose these applications and were gi^en leave to file supplementary affidavits.
5. I have had placed before me a draft supplemental^ affidavit to be deposed; to by Mr
C Murray Who is one of the liquidators of African Globa! Gperations <Pty) Ltd; and wpo
is cited inter alia in the afOreSaid twO applications, As stated above the liquidators
were given leave to file such a supplementary; affidavit1. A copy of the draft
supplementary affidavit is attached marked
6. In paragraph 15 of the draft affidavit Mr Murray states that; 'The further evidence that
we intend to introduce in this affidavit primarily emanate from the enquiry and
concern matters directly relevant to the determination Of the pending appOcation.”
7: W(y consent is sought for the disclosure of evidence obtained at the enquiry in the
draft affidavit.
8.

On a reading of the draft affidavit It is manifest that reference is made to evidence
that was obtained at the enquiry. By Way of example I refer to paragraphs 43 to 7i of
the draft affidavit. These paragraphs refer to the evidence given at the enquiry by Mr
CJA VVoimaratis and Ms L Ungerer who were auditors at D'Arcy Herrman. In addition
they both confirmed the truth, authenticity and correctness of statements previously
made, by them. Evidence was given in regard of the role of Consilium Business
Gonsultants (Pty) Ltd, Ms MD Longworth, WHotto Trading and Advisory Holdings
Ltd, Bosasa Supply Chain Management, (Pty) Ltd and SeaArk Africa (Pty) Ltd. in
addition an extract of the evidence of Mr D Potgieter is attached to the draft affidavit
as well as an extract of the evidence of Mr J Watson,

9. The above does not purport to be a summary of the evidence given at the enquiry
and incorporated in the draft affidavit. It simply is tndieative of the content of the draft
affidavit.
10. In considering the application regard must be had to the consequence of granting it.
Granting, the application would render nugatory the privacy and confidentiality
provisions relevant to the evidence given at the enquiry. What fails to be weighed up
against this is the creditors right, as represented by the liquidators, to place before
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court baring the aforesaid two apRtel»on^ aH’ i«lovaiit evidOnce, as
revealed in the ene|uiry, ep as to detertnirte precisely what occurred in the group of
contenfioiis add the liguidaSon
eompanies. If the court upholds the
contlhues the ehguiry will continMe and further wrong doing may he unpovered at the
enqutry

could lead, to the reedvery of atnoiiints tp' vyhiph the creditors of the

companres can
11

claim.

that the liquidators must be
beihg; had to all the cireurnstances it is:
entitled to place the evidence whieh the. enquiry has brought to the fore before the
court hearing the two applications.

12. In the result consent Is giverv for the reference to and use of the record of the
evidence given at the enquiry as set out in the draft affidavit to: Which this rufing; is
attached.

Signed at Sandton on; Monday 23 March 2020.

Commissioner.
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ANNEXURE "F" - 417 ENQUIRY EVIDENCE PROVIDED TO NPA

�acRobert
Attorneys

lncorporatecl No. 19781004694!21

MacRobert Building
cnr Justice Mahomed & Jan Shoba Streets
Brooklyn Pretoria RSA
Private Bag X18 Brooklyn Square 0075
Docex 43 Pretoria
GPS Co-ordinates: S 25° 46' 2.28", E 28° 14' 10.68"
law@macrobert.co.za www.macrobert.co.za
Pretoria Tel +27 12 425 3400
Fax +27 12 425 3600

Mr Jared Michael Watson

Clo Geodes and Seedat Inc
By email:

george@gsinc.co.za
zherselman@gsinc.co.za

Other Branches:
Johannesburg Tel +27 1O 11 O 9699 Fax +27 86 575 7609
Cape Town Tel +27 21 464 2400 Fax +27 86 582 6478
Durban Tel +27 31001 8905 Fax +27 86 550 4286

and
Ms Suna S de Villiers
By Email: sdevilliers@npa.gov.za
OUR REF:

YOUR REF:

DATE:

C A Wessels/Lbn
00046040

13 November 2020

Dear Sir / Madam
ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF SECTION 417 AND 418 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 61 OF 1973: RECORD
OF ENQUIRY - ASSET FORFEITURE UNIT
1.

We refer to the abovementioned matter and confirm that we act on behalf of the joint
provisional liquidators, appointed in respect of the following entities:
1.1

African Global Operations Proprietary Limited

1.2

Global Technology Systems Proprietary Limited

1.3

Bosasa Properties Proprietary Limited

1.4

Rodcor Proprietary Limited

1.5

Watson Corporate Academy Proprietary Limited

1.6

On-lT-1 Proprietary Limited

1.7

Bosasa IT Proprietary Limited

1.8

Bosasa Supply Chain Management Proprietary Limited

1.9

Leading Prospects Trading 111 Proprietary Limited

1.10 Bosasa Youth Development Centres Proprietary Limited
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1.11 Black Rox Security Intelligence Services Proprietary Limited
2.

We further confirm that on 16 January 2020, an order was granted in terms of section 417 and
418 of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973.

3.

On 26 May 2020, we were requested by the I nvestigating Directorate of the NPA as well as
the Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU) to provide them with access to the record of the liquidation
enquiry, currently being undertaken by the provisional liquidators.

4.

On 23 September 2020, we were informed by the AFU that the Deputy Master of the High
Court, Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted permission and that we were directed to release
the record of the enquiry to the NPA.

5.

Our clients intend abiding to the directive of the Master of the High Court and the record of the
enquiry will therefore be made available to the AFU on 25 November 2020, unless we are
provided with a court order, directing otherwise.

6.

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

Yours faithfully

MACROBERT INC
CA WESSELS
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012) 425-3487
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(GAUTENG LOCAL DIVISION, JOHANNESBURG)
CASE NUMBERS: 42741/19, 44827/19 and 32083/19

1. Reportable: No

2. Of interest to other judges: No
3. Revised: No

DP de Villiers AJ

In case numbers 42741/19 and 44827/19:
In re:
AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD
SUN WORX (PTY) LTD
KGWERANO FINANCIAL SERVICES (PTY) LTD

First Applicant
Second Applicant
Third Applicant

and
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
TANIA OOSTHUIZEN N.O.

First Respondent
Second Respondent
Third Respondent
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MARIANNE OELOFSEN N.O.

Fourth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of AFRICAN GLOBAL
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Fifth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Sixth Respondent

SELBY MUSAWENKOSI NTSIBANDE N.O.
ANDRE BOTHA OCTOBER N.O

Seventh Respondent
Eighth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA PROPERTIES (PTY)
LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Ninth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Tenth Respondent

NURJEHAN ABDOOL GAFAAR OMAR N.O.

Eleventh Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Twelfth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Thirteenth Respondent

ROYNATH PARBHOO N.O.

Fourteenth Respondent

LIZETTE OPPERMAN N.O.

Fifteenth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of LEADING PROSPECT
TRADING 111 (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Sixteenth Respondent
Seventeenth Respondent

OFENTSE ANDREW NONG N.O.

Eighteenth Respondent

TSHEPO HARRY NONYANE N.O.

Nineteenth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
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RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
TARYN VALERIE ODELL N.O.
GORDON NOKHANDA N.O.

Twentieth Respondent
Twenty-First Respondent
Twenty-Second Respondent
Twenty-Third Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BLACK ROX SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Twenty-Fourth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Twenty-Fifth Respondent

MILANI BECKER N.O.

Twenty-Sixth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
MARC BRADLEY BEGINSEL N.O.

Twenty-Seventh Respondent
Twenty-Eighth Respondent
Twenty-Ninth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA IT (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
MARIETTE BENADE N.O.

Thirtieth Respondent
Thirty-First Respondent
Thirty-Second Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of RODCOR (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
JACOLIEN FRIEDA BARNARD N.O.

Thirty-Third Respondent
Thirty-Fourth Respondent
Thirty-Fifth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of WATSON CORPORATE
ACADEMY (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
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RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
DEIDRE BASSON N.O.

Thirty-Sixth Respondent
Thirty-Seventh Respondent
Thirty-Eighth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of ON-IT-1 (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
PARK VILLAGE AUCTIONEERS AND
PROPERTY SALES (PTY) LTD

Thirty-Ninth Respondent

(A further 177 respondents set out in an order dated 11 March 2020 have been
joined as the Fortieth Respondent to the Two-Hundred-and-Sixteenth
Respondent, but none opposed the two applications)
COMMISSIONER FOR THE SOUTH
AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICES

First Intervening Party

FIDELITY SECURITY SERVICES
(PTY) LTD

Second Intervening Party

In case number 32083/19:
FIDELITY SECURITY SERVICES
(PTY) LTD

Applicant

and
AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD
SUN WORX (PTY) LTD
KGWERANO FINANCIAL SERVICES (PTY) LTD

First Respondent
Second Respondent
Third Respondent

and
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Fourth Respondent
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CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Fifth Respondent

TANIA OOSTHUIZEN N.O.

Sixth Respondent

MARIANNE OELOFSEN N.O.

Seventh Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of AFRICAN GLOBAL
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Eighth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Ninth Respondent

SELBY MUSAWENKOSI NTSIBANDE N.O.

Tenth Respondent

ANDRE BOTHA OCTOBER N.O

Eleventh Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA PROPERTIES (PTY)
LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
NURJEHAN ABDOOL GAFAAR OMAR N.O.

Twelfth Respondent
Thirteenth Respondent
Fourteenth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Fifteenth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Sixteenth Respondent

ROYNATH PARBHOO N.O.

Seventeenth Respondent

LIZETTE OPPERMAN N.O.

Eighteenth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of LEADING PROSPECT
TRADING 111 (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
OFENTSE ANDREW NONG N.O.

Nineteenth Respondent
Twentieth Respondent
Twenty-First Respondent
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TSHEPO HARRY NONYANE N.O.

Twenty-Second Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Twenty-Third Respondent
Twenty-Fourth Respondent

TARYN VALERIE ODELL N.O.

Twenty-Fifth Respondent

GORDON NOKHANDA N.O.

Twenty-Sixth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BLACK ROX SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
MILANI BECKER N.O.

Twenty-Seventh Respondent
Twenty-Eighth Respondent
Twenty-Ninth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
MARC BRADLEY BEGINSEL N.O.

Thirtieth Respondent
Thirty-First Respondent
Thirty-Second Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of BOSASA IT (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.
MARIETTE BENADE N.O.

Thirty-Third Respondent
Thirty-Fourth Respondent
Thirty-Fifth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of RODCOR (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.
CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Thirty-Sixth Respondent
Thirty-Seventh Respondent
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JACOLIEN FRIEDA BARNARD N.O.

Thirty-Eighth Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of WATSON CORPORATE
ACADEMY (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
RALPH FARREL LUTCHMAN N.O.

Thirty-Ninth Respondent

CLOETE MURRAY N.O.

Fortieth Respondent

DEIDRE BASSON N.O.

Forty-First Respondent

In their capacities as the joint provisional liquidators of ON-IT-1 (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation)
PARK VILLAGE AUCTIONEERS AND
PROPERTY SALES (PTY) LTD

Forty-Second Respondent

COMMISSIONER FOR THE SOUTH
AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICES

Forty-Third Respondent

___________________________________________________________________
JUDGMENT
___________________________________________________________________
De Villiers AJ:
Introduction
[1]

The three applications before me are interrelated and were argued over two
days as one hearing. This was done by video-conferencing during the Covid19 lockdown. The papers were more than 7 000 pages and the heads of
argument more than 700 pages.

[2]

In issue are three applications:
[2.1]

A business rescue application of six companies that are in
liquidation1 (“the business rescue application”);

1

Case No 42741/19.
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[2.2]

An application to set aside the sale of the assets of those companies2
(“the auction application”). One of the sales in issue is of the sale of
an immovable property that took place after the public auction by
private treaty. The description “auction application” is accordingly a
misnomer, as the application pertains to all sales by the provisional
liquidators; and

[2.3]

An application to vary a court order pertaining to the sale of an
immovable property of one of the companies at the auction3 (“the
Rule 42 application”).

[3]

The matter first came before me on 11 March 2020 for a two-day hearing. It
was not ready to proceed, amongst others due to late additions to the papers
and unresolved in limine issues. Some progress was made:
[3.1]

Two intervening parties that had brought three applications for leave
to intervene, were allowed to intervene, and those costs were
reserved. The first intervening party was the COMMISSIONER FOR
THE SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICES (“SARS”), and the
second intervening party was FIDELITY SECURITY SERVICES
(PTY) LTD (“Fidelity”). SARS sought leave to intervene in both the
auction and business rescue applications, and Fidelity in the auction
application. SARS is the, or a major, creditor of the six companies
seeking to be placed in business rescue. Fidelity would later bring
the Rule 42 application as the purchaser of an immovable property,
and it also purchased movable assets at the auction;

[3.2]

The applicants in the auction and business rescue applications had
not given notice of applications to purchasers at the auction, or to
creditors companies that are in liquidation. Initially they asked for
relief in the form of a rule nisi in the auction application. In dispute
was the assistance by the provisional liquidators4 to identify
purchasers at the auction and creditors. By the time that the matter

2

Case No 44827/19.
Case No 32083/19.
4 Who are identified later herein.
3
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came before me, the provisional liquidators had provided the
applicants with such information as they had. When requested, I
made an order that potentially interested parties be joined as
respondents and made orders as to the manner of service. Service
on purchasers of immovable properties had to be done in the normal
manner. Service on purchasers of movable assets could be done by
e-mail and/or SMS (where such information was known) and by
publication in newspapers. None of those respondents would later
deliver answering affidavits; and
[3.3]

I also directed that dates be agreed and determined the dates for the
exchange of further affidavits and heads of argument.

[4]

Two costs orders must be made still, the first is the costs of the postponement.
In my view, the postponement was one of those inevitable developments in
litigation, and the costs should be costs in the cause. The matter was huge
and complex, difficult to manage to trial readiness.

[5]

The second costs order pertains to the applications to intervene. It is linked to
the non-joinder point taken by the provisional liquidators (and SARS). The
standard formulation for the test to be applied, set out in Erasmus, is:5
“The rule is that any person is a necessary party and should be joined if such
person has a direct and substantial interest in any order the court might make,
or if such an order cannot be sustained or carried into effect without prejudicing
that party, unless the court is satisfied that he has waived his right to be joined.”

[6]

When does someone have a “direct and substantial interest” as opposed to a
(mere) financial interest? Although every creditor does not have to be joined
in every application for winding-up, a creditor is now accepted by the SCA as
a person with a “direct and substantial interest” in applications to declare an
adopted business rescue plan invalid, and must be joined in those
applications. In Golden Dividend 339 (Pty) Ltd and Another v Absa Bank
Limited6 and in Absa Bank Limited v Naude N.O and Others,7 (both
applications to declare adopted business rescue plans invalid) creditors were

5

Erasmus, Superior Court Practice, Volume 2, RS 13, 2020, D1-125.
Golden Dividend 339 (Pty) Ltd and Another v Absa Bank Limited [2016] ZASCA 78.
7 Absa Bank Limited v Naude N.O and Others 2016 (6) SA 540 (SCA).
6
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found to have had a direct and substantial interests and not mere financial
interests.
[7]

The law to apply in the case of a business rescue application, is distinguishable
on more than a conceptual basis (that it is only the beginning of a process that
will involve creditors in its determination). The distinction is brought about in
terms of section 131 of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (“the 2008 Act”). This
section includes, without formal joinder, an automatic right to an “affected
person” (a defined term that includes creditors) to participate in a hearing.
Creditors therefore need not be joined formally in an application for business
rescue under section 131 of the 2008 Act. See Cape Point Vineyards (Pty) Ltd
v Pinnacle Point Group Ltd and Another (Advantage Projects Managers (Pty)
Ltd Intervening) para 21,8 a judgment by Rogers AJ. It was quoted with
approval by Weiner J in Mhlonipheni v Mezepoli Melrose Arch (Pty) Ltd and
Others ; Lwazi v Mezepoli Nicolway (Pty) Ltd and Another; Moto v Plaka
Eastgate Restaurant CC and Another; Mohsen and Another v Brand Kitchen
Hospitality (Pty) Ltd and Another para 49.9 (Having defined the 2008 Act, I
should add that I refer herein to the Companies Act 61 of 1973 as “the 1973
Act”.) Joinder of SARS in the business rescue application was thus
unnecessary .

[8]

A debate was had in the papers whether the auction applicants ought to have
joined more interested parties in the auction application, and whether their
version of having had difficulties initially to ascertain identities and particulars
of such parties, held water. Any point of non-joinder became moot as a result
of the orders made on 11 March 2020. The initial rule nisi sought in the auction
application, became unnecessary as a result. Notice has been given since of
both the business rescue and auction applications to interested parties, who
were joined as respondents. (I point out that none of the further 177
respondents delivered an answering affidavit.)

8

Cape Point Vineyards (Pty) Ltd v Pinnacle Point Group Ltd and Another (Advantage Projects
Managers (Pty) Ltd Intervening) 2011 (5) SA 600 (WCC).
9 Mhlonipheni v Mezepoli Melrose Arch (Pty) Ltd and Others; Lwazi v Mezepoli Nicolway (Pty) Ltd and
Another; Moto v Plaka Eastgate Restaurant CC and Another; Mohsen and Another v Brand Kitchen
Hospitality (Pty) Ltd and Another [2020] ZAGPJHC 136 para 49.
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[9]

In my view, this matter does not warrant more time to be spent on the need to
intervene, or not, in the business rescue application as a result of the wording
of the 2008 Act, what the Common Law is with regard to the joinder of
purchasers (where the seller is already before the court) in the auction
application, or on the dividing line between a mere financial interest as
opposed a real and substantial interest to creditors in the auction application.

[10]

The non-joinder points do not warrant further costs orders. They took up little
time and effort. The applications to intervene did not take up material time
either. Fidelity and SARS would have been joined in the order that I made to
join parties. On a pragmatic basis, and the costs of intervention being limited
costs, the costs of the applications to intervene also should be costs in the
cause. In my view, the applicants in the auction and business rescue
applications could have taken the pragmatic route and allowed SARS and
Fidelity to intervene. They wanted to be heard, and this judgment always would
have had some impact on them. Accordingly, if their opposition to the
applications to intervene caused wasted costs, they have to pay those costs.

[11]

The matters were postponed to 4 and 5 May 2020. A further postponement
became necessary due to the unavailability of counsel for the provisional
liquidators. He became unavailable due to an unexpected commitment in the
Supreme Court of Appeal (“the SCA”). A postponement took some time to be
agreed to, as there were seven counsel involved in the matter, and many
attorneys too. During this process, the dates 21 and 22 May 2020 appeared
to be the most suitable next available dates, but the junior counsel for the
applicants in the business rescue and auction applications, had constraints.
These constraints were resolved, and the matter was postponed on 22 April
2020 by agreement to 21 and 22 May 2020, and costs reserved. I was
managing the hearing. From the start I reflected the view that the legal
representatives should seek to resolve procedural matters, but that I would, if
required to do so, make rulings. No one could not have had the impression
that I would not facilitate a fair date for the hearing.

[12]

Again, in my view, the postponement was one of those inevitable unforeseen
developments in litigation, and the costs of the postponement should be costs
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in the cause. The provisional liquidators still had launched an application for a
postponement on 18 April 2020. It was an unnecessary step that was taken in
accordance with the unduly aggressive manner in which the provisional
liquidators conducted the litigation. The 38 applicants10 to the application for a
postponement dated 18 April 2020 must to pay their own costs in respect of
the application.
[13]

Next I address the role players other that SARS and Fidelity, to whom I have
referred already.

Broad overview of the role players
[14]

The three applications relate to the affairs of a group of companies, commonly
referred to as the BOSASA group of companies, now largely in liquidation. I
refer to this group herein as “the group of companies”, “the group”, or “the
BOSASA/African Global group of companies” (as the group was in a transition
from BOSASA to a new identity, “African Global”).

[15]

The holding company of the group is AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS (PTY)
LTD (“Holdings”). It is not in liquidation and is the first applicant in the business
rescue and auction applications, and the first respondent in the Rule 42
application. It held all the shares in AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY)
LTD (in liquidation) (“Operations”). Operations in turn held shares in ten further
companies that are in liquidation. I first deal with five of them:
[15.1]

BOSASA PROPERTIES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation) (“Properties”);

[15.2]

GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
(“Technology Systems”);

[15.3]

LEADING PROSPECT TRADING 111 (PTY) LTD (in liquidation)
(“Leading Prospect”);

[15.4]

BOSASA YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (PTY) LTD (in
liquidation) (“Youth Development Centres”);

10

Why they all joined in the fight, is not quite clear to me.
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[15.5]

BLACK ROX SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD
(“Security Intelligence”).

[16]

The six companies that are in liquidation, are the six companies in respect of
which the business rescue application is brought (“the six business rescue
companies”).11 No relief is sought in respect of five companies in the group
that are in liquidation:
[16.1]

BOSASA

SUPPLY

CHAIN

MANAGEMENT

(PTY)

LTD

(in

liquidation) (“Supply Change Management”);

[17]

[16.2]

BOSASA IT (PTY) LTD (in liquidation) (“BOSASA IT”);

[16.3]

RODCOR (PTY) LTD (in liquidation) (“RODCOR”);

[16.4]

WATSON CORPORATE ACADEMY (PTY) LTD (in liquidation); and

[16.5]

ON-IT-1 (PTY) LTD (in liquidation) (“ON-IT-1”).

The companies in liquidation are represented herein by their provisional
liquidators; three or four provisional liquidators in each case. I refer to all of
them as “the provisional liquidators”. However, two of the provisional
liquidators were not represented before me, each held a single appointment
only.12 I make no order against them as they did not oppose the relief sought.
Two provisional liquidators led the provisional winding-up, Mr RF Lutchman
and Mr C Murray. The other 11 provisional liquidators of the six business
rescue companies played no active role in the proceedings before me.

[18]

The other applicants in the business rescue and auction applications, other
than Holdings, are SUN WORX (PTY) LTD (“Sun Worx”) and KGWERANO
FINANCIAL SERVICES (PTY) LTD (“Kgwerano”). These two companies are
also the first and second respondents in the Rule 42 application. I refer to these
three, Holdings, Sun Worx and Kgwerano, as “the business rescue
applicants”, or “the auction applicants”, or “the business rescue and auction
applicants”, as the case may require. Operations held shares in Sun Worx,

11

Operations, Properties, Technology Systems, Leading Prospect, Youth Development Centres, and
Security Intelligence.
12 Ms M Oelofsen and Ms JF Barnard (who was not appointed in any of the six business rescue
companies).
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and in Kgwerano, and the two entities were also in some instances, creditors
of companies in liquidation, the details of which are not relevant to determine
these matters.
[19]

Apart from the 177 other respondents joined before me, the remaining party in
the three matters, is PARK VILLAGE AUCTIONEERS AND PROPERTY
SALES (PTY) LTD (“Park Village Auctions”) that conducted the auction sales
in issue, and played no active role before me.

[20]

I next summarise the relief sought in the three applications.

Relief sought
[21]

The auction applicants sought the following relief in the auction application:
[21.1]

Prohibiting any auction of and any other sale, whether by private
treaty or otherwise, of assets of the six business rescue companies[21.1.1]

Before the second meeting of creditors; and/or

[21.1.2]

Without the written consent by resolution of the board of
directors of Holdings; and

[21.1.3]

Before the final adjudication of the business rescue
application;

[21.2]

Declaring any auction of and any other sale, whether by private treaty
or otherwise, of assets of the six business rescue companies[21.2.1]

Before the second meeting of creditors; and/or

[21.2.2]

Without the written consent by resolution of the board of
directors of Holdings; and

[21.2.3]

Before the final adjudication of the business rescue
application,

to be null and void;
[21.3]

Prohibiting delivery and registration, where applicable, of movable
and the transfer and registration of immovable assets to any
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prospective purchaser of the assets of the six business rescue
companies whilst in liquidation and[21.3.1]

Before the second meeting of creditors; and/or

[21.3.2]

Without the written consent by resolution of the board of
directors of Holdings; and

[21.3.3]

Before the final adjudication of the business rescue
application;

[21.4]

Ordering the respondents to pay the costs of this application, on the
attorney-and-client scale, the one to pay the others to be absolved
from liability.

[22]

The business rescue applicants in the business rescue application sought the
following relief:
[22.1]

Placing the six business rescue companies under supervision and
that business rescue proceedings be commenced in terms of section
131(1) of 2008 Act;

[22.2]

Appointing Daniel Terblanche as business rescue practitioner to
conduct the business of the six business rescue companies with all
powers and duties entrusted to him in terms of the 2008 Act;

[22.3]

[Some relief regarding service of the papers not relevant at this
stage];

[22.4]

Ordering that the applicants’ costs, taxed on the scale between
attorney-and-client, to be paid by the six business rescue companies.

[23]

Fidelity sought the following relief in the Rule 42 application:
[23.1]

“That paragraph 2 of the order granted by the Honourable Mr Justice
Boohla dated 28 October 2019 be varied by the insertion of the words "and
African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation)" after the words "Bosasa
Properties (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation)"; and

[23.2]

“That there be no order as to costs in this application, unless opposed, in
which event the party opposing the application be ordered to pay such
costs, alternatively the costs occasioned by their opposition”.
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Introduction (continued)
[24]

If the auction application fails, the business rescue application probably also
has to fail as the six business rescue companies would be divested of all
assets. The auction application therefore needs to be determined before the
business rescue application, despite the latter being the earlier application.
The Rule 42 application pertains to the wording of a court order, an order that
is one of the two main matters to be decided in the auction application. The
Rule 42 application therefore has to be determined first.

[25]

I have made findings under the heading “introduction” about reserved costs in
certain instances. There were more in limine issues raised in the papers:
[25.1]

Non-joinder (which was resolved on the first day of the hearing as
set out above);

[25.2]

An alleged failure by the applicants in the auction and business
rescue applications to make out a case in the founding papers. In this
matter little benefit could be gained to take a two-step approach. The
parties agreed that regard should be had to all papers in the three
applications. Any alleged defects in the founding affidavits have been
sufficiently addressed to eliminate a peering at them on their own. It
seems to me that Valentino Globe BV v Phillips and Another13
permits a common sense handling of the matter on all the papers
filed of record. None of the parties sought a referral to evidence, and
I can address all factual disputes by applying Plascon Evans Paints
Ltd v Van Riebeeck Paints (Pty) Ltd.14 I therefore make no order in
respect of this in limine defence. It added no material time to the
argument and no separate costs order is required; and

[25.3]

Two striking out applications aimed at affidavits by the provisional
liquidators. In issue in those applications are primarily defamatory
averments and inuendo. I deal later with penalising costs in this
regard, but in the end, I did not order the striking out of paragraphs
in the affidavits by the provisional liquidators. The reason is that it

13
14

Valentino Globe BV v Phillips and Another 1998 (3) SA 775 (SCA).
Plascon Evans Paints Ltd v Van Riebeeck Paints (Pty) Ltd 1984 (3) (SA) 623 (A) at 634 E - 635 D.
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would add nothing to resolve the matter.15 In my view, some of my
reasoning is addressed later herein in a bit more detail, I would have
struck some averments in the papers delivered by the provisional
liquidators. Still, limited time was spent on this aspect, and I order
that those costs be costs in the cause.
[26]

Taxation in this matter will be difficult. It is caused by three interrelated matters
being argued. Taxation will further be complicated by the additional affidavits
delivered, almost all added little value.16 I request the taxing master to carefully
consider, in the light of this judgment, any claim on taxation for preparing
additional affidavits. A part of the disciplined approach to motion proceedings
is that there are three sets of affidavits (founding, answering and replying).
Where necessary, any new matter in reply should be dealt with by clearly
objecting thereto, striking out, or by responding thereto. In this case additional
affidavits were delivered. Any such affidavit should not re-argue the case, and
only address the new matter.

[27]

I next address the chronology of events.

Chronology
[28]

To avoid later duplication, I make some remarks about factual matters in the
chronology of events. The chronology of events in this matter is of particular
importance in the following respects: (a) the interpretation of a court order that
provided for consent to sales of assets of companies that are in winding-up,
(b) if such consent was given, and (c) the probability of success in the business
rescue application. In many ways, the answers to these questions would be
self-evident at the end of the chronology of events.

[29]

The BOSASA/African Global group of companies rendered services to
government departments and state-owned enterprises. They typically
submitted tenders pursuant to which fixed term contracts would be concluded

15

Such an outcome in the striking-out applications, was almost predictable. When large matters serve
before judges in this busy division, they invariably seek to address the real issues. Limited time does
not allow for enforcing the required disciplined approach to pleading and proving cases in opposed
motions, and the time spent normally will have no impact on the outcome. This opens the door to abuse,
as seldomly will a sanction be imposed.
16 The service affidavits were necessary.
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with them, if their tenders were accepted. This is an important consideration in
the business rescue application, as that business is no more, as will appear
below.
[30]

The companies had inter-company loans, and do not appear to have
maintained strict separate corporate personalities. The business rescue
application at some stage even contained an alternative prayer that the
corporate personalities be disregarded. Evidence before the Zondo
Commission of Enquiry into State Capture (“the Zondo Commission”) caused
the group to receive extensive negative publicity about the way business was
conducted in the group. Mr Gavin Watson17 was a central figure in the
unfavourable evidence led at the Zondo Commission and had passed away
before the present proceedings commenced. This is an important
consideration in the business rescue application, as new business undertaking
will face this legacy.

[31]

A consequence of the evidence before the Zondo Commission was that first
First National Bank (“FNB”) in November 2018 and then later, ABSA Bank
(“ABSA”) in February 2019, advised that they would withdraw banking facilities
from Operations (and thus from the whole group). This was so as payments in
respect of these tenders were not made to the company concerned, but to
Operations. The other companies did not have their own bank accounts.

[32]

On 28 January 2019, an auditor, Ms Colleen Passano CA (SA) issued a letter
contemplated by section 360.17 of the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants Code of Conduct recording numerous reportable irregularities in
the affairs of the group.

[33]

The writing was on the wall. During the first week of February 2019, the boards
of Holdings and Operations met with attorney Danie Potgieter. He assisted
and on 12 February 2019, special resolutions by their shareholders were
adopted placing Operations and the ten subsidiaries identified earlier herein,
in voluntary winding-up in terms of sections 349 and 350 of 1973 Act. The
simple truth is that the boards formed the view that the business conducted by

17

I refer to him by name hereon to distinguish him from Mr J Watson and Ms L Watson also referred to
herein.
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the group was no longer viable. On 14 February 2019, the resolutions were
filed with the CIPC and the companies were thus wound up.
[34]

On 21 February 2019, the Master appointed Mr Lutchman and Mr Murray as
the first two provisional liquidators for Operations, and on 27 February 2019 in
respect of the ten subsidiaries identified earlier herein. From time-to-time the
Master appointed further provisional liquidators for the eleven companies so
placed in liquidation.

[35]

On 22 February 2019, auditors D’Arcy & Co Inc placed on record that its
services were engaged to perform an audit of the financial statements of the
group, but that it could not do so because the annual financial statements for
the year ending February 2018 (due by August 2018) in respect of Holdings
and certain subsidiaries, had not been prepared. The unreliability of past
annual financial statements was not resolved thereafter. No purpose would be
served to re-do financial statements of companies in final winding-up. On 25
February 2019, D’Arcy & Co Inc issued Holdings and its subsidiaries with a
notice in terms of section 45 of the Auditing Profession Act 26 of 2005 that the
affairs of the companies have been conducted in a manner that does not
impart confidence or trust, but anxiety and concern. This is an important
consideration in the business rescue application, as the applicants relied on
the financial statements.

[36]

On 26 February 2019, Holdings took issue with the special resolutions and
contended that the windings-up were invalid. This dispute would continue until
November 2019 when the SCA ruled on the matter. On 5 March 2019,
Holdings launched an application to set aside ab initio the winding-up of all
eleven companies placed in winding-up due to an alleged defective procedure
followed in their winding-up.

[37]

On 14 March 2019, the Ameer AJ granted the relief (“the Ameer order”) and
set aside the winding-up of all eleven companies. On 14 March 2019, notice
was given that leave to appeal the decision would be sought. On 20 March
2019 leave to appeal the Ameer order to the SCA was granted. At this stage,
there was no doubt as to the position in law, all eleven companies remained
in liquidation pending the appeal and the provisional liquidators had to fulfil
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their functions as such. This is an important consideration in the auction
application. I do not discount that a pragmatic person in the position of the
provisional liquidators would have considered the impact of a potential
dismissal of the appeal on steps taken in the interim, apart from the restrictions
placed in law on the powers of provisional liquidators.
[38]

On 20 March 2019, the Cabinet instructed all the government departments to
terminate all contractual relationships and any association with the
BOSASA/African Global group. This is an important consideration in the
business rescue application. There is no indication that this position is likely to
change, and such an eventuality is not relied upon in the business rescue
application.

[39]

On 29 March 2019, Fourie J ordered a tax inquiry as envisaged in section 50
of the Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011 into the affairs of the group.

[40]

Before the chronology is further set out, a contextual point needs to be made:
[40.1]

During the period February/March 2019 to about October/November
2019, the provisional liquidators did not only preserve the assets of
the group, but traded it down, closed its operations. The contracts
were terminated, employees left, and assets were sold. This was
done based on powers given to them in two court orders referred to
below, and in consultation with the boards of Holdings and
Operations. An informal arrangement was reached between the
provisional liquidators and the boards met monthly for a while. If one
has regard to the minutes of these monthly meetings, they reflect a
process where largely by consent, businesses were wound down.
This resulted in redundant assets, which brought in turn holding
costs. No one disputed that redundant assets had to be sold, but I
foundnd no proof of any agreement that every asset would be sold
at an auction on terms and on a date determined by the provisional
liquidators. Monthly meetings were held on the following dates (and
some meetings are again referred to below)[40.1.1]

1 April 2019 (“the first meeting”);
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[40.2]

[40.1.2]

8 April 2019 (“the April meeting”);

[40.1.3]

3 May 2019 (“the May meeting”);

[40.1.4]

20 June 2019 (“the June meeting”)

[40.1.5]

12 August 2019 (“the August meeting”);

[40.1.6]

7 October 2019 (“the October meeting”);

As will appear below, the meeting in November 2019 was not held,
when disputes about the powers of the provisional liquidators had
been raised;

[40.3]

The winding down of the businesses and the like were discussed
during these monthly meetings; and

[40.4]

The court applications referred to above, and the third one in issue
in the auction application, were obtained with the consent of the
boards of Holdings and Operations. They were (are referred to again
below)[40.4.1]

On 2 April 2019, Tsoka J granted an order (“the Tsoka
order”);

[40.4.2]

On 14 May 2019, Mudau J granted a further order (“the
Mudau order”); and

[40.4.3]

On 28 October 2019 Bhoola AJ granted the third order
(“the Boohla order”) already referred to in the relief
sought in the Rule 42 Application.

[41]

Reverting to the chronology and as referred to above, on 2 April 2019, the
Tsoka order was issued. The order inter alia extended the provisional
liquidators’ powers under section 386 of the 1973 Act to conduct business and
required them to exercise such powers “… in consultation with the board(s) of
directors of the specific company or companies involved in the transaction(s)
and decisions” (underlining added). This order was issued where there was a
pending appeal against the Ameer decision.
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[42]

On 8 April 2019, the April meeting took place. At this meeting the sale of the
assets to potential interested parties was discussed, and efforts to do so
recorded. All attempts to find purchasers came to nought.

[43]

On 3 May 2019, the May meeting took place. At this meeting the sale of surplus
assets by the provisional liquidators was discussed, with “offers” agreed to
have to be between “retail and forced values”. I assume that was meant that
assets should be sold between forced sale values and market values.
Importantly, the discussion was not that the provisional liquidators could sell
without reserve at an auction. A forced sale value is lower than market value.

[44]

On 14 May 2019, the Mudau order was issued. The order had the same terms
as the Tsoka order, save for stating that the order was only to remain in effect
until such time as judgment was handed down in the SCA. Regarding consent,
the order expressly required reasonable notice to the boards of the
consultative process (underlining added):
“6.

[45]

The powers in paragraphs 4 and 5 above shall be exercised by the
Applicants in consultation with the board(s) of directors of the specific
company or companies involved in the transaction(s) and decisions and
the Applicants shall at all times be obliged to give the directors in
question reasonable notice of the meeting at which it is sought to
consult and of the subject matter thereof.”

This order was issued where there was a pending appeal against the Ameer
decision. Thereafter there was no notice of an auction, or on what terms the
auction should be held.

[46]

On 3 June 2019, the first session of the tax enquiry by SARS took place.

[47]

On 20 June 2019, the June meeting took place.

[48]

On 12 August 2019, the August meeting took place.

[49]

On 26 August 2019, Mr Gavin Watson passed away.

[50]

During about August/September 2019, the provisional liquidators sought to sell
assets and prepared the founding papers in what would lead to the Boohla
order. On 4 September 2019, Mr Gough of Rushmere Noach attorneys
(“Rushmere”), who had sight of the draft application, consented thereto on
behalf of all boards of the companies in the group in a letter addressed to Mr
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Ferreira of VLV attorneys (“VLV”) acting on behalf of the provisional liquidators
and stated (underlining added):
“We also confirm that by virtue of your clients agreeing that they will not
exercise their powers other than:
1. in consultation with our clients; and
2. without the consent of our clients,
and as a matter of practicality (without conceding the legal position or rights)
our clients consent to the relief claimed in the notice of motion.”

[51]

On 7 October 2019, the October meeting took place. This was the last meeting
and predated the Bhoola order.

[52]

On 28 October 2019, the Boohla order followed, in express, agreed terms. It
is addressed in more detail below, but I need to reflect the paragraph that is
the main matter in issue before me (underlining added):
“The assets referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall be sold in
consultation with and with the consent of the board of African Global Holdings
(Pty) Ltd, African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation), and the respective
boards of its subsidiaries referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above.”

[53]

The “consultation” provided for in the earlier orders, became “consultation and
consent” in this order.

[54]

Also on 28 October 2019, Park Village Auctions already presented an auction
proposal to the provisional liquidators. On 30 October 2019, the provisional
liquidators appointed Park Village Auctions to attend to a sale of the assets of
the group by auction. It is not clear to me, but the date arranged was 26 and
27 November 2020, before the hearing of the appeal against the Ameer
decision.

[55]

On 4 November 2019, Park Village Auctions advised the provisional liquidators
that an auction in December is not advisable as “we have found from past
experiences, that the buying power declines as buyers are focused on closing
for the holiday period”. They would later contend that the first week of
December was the last opportunity.

[56]

On 4 November 2019, Ms L Watson, Mr Joe Gumede (“Mr Gumede”) and Ms
Jacqui Leyds in a meeting with Park Village Auctions learnt of an imminent
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sale of most movable assets of the group on 26 and 27 November 2019. They
were surprised and objected to the sale. This is consistent with the version that
there was no agreement of a sale of assets by public auction.
[57]

On 4 November 2019, Rushmere recorded that the various boards had not
consented to the sale and that they object to such a sale without their consent.
I pause here, this too was is consistent with the version that there was no
agreement of a sale of assets by public auction. Rushmere’s clients demanded
that a process be followed that would ensure that informed consent was given.
The procedure they proposed seems good in parts and unduly burdensome in
others (as a large number of assets are involved, necessarily of a range
values). The first part of the proposal is enough of an illustration:
“(a) compile a written proposal in respect of each intended sale with details of
the asset, its estimated value, the form of sale, the anticipated sale price, tax
consequences of the sale, the advantage of sale as opposed to retention of the
asset, details of any encumbrance and the manner in which such encumbrance
will be released, expected timeframe of the sale process and all detail which
would be necessary for consideration by the Directors before consent can
responsibly be given;
b) …”

[58]

When this letter was written, the directors of Holdings were Mr Gumede, Ms
Thandi Makoko (“Ms Makoko”), Mr Ismael Dikani (“Mr Dikani”), and Ms
Munirah Oliveria (“Ms Oliveria”).

[59]

The issue of an unauthorised auction was firmly and clearly raised. The
provisional liquidators for blame Mr J Watson for this development. On 5
November 2019, Mr J Watson consented to his appointment as a director of
Holdings.

[60]

On 6 November 2019, VFV responded to Rushmere, stating that they would
seek instructions and recorded that it seemed that some of the requirements
in paragraph (a) of the letter, quoted above, “may well be a bit over the top,
but it is clear that we must agree on a pragmatic methodology as soon as
possible.” Tellingly the letter did not record that consent had already been
given. These attorneys had been involved in the obtaining of the Bhoola order
and the consent thereto.
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[61]

In my view, once the issue of consent was raised, an appropriate response by
a provisional liquidator would have been, not a belligerent one, but one in
which the provisional liquidators would (a) undertake to comply with the Bhoola
order and with the deal made, or (b) state that they hold a different view, and
what that view was (and if need be, approach a court for a revised ruling).
Provisional liquidators, acting in good faith, had to come clean, if they intended
to arrange an auction without seeking consent as set out in the Bhoola order.

[62]

On 7 November 2019, having taken instructions, VFV responded further and
provided Rushmere with an auction proposal (and budget) for an auction to
take place in the first week of December 2019 and stated that “there has been
already in principle agreement for the liquidators to proceed with the sale as
reflected” in the attachment. This is off course no answer to an interpretation
of the Bhoola order that required consultation and consent and the provisional
liquidators would have been advised accordingly.

[63]

On 7 November 2019, Mr Gumede, Ms Makoko, and Mr Dikani resigned as
directors of Holdings. The meant that Ms Munirah Oliveria was the sole
remaining director.

[64]

[65]

On 8 November 2019, Rushmere consented to the sale of the certain assets:
“a)

firearms;

b)

equipment and furniture in respect of the repatriation and youth centres;

c)

equipment to the Department of Correctional Services; and

d)

shareholding in Ntsimbintle.”

Rushmere recorded that in respect of the remaining assets, Rushmere’s
clients were advised by the auctioneers that it would be preferable to sell those
assets the next year. They sought an alternate proposal on how to sell the
remainder of the assets if their proposal was not acceptable.

[66]

On 11 November 2019, Ms L Watson and Mr J Watson became directors of
Holdings.

[67]

On 12 November 2019, VLV recorded their instructions that (underlining
added):
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“2. Having considered your letter, the liquidators instruct that:
2.1 Your letter runs quite contrary to the discussions between them and the
board members who in principle consented to the sale as proposed by the
liquidators.
2.2 … 18
2.3 The refusal to sell will obviously also indirectly impact on the position of the
holding company.
2.4 There is no reason at all why the sale should not proceed and in the
absence of compelling reasons they are proceeding with the proper
advertisement and sale of the assets as previously planned in conjunction with
the boards.
3. The above notwithstanding the liquidators will in the meantime set up an
urgent meeting with all the board members so as to thrash out any specific
issues that there may be.”

[68]

Clearly the provisional liquidators decided not to follow the suggested
approach by their attorney of agreeing “on a pragmatic methodology” to sell
assets. The letter quite clearly reflects that the provisional liquidators knew that
they did not have actual consent to the proposed auction, only consent in
principle (that assets may be sold?). There is no evidence of prior, joint
planning of such an auction. Indeed, there is no evidence that the consent to
the auction was ever even asked for. The alleged proposed meeting did not
take place.

[69]

When the above letter was received by Rushmere, the parties were travelling
to Bloemfontein. On 15 November 2019, the Supreme Court of Appeal heard
the appeal against the Ameer order. On 15 November 2019, Park Village
Auction already published briefly an advertisement to hold the auctions on 4
December 2019. This could only mean that the provisional liquidators were
busy in the background to proceed with the arrangements.

[70]

On 20 November 2020, Rushmere recorded in a letter directed inter alia to
VFV that (underlining added):
“The liquidators have not consulted the directors of Holdings nor have those
directors granted their consent to the intended sale. To the best of the

18

A motivation for the auction.
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knowledge of the directors of Holdings there has not been proper consultation
with the directors of Operations or the subsidiaries, whose assets are the
subject matter of the intended sale, nor have those directors given their consent
thereto. In the absence of such consultation and consent, the intended sale is
in breach of the order. Moreover, in the absence of a proper explanation from
the liquidators, their conduct (and possibly their agents in conducting any sale)
will be in contempt of the order as well”;

and
“... With regard to the email from Mr. Ferreira of 12 November 2019, whilst
certain directors may have agreed in principle to sell the assets, this is not to
say that the requisite consent of the boards of Holdings, Operations and the
applicable subsidiary was given. The liquidators are invited to produce such
consent if they are in disagreement that it has not been obtained.”

[71]

Such consent was not produced, despite a reminder referred to below.

[72]

On 20 November 2019, Mr J Watson and Ms L Watson were appointed as
directors of Holdings.

[73]

On 21 November 2019 VFV placed the provisional liquidators’ instructions on
record (underlining added):
“3.2

There is on the part of the co-liquidators no doubt that the boards have
consented to and participated in the decision-making process regarding
the imminent auctions”;

“4.

With the above in mind the liquidators are committed to the proper (well
publicised) auctions of the assets advertised, on 4, 5 and 6 December
2019.”

and

[74]

On 22 November 2019, the Supreme Court of Appeal reversed the Ameer
order. According to the provisional liquidators’ heads of argument, the appeal
was upheld and the SCA “scathingly dismissed and characterised the Ameer
application as an abuse”. This is not how I read the judgment. I read nothing
therein that would fairly be characterised as a scathing dismissal of an abusive
application. The SCA accepted that the process was triggered by the
provisional liquidators taking control of the companies that were in liquidation,
and the SCA criticised the acting judge’s reasoning, but those two findings do
not reflect the application as an abuse.
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[75]

Also on 22 November 2019, Park Village Auctions started to give publicity to
the auction to be held on 4 to 6 December 2019.

[76]

On 25 November 2019, Holdings consulted a business rescue practitioner.

[77]

On 27 November 2019, a new attorney Mr Goodes at Goodes & Seedat
Attorneys (“Goodes”) acting on behalf of Holdings, recorded in a letter that
(underlining added):
“4. Neither the board of directors of African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd, nor the
board of directors of the respective African Global Group companies in
liquidation were consulted in regard to the intended auction and neither the
board of directors of African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd, nor the board of
directors of the respective African Global Group companies in liquidation have
given their consent that the assets can be sold by this hastily convened
auction.”

[78]

There is no doubt, on the proven facts, that this letter correctly reflects the
factual position. Had there been an actual version to the contrary, it would have
been produced. On 28 November 2019, followed this response from VFV:
“2, Unfortunately your clients have not properly instructed you alternatively you
have not had the opportunity to fully appraise yourself with the legal process
that has ensued since the voluntary winding up of the above-mentioned
companies.
3, Simply out of courtesy, the following: …”;

[79]

The “following” is then an argument that:
[79.1]

The order was meant to be in place pending the determination of the
appeal;

[79.2]

The SCA judgment rendered the Bhoola order ineffectual;

[79.3]

Its clients were “now singularly vested with the control and authority
over the assets of the group of companies”;

[79.4]

(In any event) “there is on the part of the co-liquidators no doubt that
the boards have consented to and participated in the decisionmaking process regarding the imminent auctions”, and

[79.5]

“The attempt by the newly constituted board of AGH to repudiate the
decisions taken their predecessors is without merit.”
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[80]

One should pause here and reflect on this letter. The provisional liquidators
were never more than provisional liquidators, in law with limited powers. The
SCA judgment did not place them in a position where they had “control and
authority over the assets of the group of companies” to do as they pleased. No
one could have believed such an interpretation of the SCA judgment. Still no
facts were alleged on which the provisional liquidators could rely for consent
to the auction. Simply saying over and over that they had consent to the
auction in principle, is meaningless, an does not raise a real and bona fide
factual dispute, The actual facts of such consent had to be alleged. Factually
further, the issue of consent to the auctions were raised by the previous board
of Holdings. It was not a new board that repudiated alleged prior decisions. I
also have referred to the reaction by the author of this letter when the issue of
consent was raised with him. He too held the view that consent had to be
obtained.

[81]

On 29 November 2019, Mr J Watson and Mr R Watson consulted new counsel,
who appeared before me.

[82]

On 29 November 2019, SARS issued an Audit Findings letter pertaining to
Supply Change Management, reflecting a tax liability of R500 Million.

[83]

Between 30 November 201 and 2 December 2019 the business rescue
application was prepared, and settled. It is common cause that the application
was prepared under pressure. The provisional liquidators go as far as to
describe the application in their heads of argument as “manifestly a rushed
conflation of [conflicting] company law principles and provisions”.

[84]

On 2 December 2019, Goodes recorded that VFV has not responded to their
request for proof of the consent, and recorded that the Bhoola order would
stand until set aside, and that the SCA judgment had no impact thereon. He
demanded a cancellation of the auction.

[85]

On 3 December 2019 a short response followed from VFV, to the effect that
there was no reason not to proceed with the auction.

[86]

On 3 December 2019 Goodes recorded that the business rescue application
was issued, and would be served on that day. They referred VFV to section
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131(6) of the 2008 Act, that such an application suspends the winding-up
process. The application was issued on 3 December 2019.
[87]

At 16H44 on 3 December 2019 the business rescue application was served
by e-mail on Mr Ferreira and on seemingly other provisional liquidators. It is
common cause that Mr Murray and Mr Lutchman received it. At 17H15 Mr
Ferreira of VFV responded and stated that he does not hold instructions
anymore, and that Ms Wessels of MacRobert Attorneys do.

[88]

On 4 December 2019, Park Village commenced to hold an auction inter alia of
the assets of the six business rescue companies, despite the business rescue
application. The urgent application sought to enforce the Bhoola order in part,
any sale had to be with the written consent of Holdings.

[89]

On 4 December 2019, an urgent application was launched by Holdings, of the
liquidated companies. The matter was stood down till the next day by Wright
J. On 5 December 2019, the Wright J struck the urgent application from the
roll for lack of urgency.

[90]

On 5 to 6 December 2019, Park Village finalised the auction of the assets of
the six business rescue companies.

[91]

Park Village Auctions and Advanced Valuers, valued the assets to be sold at
R95 Million.19 The movable assets were sold for R30 Million.20 A repeated
assertion was that the sales were a great success. It is not clear to me if this
was so, if relevant:
[91.1]

Portion 222 (a Portion of Portion 212) of The Farm Luipaardsvlei was
valued at a market value of R38 Million, and a forced sale value of
R25 Million, and was sold to Fidelity for R14 Million. On those
valuations, it was not a successful sale on any basis;

[91.2]

Portion 210 (a Portion of Portion 136) of The Farm Luipaardsvlei was
valued at a market value of R32 Million, and a forced sale value of

19
20

R95 203 295.00.
R30 048 407.50, including VAT
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R23 Million, and was sold to the state for R69 Million. On those
valuations, it was not a successful sale;
[91.3]

Portion 214, 215 and 216 (Portions of Portion 212) of The Farm
Luipaardsvlei were valued a market value of R5.4 Million, and a
forced sale value of R2.7 Million and as sold for R6 Million. On those
valuations, it was not a successful sale; and

[91.4]

The values of the movable assets sold are not as clear. Only forced
sale values were used in the valuation. These valuations appear on
valuation sheets, and one of them does not have a final total, making
easy addition difficult. The forced sale valuations excluded VAT. It
seems from the figures used by the provisional liquidators, that the
total assets to be sold were valued at R95 203 295,21 (and form a
quick perusal of the valuation sheets), that the movable assets had
a forced sale value of about R20 Million22 excluding VAT. The auction
report reflects sales of movables to the value R26 Million23 if VAT is
excluded for consistency sake. A finding of a successful auction
would depend on the value used for assessment.

[92]

On 20 December 2019, the auction application was launched.

[93]

On 7 February 2020, the provisional liquidators sold the remaining asset in the
group, referred to above.

[94]

In a supplementary affidavit dated 10 March 2020 in the auction application,
they contend (a) that on a proper interpretation of the Bhoola order, they
needed no consent after the SCA judgment, (b) in any event they had consent,
and (c) in any event it was impossible to comply with the consent provision in
the Bhoola order:
“75

21

As such and in law, the subject companies did not have any directors
as at the date upon which the Boohla order was granted and the
conditions imposed pursuant to paragraph 3 of the Boohla order was a
non-event. It was, as such, impossible to fulfil from day one as not a

R89 803 295.00 is also used.
R19 803 295.00
23 R26 129 050.00.
22
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single one of the subject companies had any directors with effect from
14 February 2019.”

[95]

The next day, on 11 March 2020, the first hearing commenced of the auction
application and of the business rescue application. I have dealt with the rest
of the hearings.

[96]

This matter requires interpretation of the 2008 Act, the 1973 Act, the
Insolvency Act 24 of 1936 (“the Insolvency Act”), and of the Bhoola order.
Interpretation plays an important role in this matter.

The law on interpretation of legal instruments
[97]

I apply Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality,24 and I
was particularly influenced by the clarity of the drafting (where applicable) of
the words to be interpreted (off course read in context), the decreased
emphasis on context in such cases, the status of court orders, the line where
this court’s powers of interpretation ends, and the Constitutional right to equal
protection and benefit of the law (section 9) . Some of my findings give greater
content to a purposive interpretation, especially where the right to equality
plays out and technical hurdles are sought to be introduced to the application
of the law. I sought to remain faithful to the fact that this court’s role is to
interpret; The exercise is one of interpretation. In some instances, my task is
made easier by interpretation binding on me.

[98]

I am guided by the fact that both the SCA and the Constitutional Court must
be aware of the tension that I observe and encounter in practice. The law
requires of me to follow the SCA where I observe tension, unless and until I
can state that a judgment of the Constitutional Court is so inconsistent with the
ratio decidendi of the SCA, that it implicitly has overruled it. In another context
the Constitutional Court stated that (footnotes omitted):25
“The rule of law requires that the law be clear and ascertainable. As stated by
this Court in Affordable Medicines: “The law must indicate with reasonable
certainty to those who are bound by it what is required of them so that they may
regulate their conduct accordingly.” The application of the common law rules

24

Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA).
Beadica 231 CC and Others v Trustees for the time being of the Oregon Trust and Others [2020]
ZACC 13 para 83, a judgment Theron J (Khampepe ADCJ, Jafta J, Majiedt J, Mathopo AJ, Mhlantla J
and Tshiqi J concurring).
25
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of contract should result in reasonably predictable outcomes, enabling
individuals to enter into contractual relationships with the belief that they will be
able to approach a court to enforce their bargain. It is therefore vital that, in
developing the common law, courts develop clear and ascertainable rules and
doctrines that ensure that our law of contract is substantively fair, whilst at the
same time providing predictable outcomes for contracting parties. This is what
the rule of law, a foundational constitutional value, requires. The enforcement
of contractual terms does not depend on an individual judge’s sense of what
fairness, reasonableness and justice require. To hold otherwise would be to
make the enforcement of contractual terms dependent on the “idiosyncratic
inferences of a few judicial minds”. This would introduce an unacceptable
degree of uncertainty into our law of contract. The resultant uncertainty would
be inimical to the rule of law.”

[99]

In my experience often paragraph 18 of Endumeni is relied upon for a
contention that I a court must use context to such an extent, that the argument
is no longer about interpretation of the document. This is not what Endumeni
has found. Perhaps the reason for the approach is that paragraph 18 of
Endumeni, with respect, is just too short a formulation of the principles that I
fully support.26

[100]

The principle remains, where words are read in context, this does not mean
that words can mean whatever a judge wants them to mean. Repeatedly the
warning is sounded to judges: In interpreting legal instruments, do not cross

26

Para 18 reads (footnotes omitted):
“Over the last century there have been significant developments in the law relating to the
interpretation of documents, both in this country and in others that follow similar rules to our
own. It is unnecessary to add unduly to the burden of annotations by trawling through the case
law on the construction of documents in order to trace those developments. The relevant
authorities are collected and summarised in Bastian Financial Services (Pty) Ltd v General
Hendrik Schoeman Primary School. The present state of the law can be expressed as follows.
Interpretation is the process of attributing meaning to the words used in a document, be it
legislation, some other statutory instrument, or contract, having regard to the context provided
by reading the particular provision or provisions in the light of the document as a whole and the
circumstances attendant upon its coming into existence. Whatever the nature of the document,
consideration must be given to the language used in the light of the ordinary rules of grammar
and syntax; the context in which the provision appears; the apparent purpose to which it is
directed and the material known to those responsible for its production. Where more than one
meaning is possible each possibility must be weighed in the light of all these factors. The
process is objective not subjective. A sensible meaning is to be preferred to one that leads to
insensible or unbusinesslike results or undermines the apparent purpose of the document.
Judges must be alert to, and guard against, the temptation to substitute what they regard as
reasonable, sensible or businesslike for the words actually used. To do so in regard to a statute
or statutory instrument is to cross the divide between interpretation and legislation. In a
contractual context it is to make a contract for the parties other than the one they in fact made.
The ‘inevitable point of departure is the language of the provision itself’, read in context and
having regard to the purpose of the provision and the background to the preparation and
production of the document.”
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the divide between the legislative and judicial powers; do not make an
agreement for the parties that they did not make. By way of example see
Endumeni27 para 18, Kubyana v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd para 18,28
and S v Zuma and Others para 17 and 18.29 Judges look at matters with the
benefit of hindsight, often able to see what parties, parliament or litigants
should have done (but in fact did not do/agree). The risk is high of interpreting
documents without due regard to proper demarcation judicial powers.
[101]

The use of context in interpretation is without doubt in the SCA. Novartis SA
(Pty) Ltd v Maphil Trading (Pty) Ltd para 2930 adopts with approval the
statement in Bothma-Batho Transport (Edms) Bpk v S Bothma & Seun
Transport (Edms) Bpk para 1231 that the approach that a court only looks at
surrounding circumstances (context) when there is an ambiguity in language,
is “no longer consistent with the approach to interpretation now adopted by
South African courts in relation to contracts or other documents, such as
statutory instruments or patents”. A point made in Bothma-Batho para 12 is
made again in Novartis para 29, namely that interpretation is one unitary
exercise. See too the statement in Novartis para 28:32
“… A court must examine all the facts - the context - in order to determine what
the parties intended. And it must do that whether or not the words of the
contract are ambiguous or lack clarity. Words without context mean nothing.”

[102]

The move in approaches to interpretation now reflected in Endumeni, is part
of a history with long roots in this country. Many judgments that predate
Endumeni emphasised the role of context in interpretation. As Gamble J states
in Quest Petroleum (Pty) Ltd v Walters and Another33 para 44, “the authorities
go back a century or more” before he refers to judgments by Wessels CJ,
Greenberg JA, Innes CJ, Diemont JA, Conradie JA, FH Grosskopf JA, and
others. A further useful selection of such judgments is to be found in an article

27

Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA) para 18.
Kubyana v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd 2014 (3) SA 56 (CC) para 18.
29 S v Zuma and Others 1995 (2) SA 642 (CC) para 17 and 18.
30 Novartis SA (Pty) Ltd v Maphil Trading (Pty) Ltd 2016 (1) SA 518 (SCA) para 29.
31 Bothma-Batho Transport (Edms) Bpk v S Bothma & Seun Transport (Edms) Bpk 2014 (2) SA 494
(SCA) para 12.
32 Novartis SA (Pty) Ltd v Maphil Trading (Pty) Ltd 2016 (1) SA 518 (SCA) para 28.
33 Quest Petroleum (Pty) Ltd v Walters and Another [2019] 1 All SA 547 (WCC).
28
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The Life and Times of Textualism in South Africa34, where the author refers to
judgments by de Villiers JA, Schreiner JA, Joubert AJA, Wessels JA, Malan
AJA, and others.
[103]

Endumeni was part of our law that moved towards a contextual, objective
assessment of language used in legal instruments, based on text, factual
context, and purpose. The change that Endumeni brought, was to cement an
approach that gives effect to the truism that sometimes text goes wrong. There
is another, equally valid truism, often people write what they mean to say.

[104]

I must make one more point: Endumeni did not do away with the concepts of
variation of court orders, rectification of contracts, findings of implied and tacit
terms in contracts, parol evidence and the like. It simply reflects an approach
to interpretation where context and text merge.

[105]

In this case, some findings that I am asked to make may well not be findings
of interpretation, but of tacit terms. There is a clear distinction between
interpreting express words, and reading a tacit term into a document. The clear
distinction we draw between implied and tacit terms is drawn in English law
too, but without our distinctive use of the terminology of tacit versus implied
(by law).35 In Marks and Spencer plc v BNP Paribas Securities Services Trust
Co (Jersey) Ltd and Another36 Lord Neuberger P37 after inter alia referring to
the two types of unexpressed terms in a contract in para 15,38 makes a clear
distinction between the process of interpretation versus finding (in our terms),
a tacit term in para 28 - 29:
“[28] In most, possibly all, disputes about whether a term should be implied into
a contract, it is only after the process of construing the express words is
complete that the issue of an implied term falls to be considered. Until one has

34

Perumalsamy K "The Life and Times of Textualism in South Africa" PER / PELJ 2019 (22).
See Alfred McAlpine & Son (Pty) Ltd v Transvaal Provincial Administration 1974 (3) SA 506 (A) at
526E and Wilkins NO v Voges 1994 (3) SA 130 (A) at 136I-137D.
36 Marks and Spencer plc v BNP Paribas Securities Services Trust Co (Jersey) Ltd and Another [2016]
4 All ER 441.
37 With whom Lord Sumption and Lord Hodge SCJJ agreed.
38 “As Lady Hale pointed out in Geys v Socieìteì Geìneìrale, London Branch [2012] UKSC 63, [2013] 1
All ER 1061, [2013] 1 AC 523 (at [55]), there are two types of contractual implied term. The first, with
which this case is concerned, is a term which is implied into a particular contract, in the light of the
express terms, commercial common sense, and the facts known to both parties at the time the contract
was made. The second type of implied terms arises because, unless such a term is expressly excluded,
the law (sometimes by statute, sometimes through the common law) effectively imposes certain terms
into certain classes of relationship.”
35
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decided what the parties have expressly agreed, it is difficult to see how one
can set about deciding whether a term should be implied and if so what term.
This appeal is just such a case. Further, given that it is a cardinal rule that no
term can be implied into a contract if it contradicts an express term, it would
seem logically to follow that, until the express terms of a contract have been
construed, it is, at least normally, not sensibly possible to decide whether a
further term should be implied. Having said that, I accept Lord Carnwath's point
in para [71] to the extent that in some cases it could conceivably be appropriate
to reconsider the interpretation of the express terms of a contract once one has
decided whether to imply a term, but, even if that is right, it does not alter the
fact that the express terms of a contract must be interpreted before one can
consider any question of implication.
[29] In any event, the process of implication involves a rather different exercise
from that of construction. As Sir Thomas Bingham trenchantly explained in
Philips [1995] EMLR 472 at 481:
'The courts' usual role in contractual interpretation is, by resolving
ambiguities or reconciling apparent inconsistencies, to attribute the true
meaning to the language in which the parties themselves have
expressed their contract. The implication of contract terms involves a
different and altogether more ambitious undertaking: the interpolation
of terms to deal with matters for which, ex hypothesi, the parties
themselves have made no provision. It is because the implication of
terms is so potentially intrusive that the law imposes strict constraints
on the exercise of this extraordinary power.'”

[106]

Endumeni is generally seen as a step in breaking from the past, when our
courts for the most part followed a literal or textual approach to the
interpretation of legal documents. In the past, if (what seemed to be) the
ordinary meaning was clear, that meaning was given effect to. Only if that
meaning was absurd, could the ordinary meaning be departed from and
another meaning given to the word (and certain contextual matter be
considered). Our law largely based on English law in this regard. It was no
doubt influenced by the view then that the will of Parliament was supreme.

[107]

With respect, our law has not yet reached its interpretation destination. The
question remains the extent of the use of context, especially when words read
in context have a clear meaning. Those words often were agreed upon, and
often those words form part of a well-written product. It is useful in this regard
to consider an article by the author of Endumeni, Wallis JA.39 This judgment

39

Interpretation Before and after Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4)
SA 593 (SCA) PER / PELJ 2019 (22) by M Wallis.
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does not call for a fuller discussion of the article, but the article reflects nuances
to interpretation that I too believe should be part of our law (as it is in current
English law) about when context should carry more weight, as opposed to text,
and when not. Perhaps ironically, such a move close to English law, could
relieve the tension that I observe.
[108]

As is clear from Endumeni itself, the break from the past as evidenced in
Endumeni, in a large part followed not old Roman Dutch authorities, but
development in English law itself. I believe that it is fair to say that modern day
English law on interpretation changed the approached in many countries
outside the United Kingdom, including Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Hong
Kong, Singapore, and countries in Southern Africa. This is addressed in the
two articles already referred to. It is a journey. In City of Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality v Blair Atholl Homeowners Association,40 a judgment by Navsa
ADP and Mothle AJA,41 the court held at para 60 (footnotes omitted):
“[60] It is unrealistic to expect of this court or, indeed, of any court,
pronouncements that will end theoretical debates that have raged over many
decades and settle for all time, terminology that will obviate confusion. No
practical purpose is served by promoting one of the aforesaid approaches
above the other, nor is any purpose served by considering whether this court
has more recently adopted a revolutionary approach to interpretation, as
compared to its prior practice.”

[109]

English law on this topic too developed (will develop), and is nuanced, applying
rules and principles that give a judge the tools to apply those tools with
flexibility as determined by the circumstances of the case. I only refer briefly
thereto. It falls outside a judgment such as the present to discuss the current
English law and to compare them with Endumeni especially regarding the
boundaries between context and text (and possible future development of our
law) and/or the impact of the Constitution on interpretation.

[110]

Lord Hoffman’s formulation of five principles followed on Prenn v Simmonds42
and Reardon Smith Line Ltd. v Yngvar Hansen-Tangen.43 Lord Hoffman44

40

The City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality v Blair Atholl Homeowners Association 2019 (3) SA
398 (SCA) para 52.
41 Swain and Dambuza JJA and Mokgohloa AJA concurring.
42 Prenn v Simmonds [1971] 3 All ER 237.
43 Reardon Smith Line Ltd. v Yngvar Hansen-Tangen [1976] 3 All ER 570.
44 With whom Lord Goff of Chieveley, Lord Hope of Craighead and Lord Clyde agreed.
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formulated the first principle in Investors Compensation Scheme v West
Bromwich Building Society45:
“Interpretation is the ascertainment of the meaning which the document would
convey to a reasonable person having all the background knowledge which
would reasonably have been available to the parties in the situation in which
they were at the time of the contract.46

[111]

This formulation fits Endumeni, but adds that the assessment is objective, not
subjective. The flexibility in applying Investors Compensation Scheme (and as
set out in especially three cases that followed it) are described as follows by
Lord Hodge JSC47 in Barnardo's v Buckinghamshire and Others48 at para 13:
“In the trilogy of cases, Rainy Sky SA v Kookmin Bank [2011] UKSC 50, [2012]
1 All ER 1137, [2011] 1 WLR 2900, Arnold v Britton [2015] UKSC 36, [2016] 1
All ER 1, [2015] AC 1619 and Wood v Capita Insurance Services Ltd [2017]
UKSC 24, [2017] 4 All ER 615, [2017] AC 1173, this court has given guidance
on the general approach to the construction of contracts and other instruments,
drawing on modern case law of the House of Lords since Prenn v Simmonds
[1971] 3 All ER 237, [1971] 1 WLR 1381. That guidance, which the parties did
not contest in this appeal, does not need to be repeated. In deciding which
interpretative tools will best assist in ascertaining the meaning of an instrument,
and the weight to be given to each of the relevant interpretative tools, the court
must have regard to the nature and circumstances of the particular instrument.”

[112]

It is a reference to the flexibility referred to above. The current position in
English law, if a summary would suffice, is set out in Wood49 as quoted in Blair
Atholl Homeowners Association para 59:
“The court’s task is to ascertain the objective meaning of the language which
the parties have chosen to express their agreement. It has long been accepted
that this is not a literalist exercise focused solely on a parsing of the wording of
the particular clause but that the court must consider the contract as a whole
and, depending on the nature, formality and quality of drafting of the contract,
give more or less weight to elements of the wider context in reaching its view
as to that objective meaning. In Prenn v Simmonds [1971] 1 WLR 1381 (1383H1385D) and in Reardon Smith Line Ltd v Yngvar Hansen-Tangen [1976] 1 WLR
989 (997), Lord Wilberforce affirmed the potential relevance to the task of
interpreting the parties’ contract of the factual background known to the parties

45

Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich Building Society [1998] 1 All ER 98.
Perumalsamy K "The Life and Times of Textualism in South Africa" PER / PELJ 2019(22) makes the
interesting point that Endumeni omits to state that the standard is that of the reasonable reader.
47 With whom Lady Hale P, Lord Wilson, Lord Sumption and Lord Briggs JJSC agreed.
48 Barnardo's v Buckinghamshire and Others [2019] 2 All ER 175.
49 Wood v Capita Insurance Ltd [2017] 4 All ER 615 para 10.
46
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at or before the date of the contract, excluding evidence of the prior
negotiations.”

[113]

This approach is reflected in Endumeni, in my view. Hence Wallis JA (in his
capacity as an academic author) states with reference to inter alia Wood that:50
“On this approach, the process of interpretation is no longer, assuming it once
was, a war between textualism and contextualism. I venture to suggest that this
does not differ materially from Endumeni. Both text and context have a role to
play, and which will predominate will depend on the circumstances of each
case.”

[114]

Endumeni paragraph 18 was expressly approved and quoted in Airports
Company South Africa v Big Five Duty Free (Pty) Limited and Others para
29,51 a judgment by Froneman J.52 Based thereon I apply it too.

[115]

However, this acceptance of Endumeni in the Constitutional Court did not
address another decision by the Constitutional Court: Cool Ideas 1186 CC v
Hubbard and Another,53 a judgment by Majiedt AJ.54 In that case the
Constitutional Court held in para 28 (underlining added):
“A fundamental tenet of statutory interpretation is that the words in a statute
must be given their ordinary grammatical meaning, unless to do so would result
in an absurdity.55 There are three important interrelated riders to this general
principle, namely:
(a) that statutory provisions should always be interpreted purposively;56
(b) the relevant statutory provision must be properly contextualised;57 and

50

Interpretation Before and after Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4)
SA 593 (SCA) PER / PELJ 2019(22) page 13.
51 Airports Company South Africa v Big Five Duty Free (Pty) Limited and Others 2019 (5) SA 1 (CC)
para 29.
52 Dlodlo AJ, Goliath AJ, Khampepe J, Madlanga J, Petse AJ and Theron J concurring.
53 Cool Ideas 1186 CC v Hubbard and Another 2014 (4) SA 474 (CC) para 28.
54 Moseneke ACJ, Skweyiya ADCJ, Khampepe J and Madlanga J concurring.
55 “[18] See SATAWU and Another v Garvas and Others [2012] ZACC 13; 2013 (1) SA 83 (CC); 2012
(8) BCLR 840 (CC) (Garvas) at para 37; S v Zuma and Others [1995] ZACC 1; 1995 (2) SA 642 (CC);
1995 (4) BCLR 401 (CC) (S v Zuma) at paras 13-4; and Dadoo Ltd and Others v Krugersdorp Municipal
Council 1920 AD 530 at 543.”
56 “[19] Dengetenge Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Southern Sphere Mining and Development Company Ltd and
Others [2013] ZACC 48; 2014 (3) BCLR 265 (CC) at paras 84-6 and Department of Land Affairs and
Others v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty) Ltd [2007] ZACC 12; 2007 (6) SA 199 (CC); 2007 (10)
BCLR 1027 (CC) at para 5.”
57 “[20] North East Finance (Pty) Ltd v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd [2013] ZASCA 76; 2013 (5)
SA 1 (SCA) at para 24; KPMG Chartered Accountants (SA) v Securefin Ltd and Another [2009] ZASCA
7; 2009 (4) SA 399 (SCA) at para 39; and Bhana v Dőnges NO and Another 1950 (4) SA 653 (A) at
664E-H.”
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(c) all statutes must be construed consistently with the Constitution, that is,
where reasonably possible, legislative provisions ought to be interpreted to
preserve their constitutional validity. This proviso to the general principle is
closely related to the purposive approach referred to in (a).”58

[116]

Cool Ideas followed two years after Endumeni. The reminder therein about the
role of the Constitution in interpretation is undoubtedly necessary. Still, the
phrase that “the words in a statute must be given their ordinary grammatical
meaning, unless to do so would result in an absurdity” in Cool Ideas, with
respect cannot be reconciled with Endumeni. Wallis JA in his capacity as an
author, remarked that he does not believe Cool Ideas correctly reflects the
Constitutional Court’s intention.59 Still, Cool Ideas is often quoted with approval
by the Constitutional Court, and in a slightly reduced version, has found its
way into the SCA too. In Smyth and Others v Investec Bank Limited and
Another60 in a judgment by Petse JA61 the court held (underlining added):
“[28] I revert to the crux of the dispute between the parties, the interpretation of
s 252 of the Act. Principles of interpretation dictate that a court should pay due
regard to the overall scheme of the Act. During an interpretative process, it is
as well to remember that a fundamental principle of statutory interpretation is
that words in a statute must be given their ordinary meaning, unless to do so
would result in an absurdity. (See South African Transport and Allied Workers
Union & another v Garvas & others [2012] ZACC 13; 2013 (1) SA 83 (CC) para
37; S v Zuma & others [1995] ZACC 1; 1995 (2) SA 642 (CC) paras 13-14;
Dadoo Ltd v Krugersdorp Municipal Council 1920 AD 530 at 543.) This general
principle is, however, subject to three interrelated qualifications. First, the
statutory provision should be interpreted purposively. (See Department of Land
Affairs & others v Goedegelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty) Ltd [2007] ZACC 12;
2007 (6) SA 199 (CC) para 5; Dengetenge Holdings (Pty) Ltd v Southern
Sphere Mining Development Company Ltd & others [2013] ZACC 48; 2014 (5)
SA 138 (CC) paras 84-86.) Second, the relevant statutory provision must be
contextualised. (See North East Finance (Pty) Ltd v Standard Bank of South
Africa Ltd [2013] ZASCA 76; 2013 (5) SA 1 (SCA) para 24; KPMG Chartered
Accountants (SA) v Securefin Ltd & another [2009] ZASCA 7; 2009 (4) SA 399
SCA para 39.) Third, closely related to the purposive approach is the

“[21] Garvas above n 18 at para 37.”
Interpretation Before and after Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality 2012 (4)
SA 593 (SCA) PER / PELJ 2019(22). After referring to cases in which the Constitutional Court
encouraged a new approach to interpretation (Bato Star Fishing (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental
Affairs 2004 (4) SA 490 (CC) para 90; Department of Land Affairs v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty)
Ltd 2007 (6) SA 199 (CC) para 52) the author at page 8 footnote 19 stated the following:
“On its face the summary in Cool Ideas para 28 appears to be a retrograde step from this
perspective, but I doubt that this was intended.“
60 Smyth and Others v Investec Bank Limited and Another 2018 (1) SA 494 (SCA) para 28 - 29.
61 Navsa, Lewis and Mathopo JJA and Schippers AJA concurring.
58
59
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requirement that statutes must be interpreted consistently with the Constitution
so as to preserve their constitutional validity, where it is reasonably possible to
do so. As Wallis JA put it in Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni
Municipality [2012] ZASCA 13; 2012 (4) SA 581 para 18:
‘[T]he “inevitable point of departure is the language of the provision
itself”, read in the context and having regard to the purpose of the
provision and the background to the preparation and production of the
document. ... A sensible meaning is to be preferred to one that leads to
insensible or unbusinesslike results or undermines the apparent
purpose of the document.’
[29] Accordingly, as endorsed in a long line of cases, the logical point of
departure is the language of the provision itself read in the context of the overall
scheme of the Act, having regard to the purpose of the provision and against
the background to the production of the relevant statute. (See in this regard
South African Airways (Pty) Ltd v Aviation Union of South Africa & others [2011]
ZASCA 1; 2011 (3) SA 148 (SCA) paras 25-30; Bothma-Batho Transport
(Edms) Bpk v S Bothma & Seun Transport (Edms) Bpk [2013] ZASCA 176;
2014 (2) SA 494 (SCA) paras 10-12; Novartis SA v Maphil Trading [2015]
ZASCA 111; 2016 (1) SA 518 (SA) paras 24-31.)”

[117]

Smyth thus held that as a starting point “that words in a statute must be given
their ordinary meaning unless to do so would result in an absurdity”, whilst
Cool Ideas formulated it as “that the words in a statute must be given their
ordinary grammatical meaning, unless to do so would result in an absurdity”.

[118]

In the most recent judgment in the Constitutional Court stating the principles
of interpretation, Chisuse and Others v Director-General, Department of Home
Affairs and Another,62 the Constitutional Court relies on Endumeni (to a limited
extent) and on Cool Ideas. Khampepe J63 held:
“[47] In interpreting statutory provisions, recourse is first had to the plain,
ordinary, grammatical meaning of the words in question.64 Poetry and
philosophical discourses may point to the malleability of words and the
nebulousness of meaning,65 but, in legal interpretation, the ordinary

62

Chisuse and Others v Director-General, Department of Home Affairs and Another [2020] ZACC 20
para 46-59.
63 Jafta J, Madlanga J, Majiedt J, Mathopo AJ, Mhlantla J, Theron J, Tshiqi J and Victor AJ concurring.
64 “[45] See Diener N.O. v Minister of Justice and Correctional Services [2018] ZACC 48; 2019 (4) SA
374 (CC); 2019 (2) BCLR 214 (CC) at para 37; Mankayi v AngloGold Ashanti Ltd [2011] ZACC 3; 2011
(3) SA 237 (CC); 2011 (5) BCLR 453 (CC) at para 70; and Commissioner, South African Revenue
Service v Executor, Frith’s Estate [2000] ZASCA 94; 2001 (2) SA 261 (SCA) at para 2 of Plewman JA’s
judgment.”
65 “[46] As TS Elliot has eloquently stated, “[w]ords strain, crack and sometimes break, . . . slip, slide,
perish, [d]ecay with imprecision . . .”. Elliot Burnt Notion (No. 1 of Four Quarters) at Part V.”
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understanding of the words should serve as a vital constraint on the
interpretative exercise, unless this interpretation would result in an absurdity.66
As this Court has previously noted in Cool Ideas, this principle has three broad
riders, namely:
“(a)

that statutory provisions should always be interpreted purposively;

(b)

the relevant statutory provision must be properly contextualised; and

(c)

all statutes must be construed consistently with the Constitution, that is,
where reasonably possible, legislative provisions ought to be
interpreted to preserve their constitutional validity. This proviso to the
general principle is closely related to the purposive approach referred
to in (a).”67

[48] Judges must hesitate “to substitute what they regard as reasonable,
sensible or businesslike for the words actually used. To do so in regard to a
statute or statutory instrument is to cross the divide between interpretation and
legislation”.68
[49] …
[52] The purposive or contextual interpretation of legislation must, however, still
remain faithful to the literal wording of the statute.69 This means that if no
reasonable interpretation may be given to the statute at hand, then courts are
required to declare the statute unconstitutional and invalid.70 It is now settled
that this approach to interpretation is a unitary exercise.71 ”

[119]

I decline to apply the part of the law as contended for by the provisional
liquidators in the heads of argument in the auction application as not consistent
with Endumeni (underlining not added):
“154 Where the language of a document is clear and unambiguous, a court must give
effect to the intention of the parties as expressed in the contract, however harsh or
unreasonable that may appear to be.72

“[47] See Cool Ideas 1186 CC v Hubbard [2014] ZACC 16; 2014 (4) SA 474 (CC); 2014 (8) BCLR
869 (CC) (Cool Ideas) at para 28; SATAWU v Garvas [2012] ZACC 13; 2013 (1) SA 83 (CC); 2012 (8)
BCLR 840 (CC) (Garvas) at para 37; and Dadoo Ltd v Krugersdorp Municipal Council 1920 AD 530 at
543. See further Bishop and Brickhill, “‘In The Beginning Was The Word’: The Role of Text in the
Interpretation of Statutes” (2012) 129 SALJ 681 at 697 8.”
67 “[48] Cool Ideas id at para 28.”
68 “[49] Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality [2012] ZASCA 13; 2012 (4) SA
593 (SCA) (Endumeni) at para 18.”
69 “[55] Bertie Van Zyl above n 53 at para 22.”
70 “[56] National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v Minister of Home Affairs [1999] ZACC 17;
2000 (2) SA 1 (CC); 2000 (1) BCLR 39 (CC) at paras 23-4.”
71 “[57] See Endumeni above n 49 at para 19.”
72 “34 See Anchor Secunda (Pty) Ltd v Sasol Synthetic Fules (Pty) Ltd (624/10) [2011] ZASCA 158
(28 September 2011) at par 5.”
66
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155 The golden rule of interpretation dictates that the language in a document is to
be given its grammatical and ordinary meaning unless this would result in some
absurdity or repugnancy or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument.73”

[120]

Next, I address the major matters for decision.

First matter for decision: The Rule 42 application
[121]

Fidelity is if the view that the Bhoola order in error did not include the power to
sell the immovable property it purchased at the auction, and it seeks a variation
of the order to expressly refer thereto. The relief sought has been quoted
already. The chronology also already refers to one of the paragraphs in the
order, but I need to expand a bit on the facts set out in the chronology.

[122]

Paragraph 1 of the Bhoola order specifically dealt with power of the provisional
liquidators to sell movable assets of the six companies in liquidation, being
asses of:
[122.1]

Five of the six business rescue companies (excluding only
Properties)-

[122.2]
[123]

[122.1.1]

Operations;

[122.1.2]

Technology Systems;

[122.1.3]

Leading Prospect;

[122.1.4]

Youth Development Centres; and

[122.1.5]

Security Intelligence; and

One other company in liquidation, BOSASA IT.

Paragraph 1 of the order extended the powers of the provisional liquidators “in
terms of section 386(5), read with section 388” of the 1973 Act to sell all of the
movable assets “belonging to” the companies listed above “by way of public
auction, public tender or private contract, as contemplated in section
386(4)(h)” of the 1973 Act.

73

“See Coopers and Lybrand & Others v Bryant 1995 (3) SA 761 (A) at 767.”
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[124]

It is common cause that none of the other companies in liquidation had
movable assets.

[125]

The Bhoola order also dealt with immovable assets. Paragraph 2 of the order
refers to the same sections of the 1973 Act referred to above, and extends the
powers of the provisional liquidators to sell the immovable properties
belonging to Properties by way of public auction, public tender or private
contract. No other company in liquidation was mentioned. It would later
transpire that Operations, not Properties, owned an immovable property sold
at the public auction to Fidelity.

[126]

In context, the undoubted purpose of the relief sought before Bhoola AJ was
the interim power to be able to sell all the assets of the group, movable and
immovable. This appears from the founding affidavit in that application. The
group’s assets have become redundant due to the cancelled agreements with
the state, and the winding down of all business conducted by the group. This
outcome was enabled by the other two court orders referred to.

[127]

The movable assets of Operations could be sold too. The immovable property
owned by Operations was no different to the immovable property owned by
Properties.. In fact, it is clear that the consent sought from the Bhoola AJ was
intended to include the property owned by Operations. The founding affidavit
includes a reference to that property, and its likely forced sale value. It was
referred to as the “BOSASA Campus", and “African Global Operations'
headquarters” in the affidavit, the need for which has fallen away. It was not
intended to be retained until the final liquidators were appointed.

[128]

Unsurprisingly the Bhoola order was implemented as if consent to the sale of
the immovable property of Operations was given and Fidelity bought the
immovable property at the public auction. Everybody worked from the wrong
assumption when the property was sold at the auction and the first disputes
arose.
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[129]

Accordingly, the point that the sale to Fidelity was unauthorised(no provided
for in the Bhoola order), was not taken in the founding papers in the auction
application.74 That point was only taken after Fidelity discovered the omission.

[130]

The later explanation by the provisional liquidators was that the omission of
Operations in paragraph 2 of the Bhoola order, was an error. It seems to be to
be undoubtedly correct. When the provisional liquidators did not bring an in
terms of Rule 42, Fidelity approached the court. Fidelity argued that the
omission to refer to immovable property owned by Operations in the Bhoola
order, was a mere and innocent mistake.

[131]

The main defences raised against the Rule 42 order were:
[131.1]

A lack of locus standi. Clearly Fidelity is a party affected by the order
as contemplated in Uniform Rule 42(c) and had locus standi;75

[131.2]

It was a unilateral mistake by the provisional liquidators, not a
mistake common to the parties as contemplated in Uniform Rule
42(c). I disagree, the order was by consent;

[131.3]

Fidelity unduly delayed bringing the application for two months. I
disagree, there was no improper delay.

[132]

Fidelity argued that it was opportunistic to seek to exploit the error, and not to
consent to the rectification. I agree. The answering affidavit further
unnecessarily takes issue with the conduct of Fidelity and of the provisional
liquidators, irrelevant to the relief sought. It also impermissibly includes

74

The founding affidavit in the business rescue application states that the property is owned by
Properties.
75 “42 Variation and rescission of orders
(1) The court may, in addition to any other powers it may have, mero motu or upon the application of
any party affected, rescind or vary:
(a)
An order or judgment erroneously sought or erroneously granted in the absence of any
party affected thereby;
(b)
an order or judgment in which there is an ambiguity, or a patent error or omission, but
only to the extent of such ambiguity, error or omission;
(c)
an order or judgment granted as the result of a mistake common to the parties.
(2) Any party desiring any relief under this rule shall make application therefor upon notice to all parties
whose interests may be affected by any variation sought.
(3) The court shall not make any order rescinding or varying any order or judgment unless satisfied that
all parties whose interests may be affected have notice of the order proposed.”
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references to case law. It was properly dealt with in reply by Fidelity as
irrelevant responses.
[133]

Fidelity is entitled to the variation sought and I grant it. Fidelity sought costs
from the parties opposing the relief sought, alternatively the costs occasioned
by opposition. In my view this application should not have been opposed. A
short application by consent became impossible as a result of the stance taken
by the auction applicants. Thereafter mere technical defences followed. The
three parties that opposed the application, Holdings, Sun Worx and Kgwerano
must pay Fidelity’s costs of the Rule 42 application.

[134]

When Fidelity brought the application, there was no reason thereafter for the
provisional liquidators to join the fray, not having brought the application
themselves. They applied to join the Fidelity application as co-applicants and
served papers on 20 May 2020 shortly before the hearing on 21 May 2020. By
then it was too late properly deal with the application. In the end I strike the
application by the provisional liquidators from the roll and deliberately make
no order as to costs. The same applies with regard to the heads of argument
delivered by the provisional liquidators as a “note”.

Second matter for decision: Has the business application been “made”?
[135]

The provisional liquidators (SARS and Fidelity) took the point that the business
rescue application could not be considered as it has not been “made” as
contemplated in section 131 of the 2008 Act. The bigger point was that the
auction could have continued until it was “made”. The argument was that an
application for business rescue not made until it is served and given notice of
in a prescribed manner, including as prescribed by regulation 124 of the
Companies Regulations, 2011 (“the Regulations”).

[136]

I have referred to the unique notice provisions to affected parties in section
131 of the 2008 Act. Sections 131(1) to 131(3) read (underlining added):
“(1)

Unless a company has adopted a resolution contemplated in section
129, an affected person may apply to a court at any time for an order
placing the company under supervision and commencing business
rescue proceedings.

(2)

An applicant in terms of subsection (1) must-
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(3)

[137]

(a)

serve a copy of the application on the company and the
Commission; and

(b)

notify each affected person of the application in the prescribed
manner.

Each affected person has a right to participate in the hearing of an
application in terms of this section.”

The act therefore draws a distinction between those who need to be served 76
and those who need to be notified.77 The two places where “the application”
has to be “served” (even in this case where the companies have been wound
up) in terms of section 131(2)(a) are “on the company” and on the CIPC.
Keywords in sections 131(1) and (2) are “apply to a court”, “a copy of the
application”, “of the application” and off course, “the application”.

[138]

In as far as the prescribed service on the CIPC is concerned, the CIPC only
plays a formalistic role in the present application, and indeed in practice note
9 of 2017 of 3 July 2017 it provided an e-mail address for service of court
papers as a valid method of service.

[139]

The other instance of service, “service” of the application on the company, no
doubt had as its purpose a method to bring the application to the persons in
control thereof. The SCA held that where reference is made to the service on
the company, service on (in this case) the provisional liquidators is meant. In
Van Staden NO and Others v Pro-Wiz Group (Pty) Ltd78 Wallis JA79 held in
para 10 (footnote omitted):
“[10] Starting with basic principles, in terms of s 131(2)(a) of the Act an
application for business rescue must be served on the company or close
corporation. Where it is already being wound up, whether provisionally or
finally, that means that the persons on whom it must be served, as representing
the company, are its liquidators. That necessarily follows from the fact that,
upon the compulsory winding-up of a company, its directors (read members in
the case of a close corporation) are deprived of their control of the company,
which is then deemed to be in the custody or control of the Master until the
appointment of liquidators. Thereafter it is in the custody or control of the
liquidators.”

76

Section 131(2)(a).
Section 131 (2)(b).
78 Van Staden NO and Others v Pro-Wiz Group (Pty) Ltd 2019 (4) SA 532 (SCA) para 10.
79 Makgoka JA, Schippers JA, Mokgohloa AJA and Rogers AJA concurring.
77
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[140]

In argument before, service on the provisional liquidators was not seen as
sufficient compliance with section 131(2)(a) of the 2008 Act. I respectfully
disagree. Notice also had to be given in terms of section 131(2)(b) to “affected
persons”. “Affected persons”, as alluded to above, are defined in the 2008 Act
as creditors, shareholders, employees not represented by trade unions, and
trade unions.80 As reflected earlier, they may participate as of right in the
proceedings.

[141]

I pause to make another point raised in the quotation from Van Staden, in the
chronology, the stance by the provisional liquidators that it was impossible
after the SCA judgment to consult and obtain the consent of the boards of the
companies in winding-up as if they had ceased to exist. In law, the companies
and their boards still existed, although the companies were in liquidation and
and under the control of the provisional liquidators. See Imperial Bank Ltd v
Barnard and Others NNO.81

[142]

I revert to an argument on what is meant with “serve” too. Section 131(6) of
the 2008 Act reads (underlining added):
“If liquidation proceedings have already been commenced by or against the
company at the time an application is made in terms of subsection (1), the
application will suspend those liquidation proceedings until-

[143]

(a)

the court has adjudicated upon the application; or

(b)

the business rescue proceedings end, if the court makes the order
applied for.”

The argued issue was when is the application “made”, and if this finding is
linked to the application being served?

[144]

The 2008 Act does not specify when an application is made. Instead, it simply
states in section 132(1)(b) (underlining added):
“Business rescue proceedings begin when-

80
81

(a)

…

(b)

an affected person applies to the court for an order placing the company
under supervision in terms of section 131(1)”.

See section 128(1)(a) of the 2008 Act.
Imperial Bank Ltd v Barnard and Others NNO 2013 (5) SA 612 (SCA) para 14.
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[145]

The keywords in section 131(6) are “at the time an application is made in terms
of subsection (1), the application will suspend …” They must be read with the
words “(b)usiness rescue proceedings begin when … an affected person
applies to the court” in section 132(1)(b) and “apply to court” in section 131(1).

[146]

On the facts of this matter, the applications were served by e-mail, and when
the matter proceeded before Wright J, the provisional liquidators already had
the business rescue application. The provisional liquidators knew that the
application was launched, no matter whether on a proper interpretation it is
made (a) when issued, (b) when served on some affected persons (or some
notified), (c) when served on all affected persons (including where relevant,
notified), or (d) when argued in court. These are the four possible meanings of
“apply to court” and “when the application is made” if those words were to be
pasted on paper. Pasting words on paper is not the correct method to interpret
legislation.

[147]

Gamble J in Blue Star Holdings (Pty) Ltd v West Coast Oyster Growers CC82
dealt with an application to wind up a company when an application in terms
of section 131(1) of the 2008 was produced in court (and provided to the other
side). The learned judge formulated the question83 as:
“… whether presentation of the application for business rescue to the registrar
of the court for the issue thereof did not in fact constitute the requisite
application to court sufficient to interrupt the pending application for windingup.”

[148]

The learned judge considered the position in earlier compulsory motor vehicle
insurance legislation with regard to an application made for condonation.84
Such an analogy is only helpful in part, as in those cases one deals with a
single defendant, a defendant that obviously must be joined in the
proceedings. In a business rescue application one potentially has
complications of service on and notice to possibly a large group of people.

[149]

82

The court in Blue Star Holdings reasoned as follows (underlining added):

Blue Star Holdings (Pty) Ltd v West Coast Oyster Growers CC 2013 (6) SA 540 (WCC)
Para 17.
84 One distinguishing factor is that one in those case deal with one respondent.
83
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“[29] Applying this functional approach to s 131(6), it is obvious that in this case
the lodging of the application with the registrar for the issue thereof constituted
the 'making' of the application and the commencement of proceedings to place
the company under business rescue (as opposed to the commencement of
business rescue per se). It was fortuitously brought to the intention of the
creditor's legal representatives an hour or so later when a copy was handed to
them at court. Service therefore occurred almost instantaneously and the
application then fell within the purview of the Rules of Court, read with the new
Act and the regulations issued thereunder.85
[30] To suggest that the application for business rescue only commences when
it is called some day in open court will lead to impractical and even absurd
consequences. It would mean that the court seized with the winding-up
application could continue with its work and notionally even grant a final order
of liquidation before the business rescue application is heard.
[31] Our courts are enjoined to interpret statutes purposively.86 This requires
the court to examine the objects and purport of an Act and to interpret
legislation in conformity with the Constitution to the extent that this is
reasonably possible. If one has regard to the various purposes of the new Act
set out in s 7 one finds under s 7(k) that the new Act is intended to:
'(k)

provide for the efficient rescue and recovery of financially distressed
companies, in a manner that balances the rights and interests of all
relevant stakeholders; …'

Such a purpose is likely to be thwarted if the application for business rescue
only commences when it is called in open court sometime in the uncertain
future when a winding-up order could already have been granted.
[32] In the circumstances, I am satisfied that the provisions of s 131(6) of the
new Act apply to this case and that the application for winding-up is therefore
automatically suspended.”

[150]

I fully agree. This finding is in accordance with long-established principles in
our law that an application is made when it is issued. In some cases, service
is required for the application to take effect, but such provisions are expressly
legislated for, as is the case of prescription. I only refer to the findings in a few
cases:

“10. Regulation 124, for example, prescribes the method of service on parties affected by the lodging
of the business rescue application.”
86 “11. Investigating Directorate: Serious Economic Offences and Others v Hyundai Motor Distributors
(Pty) Ltd and Others: In re Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd and Others v Smit NO and Others 2001
(1) SA 545 (CC) (2000 (2) SACR 349; 2000 (10) BCLR 1079; [2000] ZACC 12) at 558 para 22 to 559
para 24.”
85
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[150.1]

Republikeinse

Publikasies

(Edms)

Bpk

v

Afrikaanse

Pers

Publikasies (Edms) Bpk at 780F-G87 held that a party is only involved
in the litigation after service on her/him, but that the proceeding
commences with the issuing of the process“… Die doel van 'n dagvaarding en kennisgewing van mosie is natuurlik
om die verweerder of respondent by 'n geding te betrek, en wat hom
betref, word hy eers dan betrek wanneer 'n betekening van die
dagvaarding of kennisgewing van mosie plaasgevind het. So word in
Marine and Trade Insurance Co. Ltd. v Reddinger, 1966 (2) SA 407,
deur hierdie Hof op bl. 413 verklaar:88
'Although an action is commenced when the summons is issued
the defendant is not involved in litigation until service has been
effected, because it is only at that stage that a formal claim is
made upon him.'”

[150.2]

In Marine and Trade Wessels JA89 dealt with the Motor Vehicle
Insurance Act, 29 of 1942 the court held at 413D:
“… Although an action is commenced when the summons is issued the
defendant is not involved in litigation until service has been effected,
because it is only at that stage that a formal claim is made upon him.
(Nxumalo v Minister of Justice and Others, 1961 (3) SA 663 (W)). …”;

[150.3]

In Labuschagne v Labuschagne; Labuschagne v Minister Van
Justisie90 Wessels JA91 came to the same conclusion (that the issue
of the summons, and not the service thereof, constituted the
commencement of the action);

[150.4]

Nxumalo v Minister of Justice and Others92 is a decision of this
division by Kuper J and the learned judge dealt with the question
when legal proceedings commence at 667A-668F and concluded:
“… Now, the commencement of the proceedings is the institution of the
action. It seems to me that no other meaning can be given to those
words, and assuming that a summons was served and the action later
heard and the question was asked: When did this action commence?

87

Republikeinse Publikasies (Edms) Bpk v Afrikaanse Pers Publikasies (Edms) Bpk 1972 (1) SA 773
(A) at 780F-G.
88 Due to the quotation that follows, a translation is unnecessary, the same point is made.
89 Beyers ACJ, Van Blerk JA, Ogilvie Thompson JA, and Rumpff JA concurring.
90 Labuschagne v Labuschagne; Labuschagne v Minister Van Justisie 1967 (2) SA 575 (A) at 586D-E
91 Steyn CJ, Botha JA, Van Wyk JA and Potgieter JA concurring
92 Nxumalo v Minister of Justice and Others, 1961 (3) SA 663 (W).
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inevitably the answer would be: The day when the summons was
issued.…”

[151]

I agree with the formulation of the purpose of the legislation in Blue Star
Holdings and the finding that the application was made when it was issued. It
is without doubt that in our law an application is made when it its issued. Such
an interpretation gives effect too to the purpose of the 2008 Act,93 set out in
section 7(k), to inter alia:
“… provide for the efficient rescue and recovery of financially distressed
companies, in a manner that balances the rights and interests of all relevant
stakeholders”.

[152]

Suspending winding-up proceedings immediately gives effect to such purpose
and prevent the response raised in this matter, that the horse has bolted.
However, such an approach (that an application is made when issued)
troubled other judges. Before I address those decisions, I need to reflect more
background.

[153]

Sections 6(9) and 6(10) of the 2008 Act reflect an approach that one should
consider the substance of the notice, not the form:
“(9)

(10)

93

If a manner of delivery of a document, record, statement or notice is
prescribed in terms of this Act for any purpose(a)

it is sufficient if the person required to deliver such a document,
record, statement or notice does so in a manner that satisfies all
of the substantive requirements as prescribed; and

(b)

any deviation from the prescribed manner does not invalidate
the action taken by the person delivering that document, record,
statement or notice, unless the deviation(i)

materially reduces the probability that the intended
recipient will receive the document, record, statement or
notice; or

(ii)

is such as would reasonably mislead a person to whom
the document, record, statement or notice is, or is to be,
delivered.

If, in terms of this Act, a notice is required or permitted to be given or
published to any person, it is sufficient if the notice is transmitted
electronically directly to that person in a manner and form such that the

Expressly required by section 5(1) of the 2008 Act.
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notice can conveniently be printed by the recipient within a reasonable
time and at a reasonable cost.”

[154]

Regulation 124 of the Companies Regulations, 2011 prescribe the manner of
notice as follows (underlining added):
“An applicant in court proceedings who is required, in terms of either section
130(3)(b) or 131(2)(b), to notify affected persons that an application has been
made to a court,94 must deliver a copy of the court application, in accordance
with regulation 7, to each affected person known to the applicant.”

[155]

The exact detail set out in Regulation 7 is not relevant to the argument
advanced by the provisional liquidators, SARS and Fidelity.

[156]

The provisional liquidators relied on Standard Bank of South Africa Limited v
Gas 2 Liquids (Pty) Ltd,95 a decision that came to a contrary finding to the one
made in Blue Star Holdings. It is a judgment in this division and would ordinarily
be binding on me, unless clearly wrong.96 As will appear below, I decline to
follow it.

[157]

In that case Satchwell J dealt with the meaning of section 131(6) of the 2008
Act. The learned judge found that as the application was not served on
the registered office of the company or on the provisional liquidator97 (but only
on the CIPC),98 no application had been made. I respectfully disagree.

[158]

The learned judge held that she was dealing with case where an obstructive
debtor seeks to avoid an inevitable liquidation as part of an on-going strategy
to hinder a creditor.99 This finding, with respect, seems to have influenced her
interpretation as to when the application was made. The finding by the learned
judge was made in circumstances where an opposed application for final
liquidation was argued, and the respondent produced the business rescue

94

I find it interesting that the regulation refers an application that already has been made, but cannot
use it to interpret the 2008 Act. The Minister of Trade and Industry, in consultation with CIPC and the
Chairperson of the Takeover Regulation Panel, made the regulations. They knew how that phrase is
applied in our law.
95 Standard Bank of South Africa Limited v Gas 2 Liquids (Pty) Ltd 2017 (2) SA 56 (GJ).
96 Our authorities have not caught up with the fact of a single judiciary for the whole country, where
there is no logical reason for a division-based rule or precedent. In case of conflict in judgments, I should
be able to follow the decision I believe to be correct, with respect, wherever that judge sat in this country.
97 Para 8.
98 Para 7.
99 Para 5.
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application in court (similar to what occurred Blue Star Holdings). The learned
judge held:100
“I am thus of the same mind (although for different reasons) as my brothers,
Makgoba J, in Summer Lodge101 supra and Hartzenberg AJ in Taboo
Trading102 supra that there must be service and notification as required in terms
of section 131 of the Act before it can be said that the business rescue
application has been 'made' and that the liquidation proceedings have been
suspended.

[159]

The learned judge interpreted “service” to mean service in accordance with
Rule 4(1)(a) of the Uniform Rules being service by the Sheriff and relied in this
regard on Engen Petroleum Ltd v Multi Waste (Pty) Ltd and Others.103 The
“notification” to which she referred, must have been notice to affected parties
in terms of section 131(2)(b) of the 2008 Act.

[160]

I respectfully disagree. There are two matters for consideration, when is the
business rescue application made for it to suspend winding-up, and whether
the application is properly before a court when the business rescue application
is argued on its merits. In my view sections 131(2)(a) and 131(2)(b) of the 2008
Act, were not intended to transgress into procedural law to lay down
procedural requirements for an application before it could be said that the
application was made. A court hearing the matter on its merits, will apply
procedural law, and make certain that service complied with the rules of court
on the absent respondents, and even where necessary condone forms of
service.

[161]

In addition, the non-technical use of “serve” is evident from the omission to
use “file” (meaning serve at court), or “deliver” (meaning serve on the person
and filed at court) in section 131(2) of the 2008 Act. See the definition of
“deliver” in Uniform Rule 1. It would make no sense to make “service” the line
in the sand, and not “filing”. In my view, the word “serve” in section 131(2)(a)
means no more than “to provide”, “to deliver”, a complete copy.

100

Para 26.
A reference to ABSA Bank Ltd v Summer Lodge (Pty) Ltd 2013 (5) SA 444 GNP.
102 A reference to Taboo Trading 232 (Pty) Ltd v Pro Wreck Scrap Metal CC and Others 2013 (6) SA
141 KZP.
103 Engen Petroleum Ltd v Multi Waste (Pty) Ltd and Others 2012 (5) SA 596 GSJ.
101
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[162]

It does not appear to me, with respect, that ABSA Bank Ltd v Summer Lodge
(Pty) Ltd104 relied upon by the learned judge, assists. It dealt with an argument
that section 131(6) of the 2008 Act does not apply before a winding-up order
has been made. Taboo Trading 232 (Pty) Ltd v Pro Wreck Scrap Metal CC
and Others105 also does support the finding by the learned judge:
“[11.3] The purpose of the notification required by s 131(2)(b) is to facilitate
participation, in terms of s 131(3), by affected persons in the hearing of the
business-rescue application. Creditors, being affected persons in the businessrescue application, also have a material interest in the liquidation proceedings.
In my view, it is implicit in ss 131(2)(b) and 131(3) that reasonable notification
be given to affected persons. Short notice rendering participation in the hearing
impossible cannot be regarded as due compliance with s 131(2)(b). There is a
strong policy justification for interpreting these provisions in a way which would
not facilitate a dilatory or supine approach by an applicant in business-rescue
proceedings. Service of a copy of the application on the Commission and
notification to each affected person are not merely procedural steps. They are
substantive requirements, compliance with which is an integral part of the
making of an application for an order in terms of s 131(1) of the Companies
Act.
[11.4] A business-rescue application is thus only to be regarded as having been
made once the application has been lodged with the registrar, has been duly
issued, a copy thereof served on the Commission,106 and each affected person
has been properly notified of the application.”107

[163]

The learned judge was concerned about a provisional liquidator not knowing
of the application. Republikeinse Publikasies provides the answer, he/she will
act innocently in breach of her/his duties. I think is a remote risk. The one
purpose of the application such as the one before me is to suspend the
winding-up process for a court to consider the business rescue application.
Who would follow it secretively and not inform the provisional liquidators of the
application?

[164]

I agree with the reasoning that there must be substantial compliance before a
hearing with section 131(2) of the 2008 Act, but with respect, this does not
mean that no application has been made whilst such service and notice are

104

ABSA Bank Ltd v Summer Lodge (Pty) Ltd 2013 (5) SA 444 GNP.
Taboo Trading 232 (Pty) Ltd v Pro Wreck Scrap Metal CC and Others 2013 (6) SA 141 KZP para
11.3 and 11.4.
106 “23 Section 131(2)(a) of the Companies Act.”
107 “24 Section 131(2)(b), read with ss 6(9), 6(10) and 6(11) of the Companies Act, together with regs 7
and 124, and table CR3.”
105
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being effected on all affected parties. This view accords with the judgment by
Coppin J in Kalahari Resources (Pty) Ltd v ArcelorMittal SA and Others.108
[165]

In my view, with respect, the application for business rescue was made on 3
December 2019. By the time that I had to adjudicate it, there was substantial
compliance with section 131(2) of the 2008 Act, and I could determine the
business rescue application. As such I do not have to address further Engen
Petroleum Ltd v Multi Waste (Pty) Ltd and Others para 18,109 a judgment by
Boruchowitz J.

[166]

With respect, in my view Gas 2 Liquids is clearly wrong, with respect, and I am
not bound by it. The words used in the 2008 Act have to be interpreted. What
meaning would the words used in section 131(6) in grammar and syntax
convey to (a reasonable person)110 having all contextual knowledge,
considering the purpose of the legislation, namely to suspend the winding-up
process? This process would have required in part a contextual analysis of
sections 131(1), 131(2), 131(4), and 131(6), including of the words “at the time
an application is made” and of “the application will suspend those liquidation
proceedings” in section 131(6). Part of context is that in our law an application
is made when issued, and the no express conditions have been built into the
legislation before the application would have the legislative effect. With
respect, the wording of section 131(6) of the 2008 is clear, and leaves no room
for adding conditions thereto in an interpretative exercise. In addition, the date
of issuing of an application is easily and objectively determinable; it is a line in
the sand that has logic to it. It leaves no room for a provisional liquidator to
refuse to comply with the application until proven to him/her that formal service
has taken place and that he/she is has been satisfied that notice has been
given to every affected party, the identity possibly only known to the provisional
liquidator. A provisional liquidator is not meant to be a judge of his/her powers.

108

Kalahari Resources (Pty) Ltd v ArcelorMittal SA and Others [2012] ZAGPJHC 130 para 66.
Engen Petroleum Ltd v Multi Waste (Pty) Ltd and Others 2012 (5) SA 596 (GSJ) para 18.
110 I know that it is questioned is this is expressly part of our law.
109
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Third matter for decision: Did the provisional liquidators have the power to
continue to sell the assets of the six subsidiaries in issue?
[167]

I have found that it was made on 3 December 2019. My finding brings into
effect another inevitable finding, the provisional liquidators had no authority to
continue with the sale of the assets of the six business rescue companies from
that day by operation of law. This appears from section 131(6) of the 2008 Act.
I have already addressed its wording.111

[168]

The provisional liquidators took the stance that Richter v Absa Bank Limited112
opened the prospect of an abuse of process, namely that “opportunistic
business rescue applications” are brought “only to have the effect of the
section 131(6) suspension triggered, with the ulterior motive to stagnate
liquidation proceedings”. In my view the SCA did no more than to give effect
to the clear wording of section 131(6) of the 2008 Act, the effect of the business
rescue application is to suspend winding-up. Whether the provisional
liquidators agree or not, the SCA judgment binds them (and me).

[169]

Dambuza AJA113 held in Richter para 18 that section 131(6) of the 2008 Act
applies even where there is a final order for liquidation. Not only is the
judgment correct, with respect, but the court dealt with the alleged error it made
in para 16 (underlining added):
“[16] Counsel for Absa expressed concern that a liberal interpretation of s
131(1) may have negative results for the liquidation process. These include
repetitive disruptions and uncertainty that may result from various affected
parties making applications for business rescue at different times during the
winding-up process, reversion of business control to the same directors who
may have been the cause of the financial distress experienced by the company,
and the capacity of a company under final liquidation to conduct effective
business, including concluding contracts, during the implementation of the
rescue plan. All these concerns are valid and appear to have been uppermost
in the mind of Bam J when he considered the issues. Indeed implementation
of the Act may produce some seemingly awkward results in the initial stages.
However, that does not justify an unduly restrictive approach in the

“If liquidation proceedings have already been commenced by or against the company at the time an
application is made in terms of subsection (1), the application will suspend those liquidation proceedings
until(a)
the court has adjudicated upon the application; or
(b)
the business rescue proceedings end, if the court makes the order applied for.”
112 Richter v Absa Bank Limited 2015 (5) SA 57 (SCA)
113 Mhlantla JA, Leach JA, Pillay JA and Fourie AJA concurring.
111
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interpretation of the provisions of the Act.114 The simple answer is that a court
can dismiss any application for business rescue that is not genuine and bona
fide or which does not establish that the benefits of a successful business
rescue will be achieved.”

[170]

In GCC Engineering (Pty) Ltd and Others v Maroos and Others 2019 (2) SA
379 (SCA)115 Seriti JA116 dealt with the effect of a business rescue application
on the powers of provisional liquidators. The court made the point in para 11
that “the functions of a provisional liquidator are essentially to take physical
control and to manage the administration of the property and affairs of the
company pending the appointment of a liquidator” and in para 13 that “it is not
the responsibility of the provisional liquidators to wind up the company.” The
effect of the business rescue application is to suspend “the process of
continuing with the realisation of the assets of the company in liquidation” (para
17) and stated in para 17:
“[17] In terms of s 131(6) of the Act, it is liquidation proceedings, not the
winding-up order, that is suspended. What is suspended is the process of
continuing with the realisation of the assets of the company in liquidation with
the aim of ultimately distributing them to the various creditors. The winding-up
order is still in place; and prior to the granting or refusal of the business rescue
application, the provisional liquidators secure the assets of the company in
liquidation for the benefit of the body of creditors.”

[171]

I fully agree with Richter and Maroos (which are off course binding on me too)
that a business rescue application suspends the process of continuing with the
realisation of the assets of the company in liquidation. I add, a business rescue
application suspends the process of continuing with the realisation of the
assets of the company in liquidation from the moment the application is made
(issued).

[172]

I pause to reflect that Maroos made a point very clear, the overturning of the
Ameer decision or not, the function of the provisional liquidators remained a
holding, preservation function. They did not become final liquidators who had
to wind up the companies in liquidation.

“8 Section 5 of the Act provides that the Act must be interpreted in a manner that gives effect to its
purposes”.
115 GCC Engineering (Pty) Ltd and Others v Maroos and Others 2019 (2) SA 379 (SCA).
116 Cachalia JA, Molemela JA, Schippers JA and Mothle AJA concurring.
114
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Fourth matter for decision: Did the provisional liquidators ever have the power
to sell the assets of the six subsidiaries in issue?
[173]

In case I am wrong about when the application was made (3 December 2019)
and the consequent lack of authority by the provisional liquidators to sell the
group’s assets by auction, I reach the same conclusion along another route,
the interpretation and application of the Bhoola order.

[174]

I have already referred to the holding function of provisional liquidators, as set
out in Maroos. They are not meant to wind a company up. Any powers that
they may receive must be seen in terms of a court order, in this context. In law,
a liquidator (both final and provisional) may only sell the assets of a company
in liquidation:
[174.1]

One, if such authority is granted by a meeting of creditors.117 In this
matter a first meeting of creditors has not been arranged as yet.
Section 82(1) of the Insolvency Act, 24 of 1936 (“the Insolvency Act”),
sets this procedure out as the usual position in sequestrations too;

[174.2]

Two, before the first meeting of creditors, the liquidator may
recommend and motivate to the Master that the assets be sold, and
the Master may authorise such sale (subject to consent by the holder
of a preferential right to the property in issue).118 I point out that
section 82(1) of the Insolvency Act also sets out a procedure to
involve to a limited extent the Master in sequestrations too;

[174.3]

Third, if such authority is granted by a court.119 In this regard it is an
important contextual fact that the court has a wide discretion. Section
388(2) of the 1973 Act reads (underlining added):
“The Court may, if satisfied that the determination of any such
question or the exercise of any such power will be just and
beneficial, accede wholly or partly to the application on such
terms and conditions as it may determine, or make such other
order on the application as it thinks fit.”

117

Sections 386(1)(d) and 386(3)(b) of the 1973 Act.
Sections 386(2A) and (2B) of the 1973 Act.
119 Section 388(1) of the 1973 Act.
118
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The Insolvency Act does not contain such a section to be applied
in sequestrations. This distinction between the two acts is of
importance later herein where one considers the effect of an
unauthorised sale.
[175]

The Bhoola order inter alia provided that the boards of Holdings and
Operations had to consent to the sale of assets of companies in liquidation.
Paragraph 3 of the Bhoola order reads:
“The assets referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall be sold in
consultation with and with the consent of the board of African Global Holdings
(Pty) Ltd, African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation), and the respective
boards of its subsidiaries referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above.”

[176]

The first defence by the provisional liquidators is that they had such consent.
In argument they argued that Plascon Evans prevented me from deciding the
matter. I disagree. Without seeking to be unkind, their version is that I must
find that they had consent because they say that they had consent. The
chronology clearly illustrates their version not to be a bona fide factual version.
They could not refer me to any request for consent to the auction and its terms,
who consented, when this happened, where this happened, or what the terms
of the consent were given. Their attorney’s spontaneous reaction when the
issue of consent was raised, was not to dispute the need for consent. An
averment in the supplementary affidavit delivered the day before the first
hearing was:
“57

[177]

The fact that their consent to sell Bosasa assets was obtained is beyond
doubt. However, if any doubt whatsoever existed, the fact that they
consented to an order being granted in terms of paragraphs 1 and 2 of
the Boohla order, puts any doubt to rest.”

The Bhoola order required consent. It is finally dispositive of the matter, but on
reasoning is quite different. Had consent been given already, the order would
not have required consent. For completeness sake, I also do not read the email exchanges with two former directors to mean that they distanced
themselves from the challenge the consent to the auction (as if they imply that
they had consented thereto). I read their response to mean no more than to
say that they are no longer directors.
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[178]

The bald version by the provisional liquidators, with respect can and should be
rejected. See Fakie NO v CCII Systems (Pty) Ltd para 55-56120 and Wightman
t/a J W Construction v Headfour (Pty) Ltd and Another para 12-13.121

[179]

The simple fact of the matter is that the provisional liquidators must have
known that they were acting without the consent of Holdings and Operations
when they arranged the auction. They ignored the Bhoola order.

[180]

The second defence by the provisional liquidators is an argument that the
Bhoola order, on a proper interpretation, was only meant to be in place pending
the SCA judgment. The provisional liquidators argued that paragraph 3 of the
Boohla order was, “logically and obviously, never intended to operate after the
outcome of the appeal and that everyone understood it as such”. Fidelity
supports them herein. I disagree, with respect. It is not a finding that could be
made on any principle of interpretation.

[181]

The clearer the text (read in context), the less room there is depart from the
wording actually used in interpreting the words. In my view, applying Endumeni
I cannot find that, in context, paragraph 3 meant anything but what its simple
words convey. I cannot, based on a contextual interpretation, interpret
paragraph 3 of the Bhoola order to mean that the provisional liquidators could
arrange a sale by auction of the assets of the liquidated companies as they
pleased once the pending appeal was resolved. Neither the text nor the
context could justify such an interpretation.

[182]

The structure of the 1973 Act is that such control preferably should be by
creditors, and in rare cases by the Master, and in rarer cases by the Court.
The structure of the 1973 Act is that the powers of liquidators are regulated.
Provisional liquidators have an interim role only. In setting up controls in a
court order over the powers of provisional liquidators, a court should exercise
its wide discretion, in my respectful view, not in such a manner that the
provisional liquidators become a law onto themselves. It is necessary to
control their interim actions from the perspective that the creditors are meant

120

Fakie NO v CCII Systems (Pty) Ltd 2006 (4) SA 326 (SCA) para 55-56.
Wightman t/a J W Construction v Headfour (Pty) Ltd and Another 2008 (3) SA 371 (SCA) para 1213.
121
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to exercise control over the finally appointed liquidators (with the function windup the company), and if creditors cannot do so, someone else should. In the
case of disruptive conduct, the provisional liquidator may always approach the
court again for permission to sell assets. The mere fact of a sale by public
auction could be an insufficient controlling mechanism on the power to sell of
a liquidator, as it would depend on factors such as the timing of the auction,
the marketing of the auction, locality of the auction, and the like. In this
instance, the timing of the auction is criticised by the applicants for the interdict,
as well as the notice period. Their case is that it was an unnecessarily rushed
affair, at a time of the year when the economy starts closing for the December
holiday period and that optimum prices could not be obtained.
[183]

Another contextual fact in interpreting the Bhoola order, is the background. In
context the Tsoka order authorised the provisional liquidators to continue to
conduct business in the name of the eleven companies in liquidation, defend
proceedings and the like. Those companies were listed in the order and
defined as “the companies”. Paragraph 5 reads (underlining added):
“The powers in paragraphs 3 and 4 above shall be exercised by the applicants
in consultation with the board(s) of directors of the specific company or
companies involved in the transaction(s) and decisions.”

[184]

The Mudau order to some degree overlapped with the Tsoka order. The eleven
companies in liquidation were listed in the order and were again defined as
“the companies”. Paragraph 5 (again) reads (underlining added):
“The powers in paragraphs 3 and 4 above shall be exercised by the applicants
in consultation with the board(s) of directors of the specific company or
companies involved in the transaction(s) and decisions.”

[185]

The Mudau order was not a final order. Paragraph 6 reads (underlining added):
“The orders in paragraphs 1 to 5 above shall, by agreement between the
applicants on the one hand and African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd and the
directors of the companies listed in paragraphs 4.1 to 4.11, above on the other,
and solely to facilitate urgent interim relief, operate as interim orders with
immediate effect, and shall remain operative only pending final outcome of this
application in the ordinary course. It being noted that African Global Holdings
(Pty) Ltd and the board of directors of the companies referred to in 2. above
intend to apply for leave to intervene in and oppose the relief detailed in
paragraphs 1 to 4 above …”
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[186]

Paragraph 3 of the Bhoola order then reads (underlining added):
“The assets referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above shall be sold in
consultation with and with the consent of the board of African Global Holdings
(Pty) Ltd, African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation), and the respective
boards of its subsidiaries referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 above.”

[187]

The progression from 2 April 2019 (the Tsoka order) and from 14 May 2019
(the Mudau order) until 28 October 2019 (the Boohla order) must not be lost
sight of. The first two orders provided for consultation in the exercise of the
powers, the last one (with irreversible consequences) for consent to the public
auction. The earlier powers were in effect holding powers, the last a disposition
power. A control in a court order that a provisional liquidator may sell an asset
with the consent of a board, seems to me to be a propper mechanism to control
provisional liquidators. It is also material that the paragraph in the Mudau order
that would bring involvement of the boards to an end upon finalisation of the
appeal against the Ameer decision, was not repeated in the Bhoola order.

[188]

A further contextual fact is that Boohla AJ, and every lawyer involved in the
process, would have known that:
[188.1]

The control of a company in liquidation no longer vests in the board
of directors of that company.122 (I can see no reason why such
boards, although no longer in control of the companies in liquidation,
would not be ideally placed to consent to the sale of assets in the
absence of controls by the creditors. They are best placed, as they
know the companies and their assets);

[188.2]

Bhoola AJ had the power to impose conditions to the extension of
the provisional liquidators’ powers;123 and

[188.3]

In law, despite any appeal against the Ameer judgment, the
companies remained in liquidation pending the appeal. In this regard
Richter para 10 made a point (footnote omitted):
“The reasoning of the court a quo was motivated by an erroneous
premise that upon liquidation Bloempro ceased to exist, that it was
'stripped of its original legal status'. The correct position is that upon the

122
123

See section 353(2) of the 1973 Act.
See Section 388(2) of the 1973 Act.
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final order of liquidation being granted the company continues to exist,
but control of its affairs is transferred from the directors to the liquidator
who exercises his or her authority on behalf of the company. As to when
liquidation commences, in terms of s 348 of the Companies Act 61 of
1973 (the 1973 Act) liquidation of a company by the court is deemed to
commence on presentation to the court of the application for the
winding-up and continues until the affairs of the company have been
finally wound up and the master's certificate to that effect is published
in the Government Gazette, thus dissolving the company. Similarly s 82
of the Act provides for existence of a company until deregistered by the
Commission.

[189]

Taking it all into account, I am not convinced that the context, being the facts
known to the parties, the purpose of the order read as a whole, the legislative
context of control over provisional liquidators, the formality of a court order, the
progression from consultation to consent in the court orders, would justify in
effect a change to textual meaning of the order, read in that context. On trite
interpretation principles I cannot take into account in interpretation what the
provisional liquidators say were their subjective intent.

[190]

In any event, paragraphs 37 to 39 of the founding affidavit that served before
Bhoola AJ made no mention of powers that would become unlimited after the
SCA appeal. Those paragraphs set out the purpose of the application, to
obtain the power to sell assets, whilst acknowledging inter alia the interests of
Holdings “in the outcome of the sale of the assets”.

[191]

Any outcome as sought by the provisional liquidators would have required that
a case be made out for such a tacit term in the court order, a process distinct
from interpretation. As this was not argued, and I need not consider the limits
to tacit court orders (which could be a problematic concept.)

[192]

The third defence raised by the provisional liquidators is that a condition in the
Bhoola order could not be fulfilled once the SCA overruled the Ameer Order
(bold not added):
“68

However, on 22 November 2019 as aforesaid, the SCA handed down
its judgment in respect of the appeal against the Ameer application,
which judgment:
68.1 …
68.4 had the effect of forthwith removing each individual that
was appointed as a director of Operations and the
subsidiaries from office by operation of law.”
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[193]

Put differently, they argued:
“75

[194]

As such and in law, the subject companies did not have any directors
as at the date upon which the Boohla order was granted and the
conditions imposed pursuant to paragraph 3 of the Boohla order was a
non-event. It was, as such, impossible to fulfil from day one as not a
single one of the subject companies had any directors with effect from
14 February 2019.”

The point has been raised belatedly, and does not provide an answer why they
pressed ahead with the auction sale despite the obligation placed on them in
the Bhoola order to get consent. With respect, the point is without merit.:
[194.1]

As was held in Richter para 10,124 the companies in liquidation (and
thus their boards) continued to exist after liquidation, only control is
removed from the board. The SCA judgment did not remove them
form office, they had lost their control months earlier. Thus the
fulfilment of any pure condition was possible. I disagree with the
argument in the provisional liquidators heads of argument in the
auction application:
“197

[194.2]

As such and in law, the subject companies did not have any
directors as at the date upon which the Boohla order was granted
and the conditions imposed pursuant to paragraph 3 of the Boohla
order was a legal nonsense and non-event.”

In any event, the alleged condition (if it is a condition at all) is in fact
a mixed condition, in part dependent on the will of the provisional
liquidators. The provisional liquidators had to seek the consent. By
failing to seek the consent, they breached an obligation to seek
consent. In this sense the condition is potestative and non-fulfilment
due to the breach of their obligation is not an excuse for noncompliance with the Bhoola order. Any condition is deemed to have
been fulfilled. See Scott and Another v Poupard and Another at
578G-579H,125 MV Snow Crystal Transnet Ltd t/a National Ports
Authority v Owner of MV Snow Crystal 2008 (4) SA 111 (SCA) para

124
125

See too Secretary for Customs and Excise v Millman, NO 1975 (3) SA 544 (A) para 552H.
Scott and Another v Poupard and Another 1971 (2) SA 373 (A) at 578G-579H.
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28,126 and Du Plessis NO and Another v Goldco Motor & Cycle
Supplies (Pty) Ltd para 22-29.127
[195]

I do not believe, as contended for by the provisional liquidators, that my
interpretation nullifies any court order, is not in accordance with a principle that
a court order stands until set aside. My view is that my judgment fully complies
with both principles.

[196]

The extremely disquieting aspect of this matter is that the provisional
liquidators knew that they had not sought consent to the auction or the terms
of the auction. They were challenged and the pressed ahead as if they are a
law onto themselves. If they had bona fide difficulties with the wording of the
court order, they should have approached a court to vary the order, to give
them the power to sell on any terms they may decide to use. I doubt that any
court would have given them carte blanche to do as they please. It is difficult
not to view their conduct as contemptuous of a court order.

[197]

In this regard I fully agree with the submission in the heads of argument of the
provisional liquidators, relying on Eke v Parsons para 64128 that “disobedience
of a court order constitutes a violation of the Constitution.”

[198]

On both grounds, the application of the 2008 Act regarding the effect of a
business rescue application being made, and the interpretation of the Bhoola
order, the provisional liquidators had no authority to proceed with sale of the
assets of the group on 4 December 2019 and thereafter.

Fifth matter for decision: The effect of the unauthorised auction
[199]

Having found that the sales of the assets of business rescue companies were
unauthorised and indeed unlawful on two alternate grounds, the next hard
question is what the effect on the sales by the provisional liquidators was.
These findings would impact on the business rescue application.

126

MV Snow Crystal Transnet Ltd t/a National Ports Authority v Owner of MV Snow Crystal 2008 (4)
SA 111 (SCA) para 28.
127 Du Plessis NO and Another v Goldco Motor & Cycle Supplies (Pty) Ltd 2009 (6) SA 617 (SCA) para
22-29.
128 Eke v Parsons 2016 (3) SA 37 (CC) para 64.
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[200]

Fidelity requested me to use my powers under section 388 of the 1973 Act to
order that despite the provisional liquidators’ lack of authority to sell the assets
bought by Fidelity, to validate the all sales on the basis that it would be “just
and beneficial” to do so. I cannot do so. They ignored the impact of section
131(6) of the 2008 Act on an untenable version. If there was some room for
legal sophistry for ignoring the business rescue application,129 none exists with
the regard to the deliberate contravention of the Bhoola order. Their conduct
to proceed with the sale was unlawful. I am not prepared to condone their
unlawful conduct, even if I could. The illegality would taint whatever I could do.

[201]

This creates a huge practical problem. First principles in law is that the rei
vindicatio of the owner trumps other later rights of bona fide possessors (ubi
rem meam invenio ibi vindico), and that no one could transfer more rights than
what she or he has (nemo dat quod non habet).

[202]

There is one possible way forward. Section 339 of the 1973 Act reads
(underlining added):
“In the winding-up of a company unable to pay its debts the provisions of the
law relating to insolvency shall, in so far as they are applicable, be
applied mutatis mutandis in respect of any matter not specially provided for by
this Act.”

[203]

One interpretation of the section is that excludes application where the 1973
Act provides expressly for a situation. For instance, section 20 of the
Insolvency Act (inter alia that the effect of the sequestration of the estate of an
insolvent is to divest the insolvent of his/her estate and to vest it in first the
Master, and, upon the appointment of a trustee, in the trustee), does not apply
to the winding up of companies. See section 361 of the 1973 Act read with
Secretary for Customs and Excise v Millman, NO at 502G.130

[204]

On the other hand, the phrase “mutatis mutandis” read with “in respect of any
matter not specially provided for by this Act” could allow for changes
beyond mere changes of nomenclature (such as to swop “insolvent” for

129
130

It is not alleged that they received such advice and from who they received such advice.
Secretary for Customs and Excise v Millman, NO 1975 (3) SA 544 (A) at 502G.
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“company”) in the application of the Insolvency Act to unchartered waters in
the winding up of a company under the 1973 Act.
[205]

The 1973 Act does not specifically provide for (to use the terminology in
section 339) what would happen if a liquidator sells assets of the company in
liquidation without authorisation. One could formulate different scenarios:
[205.1]

The liquidator may ignore the directions given to him by a meeting of
creditors, the Master or the court. Those are three different acts of
non-compliance, dependent on different facts. In this matter the
second scenario is at play. I ask later herein if it matters;

[205.2]

The liquidator may sell the assets before or after a meeting or
creditors. In this matter the second scenario is at play. I ask later
herein if it matters;

[205.3]

The lack of authority of the liquidator may be the result of the
operation of law (for instance the effect of an application for business
rescue being made on the winding-up process) or simply because of
a lack of authority. I ask later herein if it matters; and

[205.4]

The liquidator may be finally or provisionally appointed. . I ask later
herein if it matters.

[206]

Only some of these scenarios are expressly dealt with in the Insolvency Act,
in this case in section 82(8) reads (underlining added):
“If any person other than a person mentioned in subsection (7)131 has
purchased in good faith from an insolvent estate any property which was sold
to him in contravention of this section, or if any person in good faith and for
value acquired from a person mentioned in subsection (7) any property which
the last mentioned person acquired from an insolvent estate in contravention
of that subsection, the purchase or other acquisition shall nevertheless be valid,
but the person who sold or otherwise disposed of the property shall be liable to
make good to the estate twice the amount of the loss which the estate may
have sustained as a result of the dealing with the property in contravention of
this section.”

131

It is not relevant here:
“(7) The trustee or an auctioneer employed to sell property of the estate in question, or the
trustee's or the auctioneer's spouse, partner, employer, employee or agent shall not acquire
any property of the estate unless the acquisition is confirmed by an order of the court.”
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[207]

“In contravention of this section”, and relevant to the present case, refers to
the following permissible sales by a trustee in terms of insolvency law:
[207.1]

A trustee who sells assets as he/she “is authorized to do so at the
second meeting of the creditors of that estate, … in such manner and
upon such conditions as the creditors may direct”;132

[207.2]

A trustee who sells assets, but where “the creditors have not prior to
the final closing of the second meeting of creditors of that estate
given any directions the trustee”. In such a case he/she “shall sell
the property by public auction or public tender”, “after notice in
the Gazette” and “after such other notices as the Master may direct
and in the absence of directions from creditors as to the conditions
of sale, upon such conditions as the Master may direct”. 133

[208]

There are other limitations in the section on the powers of the trustee to sell
that could be contravened regarding tenders,134 rights acquired from the state,
or the sale of certain prohibited items.135These are not relevant here.

[209]

Section 82(8) only applies to one scenario, a sale in terms of insolvency law
after the second meeting of creditors “in such manner and upon such
conditions as the creditors may direct”. No mention is made of prior sales,
contravention of legislation, contravention of court orders, and indeed sales by
a provisional trustee. This is a sale by the finally appointed trustee after the
second meeting of creditors.

[210]

The question then is if section 339 of the 1973 Act should be applied in such
a way that section 82(8) is interpreted only to apply in winding-up of companies
to sales by the final liquidator after the second meeting of creditors, and leave
all other purchasers to deal with the effect of the Common Law.

[211]

In Chater Developments (Pty) Ltd (In Liquidation) v Waterkloof Marina Estates
(Pty) Ltd and Another136 an immovable property of a company was sold by a

132

Section 82(1).
Section 82(1).
134 Sections 82(2) and (5).
135 Section 82(6).
136 Chater Developments (Pty) Ltd (In Liquidation) v Waterkloof Marina Estates (Pty) Ltd and Another
2015 (5) SA 138 (SCA).
133
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final liquidator after the second meeting of creditors. He complied with section
82(8) as set out in the previous paragraph, but did not obtain a resolution to
authorise a sale in terms of section 386(3)(a) of the 1973 Act read with section
386(4)(h). Theron JA137 held at para 17:
“[17] The provisions of s 387(4) do not detract from the applicability of s 82(8)
of the Insolvency Act. The right in s 82(8) is a substantive right that offers
protection to an innocent third party such as the first respondent, from the
consequences of an unenforceable transaction. It validates a purchase in good
faith. By contrast, the provisions of s 387(4) provide for a situation where the
relief sought is dependent upon the exercise of a discretion by the court.
Waterkloof Marina should not be obliged to rely on a discretionary remedy in
circumstances where it is able to assert a valid purchase by virtue of the
provisions of s 82(8) of the Insolvency Act. It was common cause that Chater
Developments was a company unable to pay its debts as envisaged in s 339.
There is no provision in the 1973 Companies Act that validates a purchase in
good faith from a liquidator who is not authorised to sell. Such a situation is not
'specifically provided for in this Act' and it follows that s 82(8) is applicable.”

[212]

This reasoning is binding on me. It expands the application of section 82(8) in
winding-up situations to beyond the strict wording of section 82(8) where mere
terminology is swapped around. With respect, this interpretation complies with
the principles set out in Endumeni.

[213]

The purpose of section 82(8) is to protect bona fide purchasers of assets
against harsh consequences of invalidity in terms of the Common Law.
Winding-up sales, not unlike sales in execution, are special types of sales,
where there is room to consider the position of the innocent purchaser. I can
see no reason why the line in the sand should be the second meeting of
creditors. It seemed to me to be irrelevant if the innocent purchaser faces an
invalid sale as:
[213.1]

A final liquidator or a provisional liquidator went rogue; or

[213.2]

A liquidator made a bona fide error in interpreting the consent by
creditors, or in interpreting the consent by the Master, or in
interpreting the consent by a court; or

137

Navsa ADP, Wallis JA, Mbha JA and Dambuza AJA concurring.
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[213.3]

A liquidator exceeded his powers and the innocent purchaser faces
an invalid sale as liquidation proceedings were suspended due to
section 131(6) of the 2008 Act.

[214]

The applicants for an interdict sought to rely on Oertel and Others NNO v
Director of Local Government and Others.138 It does not assist, with respect.
In that matter the contract in issue contravened an ordinance, and as such
section 82(8) of the Insolvency Act could not provide relief to the innocent
purchaser of land. It is in that sense that remark at 508F is made that relief
under section 82(8) “obviously presuppose that the sale of estate property is
not unlawful or prohibited”.

[215]

I can see no reason, once protection to one bona fide purchaser is given (and
the Common Law is thus overruled), not to use section 339 of the 1973 Act
and interpret section 82(8) to cover a wide range of unauthorised sales in the
winding-up of companies. It seems to me to have as a purpose to be a tool to
achieve justice. I can see no reason for the anomalies that would flow from a
restrictive interpretation of “mutatis mutandis”. Such extended classes of bona
fide purchasers are protected due to the right to equal protection and benefit
of the law (section 9(1) of the Constitution), in the context that I have
addressed, and in the purpose of such protection

[216]

I accordingly find that properly interpreted section 82(8) of the Insolvency Act
also applies to a sale by a provisional liquidator where such a power is sought
to be exercised in terms of a court order, and the provisional liquidator fails to
adhere to the terms of the court order, or fails to give effect to the effect of the
business rescue application on the winding-up process.

[217]

In my understanding the auction took place in December 2019, the purchase
price in each case has been paid, and delivery of movable assets has taken
place in each case. I do not know which of the purchasers of movable assets
purchased the assets bona fide. That aspect will have to dealt with on a case
by case basis.

138

Oertel and Others NNO v Director of Local Government and Others 1981 (4) SA 491 (T).
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[218]

In the circumstances I have to make no finding on applying section 388 of the
1973 Act to validate bona fide purchases on the basis that it would be “just and
beneficial” to do so (despite my view that a blanket ruling to ignore unlawful
conduct by the provisional liquidators would not be appropriate).

[219]

The case before me dealt with one aspect of section 82(8) of the Insolvency
Act, its application on bona fide purchasers. The other part of the section, the
liability of the trustee for unauthorised sales, did not serve before me. That
second aspect may have been decided already in favour of the provisional
liquidators. See Swart v Starbuck and Others139 para 26-27 of the judgment
by Khampepe J140 is of some importance.
“[26] The High Court and the Supreme Court of Appeal judgments regarding
this claim are well reasoned and cannot be faulted. It cannot be put more
plainly: Mr Swart's claim was based on s 82(1) read with s 82(8) of the Act. The
application of this section depends on, among other things, the absence of a
valid authorisation by the Master for the sale of the properties. The Master
authorised the sale of the properties in terms of s 80bis. This authorisation has
legally valid consequences until it is set aside. This authorisation has not been
set aside. Section 82 can find no application in the present matter.
[27] In the circumstances, there is no damages claim to be proved in terms of
s 82(8) of the Act. In any event, even if there were a damages claim to be
proved under any other branch of the law, the conclusion is inescapable that
Mr Swart has not been able to prove any damages. …”

[220]

The matter before me is not if the provisional liquidators are liable for damages,
but if by applying section 82(8) of the Insolvency Act in a winding-up, only
some bona fide purchasers should be protected, or all of them.

[221]

This leaves the rights of bona fide purchasers of immovable property. Transfer
of the immovable assets has been interdicted. It does seem to me that section
82(8) of the Insolvency Act had a shield in mind for bona fide purchasers, not
a sword. It also seems to me that where transfer has not yet taken place, a
purchaser cannot contend that she/he/it “has purchased” the property is thus
entitled to protection under section 82(8). I interpret “has purchased” in section
82(8) to mean that delivery also had to have taken place.

139

Swart v Starbuck and Others 2017 (5) SA 370 (CC) para 26-27.
Mogoeng CJ, Nkabinde ADCJ, Cameron J, Froneman J, Madlanga J, Mhlantla J and Pretorius AJ
concurring.
140
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[222]

In as far as Fidelity sought to rely on section 82(8) to demand transfer, I find
that they are no longer bona fide purchasers and has no cause of action to
demand transfer. I am aware of the decision in Naude v Serfontein, NO, en 'n
Ander141 where Klopper JP held that a purchaser need not have been bona
fide in obtaining transfer for section 82(8) to apply, but not only are the facts
distinguishable, but the decision is also not binding on me.

[223]

Fidelity also relied on Legator McKenna Inc and Another v Shea and Others
2010 (1) SA 35 (SCA),142 but that decision does not assist were (a) transfer
has not taken place, and (b) the real (“saaklike”) agreement fails for authority.

[224]

I therefore do not apply section 82(8) of the Insolvency Act with regard to
purchased,

but

not

transferred,

immovable

property.

Under

those

circumstances too section 388 of the 1973 Act remain in my view, inapplicable
where the provisional liquidators deliberately acted unlawfully.
Sixth matter for decision: Bad faith/abusive proceedings
[225]

In considering the many averments of bad faith made by and on behalf of the
provisional liquidators, I point out that I have already found that they acted
unlawfully in proceeding with the sales.

[226]

It is true, in limited instances a court may regulate its proceedings to avoid an
abuse. This does not mean that a judge sits in judgment of motive and on a
case by case basis decides to hear a case, or not. In any event I am
unpersuaded that the applications before me, were an abuse. I do dismiss the
business rescue application, but as will appear below it was perfectly arguable
in accordance with the test to be applied. Had I found that it was inarguable,
and thus brought in bad faith, I would have dismissed it. The SCA has ruled
what the remedy is of an application for business recue brought in bad faith is,
a court must dismiss an application without merit. See Richter para 16:
“… The simple answer is that a court can dismiss any application for business
rescue that is not genuine and bona fide or which does not establish that the
benefits of a successful business rescue will be achieved.”

141
142

Naude v Serfontein, NO, en 'n Ander 1978 (1) SA 633 (O).
Legator McKenna Inc and Another v Shea and Others 2010 (1) SA 35 (SCA).
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[227]

The provisional liquidators relied on Van Staden.143 In that case Wallis JA144
held that the provisional liquidators were entitled to oppose an application for
business rescue on the basis that it was an abuse of the process of court. In
Van Staden, two days before the hearing the applicant delivered a notice of
withdrawal of the application and tendered to pay the costs of the intervening
creditor, SARS, but did not tender to pay the provisional liquidators' costs. The
court in Van Staden agreed with the submission that the business rescue
application was brought for reasons ulterior to any genuine belief that the close
corporation in issue would benefit from being placed under business rescue,
The court held that penalising costs was appropriate in that the withdrawn
application ought to have been dismissed as it had no merit at all and clearly
was brought for ulterior motives:
“[21] It is apparent that Pro-Wiz could never have thought that a viable business
rescue could be instituted in relation to Oljaco. Its failure to engage with the
liquidators or the principal creditor on that subject prior to launching its
application speaks volumes in that regard. The timing of the application
suggested that its true purpose was to stultify the interrogation of Mr Smith. The
failure to deal with any of the issues raised by the liquidators and Sars in this
regard indicates that no response was possible. Finally, the withdrawal at the
very last minute, without explanation, when confronted with the reality of having
to argue the application in court, conveyed the impression of an absence of any
bona fide belief in the merits of the case and a lack of intention genuinely to
pursue it. I conclude that it was brought to provide a reason for avoiding Mr
Smith's interrogation and with a view to delaying the liquidators in their
enquiries as to the squirrelling away of assets.
[22] All of that constituted an abuse of the process of the court and an abuse
of the business rescue procedure. It has repeatedly been stressed that
business rescue exists for the sake of rehabilitating companies that have fallen
on hard times but are capable of being restored to profitability or, if that is
impossible, to be employed where it will lead to creditors receiving an enhanced
dividend. Its use to delay a winding-up, or to afford an opportunity to those who
were behind its business operations not to account for their stewardship, should
not be permitted. When a court is confronted with a case where it is satisfied
that the purpose behind a business rescue application was not to achieve either
of these goals, a punitive costs order is appropriate.”

[228]

On those facts, I fully agree. They are not the facts in this matter. The bad faith
case argued by the provisional liquidators is largely based on inferences based

143
144

Van Staden NO and Others v Pro-Wiz Group (Pty) Ltd [supra] 2019 (4) SA 532 (SCA).
Makgoka JA, Schippers JA, Mokgohloa AJA and Rogers AJA concurring.
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on the timing of the business rescue application. The chronology reflects
exasperation at provisional liquidators proceeding as if they were not bound
by the Bhoola order. The business rescue application may have been rushed
when new lawyers were appointed to bring it before the auction started. That
fact on its own does not make the application mala fide. It could have been a
supplementary purpose with a completely bona fide application. Similarly, if
the application for business rescue is dismissed for lack of merit on the viability
of rescuing the business rescue companies, it also does not mean that the
application was brought in bad faith. It is an assessment that I must make on
the facts of the case. As I read Van Staden, it only to reflects that upon
dismissal of the application, an application brought in bad faith will result in
penalising costs. I do not read that judgment as providing the provisional
liquidators with a bad faith ground for a dismissal of the application, distinct
from the merits of the business rescue application. A distinguishing fact is the
unlawful conduct by the provisional liquidators in this matter, as opposed to
Van Staden.
Seventh matter for decision: Merits of the business rescue application
[229]

In the matter before me there was in the end substantial compliance with the
service of the business rescue application when I was asked to make a finding
on the merits thereof.

[230]

In dealing with a business rescue application, one needs to start with what is
set out as a definition of “business rescue” in section 128(1)(b) of the 2008 Act
(underlining added):
“(1) In this Chapter…
(b)

'business rescue' means proceedings to facilitate the
rehabilitation of a company that is financially distressed by
providing for(i)
the temporary supervision of the company, and of the
management of its affairs, business and property;
(ii)
a temporary moratorium on the rights of claimants
against the company or in respect of property in its
possession; and
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(iii)

[231]

the development and implementation, if approved, of a
plan to rescue the company by restructuring its affairs,
business, property, debt and other liabilities, and equity
in a manner that maximises the likelihood of the
company continuing in existence on a solvent basis or,
if it is not possible for the company to so continue in
existence, results in a better return for the company's
creditors or shareholders than would result from the
immediate liquidation of the company”.

This definition is intended to give effect to section 7(k) of the 2008 Act:
“The purposes of this Act are to(a)

...

(k)

provide for the efficient rescue and recovery of financially distressed
companies, in a manner that balances the rights and interests of all
relevant stakeholders; and
…”

(l)

[232]

The purpose of business rescue proceedings is therefore “the rescue and
recovery of financially distressed companies”, or put differently in the same
act, “the rehabilitation of a company that is financially distressed”. The rights
and interests of all stakeholders need to be balanced. As already pointed out,
in the same act the defined term is one of “affected person” and not
“stakeholder”. A creditor is defined in section 128 to be an affected person. It
is no doubt a stakeholder too.

[233]

When an application is made to court in terms of section 131 of the 2008 to
place a company under supervision and to commence business rescue
proceedings, the powers of a court are set out in section 131(4) (underlining
added:
“After considering an application in terms of subsection (1), the court may(a)

make an order placing the company under supervision and
commencing business rescue proceedings, if the court is
satisfied that(i)
the company is financially distressed;
(ii)
the company has failed to pay over any amount in terms
of an obligation under or in terms of a public regulation,
or contract, with respect to employment-related matters;
or
(iii)
it is otherwise just and equitable to do so for financial
reasons,
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(b)

[234]

and there is a reasonable prospect for rescuing the company; or
dismissing the application, together with any further necessary
and appropriate order, including an order placing the company
under liquidation.”

It was common cause that all six business rescue companies are financially
distressed. On one reading, in exercising the “discretion” section 131(4) gives
me, I also need to be satisfied that (an onus must be met) that “there is a
reasonable prospect for rescuing the company”. I need to address two issues
pertaining to such a reading of the section:
[234.1]

Oakdene Square Properties (Pty) Ltd and Others v Farm
Bothasfontein (Kyalami) (Pty) Ltd and Others para 21145 by Brand
JA146 held that my discretion is not a discretion in the strict sense (I
agree):
“…In a case such as this, the court's discretion is bound up with the
question whether there is a reasonable prospect for rescuing the
company. The other pertinent requirement in s 131(4), namely, that the
company must be financially distressed, seems to turn on a question of
fact. As to whether there is a reasonable prospect of rescuing the
company, it can hardly be said, in my view, that it involves a range of
choices that the court can legitimately make; of which none can be
described as wrong. On the contrary, as I see it, the answer to the
question whether there is such a reasonable prospect can only be 'yes'
or 'no'. These answers cannot both be right. …”

[234.2]

Brand JA further held in Oakdene Square Properties in para 23 to 28
found that even “… where it is clear from the outset that the company
can never be saved from immediate liquidation and that the only
hope is for a better return than that which would result from
liquidation”, the requirements of section 131(4) are still met if the “a
better return for the creditors or shareholders of the company than
would result from immediate liquidation” could be achieved. This
finding is binding on me. It reads into section 131(4) a further
alternate condition not reflected in the words of the section.
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Oakdene Square Properties (Pty) Ltd and Others v Farm Bothasfontein (Kyalami) (Pty) Ltd and
Others 2013 (4) SA 539 (SCA) para 18.
146 Cachalia JA, Van der Merwe AJA, Zondi AJA and Meyer AJA concurring.
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[235]

In my view the balance that I have to strike between the rights and interests of
all relevant stakeholders coincides with my finding that the business rescue
companies are not viable companies in respect of which a case has been
made out that there is a reasonable prospect for rescuing them:
[235.1]

The liquidation of the companies took place on during early 2019.
The directors in the context of the events leading up to the resolutions
to wind-up, saw no way forward;

[235.2]

The group’s existing business model of doing business with the state
and state-owned entities, has come to a stop;

[235.3]

There is no indication of any resumption of the past business model;

[235.4]

Business stopped a long time ago, and the key employees of the
business rescue companies probably have found alternate
employment;

[235.5]

Any new business would require employing personnel;

[235.6]

The movable assets of the business rescue companies have been
sold and are unlikely to be recovered. This would require funding in
a distressed environment, a capital injection, or the availability of
credit finance, or own funding;

[235.7]

Any venturing into the private sector would be in effect a start-up
business, with a complete inability by anyone to predict likely
success. Such ventures would have to commence from a discredited
basis (rightly or wrongly), making success even less likely;

[235.8]

In the normal course it takes time to establish new businesses, the
more so with the reputational risk suffered by the group. The
business operations would need funding. The longer it takes to
establish the new businesses, the greater the need;

[235.9]

At least ABSA and FNB seem unlikely to get involved in funding.
There is the additional difficulty that the business rescue companies
do not have bank accounts and will have to use an account of Sun
Worx. Not only does this exclude them from receiving government
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tenders (should the bar on doing business with them ever be lifted),
but it is a structure with business risk;
[235.10] The ability to develop a business rescue plan hampered by the
absence of reliable accounting records. On the common cause facts,
the accounting records of the group are unreliable and have been
unreliable at least for some years. The business rescue applicants
had to rely on them;
[235.11] There is proof of wrongdoing in the accounting records, according
to the reports by auditing firms;
[235.12] SARS has a substantial claim against the group. The business
rescue companies are unable to settle that debt. SARS is of the view
that it is the single largest third-party creditor of the group of
companies. It is of the view that the group is indebted to it in the sum
of R850 Million, and about R312 Million in respect of the six business
rescue companies147 a sum that it is not final, and could be much
more due to further assessment, understatement penalties and
interest. This are evolving numbers, in formal assessments the
figures are in round figures R600 million and R62 Million. The
amounts and additional amounts may still be challenged, but it is the
closest to working figure that is available. The available funding may
have to be used to pay SARS. SARS contends, with merit, that the
application is doomed to fail without a plan to pay SARS. It is not a
minimal amount;
[235.13] The only creditor before me, SARS, does not want to see a business
rescue process allegedly to increase its return. It is unlikely to vote in
favour of a business rescue plan; and
[235.14] In any event, ultimately, as was held in Oakdene Square Properties
para 39, merely to have more cash in the bank, is not a proper
business rescue purpose.

147

In round figures: Operations R184 Million, Properties R27 Million, Technology Systems R31 Million,
Leading Prospect R19 Million, Youth Development Centres R45 Million, and Security Intelligence R6
Million.
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[236]

The provisional liquidators put it as follows:
“… the Rescue Companies have no assets, have no employees, have no
contracts to service nor any monetizable or commercialisable concerns, do not
have transactional bank accounts and that they have entirely been divested of
their substratum”.

[237]

The stance by the applicants (and perhaps somewhat crudely put) is that the
business rescue practitioner must devise a plan. There is no such plan as there
is no such plan. My overall impression was that no one truly could argue that
new business on a balance of probabilities would be established and would be
successful. They needed as a minimum to establish a prospect based on
reasonable factual grounds, and not speculation, as was held in Oakdene
Square Properties para 29-30, and could not do so.

[238]

Under these circumstances I make no finding based on the alleged fraudulent
activity in Consilium Business Consultants (Pty) Ltd, alleged fraudulent activity
in Miotto Trading and Advisory Holdings (Pty) Ltd, alleged fraudulent activity
in Supply Chain Management, piercing of the corporate veil (of the business
rescue companies) as a result, the effect of section 22 of the 2008 Act, or that
such evidence tendered was admissible before me.

[239]

This is not the end of the argument, as based Oakdene Square Properties in
the requirements of section 131(4) are still met if the “a better return for the
creditors or shareholders of the company than would result from immediate
liquidation” could be achieved.

[240]

The business rescue applicants approached the matter largely with the second
purpose in mind, a better winding-up. In my reading of the cases, this is a
difficult hurdle. It seems to me that the Constitutional Court (see below) is of
the view that the companies to be rescued are at least primarily, those where
there is “a reasonable prospect for rescuing the company”, the same
requirement contained in evaluating a resolution under section 129(1) of the
2008 Act,148 as addressed in Panamo Properties (Pty) Ltd and Another v Nel

148

“129 Company resolution to begin business rescue proceedings
(1) Subject to subsection (2) (a), the board of a company may resolve that the company
voluntarily begin business rescue proceedings and place the company under supervision, if the
board has reasonable grounds to believe that(a) the company is financially distressed; and
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N.O. and Others para 9,149 a judgment by Wallis JA.150 See too the objection
to such a resolution on the basis that there is no reasonable prospect for
rescuing the company, as set out in section 130(1)(a).151
[241]

The Constitutional Court case that I refer to is Diener NO v Minister of Justice
and Correctional Services and Others para 54,152 where Khampepe J153 held
(underlining added):
“The purpose of business rescue is to assist a financially distressed
company with paying its debts, avoiding insolvency, and maximising the
benefit to stakeholders upon liquidation (if inevitable). It is stated
expressly in section 7(k) of the Companies Act that one of the purposes
of the Act is to “provide for the efficient rescue and recovery of financially
distressed companies, in a manner that balances the rights and interests
of all relevant stakeholders”. It must be emphasised that this must be
done while balancing the rights of all affected persons, including
creditors, employees, and shareholders.154 The primary goal of business
rescue is to avoid liquidation and its attendant negative consequences
on stakeholders.155 In addition, a secondary purpose is to achieve a
better outcome on liquidation or disinvestment, whereby “[t]he
underlying principle behind restructuring or reorganisation proceedings
is that a business may be worth a lot more if preserved, or even sold, as
a going concern than if the parts are sold off piecemeal”.156 At the same

(b) there appears to be a reasonable prospect of rescuing the company.”
Panamo Properties (Pty) Ltd and Another v Nel N.O. and Others 2015 (5) SA 63 (SCA) para 9.
150 Navsa ADP, Majiedt and Zondi JJA and Dambuza AJA concurring.
151 “130 Objections to company resolution
(1) Subject to subsection (2), at any time after the adoption of a resolution in terms of section
129, until the adoption of a business rescue plan in terms of section 152, an affected person
may apply to a court for an order(a) setting aside the resolution, on the grounds that(i) there is no reasonable basis for believing that the company is financially distressed;
(ii) there is no reasonable prospect for rescuing the company; or
(iii) the company has failed to satisfy the procedural requirements set out in section
129”.
152 Diener NO v Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and Others 2019 (4) SA 374 (CC) para
54.
153 Mogoeng CJ, Basson AJ, Cameron J, Dlodlo AJ, Froneman J, Goliath AJ, Mhlantla J, Petse AJ and
Theron J concurring.
154 “[37] Sections 7(k) and 128(1)(h) of the Companies Act above n 1. See also KJ Foods id at para 68;
Panamo Properties above n 21 at para 1; Cloete Murray N.O. v Firstrand Bank Ltd t/a Wesbank [2015]
ZASCA 39; 2015 (3) SA 438 (SCA) at para 12; Oakdene Square Properties (Pty) Ltd v Farm
Bothasfontein (Kyalami) (Pty) Ltd [2013] ZASCA 68; 2013 (4) SA 539 (SCA) at para 23.”
155 “[38] Cassim “Business Rescue and Compromises” in Cassim Contemporary Company Law 2 ed
(Juta & Co Ltd, Cape Town 2012) at 862. For a critical reprisal of this rationale, see Loubser “Tilting at
windmills? The quest for an effective corporate rescue procedure in South African law” (2013) 25 SA
Merc LJ 4.”
156 “[39] McCormack “Super-priority new financing and corporate rescue” (2007) Journal of Business
Law 701 at 703.”
149
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time, where it is not viable to rescue a company, it should be liquidated and its
business sold.157 Business rescue can only begin where there is a reasonable
prospect of saving the company.158 This was highlighted in KJ Foods, where
the Supreme Court of Appeal quoted with approval the High Court in DH
Brothers Industries, which stated that 'Chapter [6] as a whole reflects ''a legislative preference for proceedings
aimed at the restoration of viable companies rather than their
destruction'' but only of viable companies, not of all companies placed
under business rescue.'159 42
This is in line with the ultimate aim of balancing the rights and interests of all
relevant stakeholders. “

[242]

It seems to me that this approach is in fact in accordance with the judgment
by Brand JA, who was compelled to read into section 131(4)(a) of the 2008
Act the secondary purpose due to the poor drafting of the 2008 Act. The 2008
Act contains inexplicable omissions to reflect the secondary purpose of
business rescue proceedings consistently. This does not mean that in every
winding-up case, one must choose between two methods.

[243]

It further appears from the rest of Oakdene Square Properties, as I read the
judgment, that the learned judge does not see business rescue appropriate
where the motivation for it is say a cheaper form of liquidation (rendering a
larger return). In this regard see the remarks by Gamble J in Van der Merwe
and Others v Zonnekus Mansion (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation) and Another
(Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service and Another
Intervening) para 35-41 on Oakdene:160
“[35] In circumstances where a business rescue practitioner, as opposed to the
liquidator, is likely to have to sell property belonging to the embattled company,
Brand JA points out that the purpose of business rescue is not intended to
serve as a less expensive form of winding up.
“[33] My problem with the proposal that the business rescue
practitioner, rather than the liquidator should sell the property as a
whole, is that it offers no more than an alternative, informal kind of
winding-up of the company, outside the liquidation provisions of the
1973 Companies Act which had, incidentally, been preserved, for the

“[40] KJ Foods above n36 para 77, endorsing DH Brothers Industries (Pty) Ltd v Gribnitz NO and
Others 2014 (1) SA 103 (KZP) (DH Brothers Industries); Cassim above n38 at 863”.
158 “[41] Section 129(1)(b) of the Companies Act above n1”.
159 “[42] DH Brothers Industries above n40 para 10.”
160 Van der Merwe and Others v Zonnekus Mansion (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation) and Another (Commissioner
for the South African Revenue Service and Another Intervening) [2016] ZAWCHC 193 para 35-41.
157
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time being, by item 9 of schedule 5 of the 2008 Act. I do not believe,
however, that this could have been the intention of creating business
rescue as an institution. For instance, the mere savings on the cost of
the winding-up process in accordance with the existing liquidation
provisions could hardly justify the separate institution of business
rescue. A fortiori, I do not believe that business rescue was intended to
achieve a winding up of the company to avoid the consequences of
liquidation proceedings, which is what the appellant’s apparently seek
to achieve.”
[36] Further, Brand JA refers to the important investigative powers of a
liquidator acting under the old Companies Act in circumstances where there
have been, for example, questionable transactions on the part of the company
or its directors or employees, and which warrant further investigation by way of
interrogation.
“[35] …On the respondents’ version the company has been stripped of
all its income and virtually all its assets while under the management [of
one of the company’s directors]. These allegations are, of course,
denied by the appellants. But, as I see it, that is not the point. The point
is that these are the very circumstances at which the investigative
powers of the liquidator - under s417 and 418 of the 1973 Companies
Act - and the machinery for the setting aside of the improper
dispositions of the company’s assets - provided for in the Insolvency
Act 24 of 1936 - are aimed. In this light I believe there is a very real
possibility that liquidation will in fact be more advantageous to creditors
and shareholders - excluding, perhaps, the appellants - than the
proposed informal winding up of the company through business rescue
proceedings.”
[37] Finally, Brand JA points out that where the majority of creditors are against
the proposed business rescue scheme, that is an important consideration for
the court to have regard to –
“[38] …As I see it, the applicant for business rescue is bound to
establish reasonable grounds for the prospect of rescuing the company.
If the majority creditors declare that they will oppose any business
rescue scheme based on those grounds, I see no reason why that
proclaimed opposition should be ignored. Unless, of course, that
attitude can be said to be unreasonable or mala fide. By virtue of s132
(2) (c) (i) read with s152 of the Act, rejection of the proposed plan by
the majority of creditors will normally sound the death knell of the
proceedings. It is true that such rejection can be revisited by the court
in terms of s153. That, of course, will take time and attract further costs.
Moreover, the court is unlikely to interfere with the creditors’ decision
unless their attitude was unreasonable. In the circumstances I do not
believe that the court can be criticised for having regard the declared
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intent of the major creditors to oppose any business rescue plan along
the lines suggested by the appellants.”
[38] An applicant for business rescue is not required to set out a detailed
business rescue plan. However, the applicant must establish grounds for the
reasonable prospect of achieving one of the two goals mentioned in section
128 (1)(b) of the Act (ie a return to solvency or a better deal for creditors and
shareholders than through liquidation). A reasonable prospect means a
possibility that rests on objectively reasonable grounds.161
[39] In Propspec162 van der Merwe J observed that –
“There can be no doubt that, in order to succeed in an application for
business rescue, the applicant must place before the court a factual
foundation for the existence of a reasonable prospect that the desired
object can be achieved.”
Expanding thereon, the court noted163 that“..(A) reasonable prospect in this context means an expectation. An
expectation may come true or it may not. It therefore signifies a
possibility. A possibility is reasonable if it rests on the ground that it is
objectively reasonable.… [a] reasonable prospect means no more than
a possibility that rests on an objectively reasonable ground or grounds.”
[40] In Wedgewood Village164 Binns-Ward J held the view that an applicant for
business rescue must be able to place before the court a cogent evidential
foundation to support the existence of a reasonable prospect that the desired
object could be achieved.
[41] Lastly, by way of background, it is generally accepted that business rescue
is intended to be a short-term measure. In Gormley [11]165 Traverso DJP made
the following observation:
“….The Act envisages a short-term approach to the financial position of
the company. This is so for self-evident reasons. There must be a
measure of certainty in the commercial world. Creditors cannot be left
in a state of flux for an indefinite period. The provisions of the Act make
it clear that the concept of business rescue only applies to companies
which are financially distressed as defined in the Act. If a company is
not so financially distressed, the provisions of Chapter 6 of the Act will
“[7] Propspec Investments (Pty) Ltd v Pacific Coast Investments 97 Ltd 2013(1) SA 542 (FB) at [12]”.
“[8] [31]”.
163 “[9] [12]”.
164 “[10] Koen and Another v Wedgewood Village Golf and Country Estate (Pty) Ltd and Others 2012(2)
SA 378 (WCC) at [17]”.
165 “[11] Gormley v West City Precinct Properties (Pty) and Another [2012] ZAWCHC 33 (18 April 2012)
at [11]”.
161
162
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not apply. It must either be likely that the debts can be repaid within 6
months or that there is the likelihood that the company will go insolvent
in the ensuing 6 months.”
Traverso DJP went on to find that because the company in question was at the
time insolvent and that it required a moratorium to pay its debts, the company
was not financially distressed within the meaning of section 128(1)(f) of the
Act”.

[244]

I do not read the authorities binding on me that such a better liquidation
purpose should easily sway a court. It is not an inarguable case, but it is a hard
one to succeed with. Our law has settled, generally applicable winding-up
proceedings apply for good reason. There is some merit in the argument about
lower expected fees in business rescue proceedings, but if the issue is the
remuneration of liquidators, that issue must be addressed instead of applying
business rescue as an alternate method of liquidation.

[245]

There is some merit in the submission that the inquiries under section 417 of
the 1973 Act may be derailed if the business rescue applications were to
succeed. To date, that risk has not materialised, but it cannot be excluded.
This too point away from a better liquidation as a motivation for relief.

[246]

The anti-dissipation tools in the Insolvency Act are powerful tools to set aside
impeachable transactions. This too point away from a better liquidation.

[247]

As stated, the only creditor before me, SARS, does not want to see a business
rescue process allegedly to increase its return. This is a material fact.
Ultimately, creditors can look after themselves best in the liquidation process.
They can direct the liquidators.

[248]

I am not convinced to any reasonable extent that business rescue would result
in a better return than liquidation on the case argued by the business rescue
applicants, leaving aside the limitations that Plascon Evans places on them.
Again, as was held in Oakdene Square Properties para 34, in principle there
is no reason why a business rescue practitioner would obtain a better price for
the property, and it is difficult to seek to compare the fees of the two offices.
Also in this case more litigation and thus higher business rescue (time based)
fees could be expected. I am not convinced that there is a reasonable prospect
of better values being obtained in a less hasty sales process. In a period of
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almost a year before the auction, no such purchasers materialised. In addition,
even considering the timing of the auction (on short notice, in December 2019),
potential purchasers knew of the liquidation of the companies, knew that
assets would/might become available for sale, and a public auction was held.
It achieved in most cases at least forced sale values.
[249]

In the light of my finding on the effect of section 82(8) of the Insolvency Act on
the sales of movables, my sense is that such sales are unlikely to be set aside
in at least many cases. There is time to consider the sales of the immovable
assets. I am not persuaded that business rescue will result in a better return,
despite the various illustrative sums done the applicants.

[250]

Despite some success in the auction application, the business rescue
application still stands to be dismissed. I disagree that there is a factual basis
for the conclusion by the business rescue practitioners in their supplementary
heads of argument:
“134

We furthermore submit that the Rescue Application:
134.1 is, in and of itself, the quintessential example of a flagrant abuse
of the business rescue and court processes;
134.2 is persisted with the clear ulterior motive to neutralise the
appointment

of

independent

liquidators

to

the

subject

companies under circumstances where the Bosasa protagonists
had a clearly intended plan in mind when they placed the said
companies in liquidation on day one; and
134.3 is otherwise in want of merit on every and any conceivable
basis.”166

166

This submission is in effect repeated in the heads of argument in the auction application:
“24
The context already provided, even only by way of introduction, persuasively evinces that this
application:
24.1
is the quintessential abuse of the business rescue process legislated under Chapter 6
of the 2008 Act; and
24.2
was purposefully employed by the applicants with the sole purpose of obstructing,
frustrating and derailing the liquidation proceedings pending in respect of the subject
companies.
25
…
26
Ultimately, this application is persisted with the clear ulterior motive to neutralise the
appointment of independent liquidators to the subject companies under circumstances where
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[251]

The alleged “Bosasa protagonists” brought an arguable business rescue
application to court. I dismiss it, but I disagree that the application was so
lacking in merit that it constituted an abuse. The inference that the provisional
liquidators seek to draw is not consistent with all the proven facts, nor is an
evil scheme from the start, the most plausible conclusion. See the judgment
by Southwood J, Skilya Property Investments (Pty) Ltd v Lloyds of London
Underwriting at 780H-781D.167 As the provisional liquidators correctly argued
in the auction application (underlining not added, but footnotes omitted):

[252]

“37

Primary facts are those capable of being used as a basis for the drawing
of inferences as to the existence or nonexistence of other facts. Such
further facts in relation to primary facts are called secondary facts.
Secondary facts, in the absence of primary facts are nothing more than
the deponent’s own conclusions and do not constitute evidential
material capable of supporting a cause of action.

38

Moreover, inference is to be distinguished from speculation, and is to
be based on properly proved objective facts. As held in Skilyia
Property Investments (Pty) Ltd v Lloyds of London Underwriting,
an inference sought to be drawn must further be consistent with all
proved facts.”

On the same reasoning, I reject the argument in the provisional liquidators’
heads of argument in the auction application that the business rescue
application was impermissibly used as a springboard to bring the auction
application. Again there is no factual basis for such an inference. The fact that
the application was made had legal consequences, and these are addressed
in the auction application, the proper forum.

Eighth matter for decision: Costs
[253]

I have already at the outset dealt with some interlocutory cost orders. Where I
grant costs in the order below, I mostly followed the rule that costs follow the
result.

[254]

Emotions ran high in this matter. I take into account the pressure under which
the papers were prepared, and the increasing tension in the matter. Usually in

the Bosasa protagonists had a clearly intended plan in mind when they placed the said
companies in liquidation on day one.”
167 Skilya Property Investments (Pty) Ltd v Lloyds of London Underwriting 2002 (3) SA 765 (T) at 780H781D, reversed on appeal but not on the summary of the law.
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litigation one simply reads past those instances where, on reflection the
lawyers should have acted more measuredly, and simply deal with the merits
of the matter. It was not possible in this matter. The matter was argued with
unpleasant animosity between the legal representatives representing the
provisional liquidators and those representing the applicants in the business
rescue and auction applications.168
[255]

This case mainly had to be decided on affidavit by applying Plascon Evans.169
It does not assist at all to pepper a letter (in reality written for the court) or an
affidavit or heads of argument with averments and innuendo about dishonest
motives, adjectives and adverbs conveying imputations of dishonest motives,
and the like. I have already reflected the argument regarding the business
rescue application.

[256]

Reynolds NO v Mecklenberg (Pty) Ltd170 is clear that improper argument must
be removed from papers and a disciplined approach to pleading cases in
opposed motions should be followed. In that case the Honourable Stegmann
J dealt with a record of only 430 pages. Yet another plea for restraint is the
useful summary of the authorities in Venmop 275 (Pty) Ltd and Another v
Cleverlad Projects (Pty) Ltd and Another at para 7-14.171 There was no such
restraint in this matter. The case was not argued on facts, placed in a
chronological order, proven where necessary with documents, from which
permissible factual and legal conclusions were drawn. The papers and the
heads of argument by the provisional liquidators are replete with averments
and innuendo that persons involved in the business rescue and auction
applications are dishonest and have dishonest motives. Much of this was
aimed at Mr J Watson. Predictably with certainty, it added nothing to the
matter.

168

I stress that I exclude the representatives for SARS and Fidelity. The disputes between the applicants
in the business rescue and auction applications and the intervening parties were argued, firmly and
directly, but without unpleasant animosity. This included the case that substantial tax was improperly
avoided, a case that imputes unlawful conduct by the companies-in-liquidation.
169 Plascon Evans Paints Ltd v Van Riebeeck Paints (Pty) Ltd 1984 (3) (SA) 623 (A) at 634E-635C.
170 Reynolds NO v Mecklenberg (Pty) Ltd 1996 (1) SA 75 (W).
171 Venmop 275 (Pty) Ltd and Another v Cleverlad Projects (Pty) Ltd and Another 2016 (1) SA 78 (GJ)
at para 7-14.
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[257]

I already have made serious findings of unlawful conduct by the provisional
liquidators. In the light of those findings, their unduly aggressive litigation
becomes even more unacceptable. It was argued before me on their behalf
that upon winding-up, “the law” takes control of the company in liquidation. My
distinct impression was that the provisional liquidators equated that concept
with themselves. They may be used to wielding wide powers in insolvency
matters, but the exercise of such wide power is the more reason for humility
and restraint.

[258]

Wallis JA172 held in Murray and Others NNO v African Global Holdings (Pty)
Ltd and Others para 42:173
[258.1]

That it was assumed in error that the provisional liquidators“… would not discharge their duties properly under the supervision of
the Master and in accordance with the directions of creditors”,

[258.2]

That Ameer AJ“ignored the fact that as provisional liquidators their powers were
limited and did not extend to doing the things he attributed to them”.

[259]

It is my respectful view, whilst I take no issue with the finding by SCA, that
what Ameer AJ accepted, became true: The provisional liquidators acted
unlawfully and exceeded their powers.

[260]

I do penalise the provisional liquidators with attorney-and-client costs in one
instance (the auction application), and I deprive them of part of their costs in
the business rescue application. I did so as they crossed the line in the
litigation and they acted unlawfully in two major respects (disregarding the
Bhoola order and the business rescue application).

[261]

The heads of argument in the business rescue application gives a clue as to
their motivation:
“183 The practice of delivering an application for business rescue has, since
the SCA’s judgment in Richter, been open to abuse.”

172

Mokgohloa, Plasket and Nicholls JJA and Gorven AJA concurring.
Murray and Others NNO v African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Others 2020 (2) SA 93 (SCA) para
42.
173
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[262]

The heads of argument of the provisional liquidators in the auction application
repeats the above almost verbatim:
“134 The practice of delivering an application for business rescue to stifle
liquidation proceedings has, since the SCA’s judgment in Richter, been open
to abuse”,

[263]

It was not for them to decide not to apply the law if they disagree with the SCA.
The heads of argument of the provisional liquidators in the auction application
gives this answer why they continued with the auction (and took it upon
themselves to continue without seeking relief in a court):
“12 The business rescue application, comprising in excess of one thousand
pages [supported by a founding affidavit that without its annexures span one
hundred and sixty-two pages] could have been brought as long ago as March
2019 but it was rather issued the day before the auction.
13 It was manifestly purposefully only issued on 3 December 2019 in an
[unsuccessful] attempt to trigger the provisions of 131(6) of the 2008 Act, to
suspend the liquidation proceedings and derail the auction.
14 However, having formed the view that the business rescue application is an
abuse and in want of merit on every conceivable basis, MacRoberts duly
informed the applicants on 4 December 2019 that the liquidators would be
proceeding with the auction on the morning of 4 December 2019, the issue of
the business rescue application notwithstanding.”

[264]

Not only was it not for the provisional liquidators to ignore the fact that the
business rescue application was made, but the inference of an abuse factually
fails at three common cause facts: The recent change in legal representation
by the applicants, the recent change in the board of Holdings, and that Ameer
AJ had ruled that the winding-up should be set aside.

[265]

In considering the conduct of the provisional liquidators in the litigation, one
must not lose sight of the facts that they had acted unlawfully, deliberately.

[266]

This brings me to the extent to which the provisional liquidators crossed a line.
I do not have to go beyond the heads of argument of the provisional liquidators
to reflect the unacceptable way the provisional liquidators conducted
themselves.

[267]

This is an extract from the heads of argument in the business rescue
application dealing with the chronology:
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“14 The calculated timing of this application is telling. It was manifestly
purposefully only issued on 3 December 2019 in an [unsuccessful] attempt to
trigger the provisions of 131(6) of the 2008 Act i.e. to suspend the liquidation
proceedings and derail the auction.
15 It is, in and of itself, a further quintessential example of a flagrant abuse of
court process.
16 However, having diagnosed this application as an abuse and to be in want
of merit on every conceivable basis, the liquidators duly informed the applicants
on 4 December 2019 that the liquidators of the subject companies would be
proceeding with the auction on the morning of 4 December 2019, the issue of
this application notwithstanding.”

[268]

These submissions are repeated almost word for word in the heads of
argument in the auction application:
“89 It suffices to state that the business rescue application:
89.1 comprising in excess of a 1000 pages [supported by a founding
affidavit that without its annexures span 162 pages];
89.2 could have been brought as long ago as March 2019, but was
demonstrably purposefully only issued on 3 December 2019 in an
[unsuccessful] attempt to trigger the provisions of section 131(6) of the
2008 Act i.e. to suspend the liquidation proceedings and derail the
auction;
89.3 is the quintessential example of a flagrant abuse of court process
and in want of merit on every conceivable basis.”

[269]

I have earlier quoted a similar extract from the supplementary heads of
argument.174

[270]

In context, the provisional liquidators acted illegally in proceeding with the sale.
In context, it is common cause that the applicants for business rescue obtained
new legal representation mere days before the business rescue application
was made. New legal representation would have looked afresh at matters.
Within a very short time span the business rescue application was issued. Why
would the most probable inference from such facts be dishonest manipulation

“134 We furthermore submit that the Rescue Application:
134.1 is, in and of itself, the quintessential example of a flagrant abuse of the business rescue and
court processes;
134.2 is persisted with the clear ulterior motive to neutralise the appointment of independent
liquidators to the subject companies under circumstances where the Bosasa protagonists had
a clearly intended plan in mind when they placed the said companies in liquidation on day one;
and
134.3 is otherwise in want of merit on every and any conceivable basis.”
174
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of court processes (“a flagrant abuse of court process”)? Why would the period
from March 2019 be relevant where new lawyers are appointed? More
importantly, in opposed motion court, which judge would make a positive
finding of a dishonest manipulation of court processes on the reasoning of the
provisional liquidators?
[271]

The same tone was adopted throughout the litigation by the provisional
liquidators. In the supplementary heads of argument, with the stated aim to
address a supplementary affidavit introduced by them, and inter alia to
address:
“The unconscionable abuse of the separate juristic entities by the Bosasa
protagonists in pursuance of the perpetration of substantial frauds and their
involvement in numerous corrupt activities”.

[272]

It is common cause that there was a change in directors. The persons involved
in the winding-up resolution are no longer active in the matter. The questions
then are who these “Bosasa protagonists” are with ulterior motives, and what
their plan all along was. How are they involved in the “perpetration of
substantial frauds and … in numerous corrupt activities”? These are most
serious allegations and could only be directed at Mr J Watson and Ms L
Watson (apart perhaps from the lawyers). On what factual basis are they
accused of committing fraud and corruption? The long heads of argument by
the provisional liquidators,175 in my reading of them, does not reflect proof that
any person involved in the matter before me committed fraud, or acts of
corruption. Even more objectionable is that the same heads of argument also
argue that Mr J Watson lacks personal knowledge of matters that predated
about the time of his appointment as director.176

[273]

At the heart of the Constitution stand the rights to equality and to dignity. These
two rights are for good reason mentioned first and second in the Bill of Rights.

175

Heads in the business rescue application (156 pages), heads in the business auction application
(114 pages), supplementary heads in the business rescue and auction applications (43 pages), and
note in the Rule 42 application (28 pages).
176 “33 That being said, this application is premised on a founding affidavit deposed to by one Jared
Michael Watson (“Mr Watson”), the nephew of the late Gavin Watson, who was only appointed to the
board of Holdings on 20 November 2019, thereby entailing the obvious and unassailable conclusion
that he himself does not have primary personal knowledge of any facts that precede his appointment
as such.”
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I firmly believe that courts should be vigilant in protecting the rights to equality
and to dignity of those who find themselves involved in court processes. It
matters not what wrong any family member of you is alleged to have done (or
conversely how highly regarded your family name is). In a court you will be
treated with dignity, and equal to everyone else. I will put it bluntly: If in the end
it is to be found that the late Mr Gavin Watson and other employees of the
group committed fraud, or acts of corruption, and that the books of account of
the group constituted a fiction, Mr J Watson and Ms L Watson still will be
treated with respect in my court.
[274]

It does not end here. The provisional liquidators accused senior counsel and
a senior attorney for the business rescue applicants in their heads of argument
in the business rescue application of misleading the Honourable Wright J in
chambers about the length of urgent application that was being prepared (70
pages177 versus an ultimate 170 pages)178 for hearing on 4 December 2020.
The lawyers were meeting the judge in chambers whilst the papers were being
prepared in their absence. This conduct is then submitted to have been
intended to mislead Wright J:
“173 The actual extent of the urgent application papers was certainly not
correctly represented to Wright [J] in chambers”;
“175. The actual extent of what was truly contained and traversed in the urgent
application and what were to be required for it to be heard was, in the
circumstances, equally not accurately represented to Wright [J]”;

“177. Essentially, through the manipulative non-disclosure of material detail,
the applicants unconscionably orchestrated an obligation upon the liquidators
to have consulted on, consider and respond to affidavits in excess of 1200
pages179 over-night and within approximately 18 hours.”

[275]

Wright J ordered that an answering affidavit in the urgent application be
delivered the next morning and stood the matter down (certainly not an
unusual step for a judge). He then struck the urgent application from the roll.

“… Wright [J], who was informed in chambers by the applicants:
170.1 First, that the urgent application papers [still at that time in the process of being collated]
comprised of approximately 70 pages;”
178 “ …172 However, when the urgent application had subsequently come to hand, at around 16h00
on 4 December 2019, it emerged that it in actual fact comprised more than 170 pages.”
179 Referring to the business rescue application papers too.
177
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Please bear in mind, the urgent application to which this dispute relates, was
not before me. It had been dealt with by Wright J.
[276]

The same version of the lawyers (senior counsel and a senior attorney)
misleading Wright J is repeated verbatim in paragraph 102 of the heads of
argument in the auction application.:
“102. Essentially, through the manipulative non-disclosure of material detail,
the applicants unconscionably orchestrated an obligation upon the liquidators
to consult on, consider and respond to affidavits in excess of 1200 pages overnight and within approximately 18 hours.”

[277]

Why is this relevant in the matters before me, even if true? Which judge would
make such a finding in these applications? If the papers were longer than
expected, is the most probable inference that the lawyers are involved in a
dishonest manipulation of court processes or that they re-considered what to
add to the papers?

[278]

The provisional liquidators in their heads of argument in the auction application
go as far as accusing the lawyers preparing the business rescue application
to have “been in the process of preparing an application contemplated by
section 354 of the 1973 Act and after they reflected on the SCA Judgment and
realised that such an application will not achieve a stay of the auction, they, at
the last minute converted that application to a business rescue application”.
This is done despite those counsel only being briefed days earlier. The
averment is made in the case pursued of a counsel being part of a conspiracy
to abuse the court process. There is no factual basis for this, and an
unreserved apology should have been tendered. Reflection should have led to
moderation.

[279]

Under these circumstances the application to strike out should have been dealt
with at the outset. More than just offensive matters were in issue, these papers
could have been a lot shorter if relevance and admissibility of, in effect opinion,
were to be considered. It is ironic that the provisional liquidators quoted Van
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Zyl and Others v Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others para
45-46180 about endless repetition.
[280]

Threats of further steps were made during argument by one counsel. If Wright
J was misled, it is matter that must be dealt with by the professional bodies
and it was the duty of lawyers to have done so a long time ago, or face
themselves possible disciplinary steps by the professional bodies for failing to
refer the matter. If the provisional liquidators crossed the line in this litigation
(as I believe they did), the matter must be dealt with by the professional bodies,
and potentially in our courts.

Concluding remarks
[281]

I have said little about Plascon Evans. I endeavoured to apply it. No one
seriously suggested that I should refer the matter to oral evidence or to trial. It
seems to me that no factual issue stood in the way of deciding the matter and
that kicking the can down the road for another judge to deal with, would not
have been in the interest of anyone. As such I limited my comments on
contested versions, and focussed on the facts required to come to a decision.
Those were by and large objectively determinable.

[282]

I order that this judgment be referred to the Master. I bring two matters to
her/his attention:
[282.1]

The deliberate unlawful conduct by the provisional liquidators and the
penalising costs order that I make against the provisional liquidators;
and

[282.2]

The potential impact of the deliberate unlawful conduct by the
provisional liquidators on the costs of winding-up the companies in
liquidation.

[283]

I know that my judgment does not resolve the matter, and will cause delay. I
could not prevent such delay on my application of the law to the facts. That is
an unsatisfactory outcome, but an outcome caused by the provisional
liquidators who acted unlawfully. Much more litigation is now foreseeable.

180

Van Zyl and Others v Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others 2008 (3) SA 294 (SCA)
para 45-46.
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Continued litigation may delay the matter more. In hope, I did seek to provide
in my order for negotiated, or compulsory, sales of assets, if negotiated
progress could be made, as opposed to continued litigation.
[284]

It gave me no pleasure to comment on the conduct of the litigation. Litigation
is stressful, the stakes are high, and we all have different personalities. In
many ways I prefer bluntness in argument, it extracts the principles, and do
not bury them under wordiness. My comments, which I did make lightly, do not
reflect the extreme pleasure to preside in a difficult matter where able counsel
present argument, well researched, and where the attorneys who saw to
pagination binding, the continuous updating of my files, and the continuous
loading of papers onto CaseLines did such splendid work. I would be remiss if
I did not acknowledge the outstanding work too.

[285]

I would be remiss too if I did not acknowledge the fact that it took me effectively
three months to deliver this judgment. The period that I blocked out to do it in
during recess, was in hindsight, far too short. It was much more work than what
I thought it would be. I tender my apology too, substantial time had to be spent
to complete this judgment, dealing with many issues.

[286]

I make the following orders:

Case Numbers 44827/19 and 42741/19
1. I bring this judgment to the attention of the Master of the High Court;
Case Number 44827/19
2. The reserved costs of the postponement of the hearings of 11 and 12
March 2020 of the application under case number 44827/19, hereinafter
called “the auction application”, are to be costs in the cause of the auction
application;
3. The reserved costs of the postponement of the hearings of 4 and 5 May
2020 of the auction application, are to be costs in the cause of the auction
application, save that the applicants in the application for postponement
dated 18 April 2020 must bear their own costs of that application;
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4. The reserved costs of the application for intervention by the first intervening
party, (“SARS”), in the auction application, are to be costs in the cause of
the auction application, save that the applicants in the auction application
are to pay the costs occasioned by any opposition to the intervention, such
costs are to include the costs of two counsel;
5. The reserved costs of the application for intervention by the second
intervening party (Fidelity Security Services (Pty) Ltd), hereinafter called
“Fidelity, in the auction application, are to be costs in the cause of the
auction application, save that the applicants in the auction application are
to pay the costs occasioned by any opposition to the intervention;
6. The costs of the application to strike out content of affidavits in the auction
application, are to be costs in the cause;
7. Any auction of and any other sale, whether by private treaty or otherwise,
of assets of AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation);
BOSASA

PROPERTIES

(PTY)

LTD

(in

liquidation);

GLOBAL

TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (PTY) LTD (in liquidation); LEADING
PROSPECT TRADING 111 (PTY) LTD (in liquidation); BOSASA YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT CENTRES (PTY) LTD (in liquidation); BLACK ROX
SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (PTY) LTD (“the six business
rescue companies”)a. Before the second meeting of creditors; and/or
b. Without the written consent by resolution of the board of directors
of AFRICAN GLOBAL HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD (“Holdings”);
and/or
c. Without the consent of the court,
is prohibited;
8. Any sale prior to date of this order, whether by auction or private treaty or
otherwise, of assets of any of the six business rescue companies, sold
whilst such company was in liquidation and without the written consent by
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resolution of the board of directors of Holdings, is declared to be
unauthorised;
9. The transfer and registration of immovable property to any prospective
purchaser of assets of any of the six business rescue companies, sold prior
to date of this order and whilst such company was in liquidationd. Without the consent of the second meeting of creditors; and/or
e. Without the written consent by resolution of the board of directors
of Holdings; and/or
f. Without the consent of the court,
is prohibited;
10. The first to thirty-ninth respondents (excluding the fourth and the thirty-fifth
respondents), SARS and Fidelity are ordered to pay the applicants’ costs
of the auction application jointly-and-severally, the one to pay the others to
be absolved from liability, such costs are to include the costs of two
counsel;
11. The scale of such costs payable by the first to thirty-ninth respondents
(excluding the fourth and the thirty-fifth respondents) are to be on the
attorney-and-client scale,
Case Number 42741/19
12. The reserved costs of the postponement of the hearings of 11 and 12
March 2020 of the application under case number 42741/19, hereinafter
called “the business rescue application”, are to be costs in the cause of the
business rescue application;
13. The reserved costs of the postponement of the hearings of 4 and 5 May
2020 of the business rescue application, are to be costs in the cause of the
business rescue application, save that the applicants in the application for
postponement dated 18 April 2020 must bear their own costs of that
application;
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14. The reserved costs of the application for intervention by the first intervening
party, (the Commissioner for the South African Revenue Services),
hereinafter called "SARS", in the business rescue application are to be
costs in the cause of the business rescue application;
15. The costs of the application to strike out content of affidavits in the business
rescue application, are costs in the cause;
16. The application to place the six business rescue companies in business
rescue, is refused;
17. The applicants are ordered to pay 50% of the respondents' costs of the
business rescue application, such costs are to include the costs of two
counsel;
18. The applicants are ordered to pay SARS' costs of the business rescue
application, such costs are to include the costs of two counsel where so
employed;
Case Number 32083/19

19. The application by the fourth to sixth, eighth to thirty-seventh, and thirtyninth to forty-first respondents to join as co-applicants is struck from the
roll;
20. Paragraph 2 of the order granted by the Honourable Boohla AJ dated 28
October 2019 in case number 32083/19 is varied by the insertion of the
words "and African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation)" after the
words "Bosasa Properties (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation)"; .
21. The first, second and third respondents are ordered to pay the applicants'
costs of the Rule 42 application occasioned by their opposition thereto.

DP de Villiers AJ
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Heard on:

21 and 22 May 2020

Delivered on:

24 August 2020 electronically, by e-mail and by
uploading on CaseLines

On behalf of the applicants in case numbers 44827/19 and 42741/19 and on behalf of
the first to third respondents in case number 32083/19
Adv F Joubert SC
Adv J de Vries
Instructed by Goodes & Seedat Attorneys

On behalf of the first to thirty-ninth respondents (excluding the fourth and the thirtyfifth respondents) in case numbers 44827/19 and 42741/19 and on behalf of the eighth
to forty-first respondents (excluding the seventh and the thirty-eighth respondents) in
case number 32083/19
Adv KW Lüderitz SC
Adv P Lourens
Instructed by MacRobert Attorneys

On behalf of the first intervening party in case numbers 44827/19 and 42741/19 and
on behalf of the forty-third respondents in case number 32083/19
Adv HGA Snyman SC
Adv K Kollapen
Instructed by VZLR Inc

On behalf of the second intervening party in case numbers 42741/19 and on behalf of
the applicant in case number 32083/19
Adv AC Botha SC
Instructed by Blake Bester De Wet Jordaan Inc
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE

vina@iafrica.com / viwen@commissionsc.org.za
Our ref:DW/S35
Your ref:
and to:
ROTHBART INCORPORATED

By email: stan@rothbartinc.co.za

and to:
MAPHALLA MOKATE CONRADIE INC.

crystalm@motcon.co.za, teresac@motcon.co.za

and to:
GOODES AND CO ATTORNEYS

By email: george@goodesco.co.za

11 May 2021
Dear Sirs / Madams,

RE: JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS OF STATE CAPTURE: MR
ANGELO AGRIZZI/ MR FRANS VORSTER/ MR KEVIN WAKEFORD SUBMISSIONS BY A.
AGRIZZI, A. VAN TONDER AND F. VORSTER

1.

We represent Mr. Agrizzi, Mr. van Tonder and Mr. Vorster and we have been called
upon to make representations to the chairperson of the Commission of Inquiry into
Allegations of State Capture (“the Zondo Commission”) concerning the attempt by
Mr Kevin Wakeford (“Mr Wakeford”) on Thursday, 6 May 2021, to introduce into
evidence before the Zondo Commission and, as a further consequence, to disclose
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to the public at large, evidence given by our clients to the liquidators in respect of a
secret and confidential enquiry conducted in terms of section 417 and 418 of the
Companies Act, 61 of 1973 (“the 1973 Act”) into the trade, dealings and affairs of
various Bosasa related entities.

2.

Advocate Witz, on behalf of our clients, raised an objection to the introduction by Mr.
Wakeford of the evidence from the 417 enquiry to Deputy Chief Justice Zondo.

3.

With reference to section 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act, we respectfully submit to the
Honourable Chair to consider section 417(7) which establishes an encompassing legal
status for the enquiry proceedings in its entirety, including the application to convene
the enquiry concerned, as proceedings that are strictly private and confidential.

4.

Taking into account the strict provisions of section 417 of the 1973 Act, which were
set out and reiterated by the learned retired Judge Joffe, as well as our legal advice
to our clients, we have at all material times complied with the provisions of the 1973
Act. Up and until we received the submissions of RF LUTCHMAN N.O, C MURRAY
N.O., T OOSTHUIZEN N.O. and M BECKER N.O. being the duly appointed joint
provisional liquidators of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd our offices and our
clients were completely unaware of both the actions and conduct of Mr. Jarod Watson
and we specifically refer to paragraph 32 and 33 of the liquidators submissions as well
as annexure “B” and annexure “C” of the liquidators submissions.

5.

We further submit that both the secrecy and the confidentiality before the Honourable
Commissioner is expressly provided for by the High Court Order which convened the
enquiry.

6.

We further refer the Honourable Chair to paragraph 42 of the submissions of the
liquidators and it is patently clear that there has been an unlawful breach of the
secrecy provisions pertaining to the section 417 enquiry and we would respectfully
request the Honourable Chair in view of these extremely serious breaches by very
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experienced counsel and attorneys to refer the matter to the necessary authorities
which we leave entirely in the hands of the Honourable Deputy Chief Justice.
7.

We further respectfully bring the Honourable Chair’s attention copies of the rulings
made by the Honourable Commissioner dated 29 July 2020 and refer you specifically
to paragraphs 18, 19, 24 and 26 which read as follows:
“18. It should be noted that Watson is neither a creditor nor a member of the subject
companies. The right of attending the enquiry and asking questions of witnesses
at the enquiry vests in African Global Holdings Proprietary Limited which is at
the very least a member of African Gloval Operations Proprietary Limited.
Should Watson content that he represents that company at the enquiry, he will
have to establish that he is duly authorised to do so. Once he has established
that he is duly authorised by African Global Holdings Proprietary Limited to
represent it at the enquiry, he will be entitled to do so.

19.

As to the ruling sought I emphasise that Watson himself is not entitled to seek
any relief. The only entity entitled to relied is African Global Holdings Proprietary
Limited. To avoid uncertainty and a waste of costs I proceed to consider the
matter further.

24.

I refer to paragraph 4 of the latter of 29 June 2020. I reiterate that Watson has
no right to the relief sought. The rights vest in African Global Holdings
Proprietary Limited. Watson will have to establish he is authorised to represent
that company.

26.

In paragraph 4.2 it would appear that what is sought is transcripts of the
evidence given by the witnesses who have already testified. This is sought
without any tender of the costs of the making of the copies of the transcripts. I
point out that in terms of section 418(4) of the Companies Act of 1974 any
witness who has given evidence shall be entitled, at his cost, to a copy of the
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record of his evidence. Without such tender I am not prepared to make sure a
ruling. Second, and if such a tender were to be made I would require a written
undertaking by African Global Holdings Proprietary Limited and its directors,
members and staff, to whom the transcripts will be disclosed, that they will
maintain the privacy and confidentiality of the enquiry as contained in the
transcripts and exhibits as provided for in section 417(7) of the Companies Act
of 1974.”

8.

We further refer the Honourable Chair to the further ruling by the Honourable
Commissioner dated 9 October 2020 and refer you to paragraphs 13 and 15 which
read as follows:

“13. Mr. Watson’s entitlement to access to the record, subject to confidentiality
undertakings, is in his capacity as a director of African Global Operations
Proprietary Limited and for no other purpose. He certainly is not entitled to
make it available to Mr. Wakeford or other third parties no matter how laudable
his intentions may be. It must be emphasised that the transcript was made
available to Mr. Watson on his undertaking to maintain the confidence of the
proceedings at the enquiry.

15

In the result Mr. Watson has no permissible personal interest which he seeks to
serve by the use of the transcript or any portion of it. Mr. Wakeford has no
entitlement to the transcript or any portion of it.”

9.

It is clear from both of the applications and the orders granted that neither Mr. Watson
nor by way of his emissary or agent Mr. Wakeford had any entitlement to use the
evidence from the 417 enquiry or any part thereof.

10.

We further respectfully submit that in the face of the rulings by the Honourable
Commissioner Joffe that both Mr. Watson and Mr. Wakeford have committed serious
unlawful breaches of the provisions of the 1973 Act.
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It is further submitted that the Honourable Commissioner Joffe who, as set out above,
had given 2 rulings in the matter in respect of Mr. Watson, thereafter and without
receiving an further order nor permission utilised the said transcript in the form of an
affidavit with annexures signed under oath by Mr. Wakeford.

12.

We further submit that regard must be had to the very reasons why this section of the
1973 Act was enacted.

13.

The Deputy Master appears to have granted consent to Mr Watson to present the
section 417 evidence to the Zondo Commission despite the Commissioner having
refused to do so. It doubtful and Mr. Watson’s attorneys do not offer anything further
in this regard whether the Commissioner’s prior refusal had been disclosed to the
Master when he was approached for his consent. The approach was made by Mr
Watson without notice to either our clients, the liquidators or the Commissioner. The
Deputy Master too granted the consent without first engaging and/or notifying the
liquidators, the Commissioner or the witnesses involved.

14.

Further, the consent granted by the Deputy Master, which we submit was erroneously
given, attached as annexure A to Mr. Wakeford’s submissions is stamped on 6 May
2021 despite Mr. Wakeford having only commissioned, under oath, his affidavit and
annexures in the late afternoon of 5 May 2021. As such, the Master’s decision in the
circumstances is liable to be reviewed and set aside, and indeed also the consent, in
terms of section 151 of the Insolvency Act, 24 of 1936, read with section 339 of the
1973 Act.

15.

With reference to the above submissions, Mr. Wakeford and his legal representatives
went ahead and introduced the confidential and secret evidence in a public domain,
being the Zondo Commission.

16.

Further, Mr. Wakeford’s counsel placed on record before the Honourable Chair that
Mr. Watson who had consulted with him had taken separate legal advice in regard to
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the matter despite knowing that there had been 2 previous applications and rulings
made by the Honourable Commissioner Joffe. He thereafter acting in concert with
Mr. Wakeford in wilful disobedience of not only the Court Order convening the
enquiry as well as Section 417(7) of the 1973 Act proceeded together with his legal
representatives to use the confidential and secret evidence.
17.

At the hearing of 6 May 2021, it has always been our understanding in regard to the
matter that the parties that were concerned is our clients and Mr. Wakeford. Despite
this, it came as a surprise to our clients that Mr. Watson has now deemed it fit to
particpate in the proceedings vicariously through Mr. Wakeford.

18.

In respect of Mr. Watson’s submissions, we have briefly examined annexures “G” and
“H’ to which Mr. Watson refers to in his submissions and these allegations are
emphatically denied. In regards to any purported documentation having been
handed to Lord Peter Hain this is further denied. We reserve our clients’ rights to
amplify our response in respect of Mr. Watson’s submissions.

19.

We would request the learned Deputy Chief Justice in considering the matter not to
permit the disclosure of the Section 417 evidence as was raised by Advocate Witz.

20.

We will further abide by the decision and ruling of the Honourable Deputy Chief
Justice and if there are any further aspects, we will address these when relevant.

21.

In addition to the aforesaid any and all of our clients rights not expressly mentioned
herein are also strictly reserved.

Yours faithfully,
WITZ INCORPORATED

Per: Daniel Witz
daniel@witzinc.co.za
sent electronically thus unsigned
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MacRobert Building
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Pretoria RSA
CAPTURE Private Bag X18 Brooklyn
Brooklyn Square 0075
Docex 43 Pretoria
GPS Co-ordinates: S 25º 46' 2.28", E 28º 14' 10.68"
law@macrobert.co.za www.macrobert.co.za
Pretoria Tel +27 12 425 3400
Fax +27 12 425 3600
Other Branches:
Johannesburg Tel +27 10 110 9699 Fax +27 86 575 7609
Cape Town Tel +27 21 464 2400 Fax +27 86 582 6478
Durban Tel +27 31 001 8905 Fax +27 86 550 4286

ROTHBART INCORPORATED
By email: stan@rothbartinc.co.za
AND TO:
MAPHALLA MOKATE CONRADIE INCORPORATED
By email: teresac@motcon.co.za
AND TO:
GOODES AND CO ATTORNEYS
By email: george@goodesco.co.za / 3rdbrother@gmail.com
YOUR REF:

OUR REF:

DATE:

C A Wessels/rc
00046040

12 May 2021

Dear Deputy Chief Justice Zondo

RE: K WAKEFORD EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO STATE
CAPTURE: SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF THE JOINT LIQUIDATORS OF AFRICAN
GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION)
1.

We refer to the abovementioned matter and enclose herewith the submissions on behalf of the
joint liquidators of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation), together with the
annexures thereto.

2.

Kindly acknowledge receipt hereof.

Conveyancers Notaries & Trade Mark Agents

Your strategic partner at law

Directors GP van der Merwe (Chairman) SM Jacobs CA Wessels N Caine J Albertse S van der Merwe KM Greig JA Erasmus JD van Broekhuizen CN Groenewald AS van Niekerk
L Gani KC Cameron JC Jansen van Rensburg JB Mayaba J Naidoo A Abarder K Zybrands KM Thomas FA Dreyer T Booyse DT Vraagom RM Masolo K Sehanka MG Moshoeshoe
K Tumba Diong
Consultants DE Pfaff T Charters NA Janse van Rensburg S Hayat C Pepermans LM Mahlangu
Senior Associates M Naude E Deppe C Le Roux T Rengecas N Ramcharan E Ward JS Uys KF Ussuph H Verwey W Gani T Pharo T Nwedamutsu M Brookes A Dhanuk T Maritz
Associates MI Dube V Mbhele T Molaba R Chinner KJ Francis AG Dlula U Ramaifo S Mhlongo M Molotsi N Dembitzer J Jooste
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Yours faithfully

CA WESSELS
MACROBERT INC
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012) 425-3487
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12 May 2021

SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF THE JOINT LIQUIDATORS OF AFRICAN GLOBAL
OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION)

INTRODUCTION
1

RF Lutchman N.O, C Murray N.O., T Oosthuizen N.O. and M Becker N.O. are the duly
appointed joint provisional liquidators of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd [in liquidation]
(“Operations” and “the liquidators” respectively).

2

The liquidators have been called upon to make representations to the chairperson of the
Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture (“the Zondo Commission”)

Conveyancers Notaries & Trade Mark Agents

Your strategic partner at law

Directors GP van der Merwe (Chairman) SM Jacobs CA Wessels N Caine J Albertse S van der Merwe KM Greig JA Erasmus JD van Broekhuizen CN Groenewald AS van Niekerk
L Gani KC Cameron JC Jansen van Rensburg JB Mayaba J Naidoo A Abarder K Zybrands KM Thomas FA Dreyer T Booyse DT Vraagom RM Masolo K Sehanka MG Moshoeshoe
K Tumba Diong
Consultants DE Pfaff T Charters NA Janse van Rensburg S Hayat C Pepermans LM Mahlangu
Senior Associates M Naude E Deppe C Le Roux T Rengecas N Ramcharan E Ward JS Uys KF Ussuph H Verwey W Gani T Pharo T Nwedamutsu M Brookes A Dhanuk T Maritz
Associates MI Dube V Mbhele T Molaba R Chinner KJ Francis AG Dlula U Ramaifo S Mhlongo M Molotsi N Dembitzer J Jooste
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concerning an attempt by Mr Kevin Wakeford (“Mr Wakeford”) on Thursday, 6 May 2021,
to introduce into evidence before the Zondo Commission and, as a further consequence,
to disclose to the public at large, evidence procured by the liquidators pursuant to a secret
and confidential enquiry conducted in terms of section 417 and 418 of the Companies
Act, 61 of 1973 (“the 1973 Act”) into the trade, dealings and affairs of various Bosasa
related entities.
3

Operations is the sole member and shareholder of a number of Bosasa related entities,
being Bosasa Properties (Pty) Ltd, Black Rox Security Intelligence Services (Pty) Ltd,
Leading Prospect Trading 111 (Pty) Ltd, Bosasa Youth Development Centres (Pty) Ltd,
Global Technology Systems (Pty) Ltd, Rodcor (Pty) Ltd, Watson Corporate Academy
(Pty) Ltd, On-IT-1 (Pty) Ltd, Bosasa IT (Pty) Ltd and Bosasa Supply Chain Management
(Pty) Ltd (collectively “the subsidiaries”). Operations, in turn, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd (“Holdings”). The current directors of
Holdings are Mr Jared Watson (“Mr Watson”) and Ms Lindsay Watson (“Ms Watson”).
Mr Watson is the nephew of the late Mr Gavin Watson, and Ms Watson his daughter.

4

Until approximately 2017, Operations and the subsidiaries were commonly and
collectively known as the Bosasa Group of Companies or, more generally, Bosasa
(“Bosasa”).

5

Bosasa’s core business, over a number of years, involved the rendering of services to
national governmental departments and state-owned enterprises, which business it
procured pursuant to successful tender bids and associated fixed term contracts
concluded between the respective companies and the relevant national governmental
departments and state-owned enterprises concerned.
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6

Operations performed the central treasury function of the Bosasa group. When the
Bosasa group was still an active commercial concern, its primary banking facilities were
maintained at First National Bank (“FNB”) and Absa Bank (“Absa”).

7

During 2018, pursuant to, amongst others, Mr Angelo Agrizzi (Bosasa’s previous COO)
(“Mr Agrizzi”) and Mr Andries Van Tonder (Bosasa’s previous CFO) (“Mr Van Tonder”)
turning “whistle blowers” and exposing Bosasa’s unlawful affairs and its involvement in
corrupt activities, the group’s affairs fell subject to and have remained under scrutiny by
the Zondo Commission.

8

The evidence tendered before the Zondo Commission concerning Bosasa’s corrupt
affairs and the illegalities perpetrated within its operations, including the relationships
between senior political figures and Bosasa, which ultimately prompted Bosasa’s
bankers, FNB and Absa, to terminate their relationship with Bosasa, is a matter of public
record.

THE LIQUIDATION OF BOSASA
9

On 12 February 2019, special resolutions were adopted by the erstwhile boards of
directors of Holdings and Operations, placing Operations and the subsidiaries in voluntary
liquidation in terms of section 351 of the 1973 Act (“the resolutions”). The resolutions
were registered by the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (“CIPC”) on 14
February 2019 and the winding-up of the subject companies accordingly commenced on
that day. The liquidators were duly appointed by the Master of the High Court as
liquidators in respect of the Bosasa constituent companies [Operations and the
subsidiaries].

10

Operations and the subsidiaries are unable to pay their debts and are commercially (and
indeed, also factually) insolvent as contemplated by the 1973 Act. They have also lost
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their entire substratum. They have not conducted any business since the adoption of the
resolutions, or shortly thereafter.
11

An enquiry into the affairs of Operations and the subsidiaries (to which I refer to in more
detail below) as contemplated by sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act has been
convened by the High Court for purposes of conducting an investigation into the trade,
dealings and affairs of Operations, the subsidiaries and certain other companies with
which they had dealings (“the enquiry”) and retired Judge MM Joffe has been appointed
to act as Commissioner to preside over the enquiry (“the Commissioner”).

12

The statutory secrecy and confidentiality regime imposed on enquiries in terms of section
417 of the 1973 Act, read with section 418 thereof, assume particular significance in the
context of this submission. The significance thereof is of particular importance because
Mr = Watson has, knowingly and unlawfully, breached the confidentiality and secrecy of
the enquiry, by disclosing evidence tendered at the enquiry to third parties.

13

In terms of Item 9 of Schedule 5 to the Companies Act, 71 of 2008 (“the 2008 Act”),
Chapter XIV, including particularly sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act, remains of force
and effect, notwithstanding the inception of the 2008 Act, to companies that are
commercially insolvent.

14

Sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act permit a court to convene and establish a
commission of enquiry into the affairs of commercially insolvent companies that are in
liquidation, regulates the appointment of a Commissioner to preside over such enquiry
and allows certain specific powers to be bestowed upon a Commissioner.

15

The affairs of Operations and the other Bosasa constituents were far reaching and
complex and the mechanisms created by sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act were and
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remain the only practicable means available to the liquidators to unravel the affairs of
Bosasa.
THE ENQUIRY
16

On 16 January 2020, the High Court extended the liquidators’ powers when the voluntary
winding-up proceedings in respect of Operations and the subsidiaries were converted into
a so-called winding-up by the court. At the same time, an enquiry into the trade, dealings
and affairs of Bosasa as contemplated by sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act was
convened. A copy of the relevant court order is annexed hereto as annexure A.

17

Paragraph 7.7 of the order provided that the content of the application, the evidence
submitted at or during the enquiry and the report of the Commissioner may not be
disclosed to any person without the prior written authority of the Master.

18

On 17 March 2020, the High Court varied paragraph 7.7 of the order to provide for the
consent to the disclosure contemplated by paragraph 7.7 to be given by the court or the
Commissioner, in addition to the Master.

19

The enquiry commenced before the Commissioner on 5 February 2020 and has since
taken place over a number of months.

20

The Commissioner has heard evidence from a number of witnesses, including former
directors and employees of Bosasa, as well as the companies’ erstwhile auditors. Both
Mr Watson, Ms Watson as well as other members of the Watson family have been
interrogated at the proceedings.

21

The enquiry has not been closed and the investigations into the trade, dealings and affairs
of Operations and the subsidiaries are ongoing.
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22

The liquidators have established that there are numerous claims for the recovery of funds
that should be pursued against those that benefitted from the fraudulent activities of
Operations and the subsidiaries. Various actions have been instituted in this regard.
Moreover, substantial claims exist against the former corporate controllers of Operations
and the subsidiaries, or those who were party to the carrying on of its business and these
claims too will be pursued by the liquidators.

23

The liquidators’ ongoing investigations into the affairs of Bosasa have revealed that a
sophisticated scheme was employed within Bosasa so as to allow the true controllers of
these corporate companies to channel the revenue generated by these companies into
the pockets of certain select individuals designated as beneficiaries of the scheme. Ms
Watson is one such beneficiary, as is Messrs Agrizzi and Van Tonder.

24

In order to do so, numerous conduit entities were employed who would raise upon and
issue Bosasa with fictitious and fraudulent invoices, payment of which would ultimately
be approved and made by Bosasa. The funds so paid would in truth and in fact be applied
towards lining the pockets of these identified individuals, the payment of bribes to
politicians and the like.

25

It appears from evidence given under oath by various witnesses who have been
examined before the Commissioner, and from numerous documentary exhibits presented
in evidence to the Commissioner, that the insolvent estate of Bosasa has numerous
recoverable claims against those who financially benefitted from the illegalities
perpetrated in pursuance of Bosasa’s business and the scheme. These include claims
against Messrs Agrizzi and Van Tonder, as well as Ms Watson and other members of the
Watson family.

26

In addition to the transcripts of the evidence tendered before the enquiry, which constitute
a substantial body of evidence, the documentary exhibits before the Commission amount
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to several thousands of pages. It is imperative that all those who were involved in the
management of Bosasa, particularly Operations, give evidence to assist the liquidators to
reconstruct the affairs of Bosasa.
27

Messrs Agrizzi, Van Tonder and Vorster have testified at the enquiry. The evidence
tendered by them on 18 February 2020 and 2 October 2020 is of particular relevance to
this submission (“the subject 417 evidence”).

THE LEAK OF ENQUIRY EVIDENCE BY MR WATSON
28

Holdings is, as mentioned above, the sole member of Operations and, in terms of the
1973 Act, entitled to attend the enquiry. Mr Watson, as also mentioned above, is one of
the two appointed directors of Holdings.

29

Mr Watson has testified before the Commissioner and, in his representative capacity on
behalf of Holdings, has attended the enquiry and has witnessed the examination of
various witnesses.

30

In his evidence to the Commissioner, Mr Watson explained that his participation in the
enquiry was aimed at defending the Watson family’s reputation and to prevent their good
name from being “dragged through the mud”.

31

It was made clear to Mr Watson both during his testimony before the Commissioner and
during his participation in the proceedings that the evidence procured at the enquiry
(whether it be oral or documentary evidence) was secret, confidential and that it may not
be disclosed or used without the prior permission/consent of the court, the Master or the
Commissioner.

32

Mr Watson was reminded of the aforesaid regime on more than one occasion, but
particularly when Mr Watson secretly attempted to record the proceedings before the
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Commissioner on his mobile phone and when he was taken to task for attempting to do
so. I attach hereto an extract from the relevant portion of the transcript of his evidence,
as annexure B.
33

I also attach hereto an extract from the transcript of Mr Watson’s evidence where he was
pertinently warned that the evidence procured pursuant to the enquiry is secret and
confidential as annexure C.

34

Other witnesses who gave evidence at the enquiry were also informed of the secrecy
regime by the Commissioner. The liquidators will not belabour this submission by
annexing all of the extracts from the transcripts where this had occurred. One such
example is however attached hereto as annexure D. (I point out that the liquidators have
obtained the Commissioner’s written consent to include in these submissions the
attached extracts from the transcript of the proceedings).

35

Indeed, the secrecy and confidentiality regime statutorily infused into the proceedings
before the Commissioner is also expressly provided for by the court order convening the
enquiry.

36

The evidence tendered by Mr Agrizzi before the Zondo Commission implicates Mr Kevin
Wakeford (“Mr Wakeford”) in the affairs of Bosasa.

37

Mr Wakeford was scheduled to testify before the Zondo Commission on Thursday, 6 May
2021, which proceedings the liquidators personally attended.

38

It transpired, at the commencement of the proceedings before the Zondo Commission
on Thursday, 6 May 2021, when Mr Wakeford was to give evidence, that extracts from
the transcript of the evidence of Messrs Agrizzi, Van Tonder and Frans Vorster given in
the section 417 proceedings (“the section 417 evidence”) had found its way into the
affidavit of Mr Wakeford, and that the evidence was intended to be presented to the Zondo
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Commission on the day in question. It further appeared from the evidence of Mr Wakeford
that it was in fact Mr Watson that had disclosed the section 417 evidence to him.
39

Needless to say, this came as a great surprise to the liquidators because, to the best of
their knowledge at the time, neither the Commissioner, the court or the Master had issued
Mr Watson with the necessary consent to disclose the section 417 evidence to anyone.

40

Mr Agrizzi’s legal representatives, also in attendance at the proceedings when Mr
Wakeford attempted to introduce the section 417 evidence, objected thereto on inter alia
the aforesaid basis.

41

It was then disclosed, for the first time, that a Deputy Master had, on the same day,
purportedly granted consent to Mr Watson to present the section 417 evidence to the
Zondo Commission.

The consent was granted well after Mr Watson had already

unlawfully disclosed the section 417 evidence to Mr Wakeford. (Notably, the consent was
granted to Mr Watson to disclose the section 417 evidence to the Commission. Mr Watson
was not granted consent to disclose the evidence to Mr Wakeford, nor was Mr Wakeford
granted permission to disclose the evidence to the Commission.)
42

Mr Watson had already on 3 May 2021 offered the section 417 evidence to Mr Wakeford’s
attorneys of record in writing, when he addressed the email attached hereto as annexure
E to them. The relevant email appears to follow “recent discussions” between Mr Watson
and Ms Teresa Conradie (on behalf of Mr Wakeford) and in terms of this email, Mr Watson
stated as follows:
“Our recent discussions refer, and in this regard I repeat as follows;
As you are aware, I am a director of African Global Holdings formerly known as
Bosasa Holdings.
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A 417 enquiry into trade, dealings and affairs of Bosasa commenced in 2020 and
the last day of hearings was on 12 March 2021 with no further appearances
planned.
By virtue of my position I am in possession of the transcripts of the proceedings.
In these proceedings Agrizzi and Vorster tendered evidence that contradicts
what was tendered at the State Capture Commission regarding your client
Kevin Wakeford, and Andries van Tonder tendered evidence that supported
your clients representations.
I am not personally at liberty to publish these documents generally, however I
believe it is in the public interst [sic]and concern that this content be known.
In this regard the rules of the Commission afford the Chairperson the right to request
these documents from me, with rule 10.1 stating;
10.1.

In terms of section 3(1) of the Commissions Act, read with Regulation

10(6), the Chairperson may summon any person to produce a document in his or
her possession or under his or her control which has a bearing on the matter being
investigated.
As such, if provided with a rule 10.1 summons by the Chairperson I will happily
provide all transcripts from the 417 Enquiry to them, however I do require this
summons to follow the correct protocol.
I trust you find the above in order.”
43

The communication itself, and particularly the content of unnumbered paragraph 5 above
(in bold), is in itself an unlawful breach of the secrecy provisions pertaining to the enquiry.
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44

On 7 May 2021, the liquidators’ attorneys of record, MacRobert Incorporated
(“MacRobert”), addressed the letter attached hereto as annexure F to Mr Watson and in
terms thereof stated as follows:
“3. We have been instructed that during the morning of 6 May 2021 and from the
evidence that was sought to be tendered by Mr Wakeford at the Zondo
commission, it became apparent that you had unlawfully disclosed the transcripts
of the evidence tendered at the 417 enquiry to Mr Wakeford and possibly also
other parties, in breach of the provisions of section 417(7) of the 1973 Act (“the
disclosure”).
4. To the extent that you may want to rely on the purported consent obtained from
the Master on 6 May 2021 (“the consent”) in order to justify your conduct, such
consent does not suffice inter alia as it was only procured, unlawfully, after the
disclosure had been made.
5. Our clients have considered the purported consent and have formed the view
that the circumstances under which it was purportedly extended to you render
the decision by the Master unlawful, procedurally irregular and consequently
reviewable and liable to be set aside, on a number of reasons and grounds.
6. Our instructions are to forthwith pursue the Judicial review and setting aside of
the Master’s decision to grant you the consent and, as such, also the
commensurate setting aside of the consent itself.
7. Our clients hereby call upon you to forthwith:
7.1

unconditionally and irrevocably abandon the consent in writing and to
address such written abandonment of the consent to the Master, our
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clients, the Commissioner appointed to preside over the 417 enquiry and
the registrar of the Zondo commission (“the abandonment”);
7.2

unconditionally and irrevocably undertake in writing to not act in any
respect in pursuance of the consent purportedly granted to you by the
Master and that you will forthwith return all and any evidence in your
possession emanating from the 417 enquiry (“the first undertaking”);

7.3

confirm in writing to our clients the identity 7.3 and full contact particulars
of each and every individual to whom you disclosed evidence emanating
from the 417 enquiry, by no later than close of business on Friday, 7 May
2021 and undertake in writing that you will, in fact, do so (“the second
undertaking”).

8. Our clients demand that you furnish them with the written abandonment, the first
undertaking and the second undertaking by 16h00 today, 7 May 2021, failing
which our clients have instructed us to pursue the necessary legal action, urgent
and/or otherwise, against you under the circumstances.
9. We also, at this early stage, already emphasise that our instructions are to pursue
an adverse punitive cost order against you in the event that our clients are
necessitated to resort to formal legal action against you.”
45

Mr Watson did not adhere to the aforesaid demand, timeously or at all.

46

On 7 May 2021, MacRobert brought the aforesaid letter addressed to Mr Watson, to the
attention of the Commissioner. A copy of the relevant letter to the Commissioner is
annexed hereto as annexure G.

47

On Saturday, 8 May 2021, the liquidators learnt that:
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47.1 Mr Watson had already, as long ago as 17 August 2020, approached the
Commissioner with a request that he grant consent to the disclosure of the section
417 evidence to Mr Wakeford. In this respect, the liquidators were provided with a
letter from Mr Watson’s attorneys of record to the Commissioner dated 17 August
2020, a copy of which is annexed hereto as annexure H. The said letter, in material
part, provides as follows:
“3.8

In the reading of the transcripts of the enquiry provided to our client by the
provisional liquidators, it has come to our client's attention that certain
testimony given by witnesses at the enquiry, namely Angelo Agrizzi and
Andries van Tonder, on 18 February 2020 conflicts with evidence given by
Mr Agrizzi and Mr Frans Vorster at the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into
State Capture, commonly referred to as the Zondo Commission.

3.9

This information primarily relates to Mr Kevin Wakeford, who has been
afforded the right to cross-examine Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster at the Zondo
Commission, and his relationship with African Global, SARS and the
Department of Home Affairs, which are issues currently before the Zondo
Commission and which will shed light on the versions of Mr Wakeford, Mr
Agrizzi and Mr Vorster before the Zondo Commission.

3.10

The evidence is relevant to the Zondo Commission in relation to the facts
on which allegations are premised against Mr Wakerford as well as to Mr
Wakeford's credibility.

3.11

Our client, was previously requested by Mr Wakeford to provide
documentation and representations to him, and therein our client was
made privy to the evidence given by Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster about Mr
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Wakeford to the Zondo Commission, both in their evidence publicly as well
as confidential evidence subsequently provided to the Zondo Commission.
3.12

The rules of the Zondo Commission preclude our client from breaching the
privacy and confidentiality of this evidence provided, and hence it is not
provided within this request.

3.13

Our client would like to request of yourself the same privilege previously
afforded to Mr Murray; the right to be able to provide the transcript of the
proceedings of 18 February 2020 to the investigators of the Zondo
Commission, as it may demonstrate perjury of Mr Agrizzi at either the
Zondo Commission or alternatively the 417 enquiry before yourself. This
transcription will also be provided to the legal representatives of Mr Agrizzi
and Mr van Tonder, as well as the Zondo Commission's legal team.

3.14

The purpose will be for the Zondo Commission's Investigation and/or
Legal Team to assess the truthfulness of evidence Mr Agrizzi has put
before it.”

47.2 The Commissioner responded on 27 August 2020, in terms of annexure I hereto,
as follows:
“Dear Mr Goodes
Your letter sent to me as an attachment to an email dated 17 August 2020 and your
subsequent letter and email dated 24 August 2020 refers.
In your letter you refer to an application by Mr Murray (one of the provisional
liquidators of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd) to utilise certain evidence that had
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been tendered before me at the enquiry, in an affidavit to be deposed to on behalf
of the liquidators.
As I understand your letter neither your client nor its directors have been afforded
the right to cross-examine any witness who has testified at the Zondo commission.
Please advise if the sole purpose for which your client requires the relief sought is
for the documents to be placed before the investigators of the Zondo commission.
If this is not the sole purpose, please advise for what purpose your client requires
the relief sought.
Finally, please identify the evidence tendered on 18 February 2020, which forms the
subject of your client's application.”
47.3 Mr Watson’s attorneys responded on 28 August 2020, in terms of annexure J
hereto, wherein it was stated as follows on his behalf:
“2.1.

It is correct that our clients have not been afforded the right to crossexamine any witness who has testified at the Zondo commission.

2.2

Our Clients were requested to provide information relevant to the
cross-examination of Mr Agrizzi by Mr Kevin Wakeford and the
leading of evidence of Mr Wakeford at the Zondo Commission.

2.3

Upon our Client reading the transcript of the testimony tendered before
you on 18 February 2020, it came to our Clients' attention that the
transcript demonstrates contradictions in the evidence placed before the
Zondo Commission by Mr Agrizzi, and possible perjury in his evidence
placed either before the Zondo Commission or alternatively the
commission over which you preside.
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2.4

This is relevant information to the Zondo Commission, and our Clients'
sole purpose in requesting the relief sought, is to supplement the
information it has already provided for Zondo Commission, and he intends
to provide this information to the Zondo Commission's Investigation Team,
as well as the legal teams of Mr Agrizzi and Mr Wakeford as being the
parties involved in this part of the investigation.

2.5

Specifically the relief sought is to provide these parties with pages 31 to
33 as well as pages 49 to 72 from the transcript of 18 February 2020, being
the sections in which matters between Mr Agrizzi and Mr Wakeford relate.”

47.4 The Commissioner issued the ruling attached hereto as annexure K to Mr Watson
on 9 October 2020, ruling in material part as follows:
“7.

On 20 July 2020 I made a ruling on Watson's application. In so far as it is
relevant to the present matter I ruled, inter alia, that Holdings had the right to
attend the enquiry and ask questions of witnesses. I added that should Watson
contend that he represents Holdings he would have to establish that he is duly
authorised to do so. In so far as access to the transcript of the enquiry in
respect of witnesses who had already testified at the enquiry, I ruled that
I required written undertakings by Holdings and its directors and staff, to
whom the transcripts would be disclosed, that they would maintain the
privacy and confidentiality of the enquiry as contained in the transcripts
and exhibits as provided for in section 417(7) of the Companies Act of
1974.

8.

On 17 August 2020 2020 I received a further letter from Goodes & Seedat Inc.
It is stated in paragraph 2 of the letter that Goodes & Seedat represent
Holdings and its directors. In paragraphs 3.6 of the letter reference is made to
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Watson as the client of Goodes & Seedat Inc. Be that as it may in paragraph
3.3 of the letter and in regard to the requirement that the privacy and
confidentiality of the enquiry as contained in the transcripts and exhibits be
maintained, it is stated that: …
9.

On an analysis of the content of the letter it appears that:
9.1 The letter constitutes a request for consent of disclosure of portion of the
record;
9.2 Access to the record is sought to test the credibility of Mr Agrizzi in respect
of evidence given before the Zondo Commission;
9.3 The right to cross-examine Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster at the Zondo
Commission has been afforded to a Mr Wakeford;
9.4 The provisional liquidators sought and obtained a ruling from me in respect
of the disclosure of the evidence of Mr CJA Wolmarans, Ms L Ungerer, Mr
D Potgieter and Mr J Watson which had been given before me at the
enquiry.

…
12. The precise relationship between Mr Wakeford and Mr Watson is not set out
in the aforesaid letter of Goodes & Seedat Inc. Paragraph 3.11 of the letter
from Goodes & Seedat Inc. constitutes the high watermark of the relationship.
It is clear that Mr Wakeford should not be privy to the proceedings at the
enquiry and certainly should not have access to the transcript or any part
of it.
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13. Mr Watson's entitlement to access to the record, subject to
confidentiality undertakings, is in his capacity as a director of African
Global Operations Proprietary Limited and for no other purpose. He
certainly is not entitled to make it available to Mr Wakeford or other third
parties no matter how laudable his intentions may be. It must be
emphasised that the transcript was made available to Mr Watson on his
undertaking to maintain the confidence of the proceedings at the
enquiry.
14. In a subsequent letter dated 14 September 2020 Goodes & Seedat Inc.
addressed further submissions to me. In the light of the undertaking to maintain
the confidentiality of the enquiry which Mr Watson furnished, the further
submissions do not take the matter any further.
15. In the result Mr Watson has no permissible personal interest which he
seeks to serve by the use of the transcript or any portion of it. Mr
Wakeford has no entitlement to the transcript or any portion of it.
16. In the result the relief sought by Geodes & Seedat Inc in their letter of 25
August 2020 cannot be granted
17. I rule accordingly.”
48

On 7 May 2021, a letter was also received from Mr Agrizzi’s attorneys of record and a
copy of that letter is attached hereto as annexure L. In terms of this letter, the following
was stated on Mr Agrizzi’s behalf:
“2.

Mr Kevin Wakeford who was implicated by Mr Agrizzi in his original State Capture
testimony gave testimony yesterday at the Enquiry into State Capture, ostensibly
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(we are advised) in order that he may be able to cross-examine Mr Agrizzi at a
later date.
3.

What is interesting and most disconcerting, is that Mr Agrizzi's legal
representative present received Wakeford's affidavit that morning. The link
thereto was given as - https://we.tl/t-MinsEBe6YA.

4.

In the annexures the following pages bear reference:
•

Page 49 - 54 - Testimony of A. van Tonder from 417 Enquiry;

•

Page 226 to 235 - Testimony of A. Agrizzi from 417 Enquiry; and

•

Page 256 to 257 - Testimony of Frans Vorster from 417 Enquiry;

…
6.

On 23 September 2020, our clients' representatives were informed by the AFU
that the Deputy Master of the High Court, Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted
permission and your clients were directed to release the record of the enquiry to
the NPA.

7.

Our clients were never notified that Wakeford has access to the record of
the liquidation enquiry which is now being used by him at the Enquiry into
State Capture. He was accompanied by Jarrod Watson who was apparently
assisting him in his testimony and with documents.

8.

Zondo DCJ, in Chambers but at the said Enquiry, requested comment from
Judge Meyer Joffe (the Commissioner of the section 418 enquiry) surrounding
the allegation that Jarrod Watson had previously written to you to request the
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transcript and Judge Joffe seemingly agreed to its release but gave Watson strict
instructions to not make the records public.
9.

Obviously this was not adhered to and now answers are required from all
concerned, namely Judge Joffe, yourselves, the provisional liquidators and
Watson as to how and why the transcript has now been released publicly (which
as you know carries criminal sanction) and Wakeford and his attorney have now
used it in a public forum apparently without getting permission from Judge Joffe
(in circumstances which seem contraindicated by Section 417 (7)), or the Master
or, presumably your clients or yourselves (to the extent you/they could have given
such permission, which is denied).”

THE LIQUIDATORS’ SUBMISSIONS
General submissions:
49

The Zondo Commission is obliged to regularly inform the public of the matters to be
covered at its hearings by publishing relevant information on its website. The proceedings
are accessible to the public and the proceedings are streamed live. The evidence
tendered at the Zondo Commission is often broadcasted on major news channels and
extensively reported on in both the printed and digital media.

50

The proceedings in the Zondo Commission stand in stark contrast to proceedings of the
nature contemplated by sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act. It stands in equal stark
contrast to the express provisions of the court order that convened the enquiry and which
entail that the enquiry would be secret and confidential – it is intended for the evidence
tendered thereat to not find its way into the public domain – in contrast to the evidence
tendered before the Zondo Commission. This was also the express basis on which Mr
Watson was given access to the proceedings and on which the transcript of the
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proceedings was shared with him. Additionally, all of the witnesses that give evidence in
the proceedings do so on the basis that the enquiry is secret and confidential and that
their evidence will not be disclosed or used otherwise than with the permission of the
Commissioner, the Master or the court and then on such terms as may be directed.
Indeed, even if it were to be permitted for a limited and justifiable purpose, its disclosure
to the public at large, as would be the case with a disclosure to the Zondo Commission,
is plainly unthinkable.

51

The section 417 evidence that was unlawfully disclosed by Mr Watson to Mr Wakeford
and which he now seeks to introduce into evidence and disclose in the public domain is
and remains private and confidential. The request that it be used as intended was
considered by the Commissioner as was duly and properly refused. His reasoned ruling
speaks for itself.

52

The section 417 evidence derives such status by virtue of a statutory provision and an
order of court and as a consequence of the special regime set up for enquiries under
sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act into the affairs of insolvent companies.

53

The purpose of these sections of the 1973 Act have been the subject matter of extensive
judicial scrutiny and their purpose and value have been affirmed by, amongst others, the
Constitutional Court in Ferreira v Levin and Bernstein v Bester N.O. over two decades
ago.

54

Mr Watson is fully aware that he cannot, without more, lawfully produce the section 417
evidence to anyone, even the Zondo Commission – Mr Watson himself expressly says
so. This is demonstrably why he applied first to the Commissioner and then, after the fact
[and after the Commissioner had refused such consent] to the Master for such consent
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and, in the meantime, resorted to asking to be compelled to do so by the Zondo
Commission – by way of summons – to produce such transcripts to it.

55

Rule 10 of the rules for the conduct of proceedings before the Zondo Commission deals
with a call for documents by the Zondo Commission. However, rule 10 does not deal with
a situation such as the present where a separate statute preserves the secrecy and
confidentiality of evidence given at an enquiry.

56

Section 417(7) of the 1973 Act establishes an encompassing legal status for the enquiry
proceedings in its entirety, including the application to convene the enquiry concerned,
as proceedings that are strictly private and confidential.

57

If rule 10 is employed for purposes of circumventing the express intent behind section
417(7), it would conflict with a superior legislative instrument, in the form of plenary
legislation by Parliament, and rule 10 would have to give way to it.

58

Of course, as a matter of interpretation, construing rule 10 in a manner which creates
such a conflict (and with its own invalidity pro tanto as a consequence) would be avoided,
where it is reasonably possible to do so, as it is.1

59

But there is also a conceptual disconnect between the application of rule 10, the
provisions of section 417(7) and the intended use of the section 417 evidence.

60

The section 417 evidence emanates from an insolvency related enquiry and is relevant
to the process of winding-up a company. That evidence is now sought to be utilised by
Mr Wakeford, in his personal capacity and in pursuit of his personal interests, unlawfully

1

Cool Ideas 1186 CC v Hubbard 2014 (4) SA 474 (CC) at para 28; Investigating Directorate: Serious
Economic Offences v Hyundai Motor Distributors (Pty) Ltd 2001 (1) SA 545 (CC) at para 23.
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leaked to him by Mr Watson, for purposes of enabling Mr Wakeford to cross-examine Mr
Agrizzi.
61

The section 417 evidence came into existence for a completely other purpose than the
purpose for which Mr Wakeford now wants to rely on it and the purpose for which Mr
Watson has leaked it to him. Indeed, as was pointed out by the Commissioner, permission
was granted to Mr Watson – not personally, but in a representative capacity on behalf of
the member of Operations, to wit Holdings, to attend the proceedings and to be provided
with a copy of the transcript. It is Holdings (qua member), and not Mr Watson personally,
that has a lawful entitlement to attend the proceedings and to access the record of the
proceedings. Mr Watson, personally, has no such right, and he personally was afforded
no such access. It is indeed Mr Watson personally, and so too Mr Wakeford, that now
seek to abuse the access given to Holdings to advance their personal interests and their
apparent vendetta against Messrs Agrizzi and Van Tonder. The evidence given by Mr
Wakeford on 6 May 2021 leaves one in no doubt that he is motivated by personal interests
calling Mr Agrizzi, amongst other things “greedy” a “racist” and a “narcissist” and having
“fabricated lies” against him (Mr Wakeford). Mr Wakeford’s character assassination of Mr
Agrizzi (deserving or not) does not create a legitimate platform for him or Mr Watson to
abuse the secrecy and confidentiality regime that applies to enquiries under sections 417
and 418 of the 1973 Act. The liquidators have no interest in the personal squabbles
between Messrs Watson and Wakeford, on the one hand, and Mr Agrizzi, on the other
hand. The liquidators are not in any way aligned with Messrs Agrizzi, Van Tonder or
Vorster. Indeed, they were extensively interrogated in the section 417 proceedings and
it is a matter of public record that the liquidators have instituted legal proceedings against
Messrs Agrizzi and Van Tonder for the recovery of the vast amounts of money that they
have received from Bosasa.
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62

It is clear in the present circumstances that Mr Watson is utilising the evidence obtained
through the section 417 enquiry to assist Mr Wakeford in pursuance of what is clearly an
ulterior and personally motivated purpose.

63

If a company is placed in liquidation by the court, liquidation proceedings in respect of
that entity is statutorily considered to have commenced on the date that the court was
presented with an application for the winding up of that company. 2 It is trite that this date
constitutes the date on which the application is issued.

64

The commencement of liquidation proceedings3 in relation to a company brings with it, in
law, the consequence of:
64.1 establishing a concurcsus creditorum4 in relation to the company concerned;
64.2 the hand of the law being placed upon the estate of that company5 and the directors
of the entity being divested of their authority and appointment;
64.3 in terms of section 361(1) of the 1973 Act, the property of the company being
deemed to be in the custody and under the control of the Master, until a provisional
liquidator is appointed and has assumed office;
64.4 the liquidators pursuing the liquidation of the company concerned, as officers of
the court who stand in a fiduciary relationship towards the company
concerned as well as each of its creditors.6

2

See section 348 of the 1973 Act.
Defined in Richter v Absa Bank Ltd (20181/2014) [2015] ZASCA 100 (01 June 2015) as follows: “[9] The
definition of ‘liquidation proceedings’ as envisaged in s 131(6) is at the core of the issue… Generally, in law and
in business, liquidation is the exhaustive process by which a company is brought to an end, and the assets thereof,
if any, are redistributed. The authors of Cilliers and Benade; Corporate Law describe liquidation as follows:
‘…The process of dealing with or administering a company’s affairs prior to its dissolution by ascertaining and
realising its assets and applying them firstly in the payment of creditors of the company according to their order
of preference and then by distributing the residue (if any) among the shareholders of the company in accordance
with their rights, is known as the winding-up or liquidation of the company.’
4 Fintech (Pty) Ltd v Awake Solutions (Pty) Ltd (218/13) [2014] ZASCA 63 at par 17; see also Walker v Syfret
NO 1911 AD 141 at 166.
5 Fintech at par 17; Walker at 166.
6 Navsa JA dealt with the duties and responsibility of liquidators in relation to a company as follows in Standard
Bank of South Africa v The Master of the High Court (Eastern Cape Division) 2010 (4) SA 405 (SCA):
3
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65

Enquiries in terms of section 417 of the 1973 Act serve a particular purpose and what the
Constitutional Court said in Bernstein and Others v Bester NO and Others7 [per
Ackermann CJ] in relation to enquiries in terms of section 417 of the 1973 Act finds apt
application to the affairs of Bosasa:
“[16]

The enquiry under sections 417 and 418 has many objectives.

(a)

It is undoubtedly meant to assist liquidators in discharging these
abovementioned duties so that they can determine the most advantageous
course to adopt in regard to the liquidation of the company.

(b)

In particular it is aimed at achieving the primary goal of liquidators, namely
to determine what the assets and liabilities of the company are, to recover
the assets and to pay the liabilities and to do so in a way which will best
serve the interests of the company's creditors.

(c)

Liquidators have a duty to enquire into the company's affairs.

“[111]

In 4(3) Lawsa para 236 Blackman states:
‘[A] liquidator stands in a ‘fiduciary relationship towards the company and its members and
creditors. As such, he occupies a position in some ways analogous to that of a trustee.’
In Commentary on the Companies Act the following appears:
‘The liquidator stands in a fiduciary relationship to the company of which he is the liquidator, to
the body of its creditors as a whole, and to the body of its members as a whole.
As a fiduciary, the liquidator must at all times act openly and in good faith, and must exercise his
powers for the benefit of the company and the creditors as a whole, and not for his own benefit
or the benefit of a third party or for any other collateral purpose. He must act in the interests of
the company and all the creditors, both as individuals and as a group. He must not make a
decision which would prejudice one creditor and be of no advantage to any of the other creditors
or to the company.
He may not act in any matter in which he has a personal interest or a duty which conflicts, or
which might possible conflict, with his duties as liquidator of the company.’
…
Liquidators must realise that they perform important functions. The Master, creditors and
importantly courts rely on them. In the liquidation process they are expected to act impeccably.
The profession must be under no illusion that courts, in appropriate circumstances, when called
upon to do so will act to ensure the integrity of the winding-up process.”

[112]

[133]

7

(CCT23/95) [1996] ZACC 2; 1996 (4) BCLR 449; 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC) at par [16] (27 March 1996)
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(d)

This is as much one of their functions as reducing the assets of the company into
their possession and dealing with them in the prescribed manner, and is an
ancillary power in order to recover properly the company's assets.

(e)

It is only by conducting such enquiries that liquidators can:
(i)

determine what the assets and who the creditors and contributories of the
company are;

(ii)

properly investigate doubtful claims against outsiders before pursuing
them as well as claims against the company before pursuing them.

(f)

It is permissible for the interrogation to be directed exclusively at the general
credibility of an examinee, where the testing of such person's veracity is
necessary in order to decide whether to embark on a trial to obtain what is due
to the company being wound up.

(g)

Not infrequently the very persons who are responsible for the mismanagement
of and depredations on the company are the only persons who have knowledge
of the workings of the company prior to liquidation (such as directors, other
officers and certain outsiders working in collaboration with the former) and are,
for this very reason, reluctant to assist the liquidator voluntarily. In these
circumstances it is in the interest of creditors and the public generally to compel
such persons to assist.

(h)

The interrogation is essential to enable the liquidator, who most frequently
comes into the company with no previous knowledge and finds that the
company's records are missing or defective, to get sufficient information
to reconstitute the state of knowledge that the company should possess;
such information is not limited to documents because it is almost inevitable that
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there will be transactions which are difficult to discover or understand from the
written materials of the company alone.
(i)

The liquidator must, in such circumstances, be enabled to put the affairs of the
company in order and to carry out the liquidation in all its varying aspects.

(j)

The interrogation may be necessary in order to enable the liquidator, who thinks
that he may be under a duty to recover something from an officer or employee of
a company, or even from an outsider concerned with the company's affairs, to
discover as swiftly, easily and inexpensively as possible the facts surrounding
any such possible claim.

(k)

There is a responsibility on those who use companies to raise money from the
public and to conduct business on the basis of limited liability to account to
shareholders and creditors for the failure of the business, if the company goes
insolvent. Giving evidence at a section 417 enquiry is part of this responsibility.
This responsibility is not limited to officers of the company, in the strict sense, but
extends also to the auditors of the company.”

66

It follows from what the liquidators have uncovered to date that there is more than
adequate reason to believe that a recovery will be made in the insolvent estates of the
Bosasa constituents, to the benefit of their creditors. Those recoveries are, however,
dependent on the preservation of the integrity of the enquiry and the reliability of the
evidence tendered thereat.

67

The enquiry has not yet been closed and the liquidators’ investigations are ongoing.

68

The circumstances demanded at the outset that the enquiry had to be conducted on a
secret and confidential basis, in terms of sections 417 and 418 of the 1973 Act, to ensure
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the most effective basis to ascertain all the relevant information. It is also on this basis
that the court convened the enquiry on day one.

69

The need to do so is self-evident and clearly informed by the evidence already tendered
to date before the Zondo Commission and in the enquiry.

70

If the matters on which testimony was given pursuant to the enquiry finds its way into the
public domain, it would jeopardise the entire enquiry and the liquidators’ ability to:
70.1

interrogate everyone capable of giving information concerning the assets, trade,
dealings and affairs of Bosasa with specific reference to the amounts and assets
to be recovered by the liquidators pursuant thereto; and

70.2 pursue repayment of dissipated funds or return of the dispossessed Bosasa
assets.

71

Allowing such evidence to find its way into the public domain will set a precedent that will
effectively nullify what has been achieved pursuant to the enquiry to date, at a significant
expense to the insolvent estate of Bosasa and its creditors and subvert the entire purpose
of section 417(7).

Mr Watson unlawfully disclosed the enquiry evidence:
72

It is clear that Mr Watson disclosed the section 417 evidence to Mr Wakeford without the
prior consent of the court, the Commissioner or the Master.

73

He did so in wilful disobedience of the court order convening the enquiry, section 417(7)
of the 1973 Act as well as the clear and unequivocal directive issued by the
Commissioner, and accepted by Mr Watson, when he was permitted to participate in the
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proceedings. He additionally did so notwithstanding that his request to the Commissioner
to make use of the section 417 evidence was expressly refused.
74

The liquidators are in the process of drafting (and thereafter issuing) and urgent
application to interdict the further disclosure of the section 417 evidence by Mr Watson,
pending a review of the decision of the Deputy Master. I deal with the latter application in
more detail below.

THE REVIEW OF THE CONSENT OF THE MASTER
75

The section 417(7) confidentiality regime, expressly confirmed by the provisions of the
court order convening the enquiry, exist for the benefit of the Master, the Commissioner,
the liquidators, the creditors and other parties that may have an interest in the winding up
of Bosasa and, indeed also, the witnesses who co-operate with the enquiry and testify
thereat.

76

The Deputy Master appears to have granted consent to Mr Watson to present the section
417 evidence to the Zondo Commission after the Commissioner had refused to do so. It
is unclear (but doubtful) whether the Commissioner’s prior refusal had been disclosed to
the Master when he was approached for his consent. The approach was made by Mr
Watson without notice to either the liquidators or the Commissioner. It was also made
without notice to the witnesses whose evidence Messrs Watson and Wakeford seek to
release into the public domain.

77

The Deputy Master too granted the consent without first engaging (or even notifying) the
liquidators, the Commissioner or the witnesses involved.

78

In granting the consent, the Deputy Master clearly did not take account of the secrecy
and confidentiality provisions contained in the 1973 Act as well as the court order
convening the enquiry, prior to and in issuing the said consent.
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79

The Master’s decision to issue the consent under these circumstances offends the most
fundamental audi alteram partem principle, is procedurally and substantively irregular,
and the consent itself should be set aside:
79.1 In terms of section 6(2)(c) of the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act (“PAJA”)
on the basis that it was procedurally unfair;
79.2 In terms of section 6(2)(d) of PAJA on the basis that it was influenced by an error
of law;
79.3 In terms of section 6(f)(ii) of PAJA on the basis that it is irrational on one or more
of the grounds listed in section 6(f)(ii)(aa)-(dd) of PAJA;
79.4 In terms of section 6(h) of PAJA in that the relevant administrative action was taken
in such an unreasonable manner that no reasonable person could have so
exercised the power or performed the function; and/or
79.5 In terms of section 6(i) of PAJA on the basis that it is otherwise unconstitutional
and unlawful.

80

Apart from the aforesaid, the Master’s decision is furthermore in the circumstances liable
to be reviewed and set aside, and indeed also the consent, in terms of section 151 of the
Insolvency Act, 24 of 1936, read with section 339 of the 1973 Act.

81

The liquidators are in the process of preparing and will thereafter issue an application for
the review and setting aside of the Master’s decision to issue the consent, and the
consent itself.

ADMISSIBILITY
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82

The credibility of Mr Agrizzi is, self-evidently, not a matter of public concern. Insolvency
proceedings, by their very nature, are characterised by an inherent public interest
element. This recognised public interest element is particularly relevant to the affairs of
Bosasa.

83

Whilst it is so that the evidence of a witness who gave evidence at such an enquiry is
admissible as against that witness, in civil proceedings, the principle does not apply
without more to the proceedings before the Zondo Commission.

84

First, the evidence of such a witness, against that witness, only becomes available to use
in civil proceedings once the Commissioner has issued his report to the Master and the
court, upon the conclusion of the enquiry concerned and the commensurate termination
of the confidentiality regime otherwise applicable to enquiries in terms of section 417.

85

Second, the evidence of such a witness is admissible in civil proceedings against that
witness. The mandate of the Zondo Commission is not concerned with civil proceedings
against Messrs Agrizzi, Van Tonder, Vorster or Wakeford.

86

The section 417 evidence is inadmissible in the proceedings before the Zondo
Commission, which the liquidators submit does not exist to resolve underlying skirmishes
between, particularly in this case, Messrs Agrizzi, Wakeford and Watson.

87

Apart from the aforesaid and at common law, all relevant evidence which is not
rendered inadmissible by an exclusionary rule is considered admissible in a civil court
irrespective of how it was obtained. That rule is, however, not absolute: it is subject to a
discretion to exclude unlawfully obtained evidence.

88

The confidentiality regime imposed upon enquiries in terms of section 417, at common
law, exclude admissibility of such evidence, at least until the Commissioner has issued
his report on the findings to be made pursuant to the conclusion of the enquiry. Until such
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time, the section 417 evidence sought to be introduced by Mr Wakeford remains
unlawfully obtained and inadmissible by an exclusionary rule.
89

Third, the liquidators submit that the section 417 evidence should not be admitted prior to
the finalisation of their intended review application referred to above.

90

If the section 417 evidence is allowed to be introduced, as Mr Wakeford attempts to do,
and the liquidators are ultimately successful in their intended review application, it would
render such success and the consequences of a successful review, nugatory and likely
adversely affect the status of such evidence then already before the Zondo Commission
and the entitlement to place reliance thereon in future.

THE SUBMISSIONS MADE ON BEHALF OF HOLDINGS
91

Before dealing with the salient points raised in the submissions filed on behalf of Holdings,
the liquidators emphasise that the bulk of the submissions advanced on its behalf are
impermissibly and inappropriately reminiscent of a personal attack launched against the
liquidators.

92

The submissions made on behalf of Holdings depart from the premise that Holdings’
entitlement to be present during the section 417 enquiry in respect of Operations is in
issue – it is not.

93

The liquidators never objected to a representative of Holdings attending the enquiry –
their objection was raised as against the attendance of Mr Watson. It was, and remains,
the liquidators’ view that Holdings is entitled to be represented at the enquiry and to attend
same, not Mr Watson personally. The submission in paragraph 11 of the submissions
made by Holdings is factually incorrect.
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94

The submissions made by Holdings furthermore do not take cognisance of the SCA’s
judgment in Miller8 where it was held as follows:
“[13]

I shall now deal with the interdict against Miller contained in para 2 of the order
of the court a quo, which precludes him from attending the enquiry and access
to the record thereof. Section 417(7) of the Companies Act provides:
'Any examination or enquiry under this section or s 418 and any
application therefor shall be private and confidential, unless the Master or
the Court, either generally or in respect of any particular person, directs
otherwise.'
The submission on behalf of the applicants was that the interdict was justified
because Miller did not have the permission of the Master to perform any of the
acts he was interdicted from performing. The answer to this, it seems to me, flows
from the provisions of s 418(1)(b) of the Companies Act which provides:
'The Master or the Court may refer the whole or any part of the
examination of any witness or of any enquiry under this Act to any such
commissioner, whether or not he is within the jurisdiction of the court which
issued the winding-up order.'
In the present matter, the Master referred the whole enquiry to the Commissioner.
The order made contains the following paragraph:
'The contents of this application and the evidence to be taken at the
commission be kept confidential and private and not be disclosed without

8

Miller and Others v Nafcoc Investment Holding Company Ltd and Others (324/09) [2010] ZASCA 25; [2010]
4 All SA 44 (SCA) ; 2010 (6) SA 390 (SCA) 2011 (4) SA 102 (SCA) (25 March 2010)
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the prior leave of the Commissioner or the High Court or the Master having
first been had and obtained.'
The power thus conferred was in my view sufficiently wide to authorise the
Commissioner to allow Miller to attend the enquiry and to have access to the
record. The Commissioner impliedly exercised the power, well knowing (as
appears from the record of the enquiry) that Miller was not one of the joint
liquidators, by permitting him to be present at the enquiry. It seems to me not only
competent but eminently sensible for the Master, having decided to invoke s 418
and appoint a Commissioner, to delegate to the Commissioner the power of
deciding who might be allowed to attend the hearing and have access to the
record. Indeed, in such a case I would find it extraordinary if for example every
time an attorney wished to have a candidate attorney present, or the liquidators
wished to be advised by an accountant or other expert whilst a witness was being
examined, that permission for either to attend the enquiry would have to be
sought from the Master or the court.”
95

From Holdings’ own submissions, the consent sought was circumscribed as follows:
“4. The purpose of this letter is to specifically request your consent to the release
of the evidence/transcripts of evidence of 18 February 2020 and 02 October 2020
obtained during the 417 Enquiry, as listed above, to hand such evidence over
to the attorney of Mr Kevin Wakeford, Teresa Conradie, for the purposes of
the utilisation thereof in the Zondo Commission.”

96

The consent, however, provides differently. It states that:
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“The Master hereby consents to the disclosure of the evidence/transcript of the
15th February 2020 and 02nd of October 2020 to the sole director of African
Global Holdings for purpose of utilization in the Zonda Commission.”
97

On comparison, the consent itself does not authorise Holdings or Mr Watson “to hand
such evidence over to the attorney of Mr Kevin Wakeford, Teresa Conradie, for the
purposes of the utilisation thereof in the Zondo Commission”.

98

Mr Watson has, nonetheless, proceeded to do so, even before the consent of the Deputy
Master was obtained.

99

The fact of the matter is that Mr Watson disclosed the section 417 evidence to Mr
Wakeford without the prior consent of the court, the Commissioner or the Master and he
did so in wilful disobedience of the court order convening the enquiry as well as in
contravention of section 417(7) of the 1973 Act.

100 He purported to do so premised on the consent. This is clear from his response to the
liquidators’ letter of 7 May 2021 as aforesaid, attached hereto as annexure M, wherein
the following was stated:
“3.1

Our client has adhered to the provisions of the Companies Act and Section 417
in particular;

3.2

Our client has obtained the permission of the Master, as is required by the
Act and by the Court Order to disclose the transcripts of 18 February 2020
and 2 October 2020, and in this regard has disclosed the information
relevant to Wakeford being pages 48 to 54 and 230 to 239 of the
transcription of 18 February 2020 and pages 260 to 261 of the transcription
of 2 October 2020.
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3.3

This was done in the interest of justice and in particular to place the correct facts
before the Zondo Commission; and

3.4

Any review application your client wishes to lodge, shall be opposed.”

101 Apart from the aforesaid, it was furthermore stated as follows on behalf of Mr Watson in
the said letter:
“5.

We record that the record of proceedings in the Section 417 Enquiry have been
previously released as follows:
5.1

Utilizing the evidence/transcript of Mr. Jared Watson, Mr. Daniel Potgieter,
Mr. C. S. A. Wolmarans and Mrs. Ungerer in an Affidavit.

5.2

The transcription/evidence, in whole, was released to the Investigating
Directorate of the National Prosecuting Authority as well as the Asset
Forfeiture Unit by the Master, according to your letter dated 13 November
2020.”

102 In relation to the contentions advanced in paragraph 5.1 of the aforesaid letter:
102.1

The liquidators utilised “the evidence/transcript of Mr. Jared Watson, Mr. Daniel
Potgieter, Mr. C. S. A. Wolmarans and Mrs. Ungerer in an Affidavit” in pursuance
of their opposition to an (unsuccessful) application by Holdings to place certain
of the Bosasa constituents under supervision and for business rescue
proceedings to commence in relation to those companies.

102.2

The aforesaid evidence was relied upon by the liquidators to show that the
relevant application by Holdings was not a bona fide application but an abuse
and that the application was without merit.
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102.3

I point out that the Commissioner consented to use of the aforesaid evidence by
the liquidators prior to the filing of the liquidators’ affidavits in this litigation.

102.4

The evidence used by the liquidators in pursuance of resisting the said application
by Holdings, was used in litigation directly relevant to the affairs of Bosasa and
concerned the status of the companies in liquidation.

102.5

Mr Wolmarans and Ms Ungerer have at all material times provided their
assistance to the liquidators.

102.6

Mr Potgieter committed suicide before he was to return to the enquiry to continue
his testimony, the obvious consequences of which require no elucidation.

102.7

The testimony of Mr Watson, a director of Holdings, was used to demonstrate
that he, by his own admission, had no prior personal knowledge of the affairs of
Bosasa. The evidence was used with the permission of the Commissioner and
was directly relevant to the proceedings instituted by Holdings against Operations
and the liquidators its affairs and status.

102.8

The litigation in which the said evidence was utilised, with the prior permission of
the Commissioner, was not concerned with underlying personal skirmishes
between individuals previously involved in the affairs of Bosasa.

102.9

The reason why Mr Watson requested consent to the use of the section 417
evidence before the Zondo Commission, is to enable Mr Wakeford to crossexamine Mr Agrizzi.

102.10 Mr Watson’s self-stated purpose has got nothing to do with Bosasa, but rather
relates to an underlying skirmish between Messrs Wakeford and Agrizzi.
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103 In relation to the contentions advanced in paragraph 5.2 of the aforesaid letter:
103.1

Whilst it is so that certain transcripts/evidence was released to the Investigating
Directorate of the National Prosecuting Authority (“the NPA”) as well as the Asset
Forfeiture Unit (“the AFU”) by the Master, such release must be understood in
proper context.

103.2

The NPA and the AFU approached the Master with a request that the Master
consent to the release of the said evidence.

103.3

The release of the said evidence to the NPA and the AFU is of no material
adverse consequence to the witnesses concerned, because such evidence is in
any event inadmissible as against those witnesses in criminal prosecutions.

103.4

Regardless, when the Master (and not the Commissioner) issued the consent
applied for by the NPA and the AFU, MacRobert addressed a letter to each of the
witnesses that gave evidence at the enquiry at that point in time. As an example
of such a letter, I attach hereto a copy of the letter addressed to Mr Watson’s
attorneys of record on 13 November 2020, as annexure N.

103.5

I emphasise that in terms of these letters, MacRobert informed each of the
witnesses who had testified at the enquiry at that point in time, as follows:
“3.

On 26 May 2020, we were requested by the Investigating Directorate of
the NPA as well as the Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU) to provide them with
access to the record of the liquidation enquiry, currently being undertaken
by the provisional liquidators.

4.

On 23 September 2020, we were informed by the AFU that the Deputy
Master of the High Court, Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted
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permission and that we were directed to release the record of the enquiry
to the NPA.
5.

Our clients intend abiding to the directive of the Master of the High
Court and the record of the enquiry will therefore be made available
to the AFU on 25 November 2020, unless we are provided with a court
order, directing otherwise.

6.
103.6

Kindly acknowledge receipt.”

A transparent consultative process was accordingly adopted by the liquidators in
order to provide a platform to the affected section 417 witnesses from which they
could participate in the disclosure of the subject section 417 evidence to the NPA
and the AFU pursuant to the relevant consent issued by the Master.

103.7

Not a single one of the witnesses engaged by the liquidators in this respect raised
an objection to the disclosure of the evidence to the NPA and the AFU.

103.8

However, as I have demonstrated above, Mr Agrizzi has formally objected to the
disclosure of the section 417 evidence to Mr Wakeford and its use by Mr
Wakeford in the proceedings before the Zondo Commission.

104 The reliance by Holdings on the authorities cited in paragraphs 50 and 51 of its
submissions is misplaced. This is so for a particular and simple reason. The authorities
contemplate that the party “in possession” of the evidence and who intends to use it, must
of course have been lawfully placed in possession of the evidence in the first place.

105 The blanket proposition proffered on behalf of Holdings would mean that section 417(7)
of the 1973 Act will serve absolutely no purpose and the fallacy in Holdings’ own
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submission is exposed by Mr Watson’s own requests for consent, first to the
Commissioner and thereafter the Master, to disclose the section 417 evidence.

106 Holdings’ submission that even if the authority of the Master had not been provided, it
would still have been entitled to utilise the section 417 evidence in the proceedings before
the Zondo Commission is equally bereft of support. This is so because it is not
Holdings who intends to use the section 417 evidence but Mr Wakeford. This was
the very basis upon which Mr Watson sought permission from the Master –
Holdings did not intend to utilise the section 417 evidence – Mr Wakeford did.

107 The reliance placed on the judgment of Acting Justice De Villiers too is out of context,
irrelevant for purposes of these proceedings and of no moment to the subject matter of
the request for submissions.

108 It is unfortunate that Holdings has sought to introduce this judgment in these proceedings,
and the intention behind doing so is a transparent and inappropriate attempt by Holdings
to create atmosphere. Moreover, the submissions made and the emphasis sought to be
placed on the said judgment are furthermore defamatory and completely inappropriate.

109 The said judgment is, to the knowledge of Mr Watson and Holdings, the subject of an
appeal noted against it by the liquidators on no less than 40 grounds of appeal, which
grounds include the adverse findings made by the learned judge as against the liquidators
and their counsel. The liquidators obtained leave to appeal against the said judgment on
a virtually unopposed basis, after the learned judge himself alluded to having erred
therein.
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110 The judgment by Acting Justice De Villiers was not the first time that unwarranted findings
were made against the liquidators by a court a quo in the Bosasa-saga. When the SCA
overturned such findings on a previous occasion, it materially stated as follows:9
“[41] That brings me to the grounds for rejecting the liquidators’ contentions in regard
to urgency. The relevant passage in the judgment reads as follows:
‘… if the resolutions are a nullity or unlawful, the control of a business of
such magnitude in the hands of liquidators who are at large to do with it
as they please, of itself is illustrative of the ongoing irreparable harm which
is not only suffered on a daily basis but on an hourly basis. Critical
decisions that are not necessarily in the company’s best interests can be
decided upon. Of course, the liquidators, in the course of administering
the estate by selling off its assets, would earn a fee on the tariff which is
representative of a percentage of the sale value and may well be very
eager to execute their mandate, particularly in an estate as large as this
one.’
[42]

That passage consists of completely unfounded insinuations that the liquidators
would not discharge their duties properly under the supervision of the Master and
in accordance with the directions of creditors. It ignored the fact that as
provisional liquidators their powers were limited and did not extend to doing the
things he attributed to them. In this regard it is worth mentioning that the creditors
who nominated Mr Murray as liquidator were SARS, which was investigating the
tax affairs of Operations and the Group, and Firstrand Bank, together with its

9

Murray and Others NNO v African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd and Others (306/2019) [2019] ZASCA 152;
[2020] 1 All SA 64 (SCA); 2020 (2) SA 93 (SCA) (22 November 2019).
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Wesbank Division, which had claims of some R12 million. The irreparable harm
being suffered ‘on an hourly basis’ was purely speculative, as was the suggestion
that critical decisions might be made against the companies’ best interests in the
period of a week or two needed to enable the liquidators to provide a full answer.
[43]

Finally there was the unfounded insinuation that the reason for the liquidators’
opposition was their own financial interests. The judge returned to this when he
dealt with costs. He said that the liquidators should have abided the Court’s
decision, ignoring the fact that from the outset Holdings sought an order against
them personally that they pay the costs of the application, including the costs of
two counsel. He went on to say that the interests of creditors did not need
protection because the companies were solvent. This in the face of the fact that
their solvency was disputed on the papers; had not been the subject of any
analysis despite Mr Gumede’s extremely tenuous evidence; and when, for the
reasons already given, they were commercially insolvent.

[44]

The judge said that SARS, as the largest creditor and the one that requisitioned
for Mr Murray’s appointment, would be prejudiced because the amounts due to
it would otherwise have been promptly paid. He had no evidence that this was
SARS’ view. How SARS was to be paid if the banking facilities had been
withdrawn in the interim – a fact of which he had not been apprised, because Mr
Gumede dealt only with the position at the date of liquidation – was ignored or
overlooked. Had he considered, as he should, Mr Murray’s report he would have
discovered that the FNB facilities had been terminated and the ABSA facilities
would be terminated on 18 March 2019 so that restoring the companies to the
directors would not result in their being able to trade.
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[45]

Finally the judge returned to his canard that the liquidators were motivated by
financial self-interest. He refused to consider Mr Murray’s report in the face of
submissions that it contained evidence of serious improprieties. He did so on the
grounds that it was not under oath, although it had been filed under cover of an
affidavit. His conclusion was that their opposition involved a conflict of interest
and was a business decision. On that basis he ordered them to pay Holdings’
costs personally including the costs of two counsel.

[46]

There was no justification whatsoever for that order. It is trite that where a court
is dealing with someone such as a liquidator coming to court, it is only if there is
impropriety on their part that an order to pay costs personally will be made against
them. The grounds relied on by the judge were based on speculation and
insinuations that verged on the defamatory. I have dealt with it in some detail to
make it plain that orders such as this should not be sought and should not be
granted on this basis.”

111 Although entirely irrelevant to the subject matter of these representations, the liquidators
submit that their appeal against the judgment of Acting Justice De Villiers presents with
substantial prospects of success.

112 The submission made in paragraph 72 of Holdings’ submission is false.

113 The emphasis placed on the 19 pages of the transcript already disclosed to Mr Wakeford
are also of no further moment. Mr Watson himself has made his position clear – he now
intends to disclose the entire record of the section 417 evidence on the dates in question.
AVAILABILITY TO MAKE ORAL REPRESENTATIONS
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114 Lastly, I point out that the liquidators’ legal representatives are available to make oral
submissions to the Commission should this be required.

Yours faithfully

CA WESSELS
MACROBERT INC
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012) 425-3487
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THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS GRANTED AFTER HAViKKr-REAb AND
CONSIDERED THIS APPLICATION AND AFTER HAVING HEARD COUNSEL
A I

.

.,W

FOR THE APPLICANTS:

1.

The court sanctions the hearing of this application in camera.

2.

This matter is heard as one of urgency and the applicants’ non
compliance with the uniform rules of court otherwise applicable to time
periods and forms of services are hereby condoned in terms of uniform

■
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rule 6(12). The matter is consequently determined as an urgent
application.

3.

That the voluntary winding-up of:

3.1.

African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd [1981/012426/07];

3.2.

Global

(

Technology

Systems

(Pty)

Ltd

[Reg

No:

2005/000500/07]:
3.3.

Bosasa Properties (Pty) Ltd [Reg No: 1989/005154/07];

3.4.

Rodcor (Pty) Ltd [Reg No: 2p|^^/333883/07];
v;

0:(:

3.5.

Watson

Corporate

Aqademy"'"'tPty)

•-Ti?.'.

'Nd

■■■i

■‘'fOri

.rf

w-i,

2018/012314/07];

m
3.6.

On-IT-One (Pty) Ltd [R^g No:

.‘4

^/011025i

^7]?}- 1$

/■ 0n
a
4;^

c

3.7.

Bosasa IT (Pty) Ltd [I

No:
•)
■-i;

3.8.

^lO

; v' V , •tv^

Bosasa^ Supply Chain Management (Pty) Ltc3'"[fReg-J^p:
2002/008442/07];

3.9.

Leading

Prospect

Trading

111

(Pty)

Ltd

[Reg

No:

2002/017229/07];
3.10.

Bosasa Youth Development Centre (Pty) Ltd [Reg No:
2003/002608/07]; and

1

1
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3.11.

Black Rox Security Intelligence Services (Pty) Ltd [Reg No:
1995/010121/07] (“the Subject Companies”);

be converted into a winding-up by the Court, as provided for in terms of
Section 346(1 )(e) read with Section 347(4) of the Companies Act 61 of
1973.

r

4.

The effective date of the liquidation of the Subject Companies will remain
as 14 February 2019.

5.

The powers of the applicants are hereby extended, as contemplated in
section 386(4) of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973, and that the applicants
are hereby granted leave and/or authorised;

5.1.

To launch this application in the name of and/or on behalf of
the Subject Companies as intended in section 386(4)(a) of the
Companies Act, 61 of 1973 and as read with section 388(1)
thereof;

5.2.

,,

.......

....

To appoint'legal advisors (including attorneys and counsel)
.tnd forensic^uditors, if necessary, to assist the applicants in

■U

the

A

•I

of their duties of taking appropriate legal action

i

l^flVBfg §ag Uh
y

h,'

.d,'..;. f,-‘t

forensic investigations into the trade, dealings
1

■i

*

2020 *0|tff£jirg and^cdrx|f6r^rty of the Subject Companies, as and if

---

«tB.jNA^Sessary
.'H;
T

hUii

f„.C

1

Ds\:

J

k.j'i'H

;ic
----------- 1

\
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5.3.

To enter into a fee agreement with attorneys and counsel and
forensic auditors, and/or other professional service providers,
as may reasonably be required by the applicants to give effect
hereto and/or to execute their duties.

6.

In terms of section 388(1) of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973, as read with

(

section 417(1) thereof, the applicants arje hereby granted leave to
conduct a commission of enquiry into the^rade, d'MIthgsr affairs and/or
property of the Subject Companies, in t^rms of the iDroVisionsW^^
417 and 418 of the Companies Act,

7.

For the purposes of and/or conven\p§‘^u^^omrO}^s\of^mfj^p^u\r^

7.1.

k;y

i;
.’f

Justice Meyer Joffe be appointed as theicdi^'QfvIssiqneS^f/t^^^
enquiry (“the commissioner”);

7.2.

The commissioner be authorised to issue subpoenas to any
person and/or entity to appear before him at the enquiry-for

.\K

the purpose of being examined by the applicants and/or
creditors

of

the

Subject

Companies

or

their

legal

representatives:
7.3.

The signature of the commissioner will be sufficient for the
official authorization of any subpoena issued against any
witness for the purpose of the enquiry:
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7.4.

That such persons and/or entities subpoenaed to appear
before the commissioner for the purpose as aforesaid be
examined before the commissioner at a place and on a date
and time determined by the commissioner and that such
persons and/or entities be[^lei^;uponJp,.j[ye evidence in
respect Of their involveme

r

'and^^sspciation with the,, tradej/;’''''

dealings, affairs and/or prcfper^jO|flje

C'T
Ol

7.5.

That each person and/or entity so summoned to appear foi^^j
the purposes aforesaid be ihstfdbMd

“lriered;;t€Hmakeu:....
Oi

/I

'Wh a

available to the commissioner all docurh^tsT-bdoKs-and
evidential material in their possession and/or under their
control which may contribute to the discovery of assets and/or
assist with the investigation into the trade, dealings, affairs

c

and/or property of the Subject Companies;

7.6.

That the commissioner be directed and instructed to report to
the Master of the High Court, Pretoria or Johannesburg (“the
Master”) in respect of the following, although not limited
thereto:
7.6.1.

The identity of the witnesses who gave evidence
before the commissioner;

7.6.2.

The nature, content and necessity of the evidence of
each such witness, the relevance thereof and to which
extent the evidence of such witnesses contributed to
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the investigation into the trade, dealings, affairs and/or
property of the Subject Companies;
7.6.3.

Which assets and/or monies were discovered, if any,
through the enquiry and which advantage was derived
to the creditors of the Subject Companies as a result
thereof: and

r

7.6.4.

Whether any unlawful acts, transgressions and/or any
other irregularities were discovered by means of the
evidence before the commissioner and whether such
matters should be referred to the relevant authority for
consideration.

7.7.

That the content of this application, the evidence submitted at
or during the enquiry and the report of the commissioner be
treated as confidential and that such evidence may not be
disclosed to any person without the prior written authority of

c.

the Master;
7.8.

That the costs of the enquiry, including the costs of the
commissioner, the legal representatives for the applicants and
.alUcpst^-i^fi^;g:^^^i{afe incidental thereto be borne by the
•, ;
jh^blMit- estate«-oMhe Subject Companies, jointly and
•i

Private Sag X7. vtettantt§6bwr0 §600

severally.

/■V"

‘iv:
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• .J
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8.

That any Order granted herein by the Honourable Court be served on the
Master and the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission by
hand.

That the costs of this application be costs in the liquidation of the Subject
Sb^anjes

-s /
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Insolvent Estate:
African Global Operations
G155/19

provided that to one of the directors of the company.

5

PRESIDING OFFICER;

On the third night you made the recording?

MR WATSON:

Yeah, of the 24^*^ of August 2019.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

And who did you make that available to?

MR WATSON:

I believe, if I recall correctly, I gave it to Papa Leshabane.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Just spell that for me, please.

MR WATSON:

P-A-P-A L-E-S-H-A-B-A-N-E.

ADV LGDERITZ:

Now apart from your late uncle and Mr Leshabane, who
else did you engage with?

10

MR WATSON:

Exactly at that time, or over the period?

ADV LUDERITZ:

Yes, at the time.

MR WATSON:

I can’t recall specifically.

ADV LUDERITZ:

So all right, now let’s just talk about the content, you
referred to the content that you made available.

15

MR WATSON:

Those affidavits

ADV LUDERITZ:

Are you busy recording these proceedings on your cell
phone?

20

MR WATSON:

Yes.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Did you ask anybody permission to do that?

MR WATSON:

I’m recording my own evidence.

ADV LUDERITZ:

You’re not permitted to do that.

This is a confidential

enquiry. Why did you not ask the commissioner permission
to make your own recording of these proceedings?

25

MR WATSON:

I record all my meetings.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Did

you

tell

anybody

L^SMrraBECOBDINQ d TRAHSOTFnON

that

you’re

recording

: 062762 6126

these

‘6’
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proceedings?

5

MR WATSON:

No, I didn’t.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Why do you do so secretly then?

MR WATSON:

I am recording my evidence.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Well, you switch off that recording right here and right now.

MR WATSON:

Am I not allowed to record my evidence?

ADV LUDERITZ:

There is an official recording of these proceedings, these
proceedings are confidential.

Your evidence in these

proceedings is confidential, you are not entitled to discuss
10

your evidence with any party outside of these proceedings
now please switch off your recording.
MR WATSON:

Commissioner, is that the ruling of yourself?

PRESIDING OFFICER:

The hearing is confidential.

MR WATSON:

From my reading of the Act, I’m not aware that I’m not

15

allowed to record myself or that I’m not allowed to discuss
my giving evidence here at all.
PRESIDING OFFICER:

I will read the section to you so that you can have no
difficulty with that. The court order convening this meeting
provides as follows, it says that the content of this

20

application (that is the application that gave rise to the order
in terms of which this enquiry was convened):
The evidence submitted at or during the enquiry and the
.

report of the commissioner be treated as confidential
and that such evidence may not be disclosed to any

25

person without the prior written authority of the Master.

LEE SHiraiffiCCmDINQ d T8AHSCEIPTI0N S^VlCES : 062 762 6126
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Does that not pertain to the people within the enquiry itself,
or does that pertain to me as well?

PRESIDING OFFICER:

No, it pertains to you as well.

MR WATSON:

Okay, so I’m not allowed to discuss the contents of this
enquiry at all?

5
PRESIDING OFFICER:

With anybody, and that would include the recording.

MR WATSON:

Okay.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Mr Watson, we were dealing with the content that you were
disclosing to Mr Watson and Mr Leshabane; what exactly
is it that you disclosed to Mr Watson?

10

15

MR WATSON:

I provided him with the content that I had received.

ADV LUDERITZ:

In other words the affidavit.

MR WATSON:

Affidavits, amongst other documents.

ADV LUDERITZ:

What else did you provide him?

MR WATSON:

I was also given - I don’t know how you would refer to it,
but court orders or court summaries, or whatever the case
is, on certain employees within the company.

20

ADV LUDERITZ:

Who were they?

MR WATSON:

The one was Louis Passano, it was -

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Sorry, just before you go on, in terms of the Act:
Any person who has given evidence under the section
is entitled, at his cost, to a copy of the record of his
evidence.
So if at the end of your evidence you require a copy then

25

you will inform the relevant party who is making the

SMiraBECCWDINQ d TRANSCRffTION HERVILCKS : 062 762 6126
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you not to have signed the electronic fund transfer request
had it come to your attention because the invoice did come
to your attention and you signed it.

5

10

MR BONIFACIO:

Yes, sir, I concur.

PRESIDING OFFICER;

Is that true?

MR BONIFACIO:

Yes, I agree.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

You would have?

MR BONIFACIO:

I agree.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Then we understand each other. Thank you, Mr Luderitz.

MR BONIFACIO:

Except, Mr Chair, I didn’t request the payment, so this form
wouldn’t have looked like this. If this had come ... If I had
prepared

this, this would

have

been

requested

by

Mr G Watson, not me.
ADV LUDERITZ:

15

Mr Commissioner, I just want to place on record, I note that
Mr Jared Watson is communicating on his cell phone whilst
these proceedings are being conducted and I will ask you
to remind Mr Watson that these proceedings are private
and confidential and that the evidence given in these
proceedings may not be discussed or disclosed to any party
outside of these proceedings.

20
MR JARED WATSON:

Commissioner, if I can just also place on record, I am not
doing so. I have been on my phone, as I was yesterday as
well and as the liquidators have been themselves, if I’m
correct, and he has raised no such objection to the

25

liquidator that he represents being on her phone. I don’t

SMira JffiECOBDINQ & ’nWUSSCRIPTION ^VlCKS : 062 ?6e 6126

V
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see why this should be such an obscure event.
ADV LUDERITZ:

I’ll just ask that it be placed on record and I’m asking you to
caution Mr Watson and to remind him that the proceedings
are private and confidential.

5

The liquidators are acutely

aware of their obligations under the Act.
MR JARED WATSON:

Commissioner, I will accept that, as I have previously, which
Mr Luderitz knows, so he’s making a special attempt here
to suggest something about myself. I am on record. He
has been aware of all the evidence that has been, or rather

10

aware of all the documentation that has passed hands
between us where I gave an undertaking to preserve the
privacy

and

confidentiality.

I

have

even

been

in

communication with yourself, Mr Commissioner, of which
you are aware, where I’ve specifically requested certain
15

parts of the evidence be provided to me and I have
honoured your decision in that regard, so I am fully aware
of the privacy and confidentiality, as I have indicated on
numerous occasions previously.

20

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Are you finished?

MR JARED WATSON:

Yes. Apologies.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

If anybody is using their mobile phones to communicate
with people during the course of this enquiry, it is a matter
of grave disrespect to me as the commissioner of this
enquiry. I do not want people to be using their phones or

25

any other electronic media during the course of the enquiry
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other than if it’s to look at information relevant to the
enquiry, I have no difficulty, but for sending and receiving
messages, it’s a matter of grave disrespect to me and I want
it to stop and I repeat to all the participants that these
5

proceedings are conducted in strict confidentiality. Please
proceed, Mr Luderitz.
► Mr Bonifacio warned for 23 March 2021 at 9:30
ADV LUDERITZ:

Thank you. Mr Bonifacio, we will need to of course consider
the

10

documents

commission

that you’ve

and

we

will

made

then

available

continue

to

with

the
your

examination. We will ask the commissioner to excuse you
from attendance and to return to these proceedings on the
of March 2021.

15

MR BONIFACIO;

No problem.

ADV LUDERITZ:

Does that date suit you?

MR JARED WATSON:

Excuse me, Mr Commissioner, if you would not mind, I
wouldn’t mind asking a number of, not a number, a couple
of questions if you deem them appropriate.

20

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Mr Luderitz, do you have any objection?

ADV LUDERITZ:

I have no objection, Mr Commissioner.

MR BONIFACIO:

Mr Luderitz, may I ask you for a piece of paper so that I can
make a note of the date?

25

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Mr Goodes, do you have any objection?

MR GOODES:

1 have no objection, Mr Commissioner.

MR JARED WATSON:

Mr Bonifacio, okay, if I can just ask-
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ADV WITZ:

We have dealt with that in your absence with the judge.

MR AGRIZZI:

Okay.

ADV WITZ:

Yes, so we’re happy to provide it, Judge, maybe if we can
just give it to the attorneys, or unless you want it actually on

5

the actual record, but we’re happy to give it to the attorneys
straightaway.
ADV LUDERITZ:

It’s not necessary that it be placed on record, for so long as
the detail is provided to the attorneys and subject to the
confidentiality regime that governs these proceedings of

10

course.
PRESIDING OFFICER:

Yes.

Well, I repeat that these proceedings are secret

proceedings and the contents of what occurs in these
proceedings should not be revealed to any third party and
more to the press, if they are not a third party, and the

15

parties should handle themselves with care in this regard.
because a lot of sensitive information is disclosed and it
may or may not be correct. So I request the parties to all
persons present in the enquiry or who have access to the
information not to disclose it to third parties.

20

ADV WITZ:

Thank you. Judge.

PRESIDING OFFICER:

Yes, so you will make available-

ADV WITZ:

We will rriake it available to Mrs Wessels or to Ms Chinner.
We’ll do it now as we adjourn.

25

PRESIDING OFFICER:

I think you should do it before we adjourn, ...

ADV WITZ:

Yes, I can do it now.
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From: Jared Watson <3rdbrother{5)gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 03 May 2021 13:27
To: Teresa Conradie <teresac(5)motcon.co.za> '
Cc: Adv R Willis <willisr(5)law.co.za>; Kevin Wakeford <kevin@wakefordenterprises.co.za>
Subject: REGARDING YOUR REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO 417 ENQUIRY TRANSCRIPTS

‘E’

Dear Ms Conradie
Our recent discussions refer, and and in this regard i repeat as follows;
As you are aware, I am a director of African Global Holdings formerly known as Bosasa Holdings.
A 417 enquiry into trade, dealings and affairs of Bosasa commenced in 2020 and the last day of hearings was on 12
March 2021 with no further appearances planned.
By virtue of my position I am in possession of the transcripts of the proceedings.
In these proceedings Agrizzi and Vorster tendered evidence that contradicts what was tendered at the State Capture
Commission regarding your client Kevin Wakeford, and Andries van Tonder tendered evidence that supported your
clients representations.
.
I am not personally at liberty to publish these documents generally, however I believe it is in the public interst and
concern that this content be known.
In this regard the rules of the Commission afford the Chairperson the right to request these documents from me,
with rule 10.1 stating;
In terms of section 3(1) of the Commissions Act, read with Regulation 10(6), the Chairperson may summon
any person to produce a document in his or her possession or under his or her control which has a bearing on the
matter being investigated.

10.1.

As such, if provided with a rule 10.1 summons by the Chairperson I will happily provide all transcripts from the 417
Enquiry to them, however I do require this summons to follow the correct protocol.
I trust you find the above in order.
Kind regards
Jared Watson

5
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c3facRobert
Attorneys

Incorporated No. 1976/004694/21

Goodes and Co Attorneys
For attention: Mr G Goodes
qeorqe(p.goodesco.co.za
zherseihnan@qsinc.co.za

By email:

MacRobert Building
1060 Jan Shoba Street
Brooklyn Pretoria RSA
Private Bag XI8 Brooklyn Square 0075
Po.cex43 Pretoria
GPS Co-ordinates: S 25» 46' 2.28". E 28“ 14' 10.68"
law@macrobert.co.za www.macrohert.co.za
Pretoria Tel +27 1 2 425 3400
Fax +27 12 425 3600
other Branches:

Johannesburg Tel +27 10 110 9699 Fax +27 86 575 7609
Cape Town Tel +27 21 464 2400 Fax +27 86 582 6478
Durban Tel +27 31 001 8905 Fax +27 86 550 4286

and
Mr J Watson
3rdbrother(S).qmail.com

By email:
YOUR REF:

OUR REF:

DATE:

C A Wessels/Lbn
00046040

7 May 2021

Dear Sir
RE: ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF SECTIONS 417 AND 418 OF THE COMPANIES ACT 61 OF 1973:
J WATSON
1

We refer to:
the pending enquiry in terms of sections 417 and 418 of the Companies Act 61 of 1973

1.1

(“the 1973 Act”) into the affairs of African Global Operations (Pty) Ltd (in liquidation) and
its subsidiaries which, together with it, previously constituted the Bosasa Group of
Companies (“the 417 enquiry”); and
the pending proceedings before the Zondo Commission of Enquiry into Aliegations of State

1.2

Capture (“the Zondo commission”).
2

It was made clear during your testimony before the 417 enquiry and also during the testimony
of other witnesses who testified thereat, that the proceedings before the 417 enquiry are private

hTMERITAS
CAW FIRMJ WORlliWiDE

Member
Conveyancers Notaries & Trade Mark Agents

Your strategic partner at law

Directors GP van der Merwe (Chairman) SM Jacobs CA Wessels N Caine J Aiberlse S van der Merwe KM Greig JA Erasmus JD van Broekhuizen CN Groenewald AS van Niekerk
L Gani KC Cameron JC Jansen van Rensburg JB Mayaba J Naidoo A Abarder K Zybrands KM Thomas FA Dreyer T Booyse DT Vraagom RM Masolo K Sehanka MG Moshoeshoe
KTumbaDiong
,
Consultants DE Pfaff T Charters NA Janse van Rensburg S Hayat C Pepermans LM Mahlangu
Senior Associates M Naude E Deppe C Le Roux T Rengecas N Ramcharan E Ward JS Uys KF Ussuph H Verwey W Gani T Pharo T Nwedamutsu M Brookes A Dhanuk T Maritz
Associates Ml Dube V Mbheie T Molaba R Chinner KJ Francis AG Diula U Ramaifo S Mhlongo M Molotsi N Dembitzer J Jooste
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and confidential and that the evidence procured pursuant thereto (whether it be oral or
documentary evidence) is secret, confidential and may not be disclosed or used without the prior
permission of the Court, the Master or the Commissioner.
3

We have been instructed that during the morning of 6 May 2021 and from the evidence that was
sought to be tendered by Mr Wakeford at the Zondo commission, it became apparent that you
had unlawfully disclosed the transcripts of the evidence tendered at the 417 enquiry to Mr
Wakeford and possibly also other parties, in breach of the provisions of section 417(7) of the
1973 Act (“the disclosure”).

4

To the extent that you may want to rely on the purported consent obtained from the Master on
6 May 2021 (“the consent”) in order to justify your conduct, such consent does not suffice inter
alia as it was only procured, unlawfully, after the disclosure had been made.

5

Our clients have considered the purported consent and have formed the view that the
circumstances under which it was purportedly extended to you render the decision by the Master
unlawful, procedurally irregular and consequently reviewable and liable to be set aside, on a
number of reasons and grounds.

6

Our instructions are to forthwith pursue the judicial review and setting aside of the Master’s
decision to grant you the consent and, as such, also the commensurate setting aside of the
consent itself.

7
7.1

Our clients hereby call upon you to forthwith:
unconditionally and irrevocably abandon the consent in writing and to address such written
abandonment of the consent to the Master, our clients, the Commissioner appointed to
preside over the 417 enquiry and the registrar of the Zondo commission (“the
abandonment”);

7.2

unconditionally and irrevocably undertake in writing to not act in any respect in pursuance
of the consent purportedly granted to you by the Master and that you will forthwith return all
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and any evidence in your possession emanating from the 417 enquiry (“the first
undertaking”);
7.3

confirm in writing to our clients the identity and full contact particulars of each and every
individual to whom you disclosed evidence emanating from the 417 enquiry, by no later than
close of business on Friday, 7 May 2021 and undertake in writing that you will, in fact, do
so (“the second undertaking”).

8

Our clients demand that you furnish them with the written abandonment, the first undertaking
and the second undertaking by 16h00 today, 7 May 2021, failing which our clients have
Instructed us to pursue the necessary legal action, urgent and/or otherwise, against you under
the circumstances.

9

We also, at this early stage, already emphasise that our instructions are to pursue an adverse
punitive cost order against you in the event that our clients are necessitated to resort to formal
legal action against you.

10

Our clients look forward to your timeous response and co-operation.

Yours faithfully

IN
M
C ^WESSELS
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012)425-3487
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c^acRobert

Attorneys

Incorporated No. 1978/004694/21

MacRobert Building
1060 Jan Shoba Street
Brooklyn Pretoria RSA
Private Bag XI8 Brooklyn Square 0075
Docex43 Pretoria
GPS Co-ordinates: S 25° 46' 2.28", E 28° 14' 10.68"
law@macrobert.co.za wvw.macrobert.co.za
Pretoria Tel +27 12 425 3400
Fax +27 12 425 3600

JUDGE MEYER JOFFE

By email:

other Branches:

mmi@mwebbiz.co.za

YOUR REF:

Johannesburg Tel +27 10 110 9699 Fax+27 86 575 7609
Cape Town Tel +27 21 464 2400 Fax +27 86 582 6478
Durban Tel +27 31001 8905 Fax+27 86 550 4286

OUR REF:
C A Wessels/Lbn
00046040

DATE:
7 May 2021

Dear Judge Joffe
RE: AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD - ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF SECTION 418 READ
WITH SECTION 417 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 61 OF 1973

1.

We refer to the abovementioned matter and confirm that during the evidence by Mr Wakeford
at the Zondo Commission yesterday, it became apparent that Mr J Watson had unlawfully
disclosed the transcript of the evidence tendered at the 417 enquiry.

2.

We enclose herewith a copy of a letter sent to Mr Jared Watson, relevant to the proceedings
before the Zondo Commission on 6 May 2021.

Yours faithfully

MACROBERT INC
C A WESSELS
(Not signed, sent electronically)
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012) 425-3487

TTTMERITAS*
lA\tV FIRMS WORLDWIDE

Member
Conveyancers Notaries & Trade Mark Agents

Your strategic partner at law

Directors GP van der Merwe (Chairman) SM Jacobs CA Wessels N Caine J Albertse S van der Merwe KM Greig JA Erasmus JD van Broekhuizen CN Groenew/ald AS van Niekerk
L Gani KC Cameron JC Jansen van Rensburg JB Mayaba J Naidoo A Abarder K Zybrands KM Thomas FA Dreyer T Booyse DT Vraagom RM Masolo K SehankaMG Moshoeshoe
K Tumba Diong
Consultants DE Pfaff T Charters NA Janse van Rensburg S Hayat C Pepermans LM Mahlangu
Senior Associates E Deppe C Le Roux T Rengecas N Ramcharan E Ward JS Uys KF Ussuph H Verwey W Gani T Pharo T Nwedamutsu M Brookes
Associates M Naude A Dhanuk T Maritz Ml Dube CV Limberg V Mbhele T Molaba R Chinner KJ Francis AG DIula U Ramaifo S Mhlongo
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E5ATE: t? August 202Q

Your Reference: C A
Wessels/LbnA)0046040

THE H^NOUR^BLE RETIRED JUDGE JGFrE

Our Reference:

Mr GS Goodss^h/MAT1789

ACTING AS THE DULY APPOINTED COMMISSIONER
IN THE SECTION 417 ENQUIRY OF AFRICAN
GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD
PER EMAIL:
mmi@mwebbi2.co.za
Dear Judge Joffe,
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
RE:

AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION): ENQUIRY
IN TERMS OF SECTION 417 AND 418

1. We refer to the above matter.

-

2. As you are aware, we represent African Global Holdings (Pty) Ltd and the directors
thereof.
3. it is our instructions that:
3.1.

Pursuant to your Ruling received by ourselves on 29 July 2020, our client was
afforded the right of attendance, and cross examination at the enquiry in terms
of section 417 and 418 into the trade, dealings and affairs of the African Global
group.

3.2.

You further stipulated in paragraph 26 of your Ruling that should dur client wish
to obtain the transcripts of the proceedings at the enquiry, they would have to
tender the costs of obtaining such transcripts and to confirm that they would

directors:

Conitiitant: H,e.

O.S. GOODES (B.PROO

der Watt CB.pro!ej • Aasaeiata: N. Pfila/ (B-A Law, LLBJ

I

a.

SEEDAT (LLB)

Candidat* Attorn*y«: L. van Lingen. Z.A. Mvubeio, Z. Herselman

GOODES AND SEEDAT INCORPORATED CR«g. No. 2012/194225/213
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maintain Wm pr|vac?y ancl Gonfidentlafity of tha enqyiry $$ oonteined id the
transcripts.
3.3.

Our client provided such urtder^klrtf to the provisional iiduidators on 30 June
2020, and requested that^he transcripts of the enquiry thus be provided , which
transcripts were then subsequently received.

3.4.

On 17 March 2020 the High Court (Gauteng Local Division) varied paragraph
7.7 of the original order of 16 January 2020 granting leave to conduct the
commission of enquiry in terms of section 417 and 418, whereby the effect of
the variation was to provide for the consent to the disclosure provided for In
paragraph 7.7 to be given by the court or the Commissioner in addition to the
Master.

3.5. The consent of the Commissioner was subsequently sought for the disclosure
of evidence obtained at the enquiry by one of the provisional liquidators of the
companies subject to the enquiry, Mr Cloete Murray.
3.6.

Here Mr Murray effectively requested the right to disclose the transcripts of the
evidence of Mr CJA Wolmarans, Ms L Lingerer, Mr D Potgleter and our client
Mr J Watson, the result being that the privacy and confidentiality provisions
relevant to the evidence given at the enquiry would be rendered nugatory.

3,7.

This request was consented to by yourself on 23 March 2020. No notification
or consent was required of the parties of whose evidence was to be used in
the fulfilment of this request.

3.8.

In the reading of the transcripts of the enquiry provided to our client by the
provisional liquidators, it has come to our client’s attention that certain
testimony given by witnesses at the enquiry, namely Angelo Agrizzi and
Andries van Tender, on 18 February 2020 conflicts with evidence given by Mr
Agrizzi and Mr Frans Vorster at the Judicial Commission of Inquiry into State
Capture, commonly referred to as the Zondo Commission.

3,9, This Information primarily relates to Mr Kevin Wakeford, who has been afforded
the right to cross-examine Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster at the Zondo Commission,
and his relationship with African Global, SARS and the Department of Home
Affairs, which are Issues currently before the Zondo Commission and which
will shed light on the versions of Mr Wakeford, Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster before
the Zondo Commission.
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3,10. The evidence is relevant to the Zondo Commission in relation to the facts on
which allegations are premised against Mr Wakerferd as well as to Mr
Wakeford’s credibility.
3.11. Our client, was previously requested by MrWakefordto provide documentation
representations to him, and therein our client was made privy to the
evidence given by Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster about Mr Wakeford to the Zondo
Commission, both in their evidence publicly as well as confidential evidence

3.12. The rules of the Zondo Commission preclude our client from breaching the
privacy and cx)nfidentiallty of this evidence provided, and hence it is not
provided within this request
3.13. Our client would like to request of yourself the same privilege previously
afforded to Mr Murray; the right to be able to provide the transcript of the
proceedings of 18 February 2020 to the investigators of the Zondo
Commission, as it may demonstrate perjury of Mr Agrizzi at either the Zondo
Commission or alternatively the 417 enquiry before yourself. This transcription
will also be provided to the legal representatives of Mr Agrizzi and Mr van
Tender, as well as the Zondo Commission’s legal team.
3.14. The purpose will be for the Zondo Commission^ Investigation and/or Legal
Team to assess the truthfulness of evidence Mr Agrizzi has put before it,
4. We trust you find the above in order and await your urgent reply.
Yours far
^ ...
GOODES &SEEDAT IN
GS15OO0ES
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Meyer J^ffe
From:
Sent:
to:
Cc:
Slfblecti

Meyer Joffe <mmJ@mwebbiz.co.za>
Thursday, August 27, 2020 304 FM
■Zane Herseijnan*

AmrCAW mxmm. aPERAtlONS (TO ltd ^in liquidation) : enouiry in terms
OF SECTION 417 AND 418 ENQUIRY

Dear Mr Goodes
Your letter sent to me as an attachment to ane»^all dated 17 August 2020 and your subseguent letter and email
dated 24 August 2020 refers.
In your letter you refer to an application by Mr Murray (one of the provisional liquidators of African Global
Operations (Pty) Ltd) to utilise certain evidence that had been tendered before me at the enquiry, in an affidavit to
be deposed to on behalf of the liquidators.
As 1 understand your letter neither your dlent nor Its directors have been afforded the right to cross-examine any
witness who has testified at the Zondo commission. Please advise if the sole purpose for which your client requires
the relief sought is for the documents to be placed before the investigators of the Zondo commission. If this is not
the sole purpose, please advise for what purpose your client requires the relief sought.
Finally, please identify the evidence tendered on 18 February 2020, which forms the subject of your client's
application.

Kind regards
Meyer Joffe
Retired Judge

Tel: (Oil) 783-8176
Mobile: 082-352-2921

E-mail: mmi@mwebblz.co.z3

1
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Your Reference:
Honourable Retired Judge Joffe

DATE: 28 August 2020
THE HONOURABLE RETIRED

Our Reference:
MR GS ©00C)E8feh/MATI 78^

: JOFFE

mm.

ACTING AS THE DULY APPOINTED
COMMISSIONER IN THE SECTION 417 ENQUIRY
OF AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD
PER E-MAIL:

Dear Judge Joffe,
RE:

AFRICAN GLOBAL OPERATIONS (PTY) LTD (IN LIQUIDATION): ENQUIRY IN
TERMS OF SECTION 417 AND 418
1. We refer to the above matter as well as your e-mail correspondence received on 27th
August 2020, for which we thank you.
2. It is our instruction that:
2.1. It is correct that our clients have not been afforded the right to cross-examine any
witness who has testified at the Zondo commission.
2.2. Our Clients were requested to provide information relevant to the cross
examination of Mr Agrizzi by Mr Kevin Wakeford and the leading of evidence of
Mr Wakeford at the Zondo Commission.

DIRECTORS: G.S. GOODES (B.rROC)
CoBSUltant: H.E,.vah. der Wall {B,.PrdcJ » Assioaiates; N. Pillay <B.A

|

A. SEEDAT (tLB)

H.T,.Npdta:(ti.LP) * Candidate AEtPmeys; Z.A.. Mvub«lo, Z. Hersdlfrtari

GOODES AND SEEDAT INCORPORATED [Reg. No. 2012/184225/213
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IS February 2020, it came to our Gliente* attention that the tFanscript
demonstrates contradictions in the evidence placed before the Zondo
Commission by Mr Agrizzi, and possible perjury in his evidence placed either
before the Zondo Commission or alternatively the commission over which you

2.4. This is relevant information to the Zondo Commission, and our Clients’ sole
purpose in requesting the relief sought, is to supplement the information it has
already provided for Zondo Commission, and he intends to provide this
information to the Zondo Commission's Investigation Team, as welt as the legal

the investigation
2.5.

3.

Yours faithfully

GOOeDES & SEEDAT INC
PER: MR GS GOODES

as
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COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF
COMPANIES ACT 61 OF 1973 |ftS AMENDEO) AS READ
WITH SCHEDULE 5(9) TO THE COMPANIES ACT 71 of 2009
CONVENED BEFORE COMMISSIONER RETIMED JODGE MM JOFFE
MATTER

AFRICAN

PROPRIETARY LIMITED (IN

global

OPERATIONS

LIQUIDATION) IN

RE AFRICAN

GLOBAL HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED (“HOLDINGS”) AND

RULING

1. On 16 4a(iuary 2020 an order was grintaf in the High Court (Gauteng Local
Division). The order was granted on the application of the provisional liquidators of
African Global Operations Proprietary Limited and ten other companies (“the subject
companies”). In terms of the order leave was gi^nted to conduct a commission of
enquiry in terms of sections 417 and 418 of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973 into the
trade, dealings, affairs and/or property of the subject companies,

in terms of

paragraph 7.1 of the order I was appointed as the commissioner of the enquiry.
2. Paragraph 7,7 of the order provided that the content of the application, the evidence
submitted at or during the enquiry and the report of the commissioner may not be
disclosed to any person without the prior written consent of the Master.
3. In 17 March 2020 the same court as that referred to in paragraph 1 above, varied
paragraph 7.7 of the order of tt Jandary 2020. The effect of the variation was to
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provkte fbr the Gonsent to the

prov!ie<4% in peregraph 7.7 to be given by

the cou^ OF the commissioner in aOdMon to the Master.
4. The enquiry has sat for a numOer of days and a laFp amount of evidence has been
ied. This evidence has been recorded and a transcript of the evidence is available
5. On 29 June 2020 I received a letter from Goodes A ieedat Inc. stating that they act
on behalf of Mr Jared Watson fWa^ort")who it is stated in the aforesaid letter is a
director of Holdings. The identj|r of the Other dlteotors of Holdings is not disclosed in
the letter. The letter relates to the enquiry The letter concludes with a tequest for a
ruling in the following terms:
“S.1

That the Honourable Commissioner confirm otif Client's right, as vsmil
as th of a legal fepresentatlve to attend the enquiry going forward;
and

5.2

That our client be provided with a list qf all traiisGripts of all parties who
have already attended the enquiry; and

5.3

That our client be provided with aH witnesses due to attend in future
and on what date they v^l! appear; and

6.4

That our client be provided with an opportunity to ask relevant
questions of any vwtnesses at the enquiry.”

5. The relief sought by Watson was Opposed by the provisional liquidators.
7. On 20 July 2020 I made a ruling on Watson’s application. In so far as It is relevant to
the present matter I ruled, Inter alia, that Holdings had the right to attend the enquiry
and ask questions of witnesses, i added that should Watson contend that he
represents Holdings he would have to establish that he is duly authorised to do so. In
so far as access to the transcript of the enquiry in respect of witnesses who had
already testified at the enquiry, I ruled that I required written undertakings by
Holdings and its directors and staff, to whom the transcripts would be disclosed, that
would maintain the privacy and epnfidehtiallty of the enquiry as contained In the
transcripts and exhibits as provided for in section 417(7) of the Companies Act of
1974.
8. On 17 August 2020 2020 I received a further letter from Goodes & Seedat Inc. It

IS

stated in paragraph 2 of the letter that Goodes & Seedat represent Holdings and its
directors. In paragraphs 3;6 of the letter reference is made to Watson as the client of
Goodes & Seedat Inc. Be that as it may in paragraph 3.3 of the letter and in regard to
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the recriifrertienl that the private arict c^nfi^ehtiall^ ef the engyiiy as contained in the
transcripts and exhibits be rnaintpinedi it is stated that:

client provided such

undertakings to the provimmd liquidators on 30 June 2020. Mid requeued thetthe
tmrmnptB of the enquiry thus be presided, mhiGh trmempte were then subsequently
received.” The letter proceeds in paragraph 3.8 as foiiows: ‘*3.8 in the reading of the
transcripts of the enquiry prmided to our client by the pmumionai iiquMatom, it has
come

our client’s attention that certain testimony given by the witnesses at the

enquiry, namely Angelo Agdmi and Anddes van fonder on 18 February 2020
conflicts with evidence given by Mr Agrim and Mr Mr Frans Vorster at the Judicial
Commission Of Inquiry into State Capture, mifimonJy referred to as the Zondo
Commission 3.9 This information primarily relates to Mr Kevin Wakeford, who has
been afforded the right to cross-exarnme Mr Agrizzi and Mr Vorster at the Zondo
Commission, and his relationship with African Global, BARS and the Bepartmont of
Home Affairs, which are issues currently before the Zondo Commission and which
will shed tight on the versions of Mr Wakeford, MrAgrizM and Mr Vorster before the
Zondo CommiaSion. 3.10 The evidence is relevant to the Zondo Commission in
relation to the facts on which allegations are premised against Mr Wakeford as well
as to Mr Wakeford’s credibftlty. $. 11 Our client was previously requeated by Mr
Wakeford to provide docamentatmn and representafions to him, and therein our
client was made privy to the evidence glveh by My Agrizzi and Mr Vorster about Mr
Wakeford to fhe Zondo Commission, both in their evidence publicly as well as
conhdenijal evidence subsequentiy provided to the Zondo Commissionk 3.12 The
rules of the Zondo Commission preclude our client from breaching the privacy and
confidentiality of this evidence provided, and hence it is not provided within this
request 3.13 Our client would like to request of yourself the same privilege
previously aifOrded to Mr Murray; the right to be able to provide the transcript of the
proceedings of 18 February 2020 to the investigators of the Zondo Commission, as it
may demonstrate perjury of Mr Agrizzi at either the Zondo Commission or
alternatively the 417 enquiry before yomself. This transopption will also be provided
to the legal representatives of Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder, as well as the Zondo’s
Commission 's legal representatives of Mr Agrizzi and Mr van Tonder, as well as the
Zondo Commissions legal team, 3.14 The purpose will be for the Zondo
Commission’s investigation and/or Legal Team to assess the truthfulness of evidence
Mr Agrizzi has put before it”
; On an analysis of the content of the letter it appears that:
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a.i

The letter constitutes a request for cjonsent of clMosyi^ of portion of
record;

9.2

Access to tie record is sougpt to test the efedidill^ of Mr

in

respect of ^rdence pven before the Zondo Commission:
9.3

The ripht to cross-examine Mr Agrili arid Mir Vorster at the Iphdo
Commission has been afforded to a Mr Wakeford;

9.4

provisional liquidators sought and obtained a ruling from me in
reispect of the disclosure of the evidence of Mr

ifolmarans, Ms L

Cngerer, Mr D Potgieter and Mr J Watson which had been given
before me at the enquiry.
to. It is correct that the provisional {iquidalors of African Clobai Operations Proprietary
Limited (In Liquidation) sought conserit for the disclosure of parts of the transcript of
the enquiry. The consent was sought in regard to two pending applications. In the
one

arid order was sought pfactng Atiean Global Operations Proprietary

Limited (in liquidation) and certain subsidiaries in business fescue. In the other
application the applicahts sought an order reversing the consequences of a sale of
assets which took pi
on 4 to 5 December 2019. The provisionai liquidators had
been given leave to file supplementary affidavits. They requifed access to the content
of the record in respect of the witnesses referred to above was for the preparation of
the aforesaid supplementary affidavit, in a ruling dated 23 March 2020 the provisional
liquidators were granted leave to utilise the record of the enquiry in the limited extent
sought
I t. In so far as reference is made to the above ruling, it is manifest that the ruling is
distinguishabfe from the facts presently before me.
12. The precise fiiatjonship between Mr Wakeford and Mr Watson is not set out in the
aforesaid letter of Goodes & Seedat Inc. Paragraph 3.11 of the letter from Goodes &
Seedat Inc. constitutes the high watermark of the relationship. It is clear that Mr
Wakeford should not be privy to the proceedings at the enquiry and certainly should
not have access to the transGript Of any part of it
13. Mr Watson’s entitlement to access to the record, subject to confidentiality
undertakings, is in his Gapacity as a director of African Giobai Operations Proprietary
Limited and for no other purpose. He certainly is not entitled to make it it available to
Mr Wakeford or other third parties no matter how laudable his intentions may be. It
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must be empbasleecl that the trahsertpf was rhacle available to Ur Watson on his
unGlerMkihg to maintain the confl^nGe of the pfooeesMr^s at the enquiry^
14. In a subsequent letter dateo 14 September ip{5 ^odes 4 ieedat Inc. addressed
further sobfr^sions to me. In the light of the undertaking to maintain the
of the enquiry which Mr Watson furnished, the further submissions do
not take the matter any further.
15. In the result Mr Watson has no permissible personal interest which he seeks to serve
by the use of the transcript or any portion of it. Mr Wakeford has no entitlement to the
transcriptoranyporionofil.
t6 In the result the relief sought by Goodes & Seedat Inc in their letter of 25 August
2020 cannot be granted

Dated at Sandton on the 9- day of October 2020.

MM
Com!

ler.
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Registration No. 2007/008890/21
118 Ivy Road
Norwood
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A professional legal corporation

Our ref:

Mr S M Rothbart/hd/

Your ref:

C A WesseIs/Lbn/00046040

Date:

May 2021

MacROBERT ATTORNEYS
Per email: nwessels@macrobert.co.za
rchirmer@macrobert,CQ,za
URGENT
Dear Mesdames
RE: R F LUTCHMAN N.O. and OTHERS re ANGELO AGRIZZI and A VAN TONDER
1. We address you in regard to what is set forth below.
2. Mr Kevin Wakeford
Capture testimony
Capture, ostensibly
examine Mr Agrizzi

who was implicated by Mr Agrizzi in his original State
gave testimony yesterday at the Enquiry into State
(we are advised) in order that he may be able to cross
at a later date.

3. What is interesting and most disconcerting, is that Mr Agrizzi's legal
representative present received Wakeford's affidavit that morning. The link
thereto was given as - https://we.tl/t-MinsEBe6YA.
4. In the annexures the following pages bear reference:
• Page 49 - 54 - Testimony of A. van Tonder from 417 Enquiry;
• Page 226 to 235 - Testimony of A. Agrizzi from 417 Enquiry; and
• Page 256 to 257 - Testimony of Frans Vorster from 417 Enquiry;
5. On 16 January 2020, an order was granted in terms of section 417 and 418 of the
Companies Act, 61 of 1973, as amended. On 26 May 2020, your firm was
requested by the Investigating Directorate of the NPA as well as the Asset
Forfeiture Unit (AFU) to provide them with access to the record of the section 418
liquidation enquiry, currently being undertaken at the behest of tte provisional
liquidators.
/
Director:

STANLEY MERVYN ROTHBART

ATTORNEYS AND CONVEYANCERS

Tel: +27 11 483 3107
Fax:+27 11 483 1519
Fax to Email: 086 635 9352

/
P.O. Box 95246
/
Grant Park 2051
(' email: stan@rothbartinc.co.za
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6. On 23 September 2020, our clients' representatives were informed by the AFU
that the Deputy Master of the High Court, Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted
permission and your clients were directed to release the record of the enquiry to
the NPA.
7. Our clients were never notified that Wakeford has access to the record of the
liquidation enquiry which is now being used by him at the Enquiry into State
Capture. He was accompanied by Jarrod Watson who was apparently assisting
him in his testimony and with documents.
8. Zondo DCJ, in Chambers but at the said Enquiry, requested comment from Judge
Meyer Joffe (the Commissioner of the section 418 enquiry) surrounding the
allegation that Jarrod Watson had previously written to you to request the
transcript and Judge Joffe seemingly agreed to its release but gave Watson strict
instructions to not make the records public.
9. Obviously this was not adhered to and now answers are required from all
concerned, namely Judge Joffe, yourselves, the provisional liquidators and Watson
as to how and why the transcript has now been released publicly (which as you
know carries criminal sanction) and Wakeford and his attorney have now used it
in a public forum apparently without getting permission from Judge Joffe (in
circumstances which seem contraindicated by Section 417 (7)), or the Master or,
presumably your clients or yourselves (to the extent you/they could have given
such permission, which is denied).
10. Please would you favour us, as a matter of urgency, with the so-called ruling or
order given by Judge Joffe to Watson (if any) which purports to have authorised
the release of the transcript to Jarrod Watson and under what circumstances he
gave the order and the conditions of same.
11. Please copy this email to Judge Joffe (whose email details we do not have) and
note we have copied same to Mr Cloete Murray as well.
12.The matter is extremely urgent in that our clients are required to place this before
Zondo DCJ at the State Capture Enquiry by 12 noon on Monday, the 10^^ May
2021.

Yours faithfully
ROTH^Mt INC

Per: S M

HBART
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222 RIvonIa Road, Entrance via: t Michelle Street, Block A
Ground Floor, Morningside Close Office Park, Morningslde,
Sandton 2196
PO Box 2061, Randburg 212 5

Docex 61, Randburg

Tel: -»-27 (0)11 656 1452 | Fax: +27 {0)11 656 1453
www.goodesco.co.za

DATE: 10 May 2021
ATTORNEYS
MACROBERT BUILDING
CNR JUSTICE MAHOMED & JAN SHOBA
STREETS
BROOKLYN

Your Reference:
C AVVessels/lbnA)0046040
OurReference:
G. S. Goqdi^/lm^ATI679
Email: liz@aoodesco.Gb.za

PER E-MAiL: riW6$seli@macrobett.co.za

Dear Madam,
RE

INQUIRY IN TERMS OF SECTION 417 AND 418 OF THE COMPANIES
1973: J. WATSON
^
,, 61

1v VVe r^f^r to the above and your letter of 7 May 2021.
2. TheTailure to address eaeb and every issue contained W your fetter under reply,
should not be construed as an admission thereof and our client reserves the right
to answer fully thereon, should It become necessary and in the appropriate fortim.
3.

take notice that:
3.1

Our client has adhered to the provisions of the Companies Act and
Section 417 in partieular;

3.2

Our client has obtained the perrnissron of the Master, as is required by
the Act and by the Court Order to disclose the transcripts of 18 February
2020 and 2 October 2020, and in this regard has disclosed the
Information relevant to Wakeford being pages 48 to 54 and 230 to 239
of the transcription of 18 February. 2020 and pages 260 to 261 of the
transcription of 2 October 2020.

3.3

This was done in the Interest of justice and in particular to place the
correct facts before the Zondo Commission;

3.4

Any review application your client wishes to lodge, shall be opposed

Senior Associate:

DIRECTOR: G,S. COOpES (8.PROC)
Candidate Attorney$; R.M.A. Dos Santos, 2. Herseiman, Z.A. Mvubeld, J.M. Vos
van der Walt {B.Proc) • Associate; N. Pillay (B A t-aw. LLB)
GOODES AND CO. tRag. NO. 2012/18422S/21)
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are
5

in

previously released as follows
5.1

Utilizing the evidenGe/transcfipt of Mr. Jared Watson, Mr. Daniel
Potgieter, Mr. C. S. A. Wolmarans and Mrs. UngOrer in an Affidavit.

5.2

The transeription/evidenee, in whole, was released to the Investigating
..................
as well as the Asset
Forfeiture Unit by the Master, according to your letter dated
13T^ovember2020.

6. Our clienVs rights remain reserved
7. Kindly be goided accordingly

GjOODI
G. S. GOODES

ORNEYS
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cTHacRobert
Attorneys

liicotporaleci No. 1978/004694/21

MacRobert Building
cnr Justice Mahomed & Jan Shoba Streets
Brooklyn Pretoria RSA
Private Bag X18 Brooklyn Square 0075
Docex43 Pretoria
GPS Co-ordinates: S 25“ 46' 2.28", E 28“ 14' 1.0.68"
law@macrobert.co.za www.macrobert.co.za
Pretoria Tel +27 12 425 3400
Fax +27 12 425 3600

Mr Jared Michael Watson
C/o Goodes and Seedat Inc
By email:

george@gsinc.co.za
zherselman@gsinc.co.za

other Branches:

Johannesburg Tel +27 10 110 9699 Fax +27 86 575 7609
Cape Town Tel +27 21 464 2400 Fax +27 86 582 6478
Durban Tel+27 31001 8905 Fax+27 86 550 4286

and
Ms Suna S de Villiers
By Email: sdevilliers@npa.gov.za
YOUR REF:

OUR REF;

DATE;

C A Wessels/Lbn
00046040

13 November 2020

Dear Sir / Madam
ENQUIRY IN TERMS OF SECTION 417 AND 418 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 61 OF 1973: RECORD
OF ENQUIRY-ASSET FORFEITURE UNIT
1.

We refer to the abovementioned matter and confirm that we act on behalf of the joint
provisional liquidators, appointed in respect of the following entities:
1.1

African Global Operations Proprietary Limited

1.2

Global Technology Systems Proprietary Limited

1.3

Bosasa Properties Proprietary Limited

1.4

Rodcor Proprietary Limited

1.5

Watson Corporate Academy Proprietary Limited

1.6

On-IT-1 Proprietary Limited

1.7

Bosasa IT Proprietary Limited

1.8

Bosasa Supply Chain Management Proprietary Limited

1.9

Leading Prospects Trading 111 Proprietary Limited

1.10 Bosasa Youth Development Centres Proprietary Limited
TiT MERITAS
Member
Cuiiveyanceis Nolarie-s & Trarfe Maik Agonis

Your strategic partner at law

Directors GP van der Merwe (Chairman) LM Mahlangu SMJacobs CAWessels N Caine J Albertse S van der Merwe KM Greig JA Erasmus JD van Broekhuizen CN Groenewald
AS van Niekerk L Gani KC Cameron JC Jansen van Rensburg SB Wotshela JB Mayaba J Naidoo A Abarder PS Ntuli K Zybrands KM Thomas FA Dreyer T Booyse DT Vraagom
RM Masolo K Sehanka MG Moshoeshoe
Consuitants DE Pfaff T Charters NA Janse van Rensburg S Hayal C Pepermans
Senior Associates E Deppe C Le Roux T Rengecas N Ramcharan E Ward JS Uys KF Ussuph H Verwey K Tumba Diong W Gani T Pharo T Nwedamutsu M Brookes
Associates M Naude A Dhanuk T Maritz Ml Dube CV Limberg V Mbhele T Molaba R Chinner KJ Francis AG DIula U Ramaifo R Motloung
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1.11 Black Rox Security Intelligence Services Proprietary Limited
2.

We further confirm that on 16 January 2020, an order was granted in terms of section 417 and
418 of the Companies Act, 61 of 1973.

3.

On 26 May 2020, we were requested by the Investigating Directorate of the NPA as well as
the Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU) to provide them with access to the record of the liquidation
enquiry, currently being undertaken by the provisional liquidators.

4.

On 23 September 2020, we were informed by the AFU that the Deputy Master of the High
Court, Gauteng Division, Pretoria had granted permission and that we were directed to release
the record of the enquiry to the NPA.

5.

Our clients intend abiding to the directive of the Master of the High Court and the record of the
enquiry will therefore be made available to the AFU on 25 November 2020, unless we are
provided with a court order, directing otherwise.

6.

Kindly acknowledge receipt.

(Yours faithfully

MACROBERT INC
CAWESSELS
nwessels@macrobert.co.za
Direct telephone number : (012)425-3487
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